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Introduction
It has long been my ambition to share with others some of the written
work of my late wife, Dorothy. She began to write fiction in the mid-90’s and
at the time of her death, in 2007, she had compiled an impressive dossier. I
hesitate to use the verb “completed” because Dorothy never seemed to be
totally satisfied with any of her efforts and she was constantly undertaking
tasks of revision. The job of preparing editions of her work, even for this
website, was immensely complicated by this habit – but there were other
problems as well.
I would have to say that Dorothy was never completely comfortable
with computer technology and she never adopted a coherent system of
handling her many projects and their revision. When she died there were four
files on her desktop, 62 on her hard drive, 183 in her documents folder – and
that was only the beginning. I discovered a total of 79 storage disks, mostly
in the old three-and-a-half-inch square floppy format, but also including some
zip disks and some CD’s. Of these 19 belonged to the world of work, her role
as special projects coordinator at the American School in London, and four
(with literary titles) were by now blank. Of the remaining 56 disks, some
nine were in word processing formats so ancient they could not be read by
modern machines and I had to have these professionally recovered. Even those
that could be read could be opened only in a text edit format on a number of
occasions, and they required further manipulation to make them at all useful.
In all, there were over 1600 files containing materials of a literary import!
Of course many of the files were merely copies or duplicates of earlier
work – though there were true revisions as well. Indeed, one of my chief tasks
was attempting to discover which draft represented Dorothy’s most complete
(I won’t say final) intention. The problem was complicated by Dorothy’s habit
of adopting new titles for existing works – without getting rid of the original.
As an example I discovered that Learning Curves, which I believe was her
first attempt at novel writing, also later appeared in her electronic archive as
Mimi Marcus, SightBites, Love Can Drive A Normal Woman To Extremes,
Getting Over Gerry, and Getting Over Barry. In all, Dorothy worked on some
twenty-five projects, leaving only fragments or outlines in some cases, and
offering full-length versions in others. I remember urging her to try her hand at
the short story format but I believe she intended all of her efforts to grow into
novel-length proportions.

She offered some of her projects to publishers and had at one time an
agent in New York and then one in London – but nothing came of these efforts.
I read only one of these works during her lifetime (Learning Curves) but I
knew the direction and tone of many of the others. For a wider audience, this
website can now reveal what she left behind for us.
Dorothy was a dedicated reader of crime fiction and so it is not
surprising that she decided to produce a novel in this genre herself. I believe
that her last efforts at a revision of The Corpse Wore Leather were made in
the year 2005. Of course I do recognize echoes of our life in East Lansing in
this work, but in its events and its characters it is a complete work of fiction.
Dorothy did consult with an officer of the East Lansing Police Department
on certain technical matters and thanks are owed to him for his advice –
though I no longer know his name. Her sister, Naomi Tschoegl, undertook
many hours of research in an effort to identify the drafts that I could then edit
and she also offered critical suggestions during this process. Dorothy’s best
friend in Michigan, the former state film commissioner, Janet Lockwood, also
undertook the painstaking task of reading proof in this project. Finally I want
to thank Janet Payne for again providing us with the cover design.
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“People who are very beautiful make their own laws.”
Vivien Leigh as Mary Treadwell, Ship of Fools

Chapter 1
The phone rang just as I was thinking that anyone would fall for
Robert Redford – as Barbra Streisand did in The Way We Were. The caller
was my boss, Lieutenant Herb Fedewa – who would see a chick flick only at
gunpoint.
“Sophie. We have a dead woman decorating her backyard. 124
Sycamore Street. A gal called Ingrid Spoto and she’s not a pretty picture.
Neighbor called it in about forty minutes ago. Medical Examiner’s on his way.
And so are you. It’s your case.”
A poor start to my Saturday. I finished my morning hot water and lemon, deciding that even Herb would fall for Redford in his navy whites, and I
was reluctantly on my way.
Barely able to stop myself from putting a hand over my eyes – in order
to make viewing slits with my fingers – I looked down at the late Ingrid Spoto.
She had been left sprawled on a pile of rotting leaves turned black with her
blood. My mouth went dry at the nasty sight. I reached into my bag and found
my bottle of water. God, I hated this part of the job.
“What do we have here then?” I asked Roger Hendrickson, the
Medical Examiner, after I’d taken a swig.
“What you see is what you got. A stiff.” Roger harbored an eighthgrader’s sense of humor in a badly maintained forty-two-year-old body. It was
generally agreed by my colleagues on the West Rapids Police that the Roger
was a dead loss, ha, ha, from his thin, dirty blond hair to his no doubt corncovered toes. He belonged in a film noir with a fedora stuck on the back of his
head and Dick Powell or Humphrey Bogart to put him in his place. Good at his
job though, very good indeed. Which still didn’t make him bearable.
“Roger . . .”
He shrugged. “Female Caucasian in good condition, except for the fact
that she’s dead.”
Enough. I turned to a uniform standing patiently nearby. I recognized
her as Janet Jansen. She was a recent Huron grad and I’d been hearing good
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things about her. I would have put her at six feet and redheaded – she was a
Nicole Kidman lookalike without being that pretty. Maybe it was the nose.
“Do we know what she did?”
“Yes, Detective Pimlott. The vic was a professor at the U.”
Huron University was literally and figuratively the center of West
Rapids and everyone within the town borders owed their soul to this company
store. Forty-three thousand scholars roamed the streets, thousands of faculty
were kept in work – as well as God knows how many support staff. Huron had
a tradition for great football teams, ones that terrorized the gridiron far and
wide, and a singular reputation in the area of agricultural scholarship, one that
had earned it the not unaffectionate nickname of Moo U.
“Did she live alone?” I asked Janet.
“Yes ma’am. Neighbors told us.”
I turned back to Roger. “Do we know how she died – and play it
straight.”
“Cashed in her chips – .” I winced and he rolled his eyes. “Okay, okay.
The killer went for her with something that was smooth and heavy. But no
weapon showed up in the prelim comb of the house, at least that’s what the
uniforms said.”
So, had the killer brought a weapon along, or used something handy?
Were we looking for someone who had given killing Ingrid Spoto some
thought, or an impulsive loonie who brained her because it was the right time
and place? I made myself look at the body again and had to drink more water
to keep from running away. “Where did all the blood come from?”
He shrugged. “Severe injuries to the face, lot of soft tissue damage,
teeth broken, some missing. She took five or six good ones to the parietal
lobes, a lot of laceration of the tissues. A fractured skull – and that’s what
killed her. I can tell more when I open her up.”
Oh, God. I’d seen Roger in action with his circular saw and I had had
to retire from the lab with a stomach that didn’t settle for days – mostly from
seeing bone chips flying around. The smell didn’t help either. Roger had more
to tell me, as if what he had already shared was not enough.
“From the look of the bruising patterns and the bleed, I’d say the jaw,
cheekbones, teeth and the nose got broken while she was alive. Not with the
same instrument that crushed her skull, though. Fists, maybe, sure made a
mess of her face. If she’d lived, maybe the damage would have been fixable,
but I doubt she would have looked okay. I’ll know more when I get her on the
table.”
Oh God, please don’t make me have to attend the post mortem. “Any
sign of sexual aggression?”
“Uh, uh. If there was sex, I’m betting it was consensual.” He leered at
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me.

“And just why would you bet that?”
He made a revolting noise down his nose. “Come on Sophie, think
about what she’s wearing.”
The corpse wore leather and we weren’t talking about a warm jacket,
or biker gear. No, no, the lady had been up to mischief, very sexy mischief.
Laid out on her back, long legs splayed apart she wore black leather thigh high
boots with stiletto heels. Her shapely body was strapped into what had to have
been an agonizingly tight black corset with a couple of bits and pieces here and
there that looked equally excruciating.
“I don’t go in for nipple piercing myself,” Roger said. He rolled carplike green eyes. “Looks to me like what happened here was a sex game that
went too far.” He leered again. God, if he had only known how unappetizing
he looked when he did that. Would he have cared? He clicked his fingers like
castanets, which made him seem worse, if that was possible.
I sighed. “Stop it Roger and while you’re at it, show some respect for
the dead.”
“Whatever,” Roger said cheerfully. “I guess you want to have a
guesstimate at the time of death?”
“Hmm, could be helpful.”
Sarcasm was lost on him, of course, but I never had given good Eve
Arden. “Okey, dokey. Let’s say with night temperatures of just above freezing,
rigor mortis, post-mortem lividity – check out how blue her legs are – we’re
looking at between twelve and three in the morning. Uniforms say the perp
did her inside the house, not out here, and the forensic guys back that up – so
there’ll be a lot of blood inside the house. Deep stains and splatter. The killer
carried or dragged her out here.”
I was surprised. “Then he had to be strong as well as being a bit nervy
into the bargain. Anyone could have seen her being dumped out here.”
“In the back yard?” Roger shook his head. “This is the burbs, it was
late, everyone’s storm windows still up. Nope.” He zipped up his jacket. It was
cheap and ugly in a shade of green that would have done little for Brad Pitt,
never mind Roger. “Cold, huh? Feels like snow,” he said.
It was cold. I crossed my fingers behind my back. “Roger, it’s the third
of April.”
He wagged a finger at me. When I thought where that finger had been
and where it would be, I wanted to puke. “Anything’s possible when it comes
to the weather in the Midwest, you should know that by now, babe – .”
“Don’t call me babe – .”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah. Snow won’t last though, never does at this time of
year.” He looked down at the body and shook his head. “I have to say I haven’t
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seen this kind of thing since I left Detroit. You sure don’t expect it in a burg
like this.”
Why not? The miserable things people did to one another no longer
surprised me very much, regardless of geography. I’d seen just as bad on the
streets of Knightsbridge and worse when I was working with the Metropolitan
Police, Willesden Division. There had been a Russian prostitute who had been
dismembered before she . . . well, no reason to dwell on that kind of stuff.
I looked down at Ingrid Spoto. My stomach didn’t heave, so I guessed
I was getting used to the way she looked. No, god no. If I ever got used to
such a sight, it would be time to quit. “Strange stuff for a girl who lived in a
neighborhood like the Glen.”
“You got that one right,” Roger said.
I looked around me. We were standing in a subdivision at the high end
of West Rapids’ real estate arc: quiet, conservative streets, light years away
from the noisy side streets of the downtown area – where students from the
university lived in shabby, cramped accommodation. Substantial homes lined
tranquil streets, named after the trees that shaded them – Oakwood Avenue,
Pine Drive, Elm Close and Sycamore Street – where we now stood. Each
residence stood proudly in its own expensively landscaped grounds. This was
a part of town that was as respectable as it was pricey and I wondered if Roger
hadn’t called it right. Night games gone wrong, very wrong.
I forced my eyes back to what was left of Ingrid Spoto. An open,
white toweling bathrobe saturated with blood revealed how toned the victim
had been; a babe from the neck down, at least, and young from the look of the
muscle development. As if reading my mind, Roger said, “Vic was in her early
to mid-thirties, I’d guess.”
Blossoms from the Japanese magnolia tree a few feet away had
drifted down and covered her arms and breast, one or two petals coming to rest
on Ingrid Spoto’s face in mockery of a funeral bouquet. Of course, there was
no knowing what that face had been like in life, since in death it was nothing
but a bloated parody, lifeless blue eyes peering out between bruised slits. I
started to feel queasy and had to have a sip of water. Roger was doing his thing
and felt the need to bring me into the loop once more.
“I’ll check her out for DNA. See if anyone left anything behind. Know
what I mean? Wow,” Roger said now, adding without much emotion. “she’s a
mess, huh.”
“Look at that.” I pointed to her long, glossy pale blond hair which had
been carefully arranged to form a halo around her face. There was another
novel touch, as well. However, Roger misunderstood which hair I was talking
about.
“Is that a Brazilian? Is that what they call it? The one the girls on Sex
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and the City used to have done?” he wanted to know.
“Yes.” I considered what I was seeing here. I didn’t have to read a
textbook to understand why the killer had left the body out in the open. We
were looking at the work of someone who was into humiliation – a cruel
postscript to death. Robbing the helpless of their dignity. This was about
power. Now I noticed something else, something not very nice at all. I pointed
to Ingrid Spoto’s mouth, which was caked with blood and strangely shrunken.
“What’s going on here?”
Roger shrugged. “Her tongue’s been cut out. We haven’t found it
anywhere around here.”
‘Oh my. My, my, my,” I said, for want of anything better to say. This
was right out of a Roger Corman lurid horror flick. I cursed Herb for dumping
me with such a grisly case when he knew full well I didn’t deal all that well
with this kind of crap. No, no – make that didn’t deal at all well with what had
been done to Ingrid Spoto. The ground started rising toward me and I grabbed
Roger’s arm.
“You okay, Sophie?” He steadied me.
I nodded, then managed: “We have an animal on our hands.”
“No kidding?” Roger was doing flippant, but I could tell he was
shocked by what he had found. He looked shaken, or as shaken as he was
capable of looking. When you’re ninety percent less sensitive than other
people you can only go a short distance. “Her head and face look like the meat
counter at Kroger’s.”
I stared at him. “You have a way with words, Roger.”
Roger smirked at me. “I have a way with something else, too, babe.”
That did it. A mutilated woman lay at the man’s feet and all he could
think of was his dick? “I’ve told you before not to call me babe and if you do it
again, I will shoot you and it won’t even get to court.”
He wagged a finger at me. “You don’t know what you’re missing.”
“I can guess.” I stood for a long moment, gulping in the clear,
springtime air. My head cleared and the bilious attack passed.
It was time to get on with my job.
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Chapter 2

“Is it okay for me to go inside,” I asked Officer Janet Jansen.
“Yes Detective, but you’d better check to see if we have a search
warrant, just be on the safe side, before you do,” she answered. “We did a
preliminary sweep,” she continued, “lots of blood in some kind of office
upstairs – so we figured that’s where the killer caught up with her. Forced
entry at the kitchen door in back. We didn’t touch anything, just made sure
there weren’t any surprises like body number two, and then we got out of
there. Forensic team was hot to trot, so they’ll be taking samples as soon as the
warrant comes through.”
“Thanks.” I cautioned her and the other cops lounging around to the
keep the press away for as long as possible.
“Er, too late,” Janet told me.
I could see that for myself. “Who found the body?”
“Mary Beth Drollette. Kid from next door.”
“How old?”
“Thirteen.”
“Terrible, what appalling luck.” We looked at one another, thinking the
same thing, no doubt. Mary Beth would remember what she had seen in that
backyard for the rest of her life. I cleared my throat. We had a murder to solve.
“Do we know what she was doing here?”
“Yes, I spoke to her. Mom didn’t like it, but I thought someone had
better get on it before the girl closed down.” She blushed slightly. “I mean she
might have seen something.”
“You did the right thing.” I gave her points in the Pro column in my
head.
“Thanks.” Janet checked her notebook. “The deceased asked the
girl yesterday to come by at eight o’clock this morning. Wanted her to clear
the back and front yards of the leaves and stuff left from the winter and treat
the grass and all. In the fall she rakes the leaves as well and in the summer
she mows the lawn. She’d gone round into the back yard with some plastic
bags and that’s when she found the vic. Ran home and the mom, Geraldine
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Drollette, called it in. As soon as I arrived I talked to mom as well.” Janet
smiled slightly, “Spelled out both her names very slowly and carefully, but I
managed not to move my lips as I wrote them down. She’s the one who told
me the deceased was single and where she worked. Probably would have told
me more, but the kid was coming to pieces. I got the impression mom didn’t
like the deceased. Referred to her as ‘a university type.’”
Not very intriguing, all things considered. There were always tensions
between town and gown. The former thought the latter should get real jobs,
while the academic contingent acted as though speaking to anyone without
a PhD was a gesture too generous to be quantifiable. And the students just
reduced most of what they touched to rack and ruin, because they were, after
all, just passing though. All were wary of one another
“Well done,” I said and meant it. Janet grinned. “I need someone to
look around the house with me. That okay with you?” I asked.
“Not a problem.”
As we walked around to the front of Ingrid Spoto’s house, I spotted
a TV transmitting van across the street and the fox-faced local anchor Kelli
Kojecka, with a cameraman behind her, interviewing a man who seemed full
of opinions. No surprises there, I had been warned. Murder didn’t happen all
that often in West Rapids and usually involved party A standing over party B,
the very beer bottle in a hand that had ruined party B’s Saturday nights forever.
A dead woman in leather was news anywhere, never mind in a small college
town in the Midwest. I turned to a very young cop with a hat that was too large
for him; ditto for the regulation Sig Sauer resting on his hip. I could only hope
he’d grow into it before hurting himself, or someone else.
“Tell them to turn off those flashing lights,” I told him, pointing to the
two cop cars parked at the curb. “The emergency’s over.”
“You got it.” The sight of him running off set the growing group of
snoopers buzzing. The white suited CSI team were trooping into the house,
so I guessed the search warrant necessary to our thorough snooping had been
granted, and I could follow when they were through with their preliminaries.
I shivered, wrapping my arms around my body as shelter from a wind
unchallenged by pallid spring sunshine and wished I had not wilfully packed
away my bulky winter coat. I did so stubbornly every year on the thirtieth
of March and every year I was sorry. I had a more immediate worry, though.
There were way too many onlookers trampling over the lawn, gossiping with
one another and avidly asking the uniforms what was going on. It would only
be minutes before the single body in the backyard escalated into multiples and
these snoopers were on their cell phones – scaring anyone they could reach
with news that we had a murder epidemic on our hands.
I showed my badge as I called out: “I’m Detective Sergeant Pimlott,
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and while I respect your right to know what’s going on here, I have to ask
you to leave as soon as possible – since your presence risks contaminating the
crime scene.”
A rush of excitement went though the crowd and I heard someone say:
“Wow, they’re always worrying on CSI: Vegas about that. I didn’t know it was
for real.” Most of them moved off but they didn’t want to – that is if the surly
glances I was getting meant anything.
“Thank you everyone,” I called out. “We really appreciate your
cooperation in this matter.”
I turned away, but not fast enough. A mike was shoved in my face by
Kelli Kojecka, who must have seen Holly Hunter, tics and all, in Broadcast
News once too often. I disliked her as much on screen as I guessed I was going
to detest her in person. She had a grating voice, for one thing. A cameraman
followed and lights were shining on me, causing polka dots in front of my
eyes.
“Kelli Kojecka of WFAK TV. Are you in charge of this case, Detective
Pimlott?”
“Yes . . .” Just who was the twerp who’d told her my name? I
imagined Herb watching me on screen and quailed in advance at his reaction.
“So what’s going on? Do we know who did this? What about the
leather and how badly was she beaten?” Foxy wanted to know. There was a
buzz of excitement from the crowd.
Who had been blabbing? Out of the corner of my eye I caught the cop/
kid in the over-sized hat sidling away and I had my answer to her question.
I guessed I could turn him over to Herb, who would reduce him to a greasy
puddle. I would settle for tearing a strip or two off the stupid lad when I had
the chance. It was no good getting worked up though; I did a P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E.
in my head and that did the trick. I deliberately didn’t smile at Kelli. “I’m not
at liberty to discuss the details of the case and speculation in such matters is
dangerous. The victim Ingrid Spoto was only found an hour and a half ago – .”
“So you don’t know who did it yet, huh?”
“Not yet – .”
“Any suspects – ?”
“I’ve told you – .”
“Well thank you, Detective Pimlott.” She turned to the camera. “It’s a
wrap.” She turned back to me.
“Are you be bringing in backup from Scotland Yard?”
I stared at her. “What? Why?”
“Well, I can tell you’re from England, right, so you must have
connections.”
God, what was the woman thinking of? “We’ve called in the State
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Police for some forensic assistance, so that’s all the backup we need, thank
you.” Did I sound huffy? Well, I damn well felt huffy. The very idea!
“What are you doing here, anyway,” Kelli wanted to know.
“As you see.”
That didn’t stop her. “No, I mean how come you’re in West Rapids?”
I had known exactly what she meant. I just hadn’t thought of it as any
of Kelli Kojecka’s business. “I have to go – .”
“Do you know Judi Dench?” A short, plump blonde called out from
the crowd.
What was going on here and how did I lose control of the situation so
quickly? I was getting hot and not just because of the lights blazing at me. The
truth was I had actually stood behind Dame Judy in a supermarket in north
London. To say so now would make me look like an even bigger fool than I
felt already. “No and you must excuse me – .”
“She was great in that film about Queen Victoria,” the same dodo
called out.
“What was that called?” a man with a Great Dane sitting at his feet
wanted to know. He wore a bright blue anorak. The man, not the dog.
“Mrs. Brown,” I couldn’t help myself. Mercifully my cell phone rang.
“What’s going on?” Herb wanted to know.
“I’m about to check out the house. See what I can find out about her.”
I left out the details of my TV appearance. Plenty of time for that.
“Take a uniform with you.”
“Okay. Talk to you later.” He hung up.
I turned to Kelli. “You must excuse me, Kathy – .”
“It’s Kelli.” She corrected me with a frown. There were more titters.
“Of course. My apologies. We plan to follow any leads, but these are
early days . . . ” I came over all BBC received English, hoping that would get
me off the hook. It did – Kelli thanked me effusively for my “valuable input”
and I was let loose so that she could interpret my non-statement into faux grist
for her mill. Two more blue and white cop cars arrived with lights flashing –
adding drama to a situation that hardly needed any more. I spotted Janet Jansen
and waved her over.
“I need someone to check the house out with me,” I said.
“Not a problem.” She too carried a Sig Sauer of course, but on her it
looked neither dangerous nor pretentious.
Two County Crime Scene technicians talked quietly about their
findings to one another as they came out of the front door of the Spoto house.
A photographer from the State Police clicked away furiously at who knew
what. A group of curious neighbors and passers-by walking their dogs had
gathered to replace those onlookers shooed away minutes before – in spite
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of the efforts of the uniformed cops throwing their weight around or, equally,
because of that.
“Okay for us to take a look,” I called out to the forensic team.
“Yeah,” a balding man of about forty answered. “We’ll be back, so
don’t contaminate the scene. I know how careless you guys can be.”
Patronizing git. What did he take me for?
“Let’s go take a look at chez Spoto,” I told Janet and we started for the
front door. As we did so, I took a good look at the Spoto home and its wellgroomed neighbor. The contrast was striking.
The Drollette home was architecturally identical, on the outside,
to Ingrid Spoto’s, but that was where the resemblance ended. The Drollette
home was a handsome split-level house constructed of mellow, dark brown
brick, built on the rise of a gentle hill like its neighbor the Spoto residence. It
had a well-tended railroad tie and rosy octagonal-shaped brick steps winding
up to the house. A profusion of flowerbeds crowded with daffodils and
crocuses created a lovely effect. At every window there were frothy curtains
that looked as if they had been starched within the hour. Its Spoto twin had
crumbling cement steps leading up to a scuffed wooden front door, weedridden flowerbeds with shabby drapes at the windows. Why had Ingrid Spoto
let things slide so? Surely the neglect of 122 grated on neighbors sensitive to
proper maintenance? I doubted one of them had killed her for such a lapse;
then again, you never know what people are going to do if they are pissed off
enough.
I gave an inadvertent belch. “Sorry, I muttered. I wasn’t feeling one
hundred percent.
A girl shouldn’t have to tackle dead bodies on an empty stomach.
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Chapter 3

Snapping on a pair of surgical rubber gloves and cautioning Janet to
do the same, I walked into a good sized living room to the right of a gloomy
little foyer. I was not surprised to find the interior of the house looking as drab
and unloved as the exterior. Janet followed cautiously.
“The lady wasn’t into decorating, huh?” she said, looking around.
“It would appear not.” The furnishings were shabby without being
chic – sparse, careless and used, mostly mismatched nondescript bits and
pieces that looked as if they had been without charm even when new. I had
rarely seen as many ugly things in one room. An avocado green plastic sofa
belonged in a National Health Service doctor’s waiting room. I wondered if in
hot weather your legs stuck to it and a squelch escaped your bum when you sat
down.
“Ooh,” I said. It did.
A television and video, neither of too recent a vintage, rested on a
cheap metal stand. A tired-looking low table in front of that sofa held a monthold copy of the TV Guide and a rental video from the local Blockbuster. Before
it was returned the fine was going to rack up quite a bit. I checked out Ingrid
Spoto’s taste in movies: The Piano. Not a favorite of mine, but that didn’t
mean she deserved to die.
We strolled into the dining room. French doors led out to the shabby
patio. That came as no surprise. I could see that at least the stiff had been
removed, but the forensic team and the uniforms, trampling all underfoot, had
reduced an already sorry lawn to nothing. A heap of plastic bags, obviously
discarded by poor Mary Beth, lay where she had dropped them. The sun
had sensibly taken off for Florida now and skies were a yellowish grey.
The inventory continued. A matching dining table and chairs were without
distinction, as was a credenza made of distressed something or other. Dreary.
“Wow,” Janet said holding up a lovely white plate and checking out
the base. “Rosenthal and the crystal is Baccarat.”
These bits and pieces told me two things. “From the layer of dust
I’d say the lady of the house didn’t entertain much and that these could only
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have been inherited. From the look of the place someone else chose them and
bought in multiples.”
“Maybe wedding presents?”
I thought about it. “You say she wasn’t married?”
“Well, she lived alone,” Janet said. “Doesn’t mean there isn’t an ex
somewhere.”
No, it didn’t. Estranged partners were not above killing the former
love of their lives if property was involved and they had convinced themselves
the police would not think to look for blood on ex-hubby’s hands. The logic
was confused to say the least, but murderers’ heads don’t work straight.
Otherwise they would think about death row and settle for sending rude letters.
We walked through to the kitchen. There were red chickens on the
wallpaper scampering across mustard yellow paper that looked well past
its shelf life. I checked a back door and sure enough there were scrapes and
splintered wood– as had been reported.
“Wow,” Janet said, opening the door of a large refrigerator stuffed with
organic produce and bottles of spring water. “The lady looked after herself.”
I guessed from the recycled brown paper sacks holding drooping
produce that, like me, Ingrid Spoto was an ardent fan of the farmer’s market
held every Sunday afternoon in the parking lot of the City Hall. “Well done,
Ingrid,” I murmured, then remembered Ingrid was no longer in any position
to appreciate my praise. Still, I gave her a cluster of check marks in the Pro
column.
“Look at all this stuff,” Janet said, pointing at a kitchen counter
groaning under a battery of health supplements that rivalled my own. Ingrid
Spoto’s standards in what went in and out of her body almost made up for her
crap taste in decorating.
I gave myself a mental shake. I needed to stop editorializing and find
who had killed her and why.
We started for the stairs and my stomach did a flip-flop. There were
dark stains on the carpeted stairs and blood smeared on the walls.
“Nasty,” Janet muttered, stepping gingerly as she followed me
upstairs. “What a mess the killer must have been in after he finished.”
Yuck and double yuck: his clothing would have to have been
destroyed, or discarded. “Make a note to ask for a uniform to check the
garbage cans in the surrounding area.” Had he walked home? Had he driven?
Would there be blood traces in the car if we ever found it? Had he been seen?
How did I know it was a man?
“You want a door-to-door in case someone suspicious was seen around
the time of the killing?”
I nodded. “Good thinking.”
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A good-sized bathroom at the top of the stairs was tiled in black and
duck egg blue and had not been refurbished since the Fifties. Like the sofa it
belonged in a style morgue.
“Look at all these lipsticks.” Janet was carefully inspecting the drawer
to the right of the sink. There were enough to start a museum, many as red as
red gets.
“Guess she thought, like most women, that a new lipstick promises
a new life,” I said, That promise hadn’t been kept in her case obviously, but
when is it?
“Well, we know she had a sex life,” Janet said. The left hand drawer in
the vanity unit at the side of the sink revealed two packets of flavored condoms
and a jumbo-sized tube of K-Y Jelly. I didn’t know whether their presence
deserved points in Ingrid’s Pro or Con column. Time would tell.
I moved on to what was obviously an office. “I guess this is where
the murder took place.” There was dried blood sprayed everywhere and the
worn burnt orange carpet was ruined, which was no great loss. She had bled
out badly from her beating and the stains were enormous, the largest outlined
in chalk. It had been a while since I had witnessed the mess that accompanies
homicide and it hit me hard. I noticed Janet looked a bit green.
“You okay? First time you’ve seen a crime scene like this?”
She nodded. “Only photographs. This is awful, huh?”
Who could disagree? Who would bother? The proportions of the room
were generous, with the desk set into an alcove with a good-sized window, but
it was so gloomy. If Ingrid had been a homeowner at heart, she would have
known her trees needed cutting back in order to let desperately needed light
into her home.
“This is about as welcoming as a tax office,” I said
“Notice anything?” Janet asked. “No music. I mean there’s no CD
player or even a radio.”
“Maybe the lady didn’t like distractions,” I posited. “Single-minded.
She worked in here and that was that.”
“What’s this?” Janet asked – pointing at a silver-framed photograph
sitting on a rickety little table under a gooseneck reading lamp that needed a
brighter bulb.
I picked it up. It was a framed photo of the victim with a smiling older
woman, whom I took to be the victim’s mother – since the resemblance was so
striking. The frame was from Tiffany and a bit of polish wouldn’t have gone
amiss. I picked it up and carried it to the window to get the advantage of the
poor light. I felt a bit like Dana Andrews ogling Gene Tierney’s portrait in
Laura.
“My, oh my,” I said out loud. “Well, well, well.”
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Ingrid Spoto had been gorgeous in that All American, blonde, finefeatured, wide-mouthed, blue-eyed way. A Candace Bergen clone, all jaw,
cheekbones, glowing complexion and open, lovely smile. No make that
Grace Kelly in To Catch A Thief, a performance that I personally found more
interesting than that bland role in The Country Girl – for which she won her
Oscar. Then again, easier to smoulder with Cary Grant than Bing Crosby . . .
No, definitely Candace, pre-Murphy Brown, that is. Carnal Knowledge, maybe
Soldier Blue.
In the photo Ingrid was holding that fabulous hair off her face, as if
against the wind. It looked better when not smeared with blood. God, talk
about a movie star-type pose. A white shirt was open at the neck and there was
a faint blush of color at her throat from the sunlight, one that also gave a sheen
to her loosened hair. I remembered my first view of her and it was sobering
that someone had put so cruel an end to such beauty, as if acting out the climax
of an early Brian De Palma flick. God, but that someone must have hated her.
What could she have done to earn such a terrible end? I slipped the photo from
its frame and stored it in the outer pocket of my bag. One never knew.
“She was something, huh?” Janet said.
“Yes, she was indeed.”
Lining the walls in an orderly fashion were cheap, unpainted wooden
shelves holding books that were alphabetized and sorted by category – the
first sign I’d seen that the victim had much feeling for possessions at all, other
than the photo frame. Quite obviously, Ingrid Spoto had been a historian and
her field of expertise was China, apparently since the end of World War II.
Three large file boxes rested one atop the other on the lowest shelf. The neatly
written labels identified them as containing financial data. I tagged them – to
be delivered to my office. Neat stacks of professional journals, now bloodsplattered, rested on the floor beneath the shelves.
The desk held an IBM personal computer that, miracle of miracles,
had been left snoozing and was easy to access without a password. The halffull glass of white wine beside the computer indicated Ingrid been working at
her desk when the intruder sneaked up on her.
Did we have any business accessing the files without the appropriate
protocols in place? On the other hand, no time like the present. Anyway, who
would know? I wasn’t about to spill the beans and I doubted Janet would.
Bugger it.
“What do you know about computers?” I asked Janet. I knew her
generation, so guessed plenty.
“Not a problem,” she confirmed, fingers flying back and forth over the
keyboard and the banal screen-saver of a babbling brook vanished.
There were any number of items including correspondence that
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turned out to be little more than a few letters about some quarrel with the
Drollettes next door over boundary rights. I wondered if this had caused any
of that post-mortem rancor and if that could be of any help to us in foraging
for information; it was, usually. Antipathy, especially of the self-righteous
kind makes people less hesitant to speak ill of the dead. We also found lots
of reference materials and the text of articles written by the deceased. I was
disappointed and so was Janet.
“That’s about it,” she told me, sounding disappointed.
I had hardly expected files that, once opened, would reveal all – still I
was disappointed. “Tag the computer and bring it in. You never know,” I told
Janet.
We moved on to the bedroom. A queen-sized bed was covered by
a cheap quilted bedspread in a dull floral pattern of pink and blue flowers
– hardly the bower of a bad girl. I moved on to the closet and a carelessly
painted bureau. More of the same junk that furnished this dreary home. I didn’t
get it. The woman had a good position at the university and could afford a
home in an area where real estate didn’t come cheap. Was she simply one of
those people who didn’t care, or was she property-poor? The place was so
impersonal. As if Ingrid Spoto was passing through and just put some stuff
together for as long as she needed it. Most people who neglect their homes are
often just as careless about the people in their lives.
The closet was hardly crowded and held the kind of clothes one
expected an academic to wear: functional. There was a pair of black patent
stilettos though, which was was more like it. A Coach satchel rather like my
own, but also in black, hung on a hook in the closet. It definitely wasn’t an
accessory for the stilettos. I checked and found a wallet with credit cards and
an envelope with a membership card for the Silver Spa gym in the downtown
area. On the back of the envelope I found an unusual name written by someone
other than Ingrid – Lee Il Kwon; we needed to do some checking here. The
cash was untouched. There were no photographs, or credit card receipts to give
anything away about the lady.
I was never surprised by the places people chose to hide their
things – Ingrid’s choice of a top drawer in a bureau that needed refinishing
was not an original venue for the stash of dope I now found, even if it was
taped cunningly underneath. Oh, duh. The same top drawer yielded workout
clothes – spandex this and that and tee shirts, while the drawer beneath yielded
utilitarian bras and panties.
The middle drawer, though, contained the kind of expensive lacy bras,
sheer briefs, garter belts and sheer stockings in black or red, worn by a girl
with good times on her mind. I have never liked thongs myself, but with the
right butt I guess they make a point. These were not items sewn by Belgian
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nuns. “Now this is more like it,” I said.
“Whoa,” Janet said opening the bottom drawer and pulling back.
“What was she into?”
“Accessories.” I took a pen from my bag and gingerly poked at a
set of handcuffs, two vibrators of intimidating proportions, some sex toys I
couldn’t identify but made me blanch and a leather hood. It all looked like an
uncomfortable way to have sex and I was on safe ground thinking that none
of this paraphernalia would be most peoples’ idea of arousing. It had however
been Ingrid Spoto’s and presumably that of someone beside the lady. It was up
to me to find that person. I was thinking, with a sinking stomach, of just what
sort of person that might be, when my cell phone rang.
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Chapter 4

“We have a lead, Sophie,” Herb told me right off the bat. Lieutenant
Herb Fedewa had been a star of the fabled 1982 Huron Geese, the one that sent
their traditional rivals, the Fighting Quakers, packing with their collective tail
between their legs. These distant glory days made him a local hero. He could
have tied up newborn kittens in a sack and thrown them in the Delacroix River
in full view of the City Council and still his rep would have been untarnished.
Sports figured little in my world but in the Midwest, if you could run down a
field with a ball, or put one into a hoop, you were God.
Herb stood 6’ 4,” and was what is euphemistically known as burly –
in a Brian Dennehy mode. He was married to a former cheerleader, Marilyn,
and they had two sons with dreams of gridiron glory. I still didn’t really know
Herb, even after working with him for the six years I had been in West Rapids.
I accepted also that I never would – and that was fine. He was, after all, what
the locals called a “good ol’ boy,” a type of American male whose ways were
as alien to me as those of the odd Martian who might drop out of the sky. He
was however, the fabled “good guy,” the who, on certain days, we need in our
lives and I’d had one or two of these on his watch.
“What?”
“Who. An Eve Bishop who says she was a friend and colleague of
Ingrid Spoto’s at the U. Says she’s sure she knows who killed her.” I heard
the rustling of papers. “Barnett Pazderka – P.A.Z.D.E.R.K.A. Says this guy
works with her at the U. and also worked with the deceased. He’d been violent
toward her in the past. Police were called in, so it must have been a bad scene.
I sent a couple of uniforms round to his house but the guy’s out, no one else
seems to be around, and there was no car in the garage. I’ve left a message on
his voice mail to call us immediately.”
“Think he’s taken off? Could this Eve Bishop have fingered our
killer?”
“Well, best not to jump to conclusions. The Bishop woman seems very
determined, demanding the Desk Sergeant send over the person in charge of
the case.”
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“Where is she now?”
“Fern Meadows, number 204.” Fern Meadows was a condo
development on the southern borders of West Rapids, a pretty community
adjacent to the River Delacroix as it snaked its way through the city and its
environs. A considerable number of single faculty members lived there in
attractive one- and two-bedroom townhouses. “Maybe this means we’ll get the
chance of a fast collar because if we don’t get this guy within the first twentyfour hours, the press will come out of their cages,” Herb said.
Why beat around the bush? “Uh, too late, I’m afraid. They’ve broken
out.” I filled him in on my interview with Kelli. I heard a groan.
“That’s just fine, just fine. Guess I’ll be getting feedback soon
enough.”
“We need to find this monster and fast, Herb.”
“No kidding. The State Police are already in on this.”
“Yes, their forensics guys already took a look around.” West Rapids
didn’t have the manpower resources for a high profile homicide, so it was no
use pretending we did. “By the way, I need some help on a door-to-door.” I
explained my theory about soiled clothes being discarded by the killer.
“Okay and I’ll get someone going through the computer to see if we
have anyone local on record for doing violent stuff. Found anything at the
murder scene that I should know about?”
“I’ve tagged two files with financial data and her computer to be
brought to the station house.” I saw no need to tell him about my tampering
with the latter. My former chief in the Met would have been all over me like
a layer of dust for a transparent prevarication like that one. On the other hand,
Herb had no doubt seen through that ruse just as easily, but decided no harm
had been done. Ever the pragmatist, I guessed he knew I knew what I knew
and trusted me accordingly. He reasoned, no doubt, that what had not been
witnessed could not rebound and kick us in the ass.
“We need someone to identify the body,” I told him now. “The
neighbor didn’t think there was a next of kin.”
“I’m way ahead of you. Her brother, Paul Spoto, is on the way from
Chicago.”
“Good.” I wondered what the brother would be like. Would he be as
gorgeous as his sister? Probably not.
“There’s something else we need to talk about. I don’t want you working alone on this one,” Herb said.
Was he thinking of attaching one of the three other detectives in the
department to the case? Nice chaps, but I had no chemistry with any one of
them. They would slow me down until the case was as cold as the coffee at the
station house. This would not do.
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“I work alone, Herb you know that.”
“We need to keep ahead of the State police, or they’ll poach.” He had
a point. There was a certain sibling rivalry between our local force and our
bigger, tougher brother.
“Oh, Herb . . .” Why was I bothering? He would get his way on this
one, because he was right. “Why don’t you just give me a uniform to do
some of the footwork as backup? That’s all I usually need.” I looked over my
shoulder at Janet, who was busy tagging the computer. I left the room and
walked down the stairs with my phone. I lowered my voice. “Listen Herb,
Janet Jansen has been a big help today.”
“The tall redhead?” He sounded interested. “Played basketball for the
U, you know.”
Who cared? “That’s the one.”
I held my breath, willing him to agree. I was a small town copper.
I had no delusions about that and even fewer complaints. I had no desire to
raid crack houses, or dodge bullets like my counterparts in New York or Los
Angeles. I had had enough of rough stuff, God knows, when I served with the
Met. Still, there was much to be said for having something to get my teeth
into after a diet of stolen bicycles, drunken undergraduates, clumsy robberies
and domestic dramas. I wouldn’t have chosen such a terrible thing as Ingrid
Spoto’s grisly death to kick-start my career, but it’s a chill wind.
“Okay,” Herb said. “Why not?”
It was a done deal.
The new assignment went down a treat with Janet.
“Wow. Not a problem,” was her reaction.
As we stepped out of the Spoto house, I caught a glimpse of dark hair
poking out between one of the starched muslin curtains at 122. I had an idea.
“First thing is to go over there and find out what the Drollette woman
knows about Spoto’s life. I’d do it myself but I need to speak to a lead and the
neighbor has already met you. I’m guessing she’s a stay-at-home mom.”
“Why?”
“The look of the place and especially the garden. Takes a lot of time to
keep that up. To say nothing of her being outdoors so she might have noticed
what was going on next door. We have a good chance she saw all, knows all
and can’t wait to tell all. Make her feel important.”
Janet was as enthusiastic as a golden retriever. “Not a problem.”
“And change into plain clothes when you get the chance, okay?”
My lips moved along with her as she said, “Not a problem.”
We had to do something about that.
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Chapter 5

I had barely got my black Jeep in gear before Herb called again. I
pulled over.
“So you’re on the way to see this Bishop gal?” he wanted to know.
“Yes. We finished looking through the house.” I told him what Janet
was doing.
“Sounds good, let’s hope the neighbor can tell her something we can
run with. And maybe this Pazderka guy was the man in Spoto’s life and things
just got too rough and he lost it. ”
I wasn’t so sure. “I think it was premeditated, Herb. I mean no one did
her in and then ran away in panic. Took her outside, cut out her tongue.”
“Doesn’t mean it wasn’t what I said.”
“No, but . . .” My gut instinct told me we weren’t looking for a lover
who had gone over the top, but I kept my counsel since I had no options to
offer. “Anyway, we’ll get whoever it is – .”
“Sooner rather than later?” Herb suggested, then continued, “I talked
to Roger and told him to push the autopsy up. The brother’s on board, by the
way. Flying in this evening. You can meet him. Coming in at six something.
United.”
“What?” Why did I have to go to the airport? “Can’t you send a couple
of uniforms? Have a heart, Herb, it’s Saturday night.”
“So?”
“Well . . .” I had tickets to attend the first offering of the Japanese
Film Festival on campus – where Kurosawa’s rarely viewed masterpiece
Hidden Fortress was to start at eight. I had only ever seen it on TV, so to watch
it on the big screen was a treat I had been anticipating for weeks. “I do have
plans, actually.”
“I don’t care.” My social life was of no interest to a man with a violent
murder on his hands, the State police nipping at his behind, and the hot breath
of the press at the back of his neck. “Put it on hold, Sophie, because according
to our brothers in Chicago, Paul Spoto’s a mover and shaker in the financial
zone. I don’t want him thinking we don’t have our best people on this. I don’t
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want calls to his Congressman.”
“Oh, please – .”
“He gets a lot of attention – so see he doesn’t bring any our way,
okay? He’ll be expecting the organ grinder, not the monkey to give him a
briefing on what’s going on. You’re in charge of the case, so that means you,
Guiseppe.”
“That is so, so politically incorrect.”
“So is cutting someone’s tongue out.” Herb hung up and that was that.
My digestive system was okay again and I was hungry, as usual. The
designated organ grinder was ready for nourishment, so I stopped at Bon
Appétit. The upscale deli offered “Special food for the special palate,” and
who doesn’t want to think of themselves that way? Business was booming.
The appeal of Bon Appétit for me and other locals in West Rapids,
after determining that their breads, pastas, olive oils and other delicacies were
toxin free, was in organic merchandise that we could trust to be exactly that.
It was a matter of not taking unnecessary chances with your body and since
I took a lot into mine, vigilance was necessary. Now I ordered a bottle of
French still water and, knowing the ingredients were fail-safe, a granary bread
sandwich filled with mozzarella, sun dried tomatoes and basil mayonnaise.
I was lucky to find a table in the adjacent restaurant. It was puffed as
Provençal in style, well appointed with cane chairs and deal tables on which
sat fancy pottery olive oil dispensers. I guess it had a continental atmosphere
if you hadn’t travelled much, or seen Jean de Florette. Masses of dried flowers
were everywhere. Rustic hutches displayed attractive local pottery created
by the artisans who sold their wares at the ubiquitous arts and crafts fairs that
West Rapids hosted throughout the year. People often spoke of how once upon
a time you could only get the sort of things on offer here in big cities, but
that was all changed. Who needed the big city and its hassles when you had
its convenience in a place that was as appealing as our little corner of midMichigan?
I would argue that West Rapids had its charms, but in all honesty it
was a bit on the bland side. I pined for London’s edge but I was grateful nevertheless that Bon Appétit existed – even if it was roughly four thousand miles
away from the place that, at times, I thought I wanted to be.
As I tackled my sandwich, I worked through some entries for my
mythical movie trivia night. I had tried pushing the idea to François Benoit,
owner of this place, but so far he had been evasive. Still, wise to keep my hand
in, and I came up with the following contributions:
 Who played Gerald O’Hara in Gone With The Wind? Thomas Mitchell,
of course.
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To whom did Marlon Brando claim he “could have been a contender”
and in which film? To his brother, played by Rod Steiger and the
movie was On The Waterfront.
 What was the last film directed by Alfred Hitchcock? Family Plot and
just why had he cast Karen Black? Well, he was getting old.
 Which actor made his international reputation in the British film,
Room At The Top? The late, not so great Lawrence Harvey.
 Who wrote Hollywood Babylon parts I and II? Kenneth Anger, of
course.
 In which film did Joan Crawford throw a martini at John Garfield?
Humoresque and boy was he surprised, because they hadn’t rehearsed
it that way.
 Who said “I don’t mind a parasite. I object to a cut-rate one.” Humphrey Bogart to Peter Lorre, in Casablanca.
 Which red-headed actress won the Academy Award for I Want To Live
in 1958? Susan Hayward
 Who played the male lead in Italian film La Dolce Vita? Marcello
Mastroianni
Well, it kept me from eating too fast. I finished my meal, thanking
François as effusively as if he had prepared a seven-course meal – and not
simply slapped some ingredients between two pieces of bread. To make such
a fuss was a matter of protocol, reinforcing the idea that he had done the
right thing in coming to a West Rapids that was inconveniently located in
the proverbial middle of nowhere. The nearest city was Detroit and that was
nowhere in its own right.
“Thank you, so much. Wonderful as always!”
He looked at me, hesitated then asked: “Is this true about Ingrid
Spoto?”
Bad news travelled fast. I nodded. “Yes, did you know her?”
He hesitated again. “En passant.” The expression on his face was
pensive and went well with his dark hair, straight, thin French nose and his
clean jaw line. He had a great haircut. There was definitely a Gerard Phillipe
cut to his jib and he would have been right at home in a Cocteau film. “What a
shame. A beautiful woman.”
“She came here often?”
He shrugged. “Often enough. A shame,” he repeated, asking then if
there was anything else I needed?
Obscurely pleased that he had spoken with apparent regret over
Ingrid’s death I bought a large ribbon-wrapped plastic bag of gluten-free pasta
imported from Perugia. I said goodbye, curious that the Frenchman was so
preoccupied by the death of someone who had been only a customer. Or, had
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she? I thought about him in leather, with a whip in his hand, but the image
didn’t fly – too tatty a getup for a Frenchman, perhaps? Then again, there was
The Story of O . . .
My phone rang again. It was Janet. She had already spoken with
G.E.R.A.L.D.I.N.E. D.R.O.L.L.E.T.T.E. and had some hard information. What
a wonder the Jansen woman was.
“So, according to this lady, Ingrid Spoto was quite a busy lady and you
were right by the way. Mrs. D didn’t like her. Janet used Mrs. D’s phrase, “one
of those career gals,” in a way I wasn’t crazy about. I figured she would have
used the same brush on me if there’d been any tar left. Janet added that her
witness had almost said Ingrid was a slut, then remembered that speaking ill of
the dead wasn’t something a nice girl did. Anyway, Ingrid had several regular
visitors. I heard paper rustling. “Okay. One was very plain woman with great
hair but she dressed badly and another was a tall, dark woman. She had a loud
voice, seemed to like Ingrid Spoto ‘a lot’ quote, unquote.”
“How so?”
“Well, the implication was that they were more than good friends, but
that was just one woman’s opinion and not one necessarily to be trusted,” Janet
continued. “My feeling was that if she could find something to throw at the
deceased, she would.”
“Nevertheless, we’re getting somewhere.”
“Oh, yes. Anyway, the tall one wore suits and high heels which made
her ‘too tall,’ so not ‘feminine’,” Janet said with feeling, then continued,
“There was a redheaded woman who dressed well, and a guy who wore a hat
like JR. Ingrid called the police on him about three months ago – .”
“Barnett Pazderka.”
“Oh, you know about him?”
“Oh, yes,” I filled her in on Eve Bishop. “I’m on my way to see the
lady now. Go on.”
“Anyway, he and Ingrid fought a lot. Also there was a very handsome
Chinese guy who looked fairly young and wore exercise clothes and was
‘buff.’ She’d thought at first he was delivering take out, but he didn’t have
any plastic bags.” Janet’s voice was withering. “The really interesting visitor
though was a guy who was really secretive, showed up usually in the early
evening, wore his jacket collar turned up and a baseball hat. Mrs. D figured
he was married and I think she could have been right. Never drove up, always
walked.”
Odd how married men and drug pushers thought a baseball hat was
camouflage. “Good work. See you tomorrow, first thing, okay?”
“Not a problem,” she told me and hung up.
Oh well . . .
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I hit the road and drove past a strip mall of cheap fast food joints, nail
bars and liquor stores that segued after ten minutes into the delightful complex
that was Fern Meadows. It was definitely getting colder and the thin, flat
atmosphere depressed me. Roger was probably right about the snow. It would
not settle, but it was discouraging nevertheless.
I was not a winter person. I spent months huddled near any source of
heat, hoping spring would take mercy on West Rapids, sooner rather than later.
It never did and today was evidence enough.
The tree-shaded car park at Fern Meadows was almost empty of
vehicles. I had expected it would be. People would be shopping at the nearby
Henry Ford Mall, or hanging out in one of the coffee shops in town. I headed
for number 204, ringing a doorbell that chimed discreetly.
While waiting for the door to be answered, I took a look around.
The complex was row house style, in pleasant shades of ash-color brick and
decorated with touches of weather-beaten wood. Each had a small garden in
the front, which helped alleviate the claustrophobic sense of these homes being
on top of one another. The setting was lovely however, since the complex
backed onto the Delacroix River and the developers had left enough trees to
give the illusion of privacy.
Number 204 had a few daffodils and a small square of grass out front.
I could hear music through the door – something symphonic and moody. I
didn’t have to knock; the door was opened before I got the chance by a badly
dressed woman in her mid forties with a plain face and beautiful, honey-color
hair.
I didn’t have to ask who she was.
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Chapter 6

“You want Barnett Pazderka. He did this to Ingrid. A disgusting man.”
Eve Bishop’s thin voice was full of grief, but she was under control. Not
totally, but enough for my purposes.
“Shall we discuss this inside?” I suggested.
I was waved impatiently into a small living room as sparsely furnished
as Ingrid Spoto’s but the expensive pieces here were chosen with care, A very
good quality Persian rug in pale shades of blue and beige covered most of a
finished oak floor. Eve Bishop waved me toward a two-seater sofa covered
in oat-colored linen, while she sat opposite in a Shaker chair by a round table
made of ash – on which rested a pile of essays and a red pen. A pale woodframed photograph of Eve and Ingrid standing together sat on a corner of the
mantelpiece. The photo reminded me that Eve had been taller and about a
decade older than Ingrid. No need to comment on which one was the prettier.
“What are you going to do about Barnett?” Fingers pulled nervously
at the hem of the kind of vaguely shaped long sweater that women mistakenly
think covers those pounds – even though, in fact, they do not respond to any
kind of camouflage. Fuchsia lipstick did little for Eve’s sallow complexion, but
whom does it suit? Ancient loafers did little to draw the eye away from thick,
veined ankles. An Oscar nomination would come the way of any actress who
could glam down enough to play her.
Her mouth formed a thin, hard line. “I want him punished.”
Yes, I could tell that, but first I needed to find out one or two things
before I clapped the handcuffs on this Barnett Pazderka. “What was your
relationship to the deceased?”
“Don’t call her that.” Pale eyes filled with tears, but Eve Bishop didn’t
lose control. “We were colleagues in the History department and she was my
dearest friend in the world and I can’t imagine life without her.” For the first
time, in my company at least, she seemed close to tears. “A wonderful person,
so kind and thoughtful. A good scholar. And beautiful, so beautiful. That didn’t
matter to her, though.”
I didn’t believe that for one second, but I might learn something, so
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I said nothing. “Do you know what Ingrid told me? About why she chose the
academic life?”
“No.” I had rather wondered that myself. To get the best that the
world has to offer, beautiful people just have to make the effort to show up.
But Ingrid Spoto chose to take up the challenge of a world where the dues
were stiff and her looks would garner little. Rather the opposite perhaps, since
serious types have a rather jaundiced attitude toward the vanities. “What did
she tell you?”
Thank God I asked – for Eve Bishop was dying to tell me. Talk about
intense. “Ingrid knew the academic world valued her as she wanted to be
valued. Where intellectual acumen is the measure. She said,” Eve paused and
I had to avert my eyes from the palpable grief, “that people think beauty is
enough in itself. But it’s like any other natural resource, that’s all. She realized
her beauty was nothing more than an accident. Ingrid wanted what she did
with her life to be a choice and one having nothing to do with such a random
circumstance. She didn’t want to be defined by her looks and refused to let
others do so. A woman of character.”
Yes, but one who was damaged; no one ended as she had without
having emotional baggage, nor did I believe for one second that Ingrid Spoto
did not exploit her beauty. I was also interested to realize that the more Eve
Bishop drooled her admiration for Ingrid’s dismissive attitude toward beauty
the more I thought it was all a load of old rubbish. I had a feeling, from seeing
the contents of Ingrid’s bureau, that she enjoyed decorating that beauty – no
matter how much she disavowed that random circumstance. A thought raced
across my mind; would spoiling the very thing that defined Ingrid, for Eve and
others, be the very punishment that filled the bill for such insincerity? Just how
over was the affair between Ingrid Spoto and Barnett Pazderka and if there had
even been a suspicion that it was not, could that have set Eve herself off on a
rampage?
Now, though, since I had a murder to solve, the philosophy of beauty
had to wait. I tried again to get some hard facts. “So, could you tell me exactly
on what evidence you base your suspicions of Barnett Pazderka as Ingrid
Spoto’s killer?”
The mouth compressed again. “He claims to have had an affair with
her two years ago. All in his mind, of course. She spurned him. But he’s never
missed an opportunity since to make her miserable, to intrude in her life.
That’s why he was making a jackass out of himself in front of her house and
the police were sent for.”
I was struggling with the “spurned” but managed. “This was the
incident three months ago?”
“So you’ve checked that out, have you?” Bishop sounded pleased in a
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vindictive way.
“Again, I have to ask you on what you base your very serious
accusation?”
“He hated her.”
“How do you know?”
“Oh, please,” she shook her head and the lovely hair swirled back and
forth. “He was actually taken into custody for making that scene outside her
home – .”
“Was there any follow up?”
She looked puzzled. “What do you mean?”
“Was he angry with her that the police had been called? Was she the
one who called them, by the way?”
“No, no, she didn’t.” Eve Bishop shifted uncomfortably. “I have no
idea why not.”
I did. “Had she ever had a relationship with him?”
Pale eyes filled with tears. “Well, so he claimed, as I told you.”
“What exactly did the deceased claim?”
“Don’t call her that,” was said through gritted teeth.
“I’m afraid an event of three months ago doesn’t mean he killed her.”
For one thing, people passionate enough to cause public scenes, don’t wait
around for three months to thrash the life out of the love object. “Do you know
that he was anywhere near the Spoto home yesterday?”
“What?” She faltered for the first time. “I don’t . . . she hadn’t said
anything . . .”
“When did you last speak to her?”
“Ten-thirty last night. We usually spoke in the late evening. She told
me she was in her bathrobe, ready to go to bed. She was just doing a little
work at her computer – .”
“Did she mention seeing or speaking to Barnett Pazderka yesterday, or
at all? Had she seen him, do you know?”
Bishop didn’t like that. “No. He wasn’t around the office yesterday,
but that means nothing. He might not have had any classes. It didn’t mean he
wasn’t lurking around Ingrid’s – .”
“Was she alone when you spoke to her?”
“Of course she was.” That fuchsia mouth formed the same unhappy
slit of minutes before. “I told you, she was ready to go to bed.”
With whom was the question, but I was not about to risk life or limb
by asking the lady. I had gone to a girl’s school and I knew a red hot crush
when I saw one. Resentment of the hair-tearing-out type was not unusual if the
messenger delivered news that the smitten one didn’t want to hear. Then
again . . .
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I pretended to check my notes. “Neighbors have mentioned several
regular visitors to the Spoto house – .”
“What?” She didn’t like that. “Who?”
I pretended to read. “Well, beside yourself, there was a handsome,
young Chinese man, a tall, dark woman, a man in a baseball cap and a welldressed redhead of a certain age. Do any of these descriptions mean anything
to you?“
“No, no . . .” Bishop looked stricken, so I guessed not. “I can only
assume the neighbors are making mischief,” she continued, “I knew everyone
in Ingrid’s circle and none of these descriptions have any credence . … oh.”
“What?’
“Well, the redhead. That sort of sounds like the chair of our
department, Nancy Marcus, but I hardly see anything sinister in that. Anyway,
Ingrid liked being alone and doing her research and writing. Not a social
creature, at all.”
Poor Eve Bishop – what a tough business being in love could be. I
switched topics. “I’m still far from clear on what you base your accusation
against Pazderka?”
“I told you he hated her.”
Not good enough. What a time waster. I did a P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E. in
my head and threw a few points into her Con column for good measure. “So
the honest truth is that you have no hard evidence whatsoever that Barnett
Pazderka had anything to do with Ingrid Spoto’s death.”
That did it and part of me could hardly blame her. “I knew the police
wouldn’t listen. It’s your job to prove it, not mine.” She was on her feet, but
the effort cost her. I would have said losing a few pounds would have helped in
the nimble department. I got a killer look and her face was blotching up. “For
God sake, who else could it have been?”
Leather lad, for one, but tact prevented me from saying so. “It could
have been a burglar who broke in and things got violent.” Even I didn’t believe
that one and neither did Eve Bishop.
“Don’t be so ridiculous. I’ve heard all I need on the news to know that
this is outside the bounds of possibility. Burglars don’t drag bodies out of the
house. They kill by accident and cut and run.” Smart lady. No mention of the
leather gear, I noticed. She stood, started pacing. “It had to be him, there was
no one else.”
Er, not so fast. “I don’t know if you are aware that Professor Spoto had
other people in her life with whom she might well have been involved – .”
I would never know what Eve Bishop would have done to me for
threatening the most impregnable case of denial I had ever encountered
because there was a discreet knock at the door.
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“Could you get that please? I’m too upset,” the lady of the house
announced.
I resisted the urge to tug my forelock and did as I was told.
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Chapter 7

“Oh Charles, it’s you,” Eve Bishop said without much interest as a
man of about forty, of medium height, was ushered into her presence. I was
impressed. He looked as if he had been steam-cleaned – he was so immaculate
– and as dapper as Fred Astaire in cavalry twill and gleaming brogues. He
turned to me and smiled. A pleasant expression, a mouth with a rather sensual
lower lip and heavily lashed, intelligent dark blue eyes more than made up for
a face that was not good-looking in the conventional sense. I liked him at once,
just as, in the same time frame, I had found Eve Bishop a touch off-putting. He
extended his hand.
“I’m so sorry, am I interrupting? I’m Charles Thomas from two doors
down.” He proffered a bottle of merlot, which from its label looked French and
expensive. “Just a little something at what I know must be a terrible time for
you, Eve dear.” He turned to me. “I don’t think we’ve met?”
I introduced myself. He looked taken aback. “Oh, dear. I take it that
this has something to do with Ingrid Spoto’s terrible death?”
“Of course it does,” Eve Bishop muttered. “That damned Barnett
Pazderka – .”
“Who?” Charles Thomas looked mystified.
“Oh for Christ’s sake, Charles. That man who made such a nuisance of
himself outside her house? You know who I mean.”
He nodded. “Oh, yes, odd fellow, noisy, wears awful clothes. What did
he have to do with this, though?”
“I’m trying to convince Detective Pimlott that he had something to
do with her death, but not getting anywhere.” She glared at me, but sticks and
stones, etcetera.
“Oh, Eve, my dear,” he sounded shocked. “Should you be jumping to
such conclusions – .”
“He did it, I know he did.” I could see the muscles in her face
twitching in agitation and she ran a hand through her hair.
Charles Thomas looked helplessly at me, so I gave him a hand. “So
you do know who Professor Bishop is talking about?”
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“Oh, yes. Seen him around the U.”
“So you work at the university?” I asked, sitting down again.
“Yes, but not in the same department as Eve and Ingrid and Pazderka.”
He sat in an easy chair at right angles to both Bishop and myself. Eve was
slouched into her chair, morosely inspecting again the hem of her sweater.
It was going to be unravelled up to her tits if she did not stop doing that.
“English. We’re in the same building though.”
“Did you know the deceased?”
“I’ve told you,” Eve said through clenched teeth, “I hate that term. Her
name was Ingrid. Ingrid . . . what will I do without her . . .” Her voice faded
away and I could not look at the expression in her eyes, so I turned back to
Charles Thomas, who was looking shaken.
I rephrased the question. “Did you know Ingrid Spoto?”
“Yes, sort of,” he told me. “That is I saw her on campus, or visiting
Eve . . .” He seemed to stop himself from saying something, then went on.
“Beautiful woman. We spoke a few times.” He seemed at a loss. “She seemed
very bright and so beautiful. I’ve already said that, haven’t I? I value beauty,
perhaps too much, perhaps,” he said, almost to himself. “She seemed to have a
lot of spirit as well.”
“She glowed with goodness,” Eve said. I had heard nothing before
of this glow Ingrid gave out, then again I hadn’t spoken to that many people
about the lady. Eve continued, “She was one of the few people in the world
who was my friend. No one really understood what we had between us. She
could confide in me, tell me anything.”
Had Ingrid told her something that had anything to do with her own
murder? She certainly had spared her the details of her sex life. Of course,
perhaps that was where that glow came from? “What sort of confidences?”
“Oh, she said she liked secrets. Told me that when we first became
friends. We had lunch at Bon Appetit, just ran into each other one day.
We’d known each other as colleagues since she got to Huron and joined the
department. This meeting was different, it was the beginning of our friendship
. . .” Her eyes were bleak. “Ingrid told me she liked knowing things about
people that other people didn’t know.”
Curiosity killed the cat. “She said that? What kind of secrets?”
She ran her hand through her hair, pulling it off her brow. “I don’t
know, she never said. I didn’t care, really. I’m not all that interested in other
people, to be truthful. If Ingrid got pleasure from finding things out, I could see
nothing wrong with it.”
I guessed that if Ingrid had liked setting fire to buildings, her acolyte
would have justified that behavior as well. Still, put the predisposition for
snuffling around in other people’s very private business and her liking for
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sex – and odd sex at that – and we might have a collision that proved fatal. I
liked the synchronicity of a busybody having her tongue removed and if I did,
perhaps someone else had. Had there been any sort of confrontation over her
dangerous snooping, prior to her death, that had escalated into murder?
“Did Professor Spoto seem upset at all, agitated?”
Eve Bishop shook her head. “No, why would she?”
“I think that is what Detective Pimlott is trying to determine,” Thomas
told her gently. Something struck him. “I saw her a couple of weeks ago - .”
He stopped himself and flashed an odd look at Bishop.
“Where did you see her and was she with anyone?”
He shifted in his chair. “It was at Starbucks – .”
“Nonsense,” Eve told him. “She never drank that stuff. You must have
seen someone else.”
Charles looked ruffled. “I think not. She was, after all, someone who
stood out in a crowd. She was talking to a man.”
“Can you describe him and say when this was?”
He thought about that. “Oh, last Wednesday afternoon. Latish. He had
his back to me and was wearing a hat.”
She was on her feet. “Barnett always wears a hat.”
God but the woman was wearing me down. “What sort of a hat,
Professor Thomas?”
“Oh, one of those baseball caps.”
Hmm – hadn’t Drollette mentioned such a person as a regular visitor?
A confirmation by another source that such a person existed and had been
seen with her so recently was useful. Now, all I had to do was find the elusive
sucker.
I stood. “Well, I’ve done everything here I can – .”
“What about Barnett?”
This was getting old. “We’ll talk to him as soon as we track him down
– .”
“He’s gone?” Bishop was on her feet and her face was red. “So you
have been looking for him? Has someone else said something?”
Shrewd. “No, they haven’t. He isn’t at home, that’s all. We’ll find
him.”
Charles Thomas jumped to his feet, looking alarmed. “Eve, dear, let
the police do their job.”
“Yes, nothing more I can do than I already have,” she said. Her head
seemed to droop, seemed too heavy to hold up. “I want to be alone right now.”
Eve Bishop had shut down, so I guessed I would get nothing more
out of her. Charles Thomas and I both stood. “Of course. If you need me, just
call,” he said.
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She nodded again. I gave her my card and assurances that I would
contact her with any developments. I got no thanks, just a perfunctory shake of
the hand.
Her very presence was glazed by grief.
Charles Thomas walked me to my car. It was much colder and a huge
milky cloud hovered about. It all but had a sign across it declaring “Snow.”
He had something to say. Shivering, he said it. “Detective Pimlott. I
think you need to know something about Ingrid Spoto that I couldn’t say in
front of Eve.”
I nodded, hoping he would hurry up. I was freezing, “What do you
want to tell me?”
“About Pazderka. There was a lot of gossip about them. They did have
an affair and everyone on campus knew about it. Discretion was the strong suit
of neither party. I couldn’t speak in front of Eve. She couldn’t take that right
now.”
“Why are you telling me now?”
He blushed. “When someone has died, as Ingrid Spoto has, we revise
our definition of tattle-tale.”
So true. “Yes and thank you. I won’t betray this confidence, either. Is
there anyone else I should speak to beside Barnett Pazderka.”
He considered that. “I should have said her department chair, Nancy
Marcus. I should have said she might have insights.”
Yes, I bet she did – if she was the lady spotted visiting Ingrid. I
thanked him. “Thank you again.”
He smiled. “Not at all.” He hesitated. “Detective Pimlott, is it true that
a child discovered the body?”
I pinged my car door open. “Yes, a thirteen-year-old girl.”
“Awful,” he said, shaking his head. “That shouldn’t have happened.”
Who would disagree? Good of him to be sensitive to collateral damage
and decent of him to step up to the crease and tell me what I needed to know
about Spoto and Pazderka’s ding-dong. I smiled – my Gavin had always
corrected me when I used or misused a cricketing term.
“It’s stepping up to the plate,” he would tell me.
“Both tough to do,” I always answered. Yes, Thomas got points in the
Pro column for making the right ethical call.
As to his neighbor, she was looking at several points in the Con for
being, well, herself.
As I drove away from Fern Meadows I checked in with the station
house for Nancy Marcus’s address. She lived, as it turned out, just two streets
away from Ingrid. I checked my watch and decided to stop by the Marcus
place on the way home. You never could tell – people often knew things they
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didn’t even know they knew. Anyway, I was up for any insights into the victim
that might help me find her killer. I set off in that direction
As I stopped for a red light, I considered Thomas’ neighbor and her
pathological guardianship of Ingrid Spoto, as well as her obstinate insistence
on Barnett Pazderka as the killer. Could her own feelings have got out of
hand? Had she had a jealous fit over the competition and acted out her
resentment with violence? Was her finger-pointing at that competition nothing
more than a smoke-screen to shield herself? Was I thinking along these lines
because, in truth, I had not taken to Eve Bishop? Why did this case throw up
nothing but questions?
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Chapter 8

Nancy Marcus knew how to pull a garden together, especially when
her efforts were compared to the lackluster labors of her dead colleague.
Flowerbeds filled with masses of daffodils crowded the sizeable front yard.
A smart, brick walkway led to the porch of a white two-story frame house. I
parked my black Jeep on the street and walked to a front door that was painted
a glossy light blue.
Even as I was pressing the bell, a handsome woman in her middle
forties with short, beautifully styled auburn hair opened the door. She put me
in mind of a mature Susan Hayward in her potboiler period: Back Street, for
example. She was dressed, much to my approval, in smart grey wool pants and
a soft grey wool top that looked expensive – with large pewter jewelry that she
carried off a treat. Very Eileen Fisher.
Hmm: Nancy Marcus was a redhead of a certain age, wearing good
clothes – just like the visitor to Ingrid Spoto’s remembered by Geraldine
Drollette. Although what could be more innocent than a chair visiting a
member of her department – as Eve Bishop had pointed out? On the other
hand, I’d seen enough murder mysteries on screen to know that no good
screen-writer wasted valuable screen time on coincidences that led down the
garden path. No, no this was real life and such things did indeed happen. Still,
food for thought. For my part, I was glad I was wearing my new Anne Klein
dark chocolate-colored wool pants suit – if only to show Professor Marcus that
she was not dealing with just any flatfoot.
“Detective Sergeant Sophie Pimlott.” I displayed my badge. “You’re
Professor Nancy Marcus?”
“Yes, I’ve been expecting someone from the police.” I wondered why,
or was that just nerves? The police have that effect. She ushered me into an
entranceway not unlike the one I had just seen in Ingrid Spoto’s home, except
it was painted in magnolia to compensate for the lack of natural light and had
a mass of daffodils in a bronze bowl to cheer things up. “You’re here about
Ingrid, of course.”
“I’m afraid so.” We went into a sizeable living room full of
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comfortable furniture, a log fire going and pots of fresh flowers. The effect
was cozy and attractive in an unpretentious way that was right up my street –
neither shabby, nor chic.
I sat down in an overstuffed armchair covered in dusty shades of plaid.
It blended perfectly with the soft blues and greys dominating a room that was
not so much decorated, as pulled together with a sure eye. The fire felt warm
and welcoming on a cold day that hinted at worse to come. If this had been a
movie set, someone would have been remembered at Oscar time for hitting the
authenticity button spot on. The contrast between this home and Ingrid Spoto’s
was profound and not only because it lacked a dead body in the backyard and
bloodstained carpets.
“Thank you for seeing me, Professor – .”
“Oh, please, it’s Nancy.” she sat across from me. She had a clear
complexion and wore the most discreet makeup. She was one of those women
who are well-groomed without making other women feel the opposite. “I feel
so self-important when other professional women use my title.”
“Done.” Used to being condescended to by that very species, such a
courtesy now earned a plus in the Pro list for the Prof.
“I suppose you want to know where I was between the hours of
roughly 11:00 and 2:00 last night?”
I had not up, until that point. My suspicions are always raised by
anyone who volunteers such information. “That would be useful,” I told her,
keeping it bland.
Nancy nodded. “Well, I went to bed just before 11:00 and read for a
while. At 12:00 I was up, making my daughter Cameron get off the phone.
Like most sixteen-year-olds she is welded to that damn phone and it drives
me mad. I’m sure her friend Megan will verify that claim since voices were
raised.” We smiled at one another. “I had no sooner done that when my college
roommate Linda called from Los Angeles and I had to explain to Cameron
why I was allowed to talk on the phone after midnight while someone else
wasn’t. I said I was the one who paid the bill. There’s a time for rational
discourse and a time to get tough.” She was trying too hard to be endearing,
but I gave a polite laugh. “I talked to Linda for half an hour, then read some
more and went to sleep. Is that okay, I can give you Linda’s number?”
“Don’t worry about that for now. About Ingrid Spoto – how did you
find out about her death?”
She cleared her throat. “A neighbor. I can only hope the details of
the story were distorted. I take it we are not talking about an accident clearing
winter guck from the yard?”
“No, I’m afraid not. There was a fair degree of violence.” Nancy
paled, so I hastily changed the subject. “Do you know her brother by any
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chance?”
“No, no.” Nancy sat back, hands with square cut nails rubbing back
and forth against the arms of the chair. She was tense, restless, but I put that
down to the shock of hearing about the brutal death of a colleague – then again
… you never knew. “Paul Spoto,” Nancy continued, “he lives in Chicago,
which is where Ingrid grew up, apparently. Ingrid told my husband Gerry –
he’s in the Business Department – that her brother was in the financial sector
there. I don’t remember Ingrid mentioning him to me however, in all the time
since I’ve known her.” She sighed again. “Knew her, that is.”
“How long was that?”
“Five years.” Nancy told me. “We wanted a China specialist, so we
brought her here from Iowa, or rather my predecessor Sam Bishop did. He’s
retired now, lives in Sarasota. She had a six months leave for some family
matter, perhaps two or three years ago.”
“Do you know what that might have been?”
“No, I’ve only been Chair for a year and I don’t know her very well,”
she explained. “Didn’t that is,” Nancy Marcus added and frowned.
A question came to me, something I had not thought to ask Eve
Bishop. “Do you know how old she was, exactly?”
“Thirty-seven.” The same age as I was and she was dead. For whom
the bell tolls, and all the rest, but still, it shook me up. I can take people older,
or even younger than me dying, but I take it personally when I share a birthday
with the deceased.
“Was Ingrid Spoto well liked? I mean by colleagues?”
Nancy shrugged. “Well enough, I suppose. She could be interesting,
but she knew how to ruffle feathers.” She smiled ruefully. “Not hard to do in
academic circles of course. The smaller the stakes, the more bitter the fight.
We’re good guerrilla fighters. Know how to finish someone off without our
lips being seen to move.”
“How was she with students?”
“Hard on the undergraduates and even more demanding of her graduate students. This will sound ridiculous, but her rather abrasive manner seemed
out of synch at times with her astonishing beauty.” Nancy paused and shook
her head. “How silly – why should beautiful people necessarily be loveable?
Didn’t Tolstoy say something about that? ‘What a strange illusion it is to suppose that beauty is goodness or worthwhile,’” she quoted now, looking unhappy about that.
Yes, well. I expected beautiful people to be good and worthwhile out
of gratitude for nature’s bounty but as Leo observed, you couldn’t count on
that. In my experience they all too often behaved fairly badly, knowing they
would be so easily forgiven their trespasses. And if we were going to throw
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quotations around then Helena Rubinstein had said, “Beauty is power,” and
don’t tell me the learned Ms Spoto hadn’t known that. I’d seen her bottom
drawer.
“So she could be difficult?” A beat was missed.
“Oh . . . not quite that, really.” I noticed Nancy did not like looking
at me when she talked about Ingrid and her tone was guarded. While some of
that reluctance could stem from discussing the dead, there was something else
going on. “She wasn’t an easy person to approach.”
Someone had managed; there was all that leather and fancy underwear,
for a start. “Did she have friends in the department?”
She nodded, looking relieved. “Oh, yes. Eve Bishop and she were
close.”
“We’ve spoken already.”
Nancy was taken aback. “Really?”
“Yes she contacted us. Had quite a bit to say about Barnett Pazderka.”
“Ah,” was the only reaction.
“I believe he and Ingrid Spoto had a relationship?”
“Yes . . . I suppose that was what it was.” Nancy had again begun to
pick her words carefully. I did a P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E., while the game played out.
“There was a rather stormy business but that was a while ago and it didn’t last
long. I suppose it was a case of two strong personalities equally fond of getting
their own way.”
“I understand he was arrested recently for disturbing the peace outside
her home.”
“Yes, well, greatly exaggerated, I’m sure.” Nancy got up and
stirred the fire with a poker, flames leaping up. Now, she leaned against the
mantelpiece her face averted for the moment, then she turned and faced me.
“Nothing of interest about her personal life ever reached me in terms of gossip
that might be useful to you.”
I knew bullshit when I heard it and had no intention of following such
a trail of stale breadcrumbs. This waltzing around Ingrid Spoto’s personal life
was getting me down, since I knew damn well she’d had one, and I didn’t
doubt for a moment that Nancy had her suspicions and they were specific into
the bargain. A woman was dead and someone had killed her. I needed to know
what I needed to know and bugger the niceties, but I wasn’t going to find the
truth here. Nancy Marcus might be a brilliant academician, but she was a shitty
liar. As a rule, most nice people were. The evidence so far, however, indicated
that Ingrid Spoto had not suffered any prohibitions against deceiving others.
“Were you ever in her house?”
“Never, no, no.”
I put a check mark in Nancy’s Con column for what I was reasonably
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sure was a lie, judging by the Drollette thumbnail sketch of visitors and Eve
Bishop’s contribution. “Do you know anything else about her personal life
which might be of help?”
“No, not really. She kept to herself.”
I gave it one more chance. “You can’t think of anyone at all. Even a
casual thing? Maybe someone out of the academic loop?”
Nancy shrugged. “Perhaps, but her interests were limited so I don’t
know where or how she would meet anyone off-campus. She was very
absorbed by her work.”
Not all the time, that was on the record. Ingrid had been interested
in something that had nothing to do with the horrors of Mao’s Cultural
Revolution. It was time to stop and move on, since I had learned as much as I
could here. If I needed Nancy Marcus, I knew where to find her.
I stood and put my bag across my body, bandoleer style. “That’s it for
today. Thank you, I know none of this has been easy.”
“No, no it hasn’t.” She entwined her hands, fingers gripping one
another. “God I hope it was an intruder, not anyone I knew. Ingrid didn’t
deserve this.”
And just who did, I wondered?
As we walked toward the front door she said: “I hope you don’t think
I’m being nosy, but how did an English woman come to be on the local police
force?”
Now it was my turn to hold back. “I married a man from West
Rapids.”
“Is he on the police force as well?”
“No. Thanks again,” I told her – and walked out of the house and back
to my car, not turning around to see if Nancy Marcus was watching.
I was willing to bet she was, though.
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Chapter 9

It was cold and damp when I arrived home. I turned up the heat and
switched on the TV for company. A group of hideously dressed men were
playing golf in the sunshine somewhere, so I switched to an ancient black and
white film where an impossibly glamorous Jane Greer was putting one over on
Robert Mitchum. Talk about gold medal sexual chemistry.
My house was not far from Nancy Marcus’s yet it backed up, like Fern
Meadows, onto a stretch of the Delacroix River as it wound hither and thither
for miles through West Rapids. Though there were houses around mine, I still
had a welcome sense of privacy because the surrounding homes were hidden
from view in densely wooded lots, thick with birch and oak trees.
Frank Lloyd Wright, who, not many know, was stepfather to Anne
Baxter, the eponymous snake of All About Eve, was so hard up during the
nineteen thirties that he designed several houses in the state for tobacco
money. My husband, Gavin, had inherited one from his parents – who had, in
turn, bought it at auction in the late fifties. It was everything it was supposed
to be and more. Gavin told me about the house on the night we got engaged
during dinner at my tiny flat in London. In an area of the London called Angel
(dubbed “up and coming” by optimistic real estate hacks), my home was
surrounded neither by birch, nor oak trees and provided nothing that resembled
seclusion.
We’d been dating in a transatlantic fashion for two years after meeting
in London – where Gavin had come on vacation with friends. One of them
had been mugged and that is how one lady cop met this Yank. Both in our late
twenties, we were in agreement, after two years, that the time had come to
commit, or part.
“House is great. It isn’t a palace, but it might make up for your moving
to West Rapids,” Gavin told me, grinning.
“Oh, my God,” I said, staring at him. “Does something have to?”
“Probably after London, yes. Being a small town girl is going to be a
stretch for you. You’ll have to be one hell of a good sport.”
“Can I still do what I do?”
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“Yes, but on a much, much, much smaller scale.” He had grinned. “At
least you’ll get all the sex you need.”
“Prove it,” I told him.
I moved to West Rapids and Herb hired me, tickled, he said, to be
hiring a “bobby.” He shuffled the paper work so that I retained my Detective
Sergeant rank, or its equivalent, after acing the exam – just meeting the
minimum height requirement by stretching my neck at the right moment. I
continued to do what I done since graduating university, only it became a job
and not a career – any scope needed for ambitions to soar did not exist in West
Rapids.
We were happy for three years. Or as happy, Gavin liked to point out,
as I could be with a town that had only two cineplexes and an unreliable record
for showing foreign imports. Then Gavin was suddenly gone from my life,
but I did not leave. I stayed on. I stayed, because I wasn’t going to let go of
him or what we had that easily. I saw no reason to give him up just because he
wasn’t anymore. I never lost the feeling of being an outsider, though. I might
be home, in the sense of where the heart is, but the rest of me was far from
committed to small town life.
As if to reinforce the idea that I had one foot in and one foot out, I
had even tried to find Wonder Man Mark II among the local talent. The good
thing about living with a ghost though, is that he lets you be. When that ghost
looked like Colin Farrell my choices made great sense – to me, at least. Weird,
perhaps, but how weird might I become if a real man crashed into my life?
And how many answers are there to that question? Hands up.
I was about to discard my bag on the dining room table, as I always
did after coming into the house, but instead I took Ingrid’s photo out of a front
pocket and studied the lovely face staring back at me. She looked happy in
that moment, but had she been a happy person? Not particularly, if I could go
by the dribble of evidence so far. I needed to know more. For example, how
had she inspired enough hatred to be killed as she had been? Yes, Ingrid Spoto
was becoming a someone and not just a something with a tag on her toe in the
morgue. Was that good or bad?
Another issue was playing on my mind. Lying on the table next to
my bag was my new contract from the West Rapids Police, its ends curling
up at the corners from neglect. The deadline was April 30th – very soon. I was
supposed to be signing up for three more years of employment. I looked at the
space for my signature, did an eenie meenie in my head, then put the contract
face down on its resting place on the table, unsigned.
I went into the kitchen and checked out the fridge. I would grill some
fish for dinner, bake a sweet potato, make a green salad and take my usual
supplement of vitamins as prescribed by my nutritionist. I had planned on
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attending the Film Festival on the campus. First though, I would drink my
third bottle of water of the day and later treat myself to a glass of Chablis . . .
“Shit!” I said out loud.
My plans were down the waste disposal because I was going to the
airport instead. I could hardly greet a bereaved brother, one whose sister had
been murdered, while breathing boozy fumes in his face. I doubted also that
I would be freed up in time to catch Hidden Fortress. I could have hanged
Herb Fedewa out of his own office window and left him for the jays to peck to
death.
I put away the clothes I’d been wearing, thinking of the other closet
I had rummaged through earlier in the day. I pulled on a towelling robe not
unlike the unfortunate Ingrid’s and went into the bathroom to run a long, long
bath. I threw in a reckless handful of jasmine bath salts as hot water pounded
into the tub.
I lay in the scented water, enjoying the steam from more hot water
added in small increments by a toe manipulating the faucet and wondering
what Paul Spoto was like. No one I wanted to know, undoubtedly. I visualized
him as a self-important twit who lived to give people like me a bad time.
I remembered thinking I was up for just another wasted Saturday
night.
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Chapter 10

It took me a moment or two to realize that the good-looking, sexy man
looking around with an expression indicating he expected to be met, had to be
Paul Spoto. The few females hanging around West Rapids’ small airport on a
Saturday night made a point of looking twice and giving good flirt.
To his credit, he paid them no attention. Entirely appropriate behavior
in my opinion, considering the miserable circumstances governing his visit.
Paul Spoto got double points in his Pro column. He was of medium height
as well – and I like that in a man. Too tall turns me off, because I feel foolish
being at eye level with a tie. I felt guilty at the same time for having thoughts
as unprofessional as those of the shallow sluts eyeing him with carnal
intentions – even as he was going through what must be hell.
I was relieved nevertheless that I was wearing a belted, black silk
raincoat that was quite Joan Crawford in her Adrian phase. I almost patted my
hair, but thought better of such silliness. The man’s sister was dead. He hadn’t
flown out from Chicago to look for a date.
“I’m Detective Sergeant Sophie Pimlott of the West Rapids Police,” I
told him, my hand extended. “May I express my condolences?”
“Thank you.” His voice was low, pleasing. He carried a small black
bag over one shoulder, one that I assumed contained a laptop. He shifted a
Louis Vuitton overnighter from his right to his left hand so that we could shake
hands. It was as if a jolt of electricity was going through me when we touched.
I knew from the flash of something in his dark eyes, dark as in 70% cocoa dark
chocolate, that he was experiencing the same pull. We let go of one another at
the same instant.
I caught my breath, then said: “I hope your trip was all right?”
“All things considered, yes.” He looked over my shoulder at
something or other. Anything rather than me – he had to be as thrown as I
was by our unexpected connection. “Very easy. I hadn’t realized it would be
so cold, though. Chicago is getting this now, probably.” He was wearing a
Burberry over what looked like a well-worn black and white Harris Tweed
jacket, tobacco-color wide whale cords and a black cashmere turtleneck. His
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loafers were Gucci and brown.
“No, we weren’t expecting it.”
We were both silent. Then he said: “I suppose I have to, well . . . Poor
Ingrid. Poor Ingrid.” Those brown eyes were unhappy.
I had seen this before; relatives with no idea of what to say in the
immediate face of a wretched death. He stood now, waiting, I assumed, for me
to take over. He ran a hand nervously through plenty of floppy medium brown
hair touched with just enough silver. God, but he was yummy. I visualized
rolling over on my back so that he could rub my tummy – then remembered
where I was and why.
“I have to identify the body, don’t I? Where do I go?”
I nodded. “Yes.”
“Where is she?”
“At the local hospital, St Joseph’s.”
“Why there?”
I cleared my throat. “That’s where the Medical Examiner does the
autopsy.”
He sighed. “Ah.”
I took my cell phone from my bag. “Just let me check to see if he’s
ready.” He was. I turned back to Paul Spoto. “My car is outside.” I indicated
that he should follow me. “How was the trip?” God, I’d said that already. He
didn’t seem to notice, though.
“I think I’m still in shock. Bad enough Ingrid is dead, but I can’t get
over the way she died . . .” He looked away.
I said nothing since there was nothing to be said worth hearing.
We reached Saint Joseph’s Hospital – having had the kind of
conversation people have when they are attracted to one another under bizarre
circumstances. Or so I assumed, never having been in such a situation before.
Paul told me that he hadn’t had time to think about where he would stay while
in West Rapids, having had only his dead sister on his mind.
“I take it there are hotels here?” he asked absently.
God, where did he think he was? Not that I had that much good news
to give him. “Not really. There are motels where parents stay when they’re
visiting their kids and they’re on the outskirts of town – a lot of people drive
here. There’s a hotel on campus, the Ford House, but I don’t recommend it.”
“On the campus?”
I nodded. “Yes, it’s run by the School of Hotel Management. Well,
students.”
He nodded and sighed. “I take your point.”
We stopped at a signal. Hordes of noisy undergraduates full of
Saturday night cheer were wandering up and down the main drag, Delacroix
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Avenue, visiting the bars, pizza parlors and hamburger joints that lined one
side of the brightly lit street. Quantity and cost were the criteria and tastes did
not run to either booze or food being on the “lite” side. The U. stretched along
the opposite side for almost its entire length of just under a mile. It was a lot of
university.
“Are there always so many people?” he asked as the signal changed
and we were on our way.
“Saturday night and forty thousand or so students make a crowd.”
“Yes,” he agreed, staring out of the front window. “A city in itself.
Your jurisdiction?”
“We have campus police. The streets are ours to monitor though,
but the campus police are authorized to run interference. They aren’t bad
kids, generally. Love their beer too much, as you may have noticed.” As if
to punctuate what I had just said, an empty beer can flew by the windshield,
ricocheting off the car next to us and landing on the sidewalk to our right.
“Oh.” He looked at me for the first time in several minutes. “What is
the best option? For a place to stay I mean?”
“Leave it to me.”
“Great news.” He tried a little laugh again and I was ready to jump up
and catch a rubber ball on my nose because I’d pleased him. “It’s your call,”
he told me now.
“Holiday Inn,” I said because it was the closest, recently refurbished
and only a few minutes away on M75.
“First things first, though,” he said soberly. “I need to see Ingrid.”
Roger might have done his best, but Ingrid still looked at her worst.
She’d taken a bad beating. Cleaned up, the lividity and swelling were more
conspicuous and the malformed mouth more ugly. Roger promised me a copy
of the autopsy by Monday afternoon, but he had found nothing that spelled
shocking – other than the ones already dished up.
Paul looked at his sister for a long moment. “What happened to her
mouth?”
Roger told him, but he kept the account straight and brief.
Paul stared at him. “My God.” He touched Ingrid’s cheek, nodded and
turned away. He looked pale, but composed: both became him. “Yes,” he said,
“that’s Ingrid. That is my sister, Ingrid Elizabeth Spoto. Poor girl,” he said, as
if to himself.
It’s tough at the best of times to see a dead body. When it’s someone
you know, it’s a sight that cuts into your consciousness as sharply as any piece
of paper slices into the soft part of a finger. There are no words to describe the
sensation that lingers; it’s something that people who have done so can only
share with one another. They became members of a club no one chooses to join.
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Chapter 11

Paul looked grim as we walked toward my car. Our breath was clouding the air and I was sure I felt a snowflake, but I said nothing.
“Do we have a clue who did this to her?”
I shook my head. “No, I’m afraid not.” We got into the car.
He looked at me. “No ideas at all?”
“No, none. At least not yet.” I didn’t think this was the time to talk
about the leather gear and dirty girl lingerie. He might have known about her
sexual tastes, but not cared at all; on the other hand he might not have known
and could care a great deal. This was his dead little sister after all. “We’ve
talked to some of her colleagues – .”
“You suspect one of them?”
“Not on what we have so far.” I started the car, then hesitated. “Do you
want me to drive you to the motel?”
“I don’t know.” He looked at me. “I’m sorry. You have a life and I’m
keeping you from it.”
I felt guilty for my not so recent resentment of his doing exactly that.
“Not at all,” I told him, trying to be as ingratiating as I could be – without
actually licking his cheek. Then Ingrid’s body floated before my eyes and
nudged my hormones back where they belonged. I had a case to solve. “How
well did you know Ingrid’s friends?”
He was quiet for a moment. “I barely knew Ingrid to tell the truth,
never mind her friends.”
Whoa. I stared at him.
“But you’re her brother. Were, I mean, sorry.”
“I should explain our circumstances.” He had the grace to look
embarrassed. “Ingrid was my stepmother’s daughter. She and my father
married after my parents divorced – a break that took place largely because my
father and Roberta were having an affair. Ingrid was five years younger than
me.” So he was forty-two. “I was fourteen, already away at school when she
and her mother came to live with my father and things were tense when we
were together – for not surprising reasons. Christmas, Thanksgiving, summers
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on Lake Michigan where the family had a place. That was it.” He didn’t sound
comfortable with this topic.
So, he had been her stepbrother. “Did you have anything to do with
her after that?”
Mr. Spoto looked far from comfy with that question. “Oh, we kept
in touch, but it was business rather than affection. Joint legal responsibilities
after our parents died. The odd lunch over the years, catch up. We did different
things with our lives, were very different kinds of people.” He hesitated, then
went on. “To be honest, I’m rather shocked that I’m the person called on to
identify her, I should have thought she would have had people in her life who
are far closer. Were,” he corrected himself.
He had a point. I too wondered about a woman who had so few close
contacts that a family member she barely knew was the one called on to make
an ID. The poignancy of that situation did not make me feel any less guilty
about the decidedly personal feelings I was having about Paul.
“I thought you were her blood brother, sorry for the confusion.”
“No wonder you seemed shocked by our relationship being so
tenuous.”
“The same last name as well, rather misleading.”
“My father adopted Ingrid.” He was silent for a long moment before
telling me firmly: “Our name was about all we had in common. Our history
together didn’t make for any sort of real closeness.”
I supposed not. We were only a few minutes away from the
Holiday Inn. I had called ahead and booked a room. He asked me to tell the
management no more than a week.
“I need to get back to the office, but I suppose there’s a lot for me to
do here, isn’t there?” He didn’t look at all happy about that. “Getting the body
released by the coroner, clearing out the house, finding her lawyer, ascertaining
the conditions of her will – if indeed she had one – and deciding what should
be done with the house,” he told me, sounding preoccupied.
The protocols that surround death are a downer – even more so when
violent and premeditated death is involved. It’s tough to deal with and just as
tough, in its way, to watch people go through what must be agony. I changed
the subject.
“Was she ever married?”
He nodded. “Yes, but she was very young.”
So, conjectures on this topic had been fact. Things were looking up.
Oh, please say the ex was nursing a grievance over who got the Rosenthal and
the Baccarat. “Was he still in her life, at all?”
He shook his head. “No.” He shivered. “Could you turn up the heat?”
I did so, although I would have preferred to solve his problem with body
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warmth. “She had married him at Oberlin. Married over the summer then a
split before anyone could blink.”
“Did you meet him?”
Paul shook his head. “No. My stepmother told me, quite a bit after the
fact, that it had gone badly.”
This could be helpful. “How so?”
“He abused her, badly. Mother said Ingrid changed radically after she
left him. ‘Lost her innocence,’ as she put it.”
Yes, and turned into, well, what? Certainly a woman with secrets and
an odd sex life. Had a marriage that turned so putrid rendered her either afraid,
or incapable, of approaching a relationship not anchored by sex?
“What happened after she left him?”
“He turned into a stalker, which was hell, of course.”
How hideous for her – still, this could be a lead. Stalkers have been
known to kill. “Could he have shown up here?”
Paul shook his head. “No, she mentioned about five years ago that he
had been shot and killed in an incident in a bar – in Colorado somewhere, I
think. Told me it was a release, considering the stalking. She was notified as
his next of kin. They never did divorce.”
“Oh.” Shit – another lead that ended in vapor. God, but this case was
frustrating.
He shrugged, still staring out of the window. Not a comfortable subject
for him.
“I saw her photo at the house. She was beautiful.”
Paul shifted uncomfortably. “Yes, very.”
“Did she have a lot of men friends?”
“I have no idea, I told you, I didn’t see her on any regular basis.” He
sounded impatient, paused and went on. “Ingrid was attractive, if that’s what
you want to know.”
“When did you last see her?”
“Two years or so ago,” he answered, and that seemed to be that,
because he said: “You’ve asked enough questions. My turn, now.”
I bowed my head in agreement. “Fair enough.”
“You’re English.” I crossed my fingers, hoping that he wouldn’t
mention Princess Diana, cashmere, or tell me how much he loved Stilton.
I nodded. “Yes. I was brought up in north London. My mother and
brother still live there.” And want me back, I could have added, but didn’t.
“Were you in the police there?”
I nodded as we stopped at a light. A car next to us was full of kids
singing along to the throbbing music we could hear even through closed
windows. I wondered if any of them were Ingrid Spoto’s students and if
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so, would they care all that much that she was dead? “I got my degree in
criminology and joining the police was the logical next step. Promotion is
rapid when you have a degree. I thought of forensics, but the police work
agreed with me.”
“What brought you here, then, or is that too personal?”
“No.” I didn’t look at him. “A husband.” I caught him glancing at my
bare ring finger.
“Not any more, though?”
“No.” Which was true, if no one could read my mind and see the name
‘Gavin’ in neon. It was disquieting that Gavin’s name should be there even
when I found Paul so exciting. What a muddle we get into when chemistry
sizzles.
“How long have you been with the police force here?”
“Six years. My contract is up for renewal.”
“Will you stay?”
I was silent.
“Oh,” he said suddenly and turned around slightly. “Sin City is
showing at that Cineplex we just passed. I haven’t seen that.”
Be still my heart. “You like movies?”
He smiled. “Oh, yes. I don’t think there is a low moment in my life
that isn’t fixed by watching a film. In fact, I’m hoping I can switch on to
something at the motel, anything will do as long as it flickers. Does that sound
callous, all things being equal?”
No, not even remotely. I had done nothing but watch films for weeks,
after Gavin. I did an eenie meenie. “I don’t know how interested you would
be . . . I know you must be terribly tired and a foreign film might not be your
thing, but there’s a Kurosawa retrospective on campus.” I went on to tell him
about Hidden Fortress.
He grinned happily. “God, wonderful stuff. Throne of Blood, now
there’s the most brilliant cinematic adaptation of Macbeth, ever . . .”
I invited him along, of course. After all, I could continue quizzing Paul
Spoto about his sister after the film and on the way to the Holiday Inn. No time
would be wasted in finding the killer. The things women tell themselves when
men are involved.
“As a matter of fact, I know a little something about the movies . . .” I
reached into my pocket and turned off my cell phone.
I didn’t need Herb spoiling the mood.
“Oh?” said Paul. “In which film did Mary Astor win the Oscar for best
supporting actress?”
“The Great Lie, 1941. I never figured out why Bette Davis let her have
the better role.”
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“Neither did she, I’m sure,” Paul said, “but let’s hope she fired her
“Here’s one for you. In what film did Meryl Streep have her first film

Paul threw his hands up in mock despair. “Oh . . . wait . . . I know that
. . . no, don’t tell me . . .”
“Julia,” I said triumphantly. “Now, your turn . . .”
We kept that up all the way to campus and up until the lights went
down in the auditorium and the movie began.
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Chapter 12

I woke up to find a light covering of snow on the ground. Not a surprise, but still a shock. It was a day to stay in and watch a movie with airpopped popcorn – not to hunt down a killer. Something long and set in a hot
climate: Flight of the Phoenix perhaps or Lawrence of Arabia.
A rogue snowflake or two had drifted down as I dropped Paul off at his
motel and the air did have a threatening stillness, the sky pale with the burden
it was waiting to release. The film had been wonderful: “The perfect therapy,”
he assured me.
We’d lingered for a long, long moment, mutually entertaining
the same idea I suspected, one on which we had the good sense not to act.
We talked about his needs for the next few days and I gave him my card,
suggesting he contact me to find out when he could go through his sister‘s
house. He had tried me with a question about which film featured a line about
cuckoo clocks.
“The Third Man and Orson Welles wrote that speech himself.”
We said goodbye and that was that.
Of course, the WKAF weather lady, Lucille Schrader, was as shocked
by the brief blizzard this late in the year as if we all lived on Waikiki: “Wow,
Brrr! What a downer!”
All I knew was that my storm windows were going to be taken down
and my screens put up within the next week or two, whatever was thrown at
us. I would no doubt be as sorry that I’d done this as I was that my winter
clothes were already packed away, but so be it. I finished my muesli, took
my vitamin and mineral supplements and a sturdy dose of calcium; looking
after my bones was a priority. I’d been badly spooked by the recent focus on
osteoporosis. Poking my head out of my front door to see if the Sunday West
Rapids Standard had arrived I got two surprises. Most of the snow had already
disappeared but my second surprise had me hugging my robe tighter around
me.
“How’s it going?” Herb called out. He was standing with hands in the
pockets of his shearling jacket, looking at my house.
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“Yes.” I was taken aback. “What are you doing here, anyway?”
“Your phone was switched off last night. I want to be brought up to
speed, what do you think?” He looked around. “Your lawn needs clearing and
the grass needs seeding. Those storm windows need to be taken down. Screens
put up.”
“I’ve planned to do that already,” I lied, as he walked past me into the
house.
“Good.”
I waved in the direction of the kitchen. “Why don’t you help yourself
to some coffee while I get dressed,” I told him. “Decaf, hope that’s okay?”
“Okay, but not much I can do about it anyway, huh? Then we discuss
what we’re going to do next on this case.”
Not a problem.
“I think we need to piece together a profile of Ingrid Spoto,” Herb told
me an hour later – as if I hadn’t already started that process. “I want who did
this. What’s with the brother? Have you ever read such a pile of crap?”
He was referring to a front-page piece in the Sunday edition of the
West Rapids Standard about Ingrid Spoto’s death, inaccuracies and all. There
was a shot of the “Death House” with Geraldine Drollette standing outside,
looking inappropriately cheerful. She’d had nothing good to say about the
police – “Talk about dropping the ball!”
There was no local TV news on Sunday mornings –only the sports
scores and, as noted, the weather report. “I assume the investigative team moi – will be served up on a spit on Monday morning,” I said, guessing I could
look forward then to the unabridged version of Geraldine Drollette’s appraisal
of my skills, or lack of them. Ah well, if you can’t stand the heat . . .
We were drinking decaf coffee and eating wholegrain bagels heated up
in the microwave. Several of them – because there was quite a bit of Herb to
fuel.
“What do we really know about her? I mean about who she hung with,
that kind of thing? What about the Pazderka guy?”
I tossed an eenie meenie in my mind over how much to tell him and
decided to go ahead. I described Eve Bishop’s heartbreak and her accusations
about Barnett Pazderka and my evaluation of what she had to say. “She told
me nothing that came even close to proving he’d done it. She also told me
there hadn’t been any sign of him on campus on Friday. Charles Thomas – .”
“Who?”
“Eve’s neighbor. Prof at the U. who knew the deceased in passing.
Told me there had been a relationship with Pazderka and it was the talk of the
university. Two years ago. Of course he did cause that scene recently.”
Herb continued, “I checked out the police report. He had been
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drinking and spouting the usual love chat: ‘Let’s get together again, you bitch,’
but he wasn’t hitting, spitting, or throwing anything. Arresting officer said he
was more heartsick than violent. She refused to press charges and they took
him home. The Drollette woman from next door called in the complaint, by the
way. What do you make of Bishop?”
“Just a very unhappy woman who lost a friend and hated the
competition without realizing that this was the problem. I want to track
Pazderka down though,” I said. “If he isn’t at home or on campus tomorrow,
we put out an all-points.”
“Where’s the brother staying?”
“Holiday Inn. She was married for a while, but according to him, she
had a bad time of it. I wondered if that’s what soured her.”
“Marriage can do it,” Herb said with feeling and I wondered if his
early morning visit had anything to do with his own connubial upheavals.
“Any chance that the ex did her in? Did the Spoto guy know where this guy
is?”
“No, afraid not . . .” I went on to explain why the husband was not the
one whodunit. I did not tell him about my lusty subplot involving Paul, but
that was about my pleasure, so not any of Herb’s business. But until we solved
the case, Paul was a part of the big picture, one that had “Do not touch” written
across it in big red letters.
Herb was not happy. “Shit. Ex’s are always good for this sort of stuff,
but if he’s dead I guess we’re out of luck. I want this Pazderka guy to explain
where he was on Friday night.”
“Yes, so let’s hope he surfaces. One thing I have figured out about
Ingrid Spoto, though; she was quite a piece of work. Complicated and certainly
more active sexually than her best friend knew, and I’m guessing the cast of
characters who were on her regular visitors list weren’t just trying to sell her
something at the door. We know for sure she was into something sticky. I don’t
care what her pal Eve said about how dismissive she was of her great looks.
She used her beauty for something – she must have done. Not to would be like
having a bag full of cash and not spending any of it. I’ve seen her undies.”
There was a strangled response as Herb got most of a bagel down his
throat and started on another, spread liberally with sugar-free raspberry jam.
“This is weird jelly,” he said. “How come it isn’t sweet?”
“That’s because the ‘sweet’ you think of as natural is nothing more
than additives that are as bad for your digestive system as they are addictive.”
“No kidding? Well, it’s lousy.”
I shrugged as he continued. “About Ingrid’s liking for leather – I’ve
been thinking.” A bit of jam hit Herb’s sweatshirt. “Where did that leather and
bondage stuff come from? There’s a sex shop in town that caters to the BDSM
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locals. Leather Bob’s.”
For God’s sake. I got some carbonated water from the fridge, put some
of it on a jay cloth and handed it to him. “Here, dab it with this, it’ll lift the
stain. What’s BD . . . whatever?”
He stopped sponging off the jam stain. “Bondage, dominance, sadism,
masochism? You don’t know that?”
Would I have asked if I had? “Let’s go there,” I said.
Herb looked at his sweatshirt. “What do you know? It worked. And if
she got her stuff there, they’ll remember her and maybe she was with someone
else, huh? Tall, beautiful blonde who had some class? A standout in that sleaze
market.”
No doubt. “ How do you know about Leather Bob‘s?”
“Hello? Who doesn’t?”
I wanted to push another bagel into that big mouth, but settled for
putting a check mark in the Con column against his name, and left it at that. It
was not his first, nor would it be his last. “Is it open on Sundays?” I asked.
I got a big grin that showed large, very white front teeth. “Only after
the staff has gotten back from church.”
I smiled in spite of myself. “I want to look at the autopsy report.”
“Think a man or a woman did it?”
“I don’t know. Could swing either way. She was very slender,
terrifically toned. No weight on her.”
He looked thoughtful. “There’s an angle right there. Say she worked
out and maybe got carried away? Lots of people do, you know. Get themselves
psyched into changing their body shape.”
I thought about that. “Eve Bishop inferred she was a workaholic,
which shows a tendency to obsessive behavior.” I nibbled on my bagel.
“Obsessed by work and just as focused on her sex life, so why not the same
about exercise?”
Herb leaned back, hands clasped across his ample belly. “Yeah, I like
it. She was into the dark side, as well – judging from that House of Leather
stuff.” He nodded. “Say she met someone at the gym? Some man who was
on the same page sexually and it segued into something neither of them could
handle?”
I liked that a lot. “She had a membership in the Silver Spa”
He nodded, looking hopeful for the first moment since he had arrived.
“Good, go there after Leather Bob’s. Take Jansen with you. She’s a big girl,
that intimidates people and you need all the help you can get, right?”
“Size only matters in some things, Herb.” I hated references to my
height, and he knew it.
He could not have cared less. “Why was your phone turned off?”
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“I needed downtime,” I answered crisply. “Felt like watching a
movie without being interrupted.” Which was sort of true, because I hadn’t
fancied my phone ringing during Hidden Fortress. Mostly, though, I had not
wanted an interrogation about Paul Spoto while I was sitting next to him, nor
had I wanted to explain why I was doing just that. I had diverted Herb’s first
round of questions about him, but I did not fancy my chances of doing that
successfully for a second time. I needed a diversion.
“Herb,” I asked thoughtfully, playing with my bagel. “What do you
think the killer did with Ingrid Spoto’s tongue?”
That worked a treat.
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Chapter 13

I called Janet, asking her to meet me at my house – and she was there
in a flash. I was no keener on her idea of plainclothes – jeans, trainers and
an anorak – than I was on being told everything and anything was “Not a
problem,” but I would deal with both in the fullness of time. I drove us across
town in my car, because she rode a bicycle. “Great exercise,” I was told.
Before we did anything else I wanted to have a look at Ingrid’s house
again.
By the time we’d reached the crime scene, the sun was out and the
snow was already gone from the victim’s cordoned-off house. Who would own
it now? An interesting point to ponder; people have taken to gun, knife or blunt
instrument for property. A handsome house, in an even more handsome suburb,
could encourage someone to lay premature claim to an inheritance.
“We need to see her will. That is if she had one, of course,” I told
Janet.
“Most people have a copy in the house,” she suggested. “If not,
we’ll flush out her attorney – that is if he or she hasn’t already contacted
headquarters.”
It was a Sunday morning, so the murder scene had attracted stragglers
rather than a crowd. Before we walked up to the house, Janet shooed them
away and they wandered off as docile as lambs. The State Police CSI team had
left yellow and black tape across the front door – a shabby affair especially
when compared to its smartly lacquered neighbor at 122.
Janet tore off the tape and we were about to go into the house when a
bulky type with the build and florid face of an ex-athlete lumbered toward us
from the Drollettes. He was wearing a State U sweatshirt and khakis; from the
scowl and the fists buried in his pockets, I deduced he was ready for trouble. I
deduced also that he was a member of the Drollette clan, but that hardly made
me Sherlock Holmes.
“Hey, no one’s allowed in here. There’s been a murder,” he told us, in
a gravel voice with a strong Michigan accent.
Janet and I flashed our badges in unison. “I’m Detective Sergeant
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Pimlott and this is Officer Jansen,” I said. The colleague in question smiled
and they shook hands.
“I’m Chuck Drollette.”
I was about to ask how his daughter was doing, when he cut me off
with, “You the Janet Jansen played ball for Huron U.?”
There was a lot more jolly hand pumping, then a boring exchange
kicked off by statistics being thrown back and forth with reminiscences of
triumphant moments on the basketball court that interested me not at all. I
learned that Janet had been a star on the university team, one that had six
years ago dislodged the giants of Indiana from the championship perch they
had occupied for so long. Sports are big, big, big in the Midwest and no more
so than in West Rapids. I was not surprised that Chuck Drollette was almost
overcome. Men have less sense about sports than they do about sex.
As I deduced from the fact that he appeared to have no neck, Chuck
Drollette had a history on the football field in the very stadium where Herb
had done his thing. He knew of our boss’s feats, of course. “Those bastards on
the Fighting Quakers always have the refs on their sides. They pray before the
game. That’s religious types for ya.”
Well, it certainly works for them, I was tempted to argue, but had
neither the time nor inclination to tackle Chuck Drollette’s religious biases.
After a little more boring chatter, he and Janet ran out of steam and I got the
show on the road.
“You must excuse us, Mr. Drollette – .”
“Call me Chuck, honey,” he insisted. “No reason to stand on
ceremony.”
There was every reason. “It’s Detective Pimlott,” “Honey” reminded
him.
“My little girl was mighty upset by what happened,” he told us
solemnly, as if I had not spoken. I like a man with respect for such matters.
“Doc said it’s going to be a long time before she gets over what she saw. I
mean, the leather stuff.”
“Hmm,” I said, not committing myself.
“Beating her up, too.” He looked over his shoulder then turned back
and said in a low voice: “She was some looker, Ingrid, it’s a damn shame he
had to spoil her like that. Believe me, when that little lady lay out in her back
yard in a bikini, that was something to see. Lot of guys agreed with me, too,
considering all the traffic.”
Which confirmed what his wife had said. I could have asked Chuck
why he was spying on his neighbor, but mindful of the delicate balance that
governed community relations, I kept my mouth shut. I proffered a hand that
he crushed cruelly. “We have to go in and look around,” I told him. “Busy
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time.”

He took the hint, but I could tell he didn’t want to. “Right, right.” He
shook his large head. “I hate stuff happening like this in our neighborhood.”
He lowered his voice. “Was it a sex crime?” He sounded hopeful. “Wouldn’t
surprise me with all the stuff going on that night.”
Janet and I looked at one another. “Stuff going on?” I asked.
“Sure,” he nodded. “My wife had gone to bed but I couldn’t sleep, so I
was up watching the TV. A boring movie with that Merle whatever.”
“Meryl Streep,” I added, praying he would get on with it.
He shrugged. “Whatever. Anyway, I saw a guy wearing a baseball cap
leaving.” He leered but I ignored him. “My better half says he’s been there
before.”
“What time?”
“Maybe just before midnight.”
Had Chuck Drollette seen our killer? What a fool, not telling the
police. We had found out something vital to this case by accident. Oh, well,
at least we had that fact to play with now. “Thank you for your vigilance, Mr
Drollette.” I didn’t think much of Pa Drollette after all. My heart went out to
Mary Beth for reasons having nothing to do with her discovery on the lawn
next door. I waved goodbye, grabbed Janet, slithered inside the house and shut
the door.
It was cold inside the house. We looked around. The forensics bunch
had done their job thoroughly. The place was a mess, but the lady of the house
was in no position to take umbrage.
“Spooky, here, huh?” Janet said in a hushed voice.
I agreed. “Yes. So, we have a witness who can put our baseball cap in
the same time frame as the killing.”
Janet nodded. “That jackass should have told someone before now that
he’d seen someone, huh?”
Who could be bothered to agree? “Let’s try for that will,” I told Janet,
“I’ll go upstairs, you look downstairs.”
“Not a problem.” She was already heading for the kitchen. I had barely
hit the stairs, when she called out: “It was in the freezer.”
The freezer? “Why would she put it there?” I asked as she came out of
the kitchen.
“Lot of people do that, think it’s a good hiding place. Drugs, too.
Don’t think that’s where anyone would look.”
Hmm. Must be tough to be paranoid, but not so paranoid that you
would forget to find a hiding place that would keep you safe. I wondered why
Ingrid had not kept her will in her study, but we would never know. Maybe it
was keeping it in a secret place that was the kick. That seemed the right fit for
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our victim.
“This was drawn up four months ago,” she said. Janet looked around
the living room and ran a finger along the top of the green sofa. “God, this
place? Who was her decorator? The guys from Animal House?”
I was surprised by the reference to a film that preceded her birth. Most
of Janet’s generation had no time for any movie past DVD release. “You like
movies?”
“Yeah and so do you. One of the guys down at the station house told
me you’re crazy about them.”
“Oh,” I said, faintly. How much more did she know about me and why
had she been asking? Asked and answered. Who was being paranoid now?
Perhaps I should hide in the fridge. I turned my attention instead to the slim
legal document in her hand.
I took it from her and unfolded the document. “It’s illegal for us to
read this will until it’s tagged as evidence.”
“Yes, but who’ll know we have – if we don’t say so?”
I was shocked. “Did you skip the lecture on procedures?”
“I’m learning on the job,” she told me.
Ingrid had “big bucks” as Janet would put it. My eyes almost bugged
out of my head when I saw the extent of her assets.
Janet gave a long, low whistle. “I was wondering why she had such
a big house in this kind of neighborhood, just for one person, know what I
mean? I bet this was a tax write-off.”
“Who gets the bulk of the estate?” she now asked.
I read through the terms of the will. The name Eve Bishop jumped
out, but the bequest was the kind of money that bought a short trip to Europe,
rather than any long-term relief from money worries. I went back to reading
the will and got a shock that hit me right in the solar plexis.
My cell phone rang and, as coincidence would have it, the very person
trying to contact me was Ingrid Spoto’s main beneficiary.
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Chapter 14

It seemed that Paul Spoto had been closer to his sister than he let
on and he had reaped the reward, accordingly. I gave him marks in the Con
column for flim-flam.
“Good morning, Paul,” I said as I picked the phone up. Janet looked
surprised at my use of his first name, as well she might. I turned away from
her and walked over to the window. A couple and their dog, a disgruntled
schnauzer, were gawking at the house. I glared out, flashed my badge and
all three hurried off. I returned to my phone call. “How can I help? Any
problems?”
“The snow was a downer, kind of, but soothing to watch.” I took that
to mean he had had a sleepless night, since the largest part of the snowfall had
fallen in the early hours. “Seems to have gone by and large, though.”
“No, never lasts this late in the year. Not all that unusual, though.”
There was silence. Paul spoke first.
“I’ve rented a car and I’d like to drive out to Ingrid’s at some point.”
“What a coincidence– that’s where I am. We’re taking a look around.”
I let that sink in. “I think you’ll have to wait a day or two until forensics gives
the all-clear.”
“Oh, of course.” He sounded disappointed. I took a shot in the dark
about the possible source of his frustration.
“We’ve found her will.” I waved away Janet’s mouthed objections.
“Oh, really?” Paul sounded interested, but he wasn’t panting with
enthusiasm. “Who’s ‘we’?”
“I am working with Officer Jansen on this case.”
“Have you looked at the will?”
So, he was interested. “Can’t look at it until it’s tagged as evidence.”
Janet whispered “Liar, liar, pants on fire.”
“I just need to find out what to do with the house. No rush.”
Was he cunningly throwing us off the trail, rubbing his hands with glee
over what he knew would be his, or, in his innocence, was he expressing an
understandable concern? Was I being paranoid yet again and letting emotions
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I had no right to feel undermine my judgement? No – I was in charge of the
investigation and I needed to find out what I needed to find out and not take
things at face value just because I liked the face. Feeling gooey at hearing
his voice did little for my resolve, however. While I was pondering my
reaction and its ramifications on my competence to conduct this case (like a
professional and not a cheerleader with PMS) he was asking me something.
“Would it compromise your professional integrity if we had brunch?”
Had he been reading my mind? I could almost see the smile that was
playing around his handsome mouth, almost see the skin crinkling around his
dark chocolate, as in 70% cocoa, eyes. God, I wanted to slap myself to my
senses.
“Brunch is fine.” Janet’s square jaw dropped some as she heard that.
“It would only be difficult if you were a suspect.” She looked at me, struggling
not to laugh, I suspected.
“Where shall we meet?”
“Oh, The Gypsy Market is good for Sunday brunch. You’ll need
directions.” I instructed him on the best route to take. “Ten minutes tops.”
“That’s what I like about a small town, so easy to get around. Chicago
is hell on a Sunday.”
“London, too.”
“Always wondered about living in a small town, to be truthful. Things
seem to be so much more on an even keel.”
“Quite.” I had noticed that Americans yearned to live the small town
life, as shown in Hollywood movies, in pretty much the same way the English
fancied living like squires in the country and prancing round the village green
of a May Day. Both were equally misguided ideals in my opinion. The air is no
cleaner, the bread no fresher, the property values no more equitable, the people
neither kinder, nor more concerned for their neighbors – who now can’t be
avoided – and the grass isn’t any greener, there’s just more of it. The point was
hardly worth arguing, though. “Yes, well, see you soon,” I told him, and we
both hung up.
“Am I allowed to ask how you feel about this guy?” Janet asked.
“Well, I think we need to find out how things were between him and
his sister. Other than that, I have no particular feelings toward him. Why do
you ask?”
Janet shrugged. “Oh, because the entire time you were on the phone
you were playing with your hair. You still are and there’s a piece sticking up
in the back that you should fix before you head out for lunch. I notice stuff
like that, because of the Psych course I took. I was a criminology major.” She
sounded so solemn.
“Oh, well that’s a useful skill in our line of work, isn’t it?” I moved
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my hand away from my hair as casually as I could, with a quick pat at the
offending cowlick. I needed to find some work for this young woman to get
stuck into – a great pile of work that would keep her busy and, at the same
time, keep her snout out of my business. “Why don’t we check out members
of the History Department and sooner rather than later? Find out what they
thought of her. There are only thirty odd people, of course. Sorry to do this to
you,” I said, cheering up. “You can get that done this afternoon though, I’m
sure, people are usually at home on Sunday. Oh, and check that Lee Il Kwon.
See if he’s in the system anywhere.”
“Not a problem,” she told me cheerfully. “Might learn something that
could tie things up. If we bust someone for this, Lieutenant Fedewa will be
happy, right?”
Out of the mouths of babes.
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Chapter 15

We were settled into a booth in the Gypsy Market – Paul waiting for
eggs Benedict, while I had ordered an egg white omelette and a side of wheat
toast with unsalted butter. The laidback rustic atmosphere, wooden platters of
chunky “peasant” bread, plain “fare” and glazed-eyed servers made the place a
relic from the seventies – but one that was treasured by the locals. They often
piped in the theme from Easy Rider and there was hardly a dry eye in the place
by the time the last “Born to be Wild” had died away. Every time we had eaten
there, Gavin had insisted that the fossilized ambiance made him feel a hundred
years younger – even as he walked in.
“It’s as if I have more hair and my only worry in the world is if I can
ace the Humanities exam,” he would say.
He had more and greater worries by the time I was going with him to
the Gypsy Market and we had both known that.
Today, the place felt cosy and had a welcoming buzz. Paul and I were
drinking mimosas, a request that caused some confusion for the staff but we
got there in the end – once the bartender got over the idea of mixing good
champagne with orange juice. I had protested at first; my conscience insisting
that I was ethically, if not in reality, on duty. I had been over-ridden far too
easily by Paul’s arguing that we were simply two friends having a meal
together. Now, the mimosas looked well worth my time, as did Paul, in a dark
brown cashmere turtleneck and grey cord pants.
Over the first sip or two we made small talk and I was glad I was
wearing the moss green wool sweater that prompted him to remark that it was
the same shade as my eyes. I knew that was a line, but I didn’t care.
I fingered the stem of my glass. Regretfully, it was time to get to work.
I needed to talk about Ingrid and Ingrid’s cash. “You’ve said you weren’t close
to Ingrid?”
He shook his head. “That’s right.” He smiled at me. His teeth were
small and not completely straight. The effect was disarming, somehow. Had
he been missing a few, I would no doubt have found that just as appealing. “I
knew about her, but I didn’t know her, if that makes any sense. What makes
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you ask that again?”
How much to tell him? Only that which I wanted him to know, that
was what. “Say you featured prominently in the will? Of course, since you
claim not to have been close – .”
“I’m not ‘claiming’ as you put it. We weren’t close. We weren’t.” His
guard was back in place.
“Who do you think she left her money to?” I did an eenie meenie and
it ended in my favor. “Say it was to you?”
“I would say again that she was a lonely woman who didn’t have
much of a life. Then again, the bulk of her estate was inherited from our father,
so she might have viewed it as returning the money to source.”
“So, it was family money?” I wasn’t mad on what I was about to ask
because it might end up with me eating my omelette alone, but I had my duty.
Damn it. “Did you resent his leaving her the money?”
He leaned back against the back of the booth, fingering the stem of an
almost empty glass. “That was clumsy,” he bristled.
“So was her death,” I shot back. “Clumsy and cruel. I need to find out
who did this to your sister and I find that out by the process of elimination. I
enjoy your company and I like sitting here on what passes for a spring day,
sipping mimosas, but my first duty to Ingrid is to find her killer. If doing
so means asking questions that make a second round of mimosas out of the
question, then so be it.”
Our eggs arrived. “Can I get a refill on the drinks for you folks . . .?”
the server asked, her voice trailing away as she looked at me, then Paul, then
back to me. You didn’t have to be a psychic to sense the frosty atmosphere.
“No,” I said firmly. “Coffee, please and decaf. Soy milk if you have
it.”
“Cappuccino for me, regular coffee, please.”
“You’re allergic?” he asked me.
“Borderline lactose deficiency, more a sensitivity,” I answered,
keeping my reply short.
There was a long, long moment of strained silence, while we
eyeballed one another. He blinked first, which was as it should have been. I
was in charge; only by a whisper, but I was. “You’re right, of course. This
is not a time for hurt feelings. The fact is, you hit a raw nerve. I do want to
say I’m grateful on her behalf that you seem to care about what happened to
her, to Ingrid. You don’t talk about her or her death as if she was just another
victim.”
He had that one right. I was beginning to take her death personally,
but that wasn’t the whole story by a long shot and that mention of a raw nerve
interested me. Following the facts finds killers, emotions don’t. “Glad you
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feel that way. Now, can I have an answer to my question? Did you resent your
father leaving Ingrid a large part of his estate?”
“No, I didn’t, and if anyone had a right to resent anyone, it would have
been Ingrid, all things considered,” he said – then pointed to his plate. “This
looks good by the way.” It did, mouth-wateringly so, but the cholesterol levels
meant I had to pass. That my egg white omelette was all texture without taste
was not the fault of The Gypsy Market. Jamie Oliver couldn’t make anything
tasty out of such ingredients and why should he even try?
Paul awarded himself a generous forkful of Hollandaise, ham and egg
yolk, then continued. “Here’s the problem. Ingrid was a good daughter and I
was a not very good son. My father and I weren’t close to begin with and, as I
told you, I took his re-marriage badly. My attitude was shitty, to say the least,
especially as I saw how fond Dad became of my new stepsister. When he was
dying Ingrid was the one who went home and looked after him and believe me
that was a chunk of time out of her life.”
“Where was this?”
“Chicago, where we grew up and yes, I was living there but it was
Ingrid who stayed with him at the house, did what needed to be done, took a
leave of absence from the university. Nursed him, read to him. Took care of
things. Her mother had died two years before Dad had his cancer.”
“I’m sorry.”
He shrugged. “Yes, well. My ex-wife never got along with him and I
was stubborn and stupid enough to let her call the shots.”
Ex-wife? Thank you God for that status. Then again, he got a check
in the Con column for not being there for someone who was dying, no matter
what the history. I had very special reasons to look down my nose at such
a lapse. “Yet you didn’t really keep in touch with Ingrid after your father’s
death?”
Our coffee arrived. The cappuccino smelled gorgeous and had
chocolate sprinkled on the top, but the long-term effects of even short-term
indulgence over-ruled my yearning. Paul continued with the troubled history
of his relationship with his stepsister. “Well, Christmas cards, that sort of stuff.
Phone calls. We had lunch when she was in Chicago, which wasn’t often.
Haven’t we discussed this already?” He sounded impatient.
I thought about that. “You said it was at least two years since you saw
her last?”
He shifted position. “About two years. As I just told you, if she was
in the city we got together.” There was something he was not telling me and
it had nothing to do with the estate. I’ve been around a lot of interviews and
I know when I am not getting the full story. God, but this man was really
racking up the points in the Con column. Then again, he looked so good in
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dark brown cashmere – that had to cancel out one or two of those points.
“How did she look?”
Paul shrugged. “Like she always did. Very beautiful, of course . . .”
He shook his head. “This will sound awful, but it used to get to me how such
a gorgeous woman could have chosen to bury herself in an atmosphere where
it would be so little appreciated. It was as if she had made a concerted effort
in her life to eschew anything that enhances human experience. You probably
don’t understand what I’m talking about.”
I did because I had seen her house and her closet. On the other hand,
on the telling evidence surrounding the manner of her death, I would have
said she was not as averse to using her looks as her brother naively assumed. I
fished further. “Was she always thin?”
He looked surprised. “No. In fact, she was rather on the curvaceous
side. What are you getting at?”
“She was very slender indeed when we found her,” I explained, “and
the kitchen was full of organic stuff, which indicates a concern with food
issues.” And I would know.
He stared at me. “Ingrid? Really? Her tastes ran to burgers and stuff.
Not keen in the kitchen if my memory serves.” He shifted his position, again.
“Look, do we have to talk about this?”
Yes. “I think she’d been exercising as well, she had the kind of
muscular development that comes from working out. Very lean.”
He shrugged. “A lot of people work out.”
Indeed, but as a girl, I knew why other girls suddenly did things they
had never dreamed of doing – like eating sensibly and wearing the kind of bits
and pieces that you only show off in private: cherchez l’homme. I believed
Paul when he said he knew little of the goings on in his sister’s life. It would
hardly be fruitful to quiz him over who the man or men might be in Ingrid
Spoto’s life, or which one might have inspired her to head for the gym and the
vegetable section. It was for a lover though – of that I was damn sure.
I was about to ask Paul if he’d had any hint of the change in her will
during the last year, when he turned the tables – as he had done in the car on
the previous evening.
“Can we talk about something other than Ingrid just for a minute.” He
sounded serious. “I could beat around the bush but I won’t. I’m talking about
us, or at least as much of an us as there is at this stage.” He leaned forward. “I
know the timing is bad and your professional integrity is involved. I suppose
I’m a suspect, technically, my sister is dead and all the rest hangs over us like
a mushroom cloud – but there you have it. There’s something about violent
death, about death, period. Things become clear and you want to act on what
you feel.”
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I leaned in to him. “Everything you say applies, I agree. Not that I
know what to do about it or how appropriate it would be, one way or the other,
has to be a moot point.”
He nodded, not looking surprised at my response. “Would you feel
more comfortable if we leave it at that and play it by ear?”
“Best way,” I agreed, with a sigh.
He grinned and looked relaxed for the first time in several minutes.
“Why don’t you have some of my eggs Benedict?”
“Oh, I don’t eat that sort of thing,” I told him.
“Sure you do.” He scooped up a mouthful on his fork and offered it to
me. “Sure you do.”
I did.
Paul and I did not touch as we left the restaurant. We had to wait for
our moment for any number of reasons, mostly mine. I went off to do some of
those girlie Saturday chores I had not attended to the day before – because of
Ingrid’s death. Paul said he was going back to his motel to make some calls
involving business, then rent a video to watch in his room: “I’m in the mood
for Some Like It Hot.”
I played it straight, saying I planned to do the same, but I primly
prevented an invitation by saying I was hanging out with friends later. A lie,
since I didn’t really have any friends to hang out with. I had held them at arm’s
length for so long after Gavin that most had backed away forever.
I ached for Paul as I had not ached for anyone in a long time and I’m
talking an ache south of the Mason Dixon line shall we say. I knew I should
not do anything about that, so I invited him to dinner at my place for the next
night. If he saw any contradiction in my earlier distancing and this about-face,
he was wise enough to let it go. I crossed every finger I had that Herb would
not catch wind of any of this. Not that I felt guilty, because what had I done
after all? We’d gone to a movie, shared a meal and nothing had happened that
could compromise my working on the case. Not even any real flirting.
But I knew better.
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Chapter 16

I woke up to the local news on Channel 6, our local CBS outlet. My
pal Kelli Kojecka was tossing a head of blonde curls so overloaded with
product she risked going up like Joan of Arc under the heat of the studio
lights. She was shrieking about the homicidal madman roaming our streets.
This monster had already been dubbed “The Leather Killer,” Kelli told us
breathlessly through glossed lips – revealing newly veneered teeth. When that
call came from the network, she would be ready.
In line with the media’s sworn mission to create anxiety, there were
the usual inaccuracies in her story. The police were blamed for not having
brought anyone to justice instantly, which meant me. There I was on screen
looking short, my face shiny, my thinking I looked good in my new brown
pants suit disproved. I expected a call any minute from Herb and I was right. I
turned down the sound on the TV.
“The Deputy Chief’s office is all over me. What happened?”
Geraldine Drollette now appeared on the screen, lips moving. I could
imagine what was coming out. Now there was a tongue that could have done
with some trimming. I kept my own in check, however, knowing what Herb
would do with such a bad joke.
“The mother of the girl who found the body’s been busy,” I said.
“Jesus Christ, don’t you hate these women with nothing better to do.
Still no leads?”
I told him about Janet’s assignment to track down the deceased’s
departmental colleagues. “Still no sign of Pazderka,” I told him. “Thought
we’d head over to campus and talk to him there if he isn’t at his house.”
“I’ll send a uniform to the house.” Herb told me. “What else?”
I told him about the contents of Ingrid Spoto’s will. “And we still need
to find this Lee Il Kwon. The neighbor said she had seen an Asian man around
for a while. Janet said she’d check the system, see if he shows up anywhere.”
“Smart gal. She’ll go places.”
“Early days, we’ll see, won’t we?”
“How’s the brother doing?”
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I was startled. “What do you mean?”
“Where is he and what is he up to?”
My mouth went dry for reasons I understood all too well. “Well, he
wants to look around the house as soon as possible – .”
“That reminds me,” Herb cut in. “The computer from the Spoto house
is on your desk and those files you mentioned.”
“Going to go through it, try to figure out what she was up to.” I broke
down and told him that some of the computer files did seem to have coded
material. He gave a funny choking sound but that was it. “Could be useful,
could mean nothing. Get Janet on it. Kid’s smart.”
So he’d said. “Glad you reminded me for the second time in as many
seconds.”
“What’s he like?”
“Who?”
Herb sounded impatient. “The Spoto guy.”
“Well, he’s okay . . .” I sounded squeaky, so cleared my throat, “He’s
upset of course. He’s her main beneficiary but he doesn’t know that yet.” I
explained about finding the will and assured him it was tagged as evidence.
“I know, Janet told me this morning.”
Oh, had she, indeed? And what time had she arrived? Did she sleep
there? “He could hardly have killed her, since he was in Chicago.”
“Maybe. Still, he might know something we need to know. Any
agitating for the funeral?”
That stopped me in my tracks. Insisting on the body being handed over
to the family for burial usually involved a tussle. Not with Paul, though. “No,”
I said now. “Let me get on that.” Oh, dear.
“Sure the guy’s in the clear?”
“What?” That threw me.
“How do you know he didn’t do it?”
What? “Oh, come on. I met him at the airport, remember?”
Herb snuffled with contempt. “He could have driven here and back
to Chicago in six, seven hours easy if he had a heavy foot on the pedal. Desk
Sergeant said he would get Chicago PD on it.”
My throat almost closed up. “That’s crazy.” On the TV a reporter
shoved a microphone at Mary Beth, who shied away in horror. I wondered
again why the kid had not been kept out of harm’s way? Then again, the term
“harm’s way” described her mother perfectly.
“Nothing’s crazy when a lot of money is involved and Janet tells me
we are talking big bucks.”
Had she now. “I think you’re way off base and as for Janet, the
woman’s been on the case for five minutes – .”
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“Instead of your ten – .”
“Paul Spoto doesn’t need the money.”
“How do you know what Paul Spoto needs?” Herb asked quietly.
“Everyone needs money if enough of it is involved.”
I knew that.
Herb said quietly, but with the kind of emphasis I understood, “Don’t
get carried away by this guy. I’m not saying it’s him and to tell you the truth I
don’t think it is. Just keep a perspective on things, you hear me Sophie?”
I did.
“I’m going to talk to the Deputy Chief’s office,” he told me now. “Talk
about damage control. Shit.” He hung up.
I put the phone down and sat thinking to myself about any number of
things. Like Lee Il Kwon and any other leads that Janet had found. What was
going on with the coded files? I also gave some thought to Paul Spoto, coming
for dinner at my place, when there were more than enough reasons for him not
to do so.
In his case, two million of them and that’s money enough to die for.
I didn’t expect a sex shop to be open at 10:00 in the morning, but it
was. Janet had been at my door – again – scrubbed and bright-eyed, Palm Pilot
in hand, within minutes of Herb’s call. I insisted on driving as a sort of power
thing that backfired when I realized she had only a bicycle. She told me in
the car on the way to Leather Bob’s how busy she had been since seeing me
yesterday morning.
“Tracking down faculty was no piece of cake. If they aren’t on
sabbatical, they’re on leave of absence, or at home with their families, or not
there – when they should have been. A few of them suggested they form a
committee to help us in our investigations.”
“What did they think of Ingrid?”
“Some yes, some no, a couple had to strain to remember who she was,
if you believe it. Opinions varied on the lady. A few thought she was okay.
Quite a few thought she was a pain in the ass. Too many couldn’t have cared
less. One was worried about how they would replace her in the middle of the
term. That was the compassionate one.”
I nodded. We stopped at a signal on Delacroix to let a group of
students walk by. They were in anoraks and boots, although the day had turned
out to be mild – considering the snowfall of just the day before. That’s the
Midwest for you though – we wouldn’t be surprised if it hailed frogs, or an
iceberg bore down us. I rested my hands on the steering wheel. “Pretty much
what I got from the ones I talked to. Not enough passion on the nay side to
spell killer so far, though.”
“So far.” Janet continued. “No Lee Il Kwon anywhere in the system
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that I can find.”
The signal changed and we turned on Seifert, where Leather Bob’s
was located. We parked outside the surprisingly attractive shop front and then
entered. The place was much more cheerful than I would have expected, welllit with perky music and lots of displays of undies and whips, chains and other
bits and pieces but nothing icky about the place. The truth was this generally
pleasant atmosphere legislated against anyone being truly offended.
There were quite a few customers – mostly young women and all
laughing and chatting as if in they were in the supermarket. Certainly there
was nothing covert about the operation, that was for certain. I was slightly
disappointed, having expected a more threatening and/or sordid atmosphere.
We waited for the lone sales person to finish with a client who looked a
little like Tobey Maguire and even less threatening at that. The sales person
managed to be ravishingly pretty even with a stud in her nose. She had an
overwhelming amount of suspiciously dark red hair and wore a tight leather
jacket and chewed-up jeans to great advantage. She looked like an extra in a
film about porno directed by a very young film school graduate who had never
set foot in a sex shop. The Maguire clone handed over his Visa card for a stack
of stuff, some items of which brought the blood to my cheeks.
Stud girl slouched over, looking us up (Janet) and down (me). “Wow,
the odd couple,” she said.
Ah, attitude. But there was a sure shortcut to breaking through this
barrier. We flashed our badges and she folded, as I suspected she would. I
know tough and I know a wannabee when I see one and just the threat of being
in trouble with the local constabulary puts the latter into cooperative mode.
I was guessing, but behind the stud and the tough girl act, we had a coed
quaking before us. “What’s your name?”
“Abigail. I go to Huron, this is a part time thing.”
Bingo. “That’s fine Abigail. We just need your help.”
I put Ingrid’s picture on the counter, the one with the victim and Eve
Bishop. “Have you ever seen her in here?”
She looked up at me, puzzled. “Which one?”
Ah, yes, of course. “The younger one,” Janet told her.
Abigail thought about it, really thought about it. “Well, maybe. That is,
she looked different. Tidier. Great hair though, you know?”
I did. “Was she here often and when?”
Abigail shook her head, telling me: “No, only twice and I would say
about two months ago, maybe six weeks. Long time. Way back.”
Yes, at Abigail’s age, you get nostalgic over what happened the week
before, never mind six. “Who was she with?”
“No one.”
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Janet and I looked at one another, disappointed. “What did she buy?”
Abigail shrugged. “Oh, same old, same old.” She reeled off without a
blush a list of leather purchases and sex toys that matched what I had seen at
Ingrid’s. “That was when I told you, though, not the other time.”
I sorted through that syntax and liked what I heard. “When she was in
again?”
“Right,” Abigail nodded. “But it wasn’t again, it was before she
bought all that stuff. Then she bought a couple of vibrators, our special stock.
Guy with her said she’d need a lubricant.”
That was a certainty. I’d seen them. “Which guy?” I took out my
notebook.
“You should get one of these,” Janet told me, waving the Palm Pilot.
If I’d had a pencil I would have wet the top with my tongue, I felt so oldfashioned. All I needed was a raincoat, a bowler hat and a moustache and I
could have been Officer Plodalong of Scotland Yard.
“Which ‘guy’?” I repeated.
“The good looking Asian guy she hung with.” Abigail told us this as if
we knew what she was talking about.
Janet and I looked at one another. “Lee Il Kwon?” she asked.
Abigail shrugged. “Maybe. He’s a personal trainer at The Silver Spa I
think.”
“That must be where she met him,” I said to Janet.
A customer skulked in wearing, as God is my witness, an old stained
raincoat. He stood out like a sore thumb.
“Is that it?” Abigail wanted to know anxiously. “I need to get back to
work, otherwise Bob will be on my case.”
There really was a Leather Bob?
Janet and I thanked her and hit the road, as the customer sidled up to
the counter hugging only God knows what to his chest.
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Chapter 17

The Silver Spa was downtown, not far from Leather Bob’s. It was a
gym for classy types. A lot of business chatter was taking place at the juice bar
as we walked by. The clientele was mostly townies since the university types
hung out at the U Club on the campus: oil and water.
Visible through the floor-length windows of the interior were those
mammoth machines I found so off-putting. Enthusiastic acolytes now pulled,
pushed and stretched for victory over their own bodies. I went for gentler
challenges: yoga suited me. The occasional class and the ritual session in the
morning immediately after my hot water and lemon suited my system best.
Now, as we waited in the soothing reception area, one that was all soft
lighting and healthy plant life, I thought about whether or not I should rethink
a membership here – as I had been urged to do after Gavin was gone. To “meet
people,” they had said, by which they meant men. I looked at the buff crowd in
their spandex, towels over their shoulders, a glaze of sweat on their faces and
came to my senses. I was not born to be one of them, full stop.
A receptionist with a body so toned it was a miracle that he didn’t
bounce off the carpet on which he stood, was as cooperative as Abigail – when
he saw our badges. What an easy day we were having.
“Lee’s with a client right now, but if you’d like to have a drink at the
juice bar, I’ll send him to you.” He checked a nifty Rolex on his wrist. “Ten
minutes, tops. Smoothies are on us.”
We walked off, but he called after us “Say, didn’t you play ball for
Huron?”
Of course he was talking to Janet, who acknowledged that, indeed, she
had thrown the basketball into one or two hoops for the local team. “Yes, still
play every once in a while.”
“Thought of joining a gym? Special rate, of course.”
The celebrity rate, I assumed. “Not today,” I answered for Janet, who
shrugged and followed me as I headed back toward the juice bar.
We were halfway through delicious mango smoothies when Lee Il
Kwon arrived.
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Without so much of a “Howdy, how can I be of help, officer?” we got
attitude again. “If this is about Ingrid Spoto, I have nothing to say, especially
to the cops.”
I gave him a formidable number of points in the Con column. “Oh, I
think you do and how did you know she was dead?”
“TV and those reporters made me sick. As to telling you anything,
forget it.” The accompanying scowl did little for him, but it would have taken
more than a few creases of the brow to spoil the effect of Lee Il Kwon. He was
tall, long, lean and beautiful. He would have been superb in a martial arts film,
flying through the air and winging off with Michelle Yeo. What a couple he
and Ingrid must have made, although in his mid-twenties she had had a decade
on him. The case was throwing up more attractive people – excluding Eve
Bishop – than I was used to. “I’m telling you bupkis,” he said now.
“Oh, wow. Yiddish,” Janet said, doing faux impressed. “What say I
bounce you to the station house on your tochus?” I asked.
“Whatever,” Lee responded, but there was a little less wind in his sails.
He shook the kind of hair usually seen floating back and forth in slow motion
shampoo ads. “I just don’t want you getting ideas about us, Ingrid and me.”
His voice was still full of antagonism. “The wrong ideas, I mean.”
I had seen Ingrid’s bottom drawer so it was hard to conjure up the right
ones, but everyone deserves a day in court. “How long had you known her and
how heavy were things between you?”
He hoisted himself up on a stool next to me. “This okay? Not breaking
any laws, am I?”
I smiled. “Maybe, maybe not. I make them up as I go along.”
He got the idea and calmed down. A spandex encased “tochus” and
toned thighs made Lee a gift from the Gods. I was reminded that I had thought
of Ingrid in the same way. Now Ingrid’s natural complement in the looks
department ordered a bottle of Evian.
“Let’s cut to the chase,” he told us now.
“Which would be?” Janet asked, leaning in on the bar next to him,
using her height to intimidate. It didn’t work.
“I was with friends at the Upper Level that night. That’s a club.”
Janet and I both nodded. It was a place on the south side, to drink,
dance, make a lot of noise and find company for the night who did not
necessarily want to pursue the relationship in the morning. There was the odd
drug incident and or bust up, but it was not as decadent as the habitués would
have liked to think. “I was there that night from eleven until two, then I went
home with a couple of people. For coffee and whatever.” He almost cracked a
smile.
Eleven huh? So give or take a half-hour and he could have been at 122
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Sycamore Street, easy. Hotfooted it to the club and with the undoubtedly vague
state of the clientele, who would know when he’d actually arrived?
“The names of these companions?”
He looked me right in the eye. “Diane and Lenny. Busy night. I have
their cell phone number. Hoping to get together again, real soon.”
Janet wrote the number down. I looked at Lee. Had Roger tested
Ingrid for sexually transmitted diseases?
“What was your relationship with Ingrid Spoto?”
“Wasn’t a relationship,” he said, eyes averted as he tore the label off
his bottle of water. This young man was angry. Whether this had to do with
mourning, or whether it could be attributed to our meddling was hard to guess.
We have a lot of problems with transference in our line of work. “Great sex,
nothing heavy. She was too old.”
As Ingrid’s contemporary I considered that judgment and then left it to
rot as it deserved, saying nothing. A spray of Con points went in his direction,
however.
“Did she reciprocate your warm feelings?” Janet wanted to know.
If Lee picked up on the irony in her voice, he didn’t show it. “Don’t
confuse me with someone who cared.” I wondered if Lee’s oh so perfect nose
would grow, grow, grow like Pinocchio’s – because he was lying, lying, lying.
“It was a thing, just lasted for a while.”
“And just how long is a while?” I asked.
He pretended to think about that, as if he didn’t know to the day, the
hour. “Six months, maybe. I got her into working out and eating right and the
sex was great. Then she gets her head into other stuff. Kept talking about a
‘secret.’ Blew me off, which was okay.” He tried looking nonchalant about that
but the effort was a failure.
“What other stuff?” I finished my smoothie with a loud slurping sound.
Lee smirked, as did Janet. They both got a look that straightened them out.
“Yeah and what secret?” Janet asked.
“If I knew that, it wouldn’t have been a secret, right?”
His logic was indisputable, but that had little currency with me at that
moment, although I did believe him when he said he didn’t know what Ingrid
was concealing. I was running out of patience with Lee Il Smart Mouth. Not
stupid though, I’d give him that.
“Don’t make me have to repeat my questions down at the station
house. I’m busy today so you might be there for a long, long time.”
That worked, as it often does. Not always, but enough times that it was
a trusty standby in my repertoire. Lee re-thought his attitude problem and left
it where it belonged – out of my sight, out of my hearing.
He shrugged well-shaped, Armani model shoulders. “Yeah, well. She
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wanted us to take a break. I said why stop seeing each other?”
“To which she replied?”
“The usual bullshit.”
“Which would be?”
He sneered at me. “Shit, how long is it since you’ve been dating?”
I smiled. “For almost as long as you’ll be out of circulation if you
don’t start giving straight answers. The guys downtown in the pen will like
you.”
I got a shrug, but he’d paled some. “Oh, that it wasn’t me it was her.
That kind of shit. I knew something was up, or knowing Ingrid, someone.”
His face twisted with unhappiness. “Wasn’t even all that interested in f – ,” he
rethought his terminology. “Our stuff, know what I mean? I’d hardly seen her
for the last three weeks.”
Lee sounded more aggrieved than killing mad about being dumped.
Still, a lot of rage over rejection could have been dissipated with his murdering
Ingrid – in a way that was as rough as the sex life they had apparently enjoyed
together. I imagined theirs had been a steamy union, so when Lee’s steam had
no place to go, it had to be worked off and not just on resistance machines.
Who knew? I had another issue.
“Did you know she was rich?”
He looked at me as if I had a screw loose. He either hadn’t known,
or Hollywood might be advised to pick him up. God knows, he was pretty
enough. “Ingrid didn’t have any money, haven’t you seen the way her house
was?”
Hmm: yet another critic of Ingrid’s taste. Why had she played her
wealth so close to her chest? Because wealth had made her vulnerable and that
was not on her agenda?
Now Lee put the empty bottle on the counter and said. “Thanks, man”
to the bartender. He stood. “I gotta go, got a client. Anything else?”
“Did you like her?”
I got bravura-mode. “Yeah, she was great in bed.”
“A quick learner I take it?”
He laughed, but it was not a merry sound. “If you mean me from me,
then no. Taught me a lot, Ingrid. Took me to Leather Bob, taught me a lot.”
That took me unawares. “Weren’t you into the S and M stuff before
you met her?”
He stared at me. “Huh? I’ve never been into that stuff.” His eyes
narrowed as though I had said more than I should. “Why? What are you
getting at?”
So, who was into the rough stuff with her? I changed tracks. “What did
you think of her as a person?”
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Lee looked at me and I saw his Adam’s apple slide up and down
quickly. Was he trying to stifle tears? I pencilled a check in the Pro column.
“She was cool. Beautiful. Not warm and fuzzy though, but who needs that?
Ingrid liked sex and she was good at it. Don’t rush to judgment.”
He had me there. Janet had one more question.
“I take it you met her here?”
Lee smiled and ran both hands through that glossy hair, which fell
perfectly into place. “Right, because where else would she meet someone like
me? Well, guess what – she met me at the U. I was one of her grad students.
Getting my PhD. She was the chair of my committee.”
He walked away, while Janet and I were left to wipe the egg off our
faces.
“I thought you checked the system?” I asked through clenched teeth.
“Not the university,” she said, looking foolish. “The office is closed on
Sunday so I couldn’t access their stuff. Besides, who would have thought – .”
“Never assume in our line of work,” I said loftily, as if I hadn’t done
exactly the same thing. Janet said nothing and followed me out of the Silver
Spa. looking miserable.
I felt as if I’d kicked a puppy.
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Chapter 18

“You drive,” I said, tossing my car keys to Janet. I wanted to process
some of the things I had just heard from Lee Il Kwon and, in the passenger
seat, I was soon into a deep reverie.
I could just see Lee picture propping himself up on one elbow
and watching Ingrid walking around the room as she lit a joint. The bulky
towelling bathrobe that he hated was open and showing her nakedness. Her
body was as beautiful now as her glowing face and he had made the face glow.
God, if there was anything Lee Il Kwon loved, it was success. What an ass she
had now and those long legs that, under his direction, were now as toned as
the rest of her.
“Looking good, Prof.”
“The same could be said of you.” Jesus, Lee thought, but she had
great teeth. He envied her that; the only part of him that had let him down
were his teeth. Thank God for veneers. Now Ingrid took a long toke off the
joint. then sat on the bed next to him. “You got off on the vibrator, didn’t you,
big guy?” she said.
He had, for sure. “I didn’t think I’d be getting such personal
attention.” Lee grinned and lay on his back, hand behind his head. God, but
he was crazy about Ingrid, more gone that he could admit even to himself and
he’d been around some. But this was not a woman who wanted a faithful dog
panting at her heels. That would soon bore her. Best to play to the “Who gives
a damn game?” with Ingrid.
They smoked until the joint was finished. Ingrid lay back, her hand
fondling him. Lee was hard, immediately. “I have dry mouth,” she said.
“Go downstairs, get some water. Don’t turn on any lights, I don’t want that
busybody from next door to spot you.”
Lee padded down the stairs. God, this place was so fucking ugly. Not
a mess really because nothing was out of place, just ugly and carelessly put
together. Shit, didn’t Ingrid care how the place looked? He knew she didn’t.
The refrigerator was stacked with organic stuff, vegetables and fruit.
All the stuff he had recommended, bullied her into buying; God, but she hated
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paying that François guy for stuff you could get at Kroger’s for half the price.
Still, he’d got her on track and Ingrid admitted she looked and felt better – and
she owed that to him.
Put that together with his first rate academic performance and his
prowess in the sack and he might stay on the scene for quite a while. He
doubted it though. Not Ingrid’s style – her interest level in anything but herself
and her work was finite to say the least. They were kind of alike that way, or
at least he had been until meeting her. Ah, the irony of it. And now she was . . .
things weren’t the same between them . . . and he thought he knew why.
He got two bottles of still water and went back upstairs. Things
would be okay. They had to be. Later they stood in the kitchen eating yoghurt.
Ingrid’s robe was tied firmly shut, Lee in his sweats. The light caught the pale
gold of her hair, loose over her shoulders. Sometimes Lee wondered if what he
felt for her was love, but what would be the point if it did? I know my place, he
thought laconically.
“It’s 10:00,” he said. “I have to go. Essay to write, for you.”
Ingrid nodded and smiled. “Yes, Lee, a day late already.”
She only called him by his name, he noticed, when she’d finished with
him in bed – it was back to business when he was again “Lee.” He never
pushed that back in her face though, because one wrong step and that would
be that. Lee was fighting above his weight with Ingrid and he knew that.
“Not a problem, Prof, not a problem.”
“Time for you to go,” she said and started toward the front door. She
put her arms around his neck and kissed him lightly on the cheek. They were
the same height. Lee liked that about her. “Oh,” she said. “One more thing.”
“Yeah?”
“I think we should cool it for a while.”
Everything stopped. He managed to stay cool, though. “How come?”
“It’s not you, it’s me.”
“That’s what they all say.” He could have bitten his tongue.
“Oh, don’t be difficult,” she said and reached out to stroke his hair. He
felt like a dog. “I thought you’d be cool with this,” she said, “I mean we’re
hardly a couple. We just fuck.”
He could have hit her. ”You bitch,” he thought.
Ingrid stood back. He felt the change in her as she was saying all this,
felt her pull away from him in the way people do when they push you out of
their emotional space.
“I have a lot of work, sweetie. It’s a matter of priorities. Maybe when
that’s done – .”
“You’re dropping me.”
She sighed. “Don’t be that way.”
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He felt himself getting angry as she slipped further away. “Oh, hey!
More clichés.”
Ingrid put her hands behind her back, leaned against the counter. “We
aren’t an item, Lee. We sleep together. You’re my personal trainer. I’m chair of
your PhD committee.”
He hated being patronized; it made him feel like a kid. He knew she
knew that and she was too smart not to. This was her way of having fun with
him.
“Don’t I mean anything to you at all?” Shit, was he begging?
She shook her head. “Lee, I just told you. Don’t be a pain in the ass
about this, okay?”
Christ, she was playing with him. Lee didn’t bother asking for how
long he was supposed to be the forgotten man – it was until she said so. Weird,
he was the one who usually called the shots, but here he was, the one on the
receiving end. In a moment, his own mood changed. Christ, he hated the day
he’d come on to her as a kind of joke – because everyone talked about how hot
she was. He‘d thought he play a few head games, not get into anything heavy,
but in the end he’d been finessed by a better player.
“Don’t worry about it.” he said blithely. He sounded so young when
he said that, like an aggrieved high school kid and he knew it. “I mean you aren’t getting any younger – .” Oh shit, he didn’t even mean that, he just wanted
to hurt her.
She smiled, reaching over his shoulder to straighten out the hood of
his sweatshirt. “I’ll just have to take my chances then, won’t I?”
Score that round to Ingrid. “See you at the gym, tomorrow,” he said
angrily.
Fuck her. He wrenched open the front door and was out of there. He
strode down the crumbling walk toward the street – his car parked a discreet
block away. Did she think he was an idiot? There was someone else and he
thought he knew who, as well. He’d strolled by her house one evening the week
before just to, well, okay, check on her because he knew there was someone
else in the picture. He’d felt it in his bones the way lovers do when the person
that they . . . He had seen some dude getting a big welcome.
Was he being blown out for the dude in the baseball cap? Christ, call
that a disguise? Asshole. Maybe he should make a phone call – that would
stir stuff up. Shit he was pissed off. He had a thought then. He could have
killed Ingrid Spoto for so casually removing him from her life. Killed her with
pleasure.
Janet was a good driver and I had enjoyed my fantasy. Lee was still a
suspect.
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Chapter 19

As we had left the spa I noticed the air was faintly moist and the
temperature, while low, held the promise of rising, not falling. Spring? The sky
was a hope-giving blue and the sun was shining. The snow of the day before
had vanished completely. Young leaves rustled in the light breeze from the
south.
Janet and I stopped at Starbucks on the way back to the station house
and I broke down and ordered a cappuccino, as did Janet. Mine was tall,
skinny and decaf, but she took hers straight and vente. Ah, the carelessness of
youth.
We picked up a copy of the West Rapids Journal from the stack by
the counter. The lurid coverage of Ingrid Spoto’s death echoed much of the
nonsense seen on that morning’s TV coverage. Ingrid was now a “glamorous
academic” brutally murdered by the “Leather Killer” who was on a “rampage.”
God, had these people seen The Front Page once too often?
Our station house was on a side street, Holt Road, running parallel to
Delacroix, in the downtown area. A two-story crazy quilt of a building, we all
hated it. We were nostalgic for our former graceful turn of the century quarters,
still sitting empty – from which we had been evicted unwillingly six months
before. We weren’t a big force; sixty-five at full strength and that stretched the
budget some – which had been one excuse for moving us. We had been told
the city needed the space for some department or other, one with the kind of
growth potential we did not have. My private take was that someone’s relative
was in the construction business.
There were some uniformed officers milling around but our
plainclothes section was deserted. My absent colleagues in the detective
division were either on the job, or enjoying lunch at Dodo’s Diner, around the
corner.
“Here’s Spoto’s financial stuff,” Janet said, flipping open the file boxes
on the floor by my desk.
“Yes,” I said and firmly pushed her hand aside and snapped the box
closed.
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“Oh and her laptop. Shall I work on any coded files? See if we can
make any sense of them?” She was already plugging the laptop in.
“Why not?”
The autopsy report was on my desk, as Roger had promised it would
be, and a forensic report that had come up with zilch of any significance. A
pale hair had been found snagged on a patch of blood where the body had
been found. While it didn’t match the victim’s hair, there was no record of that
particular DNA anywhere in the system. I hadn’t expected such a boon, but it
was still a disappointment.
At first here was little I didn’t already know, or had not guessed.
“Stomach contents show salmon and asparagus eaten five to six hours prior to
death. Sex, fore and aft, an hour or two before death.” I remembered the stash
of condoms. “No sign of it being forced, so we can assume it was consensual.”
Ingrid had been tested for HIV with negative results, same for traces of anyone
else’s DNA.
“Sex could have been with the killer and he then got pissed off big
time over something later,” Janet suggested. She lounged in a seat next to my
desk. I was not mad on her ubiquitous blue jeans, nor was I very happy with
the terminology.
“Pissed-off big time is hardly the way to put it, considering the
circumstances.” As soon as the words were out I realized I sounded exactly
like my English teacher from Class Four, Miss Anglesey. I didn’t want to
sound like her under any circumstances. “Still, I take your point.”
“Not a problem,” Janet told me affably.
I read from the autopsy report. “‘Death caused by blows to the front,
back and side of the head with something heavy, smooth and of unknown
provenance.” No wonder she was such a mess.
“Don’t let me see that leaked to the press.”
This was said by Herb, who had come up behind us and now perched
on a corner of my desk. As usual he was dressed smartly in a dark blue suit
and white shirt with a mismatched tie. My guess was Jerry Garcia. He loomed
large and he was not happy. On the other hand, I’d seen him truly unhappy –
and there was a definite difference. “How’s it going?”
Then I read something in the autopsy report that made me sit up and
reach for the phone – I needed to speak to Roger. “You say,” when he at last
answered, “that from the scarring she might once have had an abortion.”
Herb and Janet leaned forward, both interested.
Roger paused, then said, “There can be other causes for such
scarring.”
“If it was an abortion,” I continued, “how long ago would this have
been?”
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“Absolutely no way to tell,” Roger concluded, hanging up abruptly.
“We just might have something here,” Herb said.
“That could get someone mighty upset – if he didn’t want her to do it.
Brooded about it for a while, then wham,” Janet slammed one large fist into
the other, “lost it.”
Herb shrugged. “Maybe.” He stood. “For now, I want you to check out
Pazderka. Go to the U, talk to him and anyone else.”
“If he isn’t there?”
“Then we put out that all-points on him.” Herb sounded grim. “I
don’t like him for this, to be honest, but the guy must know by now that she’s
dead and he should have contacted us. As for the rest of the gang over there,
someone knows something. Find out about this woman’s life and you’ll find
out why someone wanted her dead. Then you find the murdering bastard.”
“Oh, I checked out most of the faculty yesterday, on the phone,” Janet
told him confidently.
Herb smiled. “Then go to the campus and find the ones you didn’t
check out yesterday.” He leaned over Janet’s shoulder. “No time like the
present,” he said into her ear. then turned to me. “When are they releasing the
body?”
I checked. “Any time.”
“Let the Spoto guy know,” Herb said to me. “I take it you’re in
touch?”
That’s a small town for you. West Rapids labelled itself a city in its
charter, but it was a village in terms of personal privacy. Seventy thousand
busybodies, who knew too much about one another and were not shy about
sharing what they knew. Without a doubt someone had blabbed to Herb about
that brunch date at The Gypsy Market. Not a “date” I corrected myself. I had
an interview with a family member, integral to the case.
“Yes, I’ll tell him,” I said and that was that.
We watched him return to his office, then Janet said, “You want to go
for lunch before or after?”
I stood. “After.”
“Not a problem.”
We entered Edsel Ford Hall, a five-storied, unimaginative concrete
block thrown up in the middle sixties when the university was ballooning with
the mass enrollment of baby-boomers. The university police had given us
their blessing to nose around on campus, so we weren’t stepping on any toes.
Muscle flexing caused tensions that got in the way of the job. Still, there was a
protocol and it to be scrupulously observed.
A directory by one of three elevators instructed us that the English
department was on the first and second floor, the History department faculty
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had their offices on the fourth floor, along with the department’s main office.
Classes were changing so the elevator was packed with young scholars
slouching to wherever.
As we stepped out of the elevator I looked around. The department
office was ahead of us. We walked up to the counter with a sign welcoming
us to the History Department. The three women sitting behind the counter
working at their computers gave lie to that sign by their very indifference to
our presence.
“Excuse me?” I said in an effort to speed up the process.
The most senior got up quite slowly, her progress handicapped by
the huge butt she was hauling around, one contained by black pants with an
elasticated waist. A pink blouse with a pussy cat bow was a poor choice for
what was left of the contours of her face. She had lovely skin, iron grey hair in
an elaborately braided do and a surly expression.
“Are you authorized to be here?” Her ID badge identified her as
Madge Marshall.
We showed her our badges and introduced ourselves, telling her the
campus police had approved our presence. “We need to talk to some faculty
members about Ingrid Spoto,” I told her. “See if anyone has anything to tell us
that might be of help.”
“I’m the department secretary, everything goes through me,” she told
us with the confidence of a bully who accepted no serious challenges to her
autonomy. I noticed that no expression of regret over Ingrid’s violent demise
was on offer.
I did a P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E. in my head then asked if our plan suited her?
It did, but not a lot. I guessed how much she enjoyed terrorizing faculty and
how sucking up by some – birthday cards, the odd gift when returning from
travels, inquiries about her garden, her grandchildren – were taken as the kind
of tribute that meant the supplicant deserved and received the advantages that
were Madge’s to give.
“Where would we find their offices?”
“Out the door, go to your left and through the double doors,” we were
told – and she turned back to her computer. We said goodbye and headed off to
find Barnett Pazderka.
Not difficult – we just worked our way down a narrow windowless
hall with all too many office doors closed, no doubt, against student intrusion,
toward a cluster of cooing coeds – and there he was.
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Chapter 20

Janet studied the gang of gigglers and blushers and grinned.
“Stud muffin is in the building,” she murmured.
A certain type of man, usually older and in a position of authority, in
any institution and not just the hallowed halls of academe, attracts youthful
females as if he were spread with honey. It has a lot to do with party A turning
a position of authority to his advantage, while party B gets off by being wanted
by someone in authority.
By and large young women are cheap dates, which is just as well,
because such chaps are usually married and have a family with immediate
financial needs that leave little cash for complex courting. A glass of wine,
or a cup of designer coffee does it and a lot of talk starts the bonding process
that sex completes. Then Party A dumps Party B, who has hopefully, learned
something about life, love and the pursuit of happiness.
Which brought my thoughts back to Barnett Pazderka. He was rocking
back and forth on a very fancy reclining black leather chair, legs stretched
out and feet resting on a stool that was in tandem with the chair. It was not
standard issue in any state working space I had ever seen. He also occupied a
spacious corner office, where most of the furniture looked personal rather than
standard institutional issue: a large sofa with an Indian throw, two easy chairs
and a marble-topped coffee table loaded with stacks of essays and term papers
gathering dust.
I’ve been around some, so I guessed that the large space and
idiosyncratic furnishings were indications that Barnett’s place in the food
chain was high. The sign on his door said that his field of specialization was
the Middle East since 1945, which I assumed from all those coeds milling
around was a sexy field of study these days. Ah, how the winds of war affect
scholarship. I didn’t even want to think how squalid the work-space must be
for any masochistic specialist in the history of the British Empire
Barnett Pazderka’s height and slim build were his only physical assets
as far as I could see, but quite possibly the main attraction was concealed.
He seemed to have a nasty skin condition of some sort – his face was red and
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blotchy, with unappetizing eruptions here and there. His watery blue eyes were
small and close-set over a bony, too long nose. He had big ears and from what
I could see, short, sandy hair – a leather cowboy hat hid all but straggly, long
sideburns. Blue jeans with holes in the knees, an equally faded and shabby
jeans jacket and cowboy boots completed the ensemble.
Why a specialist in Middle East affairs had adopted a style better
suited to Wyoming than the Negev was his business. It was never going to be
mine. He was a caricature of a certain type of academic – the one with which
townies massage their prejudices by labelling him as your typical academic.
He stood, as we stuck our heads in the door, peering at us through a forest of
females, who were all hormones and yearning.
Barnett was sexy in a way that seedy men often are. They’re seen as
bad boys by good girls panting to be just as naughty. I understood exactly why
Eve Bishop had so strong a reaction against him. All that testosterone would
send someone like her scurrying for cover – or revenge. He was the kind of
man any adult woman instinctively categorized as trouble, fighting the feeling
of attraction with every breath. Denying it would be a tough job and best done
by looking at him only over your shoulder, using a mirror. A Jack Nicholson
voice tied up the package in a double knot. I gave Barnett Pazderka several
points in the Con column for simply being what he was. Yes, collaring Barnett
was something I could live with.
“So, finally got around to me, huh?”
There were a few titters when Janet and I flashed our badges, but
nothing major. They all had to know about Ingrid, so the police showing up
was not a shock. Barnett shooed his chicks out and bid us sit on the sofa.
I remained standing. “Why haven’t you contacted us, Professor
Pazderka? We’ve been trying to get hold of you.”
“Yeah, but here you are, here I am, so what’s the problem?”
I wanted to share with him what the problem was, I wanted to pull
his pubic hair out with tweezers for being such a shit, or have Janet break him
like a stick over one knee, but I didn’t, of course. “We have some questions. I
assume you’ve heard about Ingrid Spoto’s death?”
“Yep. Bad business, she was a gorgeous gal. What a waste.” From his
answer, I assumed his affections for the deceased had waned, or he was putting
on one hell of a show. He sat now, swivelled the fancy chair around, putting
his feet up on the coffee table between us, hands in his pockets. As he looked
me up and down, I felt as if I was wearing my undies on the outside of my
clothes. He wore no wedding ring, I noticed. “So you’re a cop?”
I assumed that was directed at me. “Yes, Professor Pazderka – .”
“It’s Barnett.” He smiled, showing good teeth, rather like Jack’s.
Considering the voice and the teeth, I was slightly flustered – but not for long.
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“Pronounced my name right. Done your homework. Very good.“
“We try.” I looked him in his watery eyes and gave him the Forget It
treatment. “I understand through the grapevine that you had a relationship with
Ingrid Spoto.”
He laughed, a good sound – warm and attractive. His next words were
neither. “Have you been talking to Old Lady Bishop? I bet you have.”
We said nothing.
Barnett shook his head in contempt. “What did that dried out old turd
tell you?”
Was I supposed to find the reference to one of his colleagues, as
something that floats in a toilet bowl, amusing? “Only what I told you,
Professor Pazderka.” I had no intention of calling him Barnett. “How much of
a relationship was it?”
“It was hot, it was heavy and it’s been over for a couple of years. Bet
you want to know where I was Friday night?”
The gambling terminology was wearing thin for me and apparently for
Janet as well. “Yes and I bet you were busy,” she said.
Barnett clicked his fingers. “Janet Jansen, right? I thought you’d go
pro.”
“I didn’t,” Janet told him, which closed the subject. “Friday night?”
“I was getting my brains banged out in Ann Arbor. Drove down on
Friday morning and stayed over Saturday and Sunday, got home this morning
and came right here. Married lady.” He looked at me. “I suppose you want a
name? I don’t like to kiss and tell, but if my ass is on the line?” He threw up
his hands in mock supplication.
“Easily proved or not,” I said. I had a feeling that we were in for yet
another frustrating disappointment. I got out my notebook, conscious of that
electronic gewgaw being pulled out yet again from Janet’s coat pocket.“Now,
what about you and Ingrid? When did it start and when and why did it end?”
Barnett shrugged and focused on what looked like expensive boots,
all pointy metal toes and hand-tooled coffee-colored leather. “It lasted three
months and we’re talking two years ago the middle of September, when
it started and the week after Christmas Break when it ended. Don’t really
remember.”
Ah – another one like Lee Il Kwon who remembered the details of a
purportedly casual fling with Ingrid, as if etched in acid on their frontal lobes.
He continued his tale of star-crossed love.
“I’d been on sabbatical, then a year’s leave. I came back and wham,
there she was. She’d arrived the year I was away. It was all fucking and no
feeling and that got to me, if you must know.” He looked pleased with using
a naughty word in front of the police. I judged Barnett Pazderka to be one of
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those people who think they have been around, but they haven’t. They scare
easily. I know, and it can be a pleasure.
“You wanted more from the relationship, I take it?”
He shifted position. “I wasn’t thinking commitment or anything but
shit, I’m not into meat either.”
I wished he would drop the sexy boy vocabulary. “If it was a hot and
heavy there must have been some feeling on her part.”
“Not her,” he said, sounding bitter, bitter, bitter. Our Barnett had been
smitten. “Not Ingrid. She wasn’t after feelings, just sensations.” I thought that
was what he wanted. “All needs, that cunt,” he said, looking at me, waiting,
I assumed, for me to demand he wash his mouth out with soap. He looked
disappointed when I didn’t.
“Was she into anything irregular sexually?”
Barnett laughed out loud. “You mean all that leather shit we’ve been
hearing about?” He shook his head. “No, that’s new. I mean she wasn’t shy or
anything, but no weird stuff. No S&M.”
He sounded regretful. Whether this was because he wished she had
been while they were together, or implying that she had developed such
tastes only after their ding-dong, and he was sorry about that, was something
I judged irrelevant. I asked him the same question I had put to Lee Il Kwon.
“What did you think of her?”
“I’ve told you.” He pretended to sound bored. I promised myself that
if he dared look at his watch, he would see the inside of the station house. “She
was a bitch who had no natural feelings, just ambitions.”
“I’m having trouble reconciling your view of the deceased with the
opinions of others,” I told him quietly. “She doesn’t seem to have been easy,
but she was thought of by some of her colleagues as interesting, attractive,
thoughtful, even generous – .”
“Shit!” He almost fell backwards. “Who told you that?”
“Eve Bishop for one.”
“Get serious, she worshipped Ingrid.” Barnett laughed out loud.
“Jesus, she was like a doormat. An ugly one that went with Ingrid’s crap
house.”
What a shit. “Charles Thomas – .”
“Who?”
“Your colleague in the English Department.”
“Guy who looks as if he’s been ironed? I didn’t even know he knew
her.”
I continued obstinately. “Her brother also said some very kind things
about her. Said she had looked after their dying father – .”
“Then there was something in it for her,” he cut in. “Bet we’re talking
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money.”
Janet and I looked at one another.
“Got it right in one, didn’t I?” Barnett laughed out loud. “Loved
money, hated spending it. Seen the kind of second hand crap she lives with?”
“She doesn’t live with it anymore,” I reminded him.
His face crumpled rather as Lee’s had at this reminder, except the
effect wasn’t as becoming. He recovered quickly and went on slandering
someone no longer able to defend herself. A cheap shot by an even cheaper
man.
“Wouldn’t spend anything on so much as a decent piece of furniture,”
he seemed to be talking to himself. “Squeezed a buck. Always playing the
angles. She was like that about everything, believe me. Ingrid might have been
bright, beautiful and sexy but she had some bad, bad habits.”
“Such as?”
He chewed on a hangnail then answered. “She was into control and
she got that by goading people. Liked throwing salt at open sores. Getting
under your skin.”
Were we getting somewhere? “Did she do that to you?”
He looked down at the pointy-toed boots. “Of course she did, but that
was the draw in a way. It was a game, but a sexy one.” He looked up. “She
pissed someone off more than she bargained for. A game that went wrong.”
I’d thought the very same thing and it helped to have it confirmed by
one of the main players. She certainly had been killed in a way that indicated
someone might have been pushed that step too far – or was this the acid rant of
a rejected lover? That made two on Ingrid’s scorecard, not that their acrimony
had reaped any tangible rewards in our investigation so far. All we had was
background. I had nothing on Barnett Pazderka. No forensic evidence and
he claimed to have been out of town when Ingrid died. Until his alibi was
checked I couldn’t touch him.
We stood.
“That’s it?” He sounded disappointed.
“For now,” I told him.
He stood and laughed. “Are you going to tell me not to leave town?”
“You’ve saved us the trouble,” Janet told him without smiling and
Barnett looked a shade less pleased with himself.
I went through the ritual of giving him my card and reminding him
that if he should by chance be hit by a thunderbolt that might help solve the
case, he should contact us. I stood. “Oh. Do you know a grad student called
Lee Il Kwon?”
“Yeah, one of Ingrid’s. He thinks he’s hot stuff, but he’s just another
asshole as far as I can tell.”
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I smiled and said nothing. He had not asked me why I wanted to know
because Barnett already knew why I was asking. Intellectually talented people
are easy to see through, because, more often than not, they do not have the
guile of those not as blessed. They get a relatively easy ride through life and
never have to be on their toes to a degree that can fool a copper who has heard
it all.
I gave him yet another check in the Con column for being a clumsy
liar.
As Janet and I walked down the hallowed halls of the History
Department I had to do some concentrated thinking on the relationship I had
just heard described by Barnett Pazderka. This is how I pictured it.
Barnett slammed the front door as he came into Ingrid’s house. He
found her sitting on that crap plastic sofa she’d bought in some second hand
store. She was watching TV. Some anchor was beefing about something.
“You e-mail to tell me we’re finished?” He realized he was yelling but
somehow he always seemed to do that with Ingrid if they weren’t fucking.
“What happened to knocking on the door?” Ingrid hit the remote
control. The news maven was silenced. “As to breaking off with you, well I
could have sent candy and flowers – .”
“Fuck you!” He pulled her to him by the shoulders. He noticed she
looked tired, strained, she even flinched slightly at his touch. There were
shadows under her eyes. “No one’s ever treated me like this, ” he said.
“Then you were overdue, weren’t you?” Ingrid pushed his hands away.
There was a shit-eating little grin starting. The one he hated. “And spare me
the tough guy posturing. God, but you must have seen some shitty movies in
your time.” She was wearing the white bathrobe he’d bought her, pulled tight
around her body. “We were on, now we aren’t.”
Barnett wanted to throttle her. Didn’t she know what she meant to
him? Was she crazy? “What are you talking about? Things were fantastic
between us. We were great together, in our heads, in bed – .”
“Barnett, we’re history, if you don’t mind the pun.” Ingrid sank down
again on the ugly sofa. “What do you care, anyway? You’re all ego. I’m just
the one who got away. That’s what’s killing you, sweetie. Poor Barnett.” She
actually laughed at him.
Barnett sat opposite her, stunned. “We were fine before I went off to
see my kids before the holiday, then I come back and wham! Nice Christmas
present, Ingrid.”
Ingrid leaned back, her eyes closed. She swept her hair off her
forehead, saying nothing.
Barnett leaned back, staring at her. He couldn’t believe she was doing
this to him. “Tell me why – .”
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“It’s over because I say it’s over.” She smiled and Barnett’s heart
almost stopped, she looked so beautiful. “You’re work, Barnett, don’t kid
yourself. Let’s say it was too hot not to cool down.”
“Christ, you’re giving me Cole Porter lyrics – .”
“Lighten up, Barnett,” Ingrid shot back. She really didn’t look very
well, and was holding her stomach. “You’re behaving as if we were engaged.
We were fucking, now we’re not. Get over it.”
He stared at her. Was this how she treated other people’s feelings?
Rubbing salt in the wound she’d made? What the hell. “Oh, I get it. Someone
else, huh?” Barnett felt as if he was sixteen again, choking on jealousy as he
had when his first girlfriend dumped him for a guy who was better looking.
“You’re fucking someone else – .”
“As if you’ve ever been faithful - .”
“I have been to you – .”
“Well, well. All those coeds suffering from neglect? They can have you
back.” Her mouth twisted into an odd shape then she said, with that same shiteating grin that drove Barnett nuts, “Hasn’t a woman told you to get out of her
life before? Considering the numbers, odds say it has to have happened.” She
actually laughed, although he could tell it was an effort – more for effect, than
anything else.
He was on his feet. “I want to know why? How can you trivialize what
we had?”
An elegant eyebrow was raised. “Don’t make something out of this
that it wasn’t. I’m just another notch on your bedpost. Now get out of my
house.”
She wasn’t just another notch, not just the one who got away. “I care
about you babe,” Barnett said and moved toward her. He fell on his knees, his
head in her lap. “You know we’re special.”
He began to lift her bathrobe until it was over her thighs, but she
pushed him away.
“Stop it,” Ingrid said. Her face was pale.
“Are you okay?” Barnett got to his feet. She looked like shit.
“Flu,” Ingrid managed. She stood, weaving slightly. “I’m going to be
sick, help me.”
He got her to the downstairs bathroom just as Ingrid started throwing
up. Ingrid’s head was over the toilet as she vomited over and over again. He
stroked her back, raw with the pain of having lost her. Watching Ingrid puke
her guts up, she had never looked as beautiful to him. Barnett had never
wanted her as much as he did now that he had lost her.
She looked up. “Goodbye Barnett. Leave your key.”
He would get Ingrid for this. This wasn’t finished by a long shot – and
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that is why he remained on my list of suspects.
Now Janet, seeing me sigh, asked, “How come you didn’t ask him
about the abortion possibility? Could have been his.”
I shook my head. “If true, there might have been someone else in the
frame and I didn’t want to betray what is, after all, still Ingrid Spoto’s business
– even though she’s dead. If no one else comes into the frame, then I will ask
him.”
“Got it.” Janet smiled. “Still crazy for her, isn’t he?”
I nodded. “Too right.”
“Maybe we’ll find a third Ingrid Spoto reject and bingo,” Janet said, as
we knocked at yet another office door in our quest to interview all of Ingrid’s
colleagues.
Then we met Mireille Prudhomme.
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Chapter 21

Mireille Prudhomme’s area of specialization was 18th Century
Canadian History. A subject as dull as The Hours, I should have thought, but
Professor Prudhomme obviously did not. An extraordinarily elegant woman in
her early fifties, one who looked the very opposite of her subject, opened the
door at our knock.
“How can I help you?”
We showed her our badges and identified ourselves.
We sat, then went through the usual banter about Janet. Of course
Professor Prudhomme knew who Janet was – she was a big sports fan,
although ice hockey was her thing, blah, blah, blah. While she and Janet
chattered I looked around the office.
It was smaller and less glamorous than Barnett Pazderka’s quarters, in
terms of its dimensions, but more welcoming – the fabled woman’s touch in
action. There were lovely flower prints hanging everywhere and the walls were
painted shell pink. While Barnett’s was chaotic here there were neat stacks of
term papers on the desk – next to a pot of deeply scented white hyacinth and
photos in silver frames.
She shook her head. “Poor Ingrid, dreadful. I’m so terribly sorry.”
I nodded. “Yes. I hope you’re up to talking about her.”
“Of course, if it helps.” Mireille sat behind her desk. She was wearing
a starched, white piqué shirt, a black pencil skirt and black Ferragamo pumps
that had broad grosgrain ribbons decorating the arch. A pale-as-pale shell
pink pashmina was draped over her shoulders. A bit on the bony side, she
was as chic as chic gets and attractive in a striking, rather than a pretty way
– with a lush mouth, rather like Fanny Ardant. She had heavy silver hair cut
into a sharp bob to just below her ears. I wondered if she went to the same
hairdresser as Lee Il Kwon? If so I was going ask who this was and get an
appointment a.s.a.p.
I had to admit that Prof. Prudhomme was quite something, having
enough self-assurance for all three of us in the room. Perhaps even a shade
over this ratio. Time would tell. An interesting woman though, of that I was
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sure.

There was also a silver-framed photo on her desk of a distinguished
man somewhere in his late fifties, with hair as silver as Mireille’s and a
patrician cut to his jib. I checked her ring finger and there was a square-cut
diamond in a Tiffany setting that was far from modest in proportions and a thin
platinum wedding band. Never assume, though. I nodded in the direction of
the photo.
“Your husband?”
“Yes,” she nodded and a tiny patch of color came into cheeks that
looked clear of blusher or anything else to me. Mireille was one of those
women who went without makeup and any woman over twenty who does so
has a self-image to envy. Good skin, fine, gray eyes with thick, dark lashes and
well-shaped eyebrows helped, but the natural look is one all women envy –
but few dare to sport in public. Mr. Prudhomme was a lucky fellow. Now his
missus looked down at her desk and played with the corner of an essay she
had apparently been grading. “Ingrid was at our house, you know. At a dinner
party. I mean on the night she died.” She didn’t look happy saying that.
“Can you tell us when she left?”
“Oh, early.” Mireille looked up, thinking about that. “I would say
about 9:30. The rest of us had just sat down for coffee in the living room, but
she was behind on a deadline and excused herself.”
“Did she drive?” I had already been told that Ingrid owned a decadeold VW Rabbit that was rusting out from neglect.
“No, she walked to our house and back. I remember her saying how
cold it was getting when she arrived. We live in the Glen as well, so not far to
go.”
I noticed Mireille had a slight French accent. No, more of an
intonation really, and I commented on that.
She smiled. “Yes, Montreal.” That explained the interest in Canadian
history.
“And you’re English?”
“Yes.”
“How long have you been here?”
“Six years.” I returned to Ingrid. “What was her mood?”
Mireille reversed the position of her crossed legs. She had great
ankles. “In excellent form. She looked well and sounded better – some
research project had her excited.”
I had concerns other than Ingrid’s Spoto’s career. “There seem to have
been some problems with her colleagues – .”
“Oh, please.” Mireille ran her hand through her hair impatiently and it
fell back into place perfectly. Wouldn’t it just? “People so attractive as Ingrid
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always suffer criticism that has nothing to do with anything. She was also
rather on the brusque side and that put a few noses out of joint.” Mireille sat
back and smiled. She was completely relaxed with us, which is rare, especially
under the present circumstances. Then again, people deal with a crisis in their
own way.
She continued. “Take Barnett Pazderka. He has this image of himself
as the shaker and mover of the department, when the truth is he’s the resident
bully. Never got off her case. He would be incredibly rude and aggressive even
when he passed her in the main office, or at department meetings.”
“How did she react?”
“Oh, she just got off some quip calculated to madden him even further
– .”
“Goaded him?”
She shrugged. “Well, you could put it that way, I suppose. Ingrid’s
way was to provoke, but in a way that made the other person look foolish if
they jumped her for it. As to Barnett, the truth is that underneath the tough guy
act he still hasn’t gotten over Ingrid finishing with him.” She shook her head.
“Something neither forgiven nor forgotten by a serial philanderer.”
“How did you know we’d spoken to Professor Pazderka?” I asked.
Now she actually laughed, a pleasant sound, but lacking in genuine
mirth. “I don’t have a crystal ball. Madge has been on the phone. Knows all,
tells all, that’s our Madge. I have no doubt my colleagues – those who are
around and relevant – will be more than happy to give you yet more opinions
on Ingrid.”
I was my turn to smile slightly. “What will I hear?”
Mireille sighed. She leaned back, looking genuinely saddened.
“Oh dear, some good, more bad. Face it, when you are as beautiful and
accomplished as Ingrid, it’s a mixed bag.”
“But she had her supporters?”
“She was friendly with Eve Bishop. So was Charles Thomas, of
course. He’s so dear, lovely to everyone. Dear Eve is heavy going.” I must
have looked a shade surprised at such candor because she looked a touch
embarrassed. She continued after a beat or two. “I hear you’ve also met Eve
and Charles and don’t ask how I know. Historians are shocking gossips you
know.”
Mireille Prudhomme had charm, bags full. She knew how to put
people at ease. Her students were lucky. On the other hand charm was skin
deep.
Mireille picked up a Mont Blanc pen and started doodling little circles
on a pale pink post-it note. “I’m very shocked by all of this. It’s true that Ingrid
could be difficult, but I neither saw nor heard of any behavior that would cause
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someone to beat another person to death. That goes double for our colleagues.
An exchange of letters and a few insults tossed into the hopper, maybe – we’re
talking about academics, not gang warfare in Los Angeles.” She smiled.
“You knew Ingrid well, I take it?”
“Lawrence and I, that’s my husband,” she added for our benefit, “we
were fond of her. She’ll be missed. I know I’ve made her sound like hard
work, but she could be great fun. Witty, charming and God knows, decorative.”
I believed her, I supposed. I had a feeling that Mireille Prudhomme
was the type who might eulogize the dead because it was good form to do so.
This was a woman who was conscious of effect. Still, that did not mean she
didn’t know sincerity from a hole in the road. “Could you tell us your guest list
for Friday evening?”
She nodded. “Let me write the names down for you and any phone
numbers I can remember.” She did so, on the legal pad at her elbow. “There
were only eight of us. Town and gown, but no blood was shed – Oh, God,
what a tactless thing to say.” She composed herself quickly and continued.
“Ingrid of course, our next door neighbors, the Athertons, Dale and Rosemary.
She’s with the university, a dean at one of the residential colleges and he’s in
insurance. Lawrence’s anesthesiologist Doug and his wife Jennifer Gordon,
who’s a pediatrician, me of course and Lawrence – . ”
“Dr. Prudhomme?” I asked.
She shook her head. “No, it’s Saxton. I kept my own name. There was
a hint of a simper, as she told us: ‘Lawrence is an obstetrician-gynecologist.”
Not my favorite field of specialization but the lady sounded as proud as proud
could be and not just because she was in love. She was in love with a catch.
“Are you married, Detective Pimlott?” She asked me.
“No,” I answered, then asked: “When did the party break up?”
She thought for a moment. “At about ten thirty. We tidied up a little
then went to bed because we needed an early start the next day. We drove to
Ann Arbor for a friend’s birthday,” she explained. “Stayed over until Sunday
afternoon until we were sure the snow was gone.”
Another alibi. “Who was the eighth person?” I asked.
“Charles Thomas.”
What? So he knew the deceased more than in passing – if he’d had
dinner with her on the night of her death. Why had he not told me that when
I spoke to him the day before? Was he that upset? No, I should not have said
so. It had been obfuscation on his part. No, no, no, that would never do. I took
some of the points from his Pro column and moved them to the Con side.
I stood. “Where can I find him?”
Mireille looked surprised. “I think he’s teaching on the second floor –
.”
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“One more thing. Did you know anything about Ingrid Spoto’s
personal life?”
Mireille Prudhomme frowned. “Well, we weren’t close enough to
discuss things like that. There was Barnett of course, but otherwise I don’t
remember seeing her with anyone and she never asked to bring anyone with
her to any of our dinner parties. I would have said Eve would be more likely to
have the answer to that question.”
I thought Charles might have more to tell me, as well. We stood and I
gave her my card. “If you think of anything.”
“Of course,” she said.
I stopped on my way to the door. “What do you think happened? To
Ingrid, I mean.”
Mireille shook her head. “I assume she was attacked by some lunatic
who got into the house, but scuttlebutt has it there may be more to it than that.”
“Not sure what happened yet,” Janet told her.
“I don’t know. It seems terrible that someone you know and like was
killed with premeditation.” Mireille looked from one of us to the other. “She
was a woman with secrets, perhaps?”
Oh, yes indeed.
“And Detective Pimlott?” She gave me a ravishing smile, then I got a
more serious expression. “Do get this person, won’t you?”
“Oh, we will.”
The rest of our time on campus was not all that satisfying. Other
members of the department who happened to be in their offices – a notably
small congregation – were of little help and several showed so little interest
in real events that it was as if they survived in sensory deprivation tanks.
We walked past Ingrid’s office, but not surprisingly it was locked. I assumed
Madge could facilitate entry, so I sent Janet to get the key. Better her than me.
I found Charles Thomas in a lecture hall on the second floor, as
Prudhomme had suggested. He was as impeccably turned out as he had been
the first time we met. He was the only man I knew of beside Cary Grant
who could get away with wearing an ascot and not look like a sissy. When
challenged about not telling me the truth of his evening at Mireille’s during our
interview on Saturday, Charles was surprisingly poised.
“An omission.”
How dare he. “This is murder investigation, Professor Thomas.
Omissions can be vital.”
“How could I tell you the truth in front of Eve?”
“You could have told me after our leaving her.”
He thought about that. “Yes, I should have. I didn’t realize it mattered
– .”
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“Of course you did.”
He looked at me. “Yes. What do you need to know?”
“What was Ingrid Spoto’s state of mind during the evening?”
“She was fine. Left about 9:30, something to do with work.”
That gelled with what Prudhomme had said. “What did your evening
out have to do with Eve Bishop?”
“She would have been shattered at not being invited. She’d been
through enough.”
“Bruised feelings are hardly a priority in this instance.”
He looked deflated. “Look, the poor woman is never invited to such
gatherings, that’s why. Least of all to Mireille’s.”
“Why not?”
He stopped stuffing books into a Louis Vuitton knapsack. “Because
Eve doesn’t go with her décor, that’s why. Obviously you’ve met her so I don’t
have to explain what I mean.”
“Yes, you do.” I smiled my best bland smile.
Charles got the point. “Mireille’s aspirational to the nth degree. She
has big ideas and the brains and stamina to carry them out. Marrying Lawrence
took her several rungs up the townie ladder and now she wants to travel
upward on the greasy pole that is university politics. The fourth floor of the
main building.”
“Fourth floor?”
“Administration. Play with the big boys.” He smiled. “She’s working
hard at it and good luck to her.”
My sense of things was that Mireille Prudhomme might play with the
big boys but she’d never be one of them. The lady was a supporting act, not a
star. “This has what to do with Eve Bishop?”
“Oh, I do apologize. The facts of life. The university is like any other
milieu. If you want to get ahead you cultivate the right people. Mireille and
Lawrence are players; they entertain like mad and belong to the right country
club. They’re socially well connected, that’s important to them and that’s
their business. When they entertain it’s to dazzle and Eve doesn’t fit in a room
where you have to keep up your end. A very bright woman, but small talk is
not her strong suit. She’s not decorative like Ingrid and that matters to Mireille
and after all, it was her party.”
This was Professor Prudhomme’s idea of someone who was “dear?”
On the other hand, it did check with what she had said herself about Eve
Bishop. What was Ingrid doing at a dinner party given by someone who
habitually cut her best girlfriend? “How did Ingrid feel about this?”
“I assume she saw through Mireille’s strategy and played along
because it amused her to, but that had nothing to do with her sentiments
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toward Eve.” He closed the knapsack. The smile was gone from his face.
“Ingrid was unfailingly kind to Eve, but that was the problem to some extent.
There was a growing dependency there, a proprietary thing going on. If Ingrid
was invited somewhere and Eve wasn’t, I picked up on the fact that there
would be a scene. Eve is more fragile than she appears.”
I believed that, but it still didn’t explain why he hadn’t told me of
seeing the deceased hours before her death. “Why didn’t you mention seeing
Ingrid Spoto?”
“I don’t know. Yes, I do. I suppose I didn’t want to get involved, to be
asked more questions. I’m sorry.”
I would have to accept that answer; there was nothing new
about it, that was for sure. “Do you know a grad student of Ingrid’s, Lee Il
Kwon?”
He sighed. “No, but I assume you know already that he was sleeping
with Ingrid. I told you, she wasn’t all that discreet. They’d been seen around
town. Anyway they were both adults. Whether he was into sadomasochism I
don’t know.” He hesitated. “I . . . well, I did hear that her tastes also ran to . . .
well, that she was bisexual. Campus life is very parochial, you know. Difficult
to keep one’s business one’s own.”
I managed to form words with a mouth dry from anger. “Why didn’t
you tell me any of this yesterday?”
“Because I’m telling you now. Anyway, is what I’m telling you now
the least bit new? It’s something you already knew and now I’m repeating
gossip, that’s all.” He hauled the knapsack on his back.
“We’re not finished here.”
“Oh.” He looked mildly cowed.
“What time did you return home on the night of the murder?”
He looked disconcerted. “Are you asking me for an alibi?”
“Yes, do you blame me?”
He shook his head. “No, I don’t. I got home at about eleven and
watched a film with Meryl Streep, but I fell asleep before the end.”
I had watched Silkwood as well. “She dies.”
He nodded. “Yes, that seemed inevitable.” He checked his watch.
“Detective Pimlott you must excuse me, I have office hours.”
He rushed off before I had a chance to stop him.
Janet found me as I was strolling down the hall, counting the number
of female coeds in critical need of diet counseling. I told her which beans
Charles Thomas had spilled.
She looked thoughtful. “Ingrid was into girls as well?” was all
she said, though. Madge had not been in the department office and her
handmaidens were too scared to hand over the key to Ingrid’s office.
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“We’re the police,” I said, shaking my head. “Surely we scare them
more than she does?”
Apparently not.
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Chapter 22

We were on our way back to the History department office when we
bumped into Eve Bishop, struggling with a bulging briefcase and a shoulder
bag that had become entwined; both were in danger of catapulting from her
clutches. She seemed less agitated than she had been, although the red cord
trousers and matching jacket were a mistake in my opinion, clashing badly
with her lipstick. We greeted one another.
“Detective Pimlott, any developments?”
I smiled blandly. “Things are falling into line.”
“Have you been talking to people?” She sounded impatient and her
face was becoming mottled. “Barnett Pazderka, I hope? Have you spoken to
him? He’s on campus – Madge, the department secretary, told me. He hated
Ingrid. Wouldn’t leave her alone, even though he said horrible things about
her.”
I was weary of this mantra. We’d trawled these waters together once
too often. “So you’ve said before, and we have spoken to him – .”
“So you know – .”
“What we know is that he has an alibi for the time of her death.”
“No.” All the color left her face. “No, that isn’t possible.”
“Yes, I’m afraid it is. We’re quite satisfied for the moment that he had
nothing to do with Ingrid’s death.”
“Indeed?” She was breathing heavily – a woman who’d been told
something she didn’t want to hear. “Well someone killed her, so I suggest you
find out who as soon as possible. That’s your job, isn’t it?”
Janet gave a sharp intake of breath, but, like me, said nothing. I
considered the source: a bitter woman grieving at a level that had to be
exquisitely painful. Even so, I didn’t have a sign across my forehead saying
“Take it out on me.” I gave the Prof a handful of points in the Con column and
left it at that.
An exceptionally pretty girl walked up and said, “Professor Bishop. I
know it’s late, but my paper will be in tomorrow, I ‘m sorry about that, really.”
Eve looked her up and down and I knew that look. She was in a
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position to punish a younger woman with a life ahead of her – now that her
own was gone and was she going to do just that. “That’s half a letter grade.”
Of course, the student knew who had the power here and exactly where she
stood in the unfairly balanced situation.
She paled. “Oh please, Dr. Bishop, that’s so totally unfair.”
“You know the penalties for being late with your work – I make that
clear in the syllabus.”
I wondered at someone who was mourning a friend and pointing the
finger at a colleague for a serious crime and who could, in the same breath,
give a damn about a late paper. The student looked mutinous but headed off.
“Is there anyone else you can think of who might have been at odds
with the deceased?” Janet asked.
“Do I know you?” Eve asked now, looking at her as if for the first
time.
“No, ma’am,” she told her gently.
I introduced them.
“I never forget a face.”
Janet eyed one of the most miserly examples of a smile ever bestowed
by Nature and gave a bland one of her own. “Me neither.”
I tried again. “Do you know of anyone who might have been involved
with the deceased, shall we say, intimately?”
“No! No, no.” Eve was angry; her face was almost the same
unflattering shade of red as her face. “I know what Charles thinks, but that’s
because he listens to foolish gossip.”
So, Charles was not as discreet as he thought. “What sort of gossip?”
Eve Bishop’s mouth took on that tight look. “I don’t listen to gossip.”
She just knew that it existed, though. I went for it. “Anything to do
with one of her grad students – .”
“I take it you mean that jackass Kwon?”
Oh, so she must have taken her hands off her ears for a minute or two.
“Yes – .”
“Sheer rubbish.”
I knew better than to push. She would have shoved me down the stairs.
Judging that to be that, I made noises indicating we should be on our way and
Janet and I started toward the main office.
“Detective Pimlott?” Eve called after us.
I exchanged an exasperated look with Janet, one that I must not have
wiped off my face quickly enough as I turned around, because Eve stepped
back slightly, looking uncertain.
“Yes, is there something else?” I guessed we were in for more mudslinging.
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“Yes . . . there was something said on the TV. I was wondering . . .”
She pushed a few strands of that extraordinary hair off her face. “I’m probably
being foolish, but that woman with the blond hair on the local channel was
saying . . .”
Those damn TV people. “Is there is anything you want to discuss
that’s relevant to the case?” I knew I sounded impatient, but couldn’t help
myself.
She made her mind up and the mouth tightened again. “Nothing, no, of
course not.”
Eve turned on her heels and walked off down the hall in her ungainly
fashion, then turned. “You think I’m ridiculous, don’t you?”
I got huffy, my usual reaction to someone calling me on something.
“Not at all.”
“Of course you do. You think I’m, what’s that hideous word . . . overreacting?”
“No, your friend died, so naturally you’re distressed – .”
“Don’t condescend to me. Ingrid was my friend. She told me things
about herself – .” I must have looked expectant, because I got a look that
redefined withering. “Oh, nothing sordid, just about what she was feeling just
then and, in turn, she listened to me. Not an experience I was used to. I hate
her death, hate it.”
I decided that there was perhaps one last question I could put to Eve.
“Can you tell me anything about Ingrid having an abortion?”
Eve seemed astonished by this question but she responded bravely.
“Oh that, that was two years or so ago. She didn’t want anybody around here
knowing a thing so she went to Mexico for the procedure. She said it was very
unpleasant.”
“Did she, by any chance, suggest who her partner in this pregnancy
might have been?”
Eve had nothing to say on this topic. She turned and was gone, leaving
me to feel part ashamed and part guilty. I wondered fleetingly what had caught
her attention on the TV news, but if it had been important enough she would
have followed through, regardless of my, yes, less that professional attitude.
The woman was hurting, badly. She had lost someone who not only meant
something to her, but to whom she had meant something as well. A profound
loss I could recognize from first-hand experience.
What a shame I didn’t tell her so.
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Chapter 23

We had wrestled the key from Madge but we were warned not to touch
anything: “That’s university property, mind.”
“Good job she said that,” Janet said as we searched for Ingrid’s office.
“Yes, I was thinking of selling anything we find to the highest bidder.”
We walked down a narrow, dingy hallway without windows, one
needing a refreshing coat of paint. I often wonder why the powers that be insist
on a shade of green that flatters neither the space it covers nor its unfortunate
occupants. The doors of each office held information about office hours and
there were not many of those on offer by a faculty I had found disconcertingly
elusive on our earlier trawl through their quarters. A student would have to be
very quick off the mark to find a window of opportunity in which to discuss
any matters scholastic.
Spoto’s office offered few hints about its late resident. It was a
spartan space, offering as little sense of its inhabitant as had her home. The
bookshelves contained only texts, and there was nothing of any personal nature
– other than a lonely coffee mug proclaiming its loyalties to the university.
A layer of cold, scummy coffee on the bottom showed it had been discarded
some days before.
Janet pointed to the desk, denuded of anything but a plastic holder
for pens and papers. There was a square patch with noticeably less dust than
the area surrounding it. “I bet her computer fits here. The one we have at the
station. Laptop gave her mobility.”
I looked around. “Have the room dusted for prints just in case,” I told
Janet as we walked out of the office.
“We have to go on with what we’ve got,” Janet said as she checked
that the door was locked behind us. “There’s the hot-as-hot sex life. Add the
fact that the woman sounds like a real manipulator and a user. Liked twisting
the knife. She had one complicated life, you know? That has to have caused
her trouble.”
“Yes,” I said, “but our trouble is that we aren’t flush with leads. I mean
she had to have made someone terribly angry, or frightened, to kill her as he
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did.”

“Leaving her that way has to mean something,” Janet agreed. “No one
does something that brutal without it meaning something.”
What a lot of dead ends. “Maybe we should talk to Barnett again,
or Eve Bishop,” Janet said. “All of this sending us in other directions might
be a red herring. And there’s all that leather. Who was into that with her?
Maybe they were going at it, then there was a fight and oops! Then he decides
on window dressing because he’s so worked up. Maybe he found out about
Kwon? Or, was it Kwon? He was in Leather Bob’s – even if he claims not to
have initiated that visit. Maybe she got him so worked up . . . ”
I thought about that. “Not bad, not bad. Whoever did it had to have
been covered in blood though. Big chance to take on not being seen, strolling
along a street in The Glen and hoping no one would see you looking like
Carrie. I think this was more premeditated than that.”
Janet nodded. “Yes, maybe, but I like my version best. Passion run
amok.”
“Perhaps.” I only wanted to find the real version and before some
more shit hit the fan.
First, though, I had to get ready for dinner with Paul.
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Chapter 24

I was listening to a CD of Ella Fitzgerald and Cole Porter doing one
another mutual favors. It was almost 8:00, the time designated for Paul to
arrive. The fire flickered, the lights were dimmed, the flowers were fresh,
the chicken breasts were ready to grill and the broccoli was in the steamer.
However, though the wine was chilled, the hostess was not.
Indeed, far from it: I was agitated to say the least. When a woman
has her hair done and has her legs waxed? Takes a long bath in jasmine salts?
Runs about plumping up pillows and lighting candles? Changes her outfit three
times? Well, she can fool some people into believing she isn’t thinking hot
date, but she can’t fool herself. And I knew exactly why I was working so hard
at doing just that.
Was I breaking any rules by entertaining someone who was part of
an ongoing investigation? Well, I knew enough to keep the relationship under
wraps. And I knew better than to tell myself I was simply being kind to a
stranger who had just lost his sister. For one thing, a voice a lot like Herb’s
was telling me over and over that while in all probability he had not killed his
sister, the possibility that he had done so was reason enough for my having
nothing to do with him – other than by the book. Did my hormones care? Not
enough, apparently, and it had been a long time since I had felt that way. Not
since Gavin.
I had not lived like a nun. I’d done the round of dinner parties and
been seated next to eligible men. I had gone on dates, but the candidates rarely
got past the front door after bringing me home. On the rare occasions that
barrier was breached, it was about need rather than anything else and we both
knew that from the way breakfast was not on the agenda. Nothing like being
thrown out into a freezing Michigan winter night to get the message across that
a viable future together is off the page.
Now, here I was waiting for someone who made me feel very much
the opposite. If only the circumstances had been more conducive to romance
than to arrest.
The doorbell rang. I ran my tongue along my teeth to see that there
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were no streaks of lipstick, straightened my just-the-right-side-of-tight red
dress, turned the dimmer back up and opened the door – the theme music from
Love With The Proper Stranger playing in my head.
“I like that dress,” Paul told me, smiling. “Am I allowed to kiss my
hostess or will that compromise anything?”
I answered the question.
The evening was going well. I managed neither to overcook the
chicken, nor the broccoli. There wasn’t too much vinegar in the salad dressing
– a culinary minefield for me. We had drunk enough Chablis that I was going
soft in the center, but not so much that there was any peril of total meltdown.
We were sipping our coffee in front of the fire and now Dido was moaning
about life on the CD.
“The Coroner’s office said the body would be released tomorrow,”
Paul said, staring into the flames. He was wearing gray cords, a blue Oxfordcloth shirt, a cheery rep tie and his tweed jacket: very nice. He was sitting
close enough without crowding me. “Do you think she suffered?” he asked
now, staring moodily into the fire.
A great deal, I should have thought. “Ah, well, difficult to say.”
Paul was quiet for a moment, digesting what I had said, wondering if I
had been telling the truth, hoping so. “The funeral will be in Chicago.”
Ah, that subject at last. Gosh, Herb would be pleased, but I would wait
to let him know – no reason to touch base at this moment. “Yes, well that was
her home – .”
“Oh, it’s in her will. Those are her instructions. Next to our parents.”
I don’t know why, but that was a jolt. “So you’ve read the will? How
did you know who her lawyer was?”
“I called her department head, Nancy Marcus. She looked it up for me
in her records.”
My, my, my, fast work. I smiled. “Oh, that’s good. Any surprises?”
“Well, believe it or not, only what you had speculated.”
“Lucky guess.”
“Yes, wasn’t it?” He smiled knowingly and then put his arm around
my shoulders and played with my hair very gently. “I hadn’t expected to get
the bulk of the estate. I still don’t understand why I did. I like short hair on
women, by the way.”
I could have done without the collective noun, but never mind. “No
one else to leave it to, apparently,” I said.
He sighed, “So it would seem. I just wish . . .”
“What?”
“That she’d been happier.”
“She seemed to be enjoying life to me,” I said ruefully.
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“Yes, well, sex.” He went quiet. “That filled the void, but the nature of
that particular void was insatiable in her case.”
I looked at him, faintly shocked. “You didn’t like her, did you?”
“I didn’t know her,” he insisted, but the jaw was set in an
uncompromising way as he said that.
“You knew her well enough to judge her.”
He thought about that. “Members of families always do that to one
another.”
“Maybe if her marriage had worked out, if she’d had children.”
“She didn’t though.” He stared into the fire again, seemingly having
retreated into his own thoughts. I said nothing, remembering that both he and
Ingrid had struggled with the disappointment of bad marriages and neither
had gone for a second round. Tried it once, didn’t like it, as the old joke went.
Perhaps he and Ingrid hadn’t been so different.
“Anyway,” he took my hand, and seemed to come back to me. “As to
the money, I don’t need it and I don’t want it. ”
Easy to say to the police, but follow-through was often the sticking
point. “Maybe you can give it away then?” That was a weak joke and I knew it
but he took me seriously.
“I thought of doing just that, to be honest. I’d have a chair named for
her in the department. What do you think of establishing an endowment in
Ingrid’s name to underwrite graduate students in her field? Grad school costs a
fortune these days.”
The irony of that almost undid me, but I managed, “Good idea.”
Would Lee Il Kwon be eligible, I wondered? One thing could be said about
Paul’s professed philanthropic intentions; they would make Herb’s suspicions
about his killing Ingrid for money look like a load of caca. That lightened the
load on my heart, all right. “What’s next on your agenda?” I asked.
“I have to clear out the house, I suppose. At least get started on the
process.” He looked depressed by that prospect. “When can I get in to do that?
I’m not sure I’m up to it myself.”
I was used to that reaction, so I had a solution. “I think I can clear it
for you to start tomorrow or the day after – I’ll check with forensics. As to
getting stuff out of there after sifting through the personal items, there are
commercial services that do that when there’s been . . .” I left it at that. “You
could have the contents auctioned off, if you have no need for them.”
He looked marginally cheered. “Yes, that would help. Check out her
papers, box and ship everything to storage at home. I can look at them when it
doesn’t feel so . . .”
“Intrusive?” I suggested. Of course, what to do with the leather bits
and pieces and the hooker undies could be a problem, but a large, black plastic
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bag and a garbage can would solve that problem. “Sifting through someone
else’s life isn’t a nice idea, is it?”
“Exactly.” Paul drew the tip of his finger down the side of my neck. “I
guess you know all about it. Other cases, I mean?”
I nodded. “The longer you wait to check out her stuff, the fewer the
ghosts.” He had still not said anything.
“I need to get out of here by Friday.”
“Friday?” I could hear the disappointment in my own voice, which,
to my gratification, he picked up on and echoed. In certain situations we lead
with our egos.
“Yes, I’m afraid so. I brought my laptop and I’ve been working
from the motel, but taking more time off is tricky.” We were both quiet for a
moment, then he said: “I think you know that, in spite of the situation, I’ve
been thinking about you. A lot.”
Why lie? “So have I. About you, I mean.”
“I know I’ve said this before, but I need to make sure. Is my being part
of a case you’re investigating going to cause any trouble?” He was playing
with my fingertips.
No reason to lie about that, either. “Perhaps, but obviously I’m not all
that conflicted, or you wouldn’t be here. Still, best to go slow.”
He nodded. “I have patience. This has to end soon.” Our fingers
linked. “Chicago is only a fifty-five minute flight, you know.”
“And only about a six-hour drive.” I couldn’t help myself, even with
the shadow of Herb frowning at me over Paul’s broad shoulder.
“Does it take that long?” He looked vaguely interested.
“I would think so.”
“Useful to know.” He brushed a lock of my hair, one that had fallen
across my forehead and I swear either the earth moved, or else the San
Andreas fault line was closer than I thought. “Enough of this.”
I had a choice to make and I made it. We moved toward one another
and there was a lot of hot kissing with tongues. When we came up for breath,
he said:
“This isn’t much of a display of patience, is it?”
“We’re grownups.” Well, we were adults. Not always the same thing,
but this was no time to quibble over definitions. “We can handle it.”
“So it’s all right?”
I breathed: “All right? It’s damn near perfect.”
The phone rang.
I was still breathless, as I said: “Hello.”
“We have another dead body on our hands,” Herb told me.
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Chapter 25

I felt the cold.
“Who?”
“Eve Bishop.“
Oh God. I sat up straight, clenching the phone. What had she been
going to tell us earlier that day when my impatience got in the way of her
doing so? Had I stopped her from telling me something that might possibly
have saved her life?
“Whatever you’re doing, get over to Eve Bishop’s. I’ll meet you there,
but if you’re doing what I think you’re doing with who I think, I’d better never
find out for sure.”
He hung up, leaving me trembling.
I told Paul what had happened, leaving out how unprofessional I had
been to Eve Bishop earlier that day. For obvious reasons, I didn’t want to go
there. He was shocked, badly.
“You think it had something to do with what happened to Ingrid, don’t
you?”
“I don’t rule out coincidence, but it probably does.”
“Oh, God. Ingrid. Ingrid.” He leaned forward, his head in his hands.
“What was she into?”
“Into?” Had Paul more to tell me?
Paul was silent.
“What are you telling me now and whatever it is, why didn’t you
tell me before?” I said. The points he’d scored in the Pro column during the
evening got shifted to the Con. Well, not all of them, perhaps.
He stood and started pacing. “Ingrid lived in the moral shadows,
was careless with people,” he now said. “Didn’t seem to care about the
contradictions in her own nature, about the way she lived two lives. There
was the gifted professional, the good daughter. Then she was someone else.”
He looked at me with that look men get on their faces when they are out of
their depth – that “How can it be, if I don’t understand it?” look. “She had no
control when it came to sex, no boundaries.”
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“Yes, we have evidence of that, I’m afraid.” To have it confirmed was
to realize that I was going to have to go through more unsavory layers and this
was dispiriting.
At the risk of blowing Kwon’s chances of a prospective Ingrid Spoto
scholarship I described the kind of relationship she had with her graduate
student, then filled Paul in on the torrid episode with Barnett Pazderka.
I didn’t mention Charles Thomas’s allusion to a gay relationship and the
sadomasochism was best left dormant; the man had had enough.
“I think we are going to find out about others,” was all I said now.
“There seems to have been someone wearing a baseball cap lurking in the
shadows. Probably married.”
“God, what a cliché.” He looked ill. “I wish I could say I was
surprised.”
I stood. “I have to go, I have a body to check out. I’ll call you at the
motel. Tomorrow, probably.”
“Yes,” he said, as we walked to the front door. He turned. “I’m sorry.”
So was I, because I knew instinctively that when he did get around to
pulling me into Ingrid’s life I was going to hear something I didn’t want to. It
wouldn’t be the first time in my career, but it never got any easier.
Half an hour later, after hastily changing out of my dress into jeans,
turtleneck and a windbreaker, I stood looking at Eve Bishop’s body, propped
up in a chair in her living room.
Her body was still warm.
She wore the same clothes as earlier in the day. The Shaker table
next to her right elbow was still stacked with essays – now repellently bloodspattered. There were graded essays strewn at Eve’s feet, all defaced by
comments slashed in blue pen – as well as by her blood. Most had ominously
low grades. Well, the young lady of the afternoon had no worries anymore
about late papers. That stroke of luck didn’t make her a suspect in my eyes,
however.
Eve’s throat had been cut from ear to ear. I had always thought
that was simply an expression, but I now knew how wrong I was in that
assumption. There was blood, everywhere – the coppery smell was terrible, the
blood spattered all over the walls and carpet. I had gagged as I came into the
house and my stomach was certainly not settled after seeing what the killer had
done to Eve Bishop. As far as I was concerned however, the mutilated throat
was not the worst cruelty inflicted on her.
Eve’s glorious hair lay in clumps and wisps at her feet as well as
clinging to the pilled brown cardigan that covered her arms and shoulders.
Her scalp had been hacked at clumsily, leaving ugly abrasions. Who did we
have here with such hatred for women that there was a compulsion to ruin
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whatever had been beautiful about them? This was a killer as wicked as he or
she was mad. For once, I could think of no cinematic image that quite captured
the sense of fear and loathing instilled by this killer: The Boston Strangler
perhaps? I turned away, trembling, taking a bottle of water from my bag and
sipping slowly in the hope that it would quell both my seething stomach and
yes, a badly jolted conscience. I should have taken better care of Eve Bishop.
There were uniformed cops outside as well as three blue and white PD
cars with their lights flashing superfluously – after all, the emergency was over.
Lights were on in most of the surrounding condos, but only a few people had
gathered to see what was going on. Most neighbors’ morbid curiosity had been
overcome, no doubt, by their distaste for the cold wind, one that had come up
at dusk and by the on-again, off-again April shower that had started just as I
left my house.
I watched through the window as Janet jumped off her bicycle. She
pulled off her safety helmet and secured it to the seat. I checked my watch
and noted that it was 10:55 as she came into the room and stopped short. Her
freckles stood out against a very pale face.
“Oh my,” was all she said. I nodded my agreement.
A camera went off a few times and one of the State Police forensic
team members was brushing for prints. “We’ve gone through the place
and there’s nothing really,” he said, “certainly no signs that the perp went
anywhere but the living room where he killed her.” Roger arrived and came
over to the body. His hair looked stranger than usual, so I assumed he’d been
asleep. His fly was open, which clinched my suspicions.
“What the hell?”
“This is crazy stuff,” Janet said. My thoughts exactly.
I stared down at what had been Eve Bishop. “I wonder what she would
have asked us this afternoon? If I hadn’t been so impatient with her.”
“Don’t go there,” Janet said quietly just as Herb arrived. His
appearance long after what I knew was his beddy-bye time was not a
reassuring sign of his confidence in our abilities to wrap up this case anytime
soon. It was also an indication that he was getting calls from panicked locals
with enough clout to get him out to a crime scene on a miserable spring night.
His presence made three unhappy campers, four if you counted Eve Bishop.
“Really racking up the bodies, aren’t you, Sophie?” He stuck his hands
in the pocket of his dark blue anorak. “I don’t like this one bit.”
“Neither did she,” I told him, shortly. The remark about racking up
bodies had been below the belt.
“When did this happen?” Herb asked Roger, ignoring me.
“I’m going to say in the last couple of hours. The heating is on but so
low that it wouldn’t affect things too much.”
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“Cause of death?”
Considering the gash in her throat, that was not much of a question,
but I held my tongue. Experience, combined with a healthy sense of survival,
told me that Herb was in no mood for snappy chatter. Roger picked up on that
also and, no doubt for the same reasons, he played it straight.
“Severed the main blood vessels, the carotid artery and the jugular
vein. Cutting the carotid caused blood to spurt several feet. Left to right from
behind, so a right-handed killer. Death occurs from asphyxia because the blood
blocks the air passages.” We were all silent for a moment, pondering what it
was like to choke to death on your own blood. Roger continued. “Whoever
did this didn’t hesitate for a second.” He pointed to her hands and arms. “No
defensive wounds, he came on her from behind so that she would be relaxed,
then whacked her fast.”
Something occurred to me. “Would she have known her hair was
being cut off?”
Roger shrugged. “No, probably not.”
My heart went wobbly just at the “probably.”
Herb looked around. “How did the perp get in?”
“Forced entrance just like Spoto. Got in from the patio,” I told him.
“Opened the sliding doors behind her and he was in.” That confirmed what
Roger had said about the element of surprise.
“Any sign of the weapon?”
“No,” I told him. “We have to do a proper sweep though. Could have
been something from her own kitchen and he put it back.”
“No.” Herb shook his head. “This guy leaves nothing behind.”
“Yes,” I agreed. “I’ll tell you something else. He makes the crimes
look as if they were done in a moment of anger, but I’m convinced he thought
it out step by step.”
Herb nodded. “Yeah, I think it reads like that too. What do we know
about this woman?” he asked me, leaning over the body. “We don’t have a
serial killer here, I’ll tell you that. Both women died for a reason and I don’t
mean any off the wall junk festering in some crazy’s brain. Whoever it was, he
had a motive, and it’s the kind that any jury could understand without a shrink
having to explain.”
“I agree.” I looked around the living room. Something struck me,
where was Charles Thomas? I would have expected to see him around the
scene, to say the least.
“Have anyone seen or spoken to one of her neighbors, a man called
Charles Thomas?” I asked the uniforms.
“That’s the guy who found the body,” a cop piped up.
“Oh my God,” I said.
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“Wow,” Janet said at the same time.
“That’s the guy you talked to already?” Herb said.
“Yes. You can see his place from here. It’s in the curve of the cul-de-

“Well, he’s going to talk to you again, in fact he’s going to get the
three of us.” Herb looked from Janet to me. “Are we going, or what?”
We were.
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Chapter 26

Charles Thomas looked knocked back, to say the least, as he met us
at the door. He was as well-turned-out as ever – in pressed jeans, a red and
white striped oxford cloth shirt with a grey v-necked cashmere sweater over
his shoulders. His dark hair was as smooth as patent leather, but he was pale,
ghostly pale. He was hobbling badly. I knew a bad back when I saw one.
Probably had to do with his right hand being held in the small of his back.
“I see you’re not feeling well,” Herb said and introduced himself.
“I’m afraid so.” Thomas nodded wearily. There were shadows under
his eyes and an anxious expression on his face. “I’m afraid I did my back in
this morning.” So, that was why he was walking like the oldest man in the
world.
“Oh, I’m so sorry.”
“No, no, please, don’t waste your sympathy, Detective Pimlott. I was
rearranging the bookshelves in my office this afternoon and pulled when I
should have pushed.” He blanched. “That did it. My department chair insisted
I be taken over to the Medical Center. Not a pleasant experience. The back I
mean, not the Med Center.”
“Wow,” Janet said. “I know about injuries like that. You’ll need
physiotherapy to make sure that doesn’t turn into something permanent.
There’s a great guy at the Med Center who works with athletes. I’ll see you get
his name.”
“Oh thank you so much, Officer . . . Jansen, isn’t it?”
“Not a problem,” she beamed.
“I felt ridiculous,” he told us, shaking his head. “They gave me some
pills and naturally I thought a scotch would help and that was pretty much all I
remember.” We expressed our sympathy. “Woke up an hour or so ago, realized
I hadn’t heard from Eve, went over there and . . . I found her,” he told us in a
voice as wobbly as his walk. “I’ve never seen anything like that. Oh God, poor
Eve. How frightened she must have been. And to leave her looking like that, to
cut off her beautiful hair.”
“I’m sorry you had to see that,” Herb said.
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“Who’s doing this? Why?” Charles was in shock.
“That’s what we’re trying to find out.”
He shook his head. “I can’t believe this. First Ingrid, now poor
Eve . . .” He sank into an overstuffed armchair upholstered in oaten-color
linen and winced at the effort. Then he remembered us. “Please, please, sit
down.”
Janet and I did so on a buttery brown leather sofa and Herb sank into
an identical one opposite us. I assumed Charles had private money, a terrific
salary, or he was very good at budgeting.
The contrast between Charles Thomas’s home and Ingrid Spoto’s was
not lost on me. While there was nothing original about the minimally furnished
living room this was something special – walls painted in soothing celadon,
natural oak floors covered with silky Persian rugs, simply displayed pieces of
modern art – the impact was of a unique spirit in residence. I reckoned this
was a man who lived for effects not in any fashionable sense but because that
was way he needed to live. Herb was soon prowling around, looking at this
and that.
“Great stuff you have here,” he told Charles.
“Oh, thank you. Yes, well . . . .” He looked at us. “What happens next?
About Eve, I mean?”
“Could you tell me what were you doing over there this evening and
what time it was?” I asked.
“I gave a statement to a policeman at the scene.”
“I realize that and thank you, but I need to get things in focus for
myself.”
“What? Oh . . . yes, of course.” Charles was watching Herb nosing
around, which seemed to make him uncomfortable. Then again, there was a lot
of Herb and some of the pieces of sculpture looked relatively fragile – one big
elbow in the wrong place and that would be that.
“These are cute,” Herb said now. On the small table by the wall under
the stairwell were painted ceramic figurines standing about nine inches high:
Chairman Mao and his infamous missus, perched in ceramic armchairs side
by side, he with an arm raised as if declaring a great thought – while Madame
Mao transcribed whatever it was he was saying in a tiny, ceramic notebook.
Herb picked up Chairman Mao in one hand and the lady wife in the
other. “These are great. Where did you get them?”
Charles Thomas looked distracted. “Thank you, they’re witty aren’t
they? I found them in a flea market in Beijing and couldn’t resist. Of no great
value, but a delight, nevertheless.”
“Solid, huh? Oh,” Herb held out the figure of Mao. “There’s a crack in
the back.”
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“Happened in the shipping from China,” Charles explained absently.
Herb returned the Mao and the missus to their place on the table, as Charles
asked me, “I’m so sorry. What do you need to know?”
“What time did you find the . . .” I stopped at the look of horror on his
face. “Eve Bishop?” I concluded, more tactfully.
He swallowed hard. “Oh, just after ten. She told me that she would
come over after grading some essays. She was a bit of a stay-at-home of an
evening, but she felt safe just having to cross the close . . . As I told you, I
woke up, was worried . . .” He stopped and tears came to his eyes. Charles
continued, “We were going to have some green tea when she came.” I warmed
to him even more. He struggled to compose himself and continued. “She was
so upset about Ingrid, I wanted to keep her busy, not let her be on her own too
much. When she didn’t arrive I called, but there was no answer. I knew she
was there because the lights were on,” he finished, in a whisper.
“So you went there to check it out, right?”
“I called first, because, as you can tell, moving around is difficult for
me, but yes, exactly. She didn’t answer the door and I have an extra key to her
place – as she does to mine. I found her.” He put his head down. “Like that.”
He looked up, anguished. “I called the police from my place right away.” He
looked up. “I didn’t think I should touch anything at her place.”
“You were right.”
Charles shook his head. “If only I’d gone over there earlier, she might
be alive now. When I think that just this afternoon I was talking about her so
callously – .”
“Don’t blame yourself.” I sat beside him. God knows if anyone
understood about any insensitivity toward Eve Bishop, I was that anyone.
“You have nothing to blame yourself for.” I noticed his hands were trembling,
badly. “Do you need to see a doctor? I think you might be in shock – .”
“No, no,” he said. “I am, but it’ll pass.” He tried smiling. “Perhaps a
strong scotch will help.”
“That’s my prescription,” Herb agreed. He turned to Janet. “You have
all of this?”
Janet showed him her palm pilot. “Yes, sir.”
Herb said, “Good.” He extended his hand to Charles Thomas. “We’ll
call if we need anything else, but it all looks straightforward. Your part in this,
that is to say. Thank you and believe me, we’re sorry for your loss. We’re
going to leave a uniformed cop out front, to keep an eye on things.”
Charles stood and it was clearly an effort. “Two friends in almost as
many days.” He started for the door. “What next, we have to wonder?”
None of us were up for that particular exercise. What one of us was up
for, however, was a confrontation.
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Herb was unhappy and this time it was the real thing.
“So, does anyone look good to you for this? Anybody at all?”
“No, afraid not.” We were standing in the parking lot outside Eve
Bishop’s condo, watching the body being removed under Roger’s supervision.
Herb was leaning against his car, a gigantic black Ford Cherokee that would
be seeing service during the deer-hunting season in the fall. I had a Bambi
mentality and was vocal in my objection to this local custom. Herb couldn’t
have cared less.
The rain had cleared, but it was cold, the moon had done a runner.
There did not seem to be a star visible in the sky and the wind was making the
trees sound like a chorus of reproach over our ineffectual efforts. Herb joined
that chorus.
“Another woman dead and we’re no closer to figuring anything out.
What about the brother?”
“He’s out of the picture.”
“And that is because?” Herb’s large arms were folded across his
impressive chest. I hated it when he acted the heavy. It brought out the
mutinous schoolgirl in me.
I told him about Paul’s intentions to donate his share of Ingrid estate.
“He would hardly drive four hours in a frenzy to kill his sister over her
millions – then turn around and go back to Chicago so that he would look good
by giving her money away.”
“Oh, yeah?” Herb said. “How do we know he was telling you the truth
about his philanthropic urges and even more to the point, Sophie, when did he
tell you this?”
I knew this would eventually be thrown back in my face. “This
evening, actually.” I didn’t look at Herb, being engaged by a loose thread on
the cuff of my jacket. “I thought one of the guys could run a check on him,” I
added lamely.
“That hasn’t been done yet?” Herb shifted from one hip to the other.
He stared down at a pair of enormous boots. He was kicking the toe of one
with the heel of another. I took this as a sign his patience was running out.
So did Janet, who piped up: “I don’t mind. I can get on that now, if
you want.”
“You do that,” Herb said without looking at her. He turned his
attention back to me. “Just how close are you to this guy?”
That did it. “Herb, the man is not a suspect, he’s the brother of one of
the victims. I’ve had a couple of meals with him. He’s told me a lot of useful
things about Ingrid’s life – .”
“What?”
“She was out of control sexually. We already know there was bad
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blood between her and one ex – over another who was on his way out.
Charles Thomas indicated still another lover, possibly a woman, although he
has no name. There’s probably someone else as well, if not more than one.
Certainly the neighbor talked about an older man, wearing a baseball cap – .”
“Oh, only a few thousand of them in town.”
“Are you going to listen to me, or throw your weight around?”
Janet almost stopped breathing, but Herb just looked sulky and shut
up.
I went on. “I think Eve Bishop knew something, or someone thought
she did, about Ingrid’s murder, which is why she’s dead now. That we haven’t
figured this very weird case out in three days and that’s only three,” I held up
three fingers to make my point, “is hardly proof that Janet and I have been
snoozing on the job, or that we have sponge between our ears. Whoever did
this covered his or her …”
“Her?” Herb looked interested, instead of threatening, for the first
time.
“Why not? The mutilation, the deliberate gesture of humiliation in
leaving her outside for everyone to see? Vindictiveness is often a part of the
pattern when the killer is a female.”
Herb nodded. “Hit on the head from behind, throat cut from behind –
no great strength needed there, just skill …”
“Snuck up on Eve through the sliding door behind her, she was
absorbed in her work, just the way Ingrid was. Sophie could have a point,
Chief,” Janet now added, “It sounds right to me.”
Oh, phew, what a relief – Big Janet was on my side.
Herb thought for a minute. “How would a woman have got Ingrid out
of the house?”
“The woman was a stick doll, weighed as much as a sparrow and how
do we know what the killer’s build was? Could have dragged her out. There
was a lot of blood on the stairs. It’s a stretch, but doable.” I got my keys out of
my bag. “I don’t know who did it, Herb, I have to be honest…”
“Might I cut to the chase and ask what you are going to do next, since
there’s no one running around saying ‘I did it!’ As I’ve pointed out before,
bodies are piling up here.”
I took a deep breath and did my P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E. exercise, then
continued as the quiet voice of reason. It was a stretch, but I managed. “I’m
going after the female angle. I like the guy in the baseball cap, as well.”
Herb stared at me. “A guy in a baseball cap. Get real. I like the sex
angle, if you must know. If she was playing partners off against each other and
one of them got pissed off then it could have been hack and slash time. Passion
can get anyone angry enough to make the kind of chaos this character is into.”
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He looked thoughtful, then put his keys in his pocket.
“Yes, well we had thought of that – .”
“Well, think about it some more!” Herb raising his voice meant times
were tough. “Get this geek and soon. The media will be having a feeding
frenzy over this tomorrow and they’re going to look for someone to gnaw on
and that’s me. See what forensics comes up with while you’re at it. You know
something about baseball, don’t you?”
“Well enough.” I had seen Fields of Dreams twice.
“Good, then you’ll understand when I say that one more body makes
three strikes.”
“Which means one more and I’m not on the case?”
“Yeah and I’ll hand it over to Beau Pesky.”
Janet looked horrified, but I knew a cheap bluff when I heard one.
“That would be throwing the case away, Herb. Beau Pesky can’t complete the
TV Guide crossword. I know. I’ve seen him try. In pencil.”
Herb didn’t bother to disagree. “Okay, but I want butt kicked, Sophie,
and I mean all butts, get my drift?”
“Yes,” he was right. “So I’m still in charge?”
“Yes, so act that way.” He turned to Janet, who looked relieved. “Janet,
first thing check Paul Spoto’s financial status.” He turned, looking down his
nose at me. “Men have been known to lie to women about such things.”
I deserved that.
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Chapter 27

My phone rang as I was getting up at 7:00 to gray skies that looked
as unhappy as I felt. My having lost my patience before pushing Eve Bishop
into telling me whatever had been on her mind was now plaguing my mind.
I’d been unprofessional in blowing her off just because she got on my nerves.
While she might have had nothing of importance to tell me; conversely she
might have saved her own life. The residual bad taste over this carelessness
would take a while to fade away. The only positive thing was that Janet had
said nothing to Herb. She had been loyal to her partner and that was money in
the bank.
As if guilt over Eve was not enough of a burden, there were also my
feelings for Paul. That I had them was not worth disputing, but what was to be
done about them? I wanted to do the appropriate thing and draw a line under
them until the investigation was over, but that was easier said than done.
A late night, another murder and Herb nipping at my backside like
a bloodhound had taken their toll – I had slept fitfully, adding to my blues.
I dreamt I was on one side of a lake of blood and trying to attract Gavin’s
attention, so that he could help me cross to his side, when Paul showed up.
Within the next second though, both were gone. I had tossed and turned, my
subconscious throwing up hanks of hair, leather hoods, cowboy hats, good
haircuts and a collage of the faces of the characters, alive and dead, who had
crossed my path over the last three days. I had an emotional overload. To
compound the crime I had not had my necessary water intake because of a
routine shot to hell, so I was worried about the effects of under-hydration. This
time I would definitely take a sachet of electrolytes before setting out.
Now I answered the phone and of course, it was Herb. “I sat on Roger
and the autopsy should be ready this afternoon. He wants to know when you’re
coming in and there’s a Vera Ziegler who wants to talk to you.”
I padded into the kitchen and put on the kettle. “Who’s Vera Ziegler?”
“Vera was a friend of Ingrid’s and, from the sound of it, more than
that.”
I caught on. “Charles Thomas’s suspicions confirmed?” And more than
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suspicions no doubt, but I wasn’t going to waste time in such speculation.
“Could be. She’s pissed off at not having been contacted by the officer
in charge of the case. I said we did not know about her, so she said it was
our business to know. Somehow that’s my fault.” He sounded aggrieved, so I
guessed who ever Vera Ziegler was, she’d trampled Herb underfoot. Good for
her. “She’s in one hell of a temper about the way the case is being run, period,”
he added.
Oh, please: not a lecture on competence from yet another member of
the public. Some things look so easy from the outside. No, everything looks
easy from the outside. I struggled to the bathroom mirror. I looked like hell
– my skin always reacts badly to stress and I was worried about constipation
because that always made me spotty. I could only hope the lemon juice and
hot water would do the trick. Of course, I’d missed my morning yoga for three
days in a row. God, I hoped my muscles didn’t seize up. “Okay, okay. Where
do we find her?”
“She said she takes her morning run at eight on the U. track and she
runs for an hour. She’ll look for you in the bleachers.”
Shit. “Is it as cold as it looks?”
“No, just your typical mid-Michigan spring day.”
I decided to slip into my thermals.
“How’s everything going, by the way?” I asked.
“Catch me on TV and you’ll know.”
Oh shit.
I turned on the shower to steam up the bathroom then went back
into the kitchen. The kettle had come to a boil and as I busied myself with
preparing my lemon drink, I turned on the TV. Kelli was telling the world with
orgasmic excitement of the Leather Killer having struck again! Herb was on
camera. He spoke without enthusiasm and to no point, admitting forensics had
picked up neither a fingerprint, nor any useful DNA in either case.
Our lack of progress harvested a barrage of opinions from the man
and woman on the street about the sad performance of the local police in the
matter. Considering Herb’s confidence-draining turn, I could understand the
reasons behind what seemed like a universal condemnation of our abilities. I
turned off the TV, declining to check out more of the same in the West Rapids
Standard, a copy of which lay rolled up on my doorstep.
What would be even harder to live with was not having time for
breakfast, a lapse that always played havoc with my glycemic levels later in
the day.
It was nowhere near frigid in the bleachers at the outdoor track, but
I was wrapped up like a baby in swaddling right down to an ugly wool hat. I
was already uncomfortably warm. I watched a surprisingly large number of
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masochists jogging around the six-lane track.
“Are you the cop on the Spoto case?” Someone roared. A woman
bounded up the bleacher stairs. My worst fears were realized. A formidable six
feet plus, Vera Ziegler, wearing a grey tracksuit, stood over me, muscled arms
akimbo. I felt my heart fall, Establishing your authority is a struggle if you’re
looking up at the person you want to push around.
“Vera Ziegler,” she said. “You on this case?” Her eyes were bright
blue. She had a woollen headband pulled over short, dark hair and her
expression was not going to light up a room.
“Yes, I’m Detective Sergeant Pimlott.” I put a firm stress on my title.
I didn’t get up. Sitting gave me the right not to have to stand on tiptoe. “I
need to know your relationship to the deceased, Ingrid Spoto, and why you
contacted us.”
“We were lovers, what did you think? That we were in the same girlscout troop?” This was delivered at a decibel level that had runners on the
track turning to look. Oh, my, oh, my. Someone was very irritated with us: yet
another case of transference. Which did not mean I was obligated to bear the
brunt of her loss.
“It isn’t my job to assume and I’m sorry for your loss. I hope you’ll
tell me what you know that might help us find who killed Ingrid.”
“Yeah, right, like that’s my job.”
Enough. “You called us, Ms Ziegler, we didn’t call you. So now
I don’t mind assuming that you wanted us to know something that might
help get a piece of murdering crap off the streets. If you have something to
contribute, please do. Time is of the essence and I don’t like having mine
wasted. Do we understand each other?”
Vera lost a bit of the attitude. I got a sullen look, but she calmed
down a fraction and started doing stretching exercises, one long, long leg
outstretched. “Ingrid was a great gal, but she had gender confusions.”
I was not surprised to hear that. “And these manifested themselves
how?”
Vera shook her head. “Jesus Christ. She slept with guys even though
she realized what a waste of time that is.”
Not a universally held opinion. “Could you just tell me how long you
and the deceased – .”
“Do you mind not calling her that? Jesus how insensitive can you
get?”
God, but I was weary of having my hands slapped over terminology.
“I need to know how long you and Ingrid Spoto knew each other and, if you
replaced someone in her life, might they have been angry enough to kill her?”
“Try that asshole Barnett Pazderka, if you want my advice. Mister
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Macho never got over her dumping him.”
Another voice added to the chorus of Get Pazderka – oh, no, that’s
right, one of those voices was gone. To say nothing of the fact that I was fed
up with people telling me how to do my job, then sending me up blind alleys.
I decided to put a stop to it. I was hungry and hot and it looked to me as if the
rain were getting ready to start again. I stood and to hell with Ziegler’s height
margin.
“Ms Ziegler. We need to ascertain what real information, and I don’t
mean wishful thinking, you can contribute, anything that might help us track
down the killer, or killers of Ingrid Spoto and Eve Bishop – .”
“What?” Ziegler looked and sounded uncertain for the first time.
“What’s happened?”
“I take it you haven’t heard the news?”
“Well, I guess not – .”
“Eve Bishop was murdered in her home yesterday evening.”
“Shit, poor old thing.” Vera was shocked. “Does this have something
to do with Ingrid’s death?” she asked accusingly.
“I don’t want to speculate at this time. Now, are you going to stop
fulminating and tell us whatever you know? We can do that in comfort at
Dodo’s Diner while we drink excellent cappuccinos, or we can go a few steps
from there and drink bad coffee out of Styrofoam cups at the station house.
Either way, I want the hostility quotient to be turned down way past simmer.
It’s your call.”
She chewed on her lower lip, then agreed, albeit grudgingly. “Okay, I
take your point. Yeah, let’s have the cappuccinos. Follow me.”
Well done. Sometimes you only have to appeal to people’s better side
to get them to do what you want them to do. That, a badge and a gun will get
you anything you ask for.
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Chapter 28

A few minutes later we were squeezing into a banquette, ordering
our cappuccinos. I shed several layers of sweaters, scarves and whatever,
because of the overheated restaurant. Conveniently, Dodo’s Diner was
situated a few door down from the station house. The fittings and furnishings
were the same age as the waitresses – which put them on the wrong side of
fifty. The waitresses wore folded lace hankies in the breast pockets of their
blue uniforms and the decor featured red naugahyde and tables made of an
indestructible speckled gray laminate that belonged in the Smithsonian. There
was always the fug of grease, coffee and too many men in uniforms. The food
was old-fashioned, but splendid.
Vera turned out to be not half bad. For one thing, she was a straight
arrow, no doubt about that. Considering that the late Ingrid Spoto seemed to
have been anything but straight, their mutual pull did support the adage that
opposites attract.
While not conventionally pretty, Vera had a wide smile and a candid
gaze. On screen Faye Dunaway could have done her justice in her Network
phase. Vera was toned like a champ and I guessed there might be a Silver Spa
connection. I was beginning to know Ingrid a little. Connecting one lover with
another while neither – or much more fun – only one of them knew the real
connection, struck me as something that might have excited her. She worked
out with one, trained with the other, slept with both of them and neither was
any the wiser. She got to pull the strings, which I assumed was the turn-on.
Beyond the obvious, of course.
Seen without the sweatband Vera had a great haircut. God, where did
these women go? Was I the only local out of the loop? I asked her about this
and wrote the name Boris at Boris! in my notebook.
She lived, as it turned out, in the same neighborhood as I did and had
done so since high school. For all her tough, urban posturing, Vera Ziegler was
a hometown girl who’d either stuck around, or like Herb, proved you could
come home again.
“Yeah, I know your place, beautiful,” she said now.
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“Thanks.”
“Didn’t that belong to the Moreheads?”
“Yes.”
She looked at me. “Oh, wait a minute. Of course, you’re the English
one who married Gavin – .”
“Yes.”
Vera took a swallow of her cappuccino. “He was in high school with
my brother. Really sorry to hear what happened.”
I nodded but said nothing more. Time to get to Vera’s business and get
away from mine.
“Where were you on Friday night and last night?”
“At work, lots of people saw me and what’s with the asking about last
night?”
I ignored the latter question because it was my prerogative to do so.
That’s part of the fun of being the police. “What is it you do, Vera?”
“Own a bar, just near Fern Meadows, Hello Gorgeous,” Vera supplied.
I’d heard of it, of course. “And why Hello Gorgeous?”
Vera looked at me as if she couldn’t believe what I’d just said. “Barbra
Streisand? Big with gays?”
I knew that. I wiped my brow as surreptitiously as I could. God,
Dodo’s was getting steamy, literally and metaphorically.
“Started it four years ago, after working clubs on the West coast for
years. Got to know the business, my dad left me some money, and the show
was on the road.” She was pleased with herself and why not? I could have
done without the belligerent delivery but I was beginning to think this was
Vera’s style. The best defense is a good offense; being gay isn’t easy in small
communities, even if you are over six feet tall and can take care of yourself. I
also have to admit that too many law enforcement types are not as gracious as
they could be with the sub-culture. Vera’s keeping up her defensive posturing
until she figured out the lay of the land was not so surprising.
“Why West Rapids?” I asked.
She took a swallow of cappuccino. “Gap in the market. Closest decent
one around was Detroit. I get a lot of the professional crowd, who look just
like real people. We aren’t all queens and bulldykes.”
I refused to touch that one. “How did you meet Ingrid Spoto and
when?”
“At Bon Appétit. François introduced us and we clicked. Ingrid was
there one night with the one who got murdered as well – Eve Bishop.” Vera
stared into her cup.
Was François part of the gay scene? That could explain his attitude on
Saturday when I’d stopped by and he had been so interested in Ingrid’s death.
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I reminded myself of my injunction to Vera – not to jump to assumptions. I
reminded myself also that François’ sex life was none of my business. “When
was this?”
“Late autumn, maybe first or second week in October.” So, we had
another lover whose meeting Ingrid had been a watershed in her life, to say the
least.
“Had you seen either Ingrid or Eve before?”
“Are you asking if they were lesbians?”
“Yes.”
“Ingrid? She liked sex with anyone.” Vera did not sound thrilled by
that. “Eve, who knows? She sure had a crush on Ingrid.”
“Was Eve Bishop attracted to the gay lifestyle?”
I got a laugh that sounded like a flock of geese flying overhead. “Oh,
please! That old biddy didn’t have a lifestyle. Talk about repressed.”
I could not disagree with that assessment. “Were they close friends?”
“Yeah, and it was weird, I mean talk about birds of paradise hanging
out with sparrows.” She shook her head. “Ingrid knew she was beautiful.
Mattered a whole lot to her.” Vera was shaking her head. “Maybe she got off
on the contrast between them. No, that’s not fair. She was fond of Eve, for
real.” The look on her face was bleak.
“Did Eve know about you and Ingrid?”
Vera did her honking act again. “Are you crazy? We were a big, big
secret.”
“Why?”
Vera shook her head, as if she were being confronted by an idiot.
“Because that was Ingrid’s style.”
In due time I would need to find out more about Vera’s knowledge of
Ingrid’s pleasure in intrigue. “How would you characterize your affair with
Ingrid?”
She leaned back, large hands with squared-off, unpolished nails
flat on the table. I checked for any signs that her knuckles might have been
connecting with something they shouldn’t, like Ingrid’s face, but no such luck.
“We hit it off and I mean we hit it off big time. That girl would do anything,
anywhere, anytime. No boundaries.”
I’d heard that before in passing. “Were you very involved with her?”
Vera put her hands up, palms facing me. “Uh, uh. Don’t get me wrong.
It wasn’t love, it just packed one hell of a wallop.”
So far three people had made a point of letting me know just how
casual their interest had been in Ingrid and if I were any judge, they were all
lying to themselves as much as to me. So far, Lee Il Kwon, Barnett Pazderka
and now Vera Ziegler could be counted in the growing litany of conquests
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notched up by Ingrid Spoto and yet all three were in serious denial. I wouldn’t
be surprised if the tide threw up a couple more sad bastards, either. Had Ingrid
Spoto been one of those damaged people whom no one wanted to admit
to loving – because instinct told them she was incapable of returning their
feelings in kind? Her brother seemed to think so.
It would useful to confirm exactly what it was about Ingrid that
triggered someone to dispatch her so brutally; time perhaps to forage, see what
I unearthed. I leaned against the back of the booth and let fly.
“I agree Ingrid Spoto got off on pushing other people’s buttons and
that she knew her looks gave her almost instant access to their switches. We’re
all suckers for beauty and let our guard down with a crash if beckoned. Am I
right so far?” Vera said nothing, but her eyes looked like twin slot machines,
with all the little fruit icons lined up in a row. I was encouraged to go on.
“Ingrid raised the risk factor each and every time because she was
without a moral compass with which to read the signs that she was going too
far. I think Eve Bishop was caught in her slipstream somehow and now she’s
dead, too.”
“Is that a warning of some sort to watch my back?”
“Absolutely.”
Vera signaled to the server for a refill. “You?” I shook my head.
Continuing, Vera concurred, “She had to be the winner. Anything she wanted
and people gave it to her. You’re right, beautiful people are used to that, you
know?”
“It’s a form of power,” I said.
“Spot on,” Vera said, but there was something in her tone of voice that
gave her away: Ingrid’s character had an appeal for Vera. Perhaps she didn’t
mind being in her power, in fact found it exciting, a turn on. Or, while this was
true, could she nevertheless have resented that power at the same time? People
have killed to get someone off their back and out of their head.
“I got dropped.” Vera sounded bitter. “‘Don’t call me, I’ll call you,’ as
far as I could tell.” Vera was getting worked up again.
“Why? Did she tell you?”
“Bitch said she needed time for herself and her work. It wasn’t me,
it was her. The usual crap that people lay on someone when they’re tired of
them.” Vera was getting very worked up again.
And why had they been dropped? Because, I felt, there was someone
new in the picture who was getting her off big time – that was why. Was this
the time to tell Vera that Lee Il Kwon had a similar story to tell? Now there
was a thought – did Vera know about Lee? Did Ingrid use sexual jealousy as
a prod to keep things exciting and to keep the troops in line. Did I dare ask
without a whip and a chair for protection? I could always throw a waitress in
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front of me.
“Did you know a grad student of Ingrid’s called Lee Il Kwon?”
Vera’s second cappuccino arrived. “Sure, he was our personal trainer
at Silver’s.”
As I expected; what a double dealer Ingrid Spoto had been. Time to
get tough. “More than that, actually – with Lee, I mean.”
Vera stopped spooning cappuccino foam into her mouth. “What?”
“Well, according to him, they were lovers.”
“No!” Vera’s expression was the one usually worn by people who have
just found out that the person they love has betrayed them. Sometimes I don’t
like the things I have do on the job just to get where I need to be. So many
casualties and Vera Ziegler was one in too long a line. On the other hand she
was alive, which was more than could be said for Eve Bishop – so no reason
for me to get squeamish. Anyway, Vera didn’t strike me as the trusting type, so
had she not suspected something was going on?
“He’s full of shit, no way,” she told me, but I knew bravado when I
heard it.
“Neighbor saw him around her house at unsocial hours,” I said in a
neutral tone of voice. “Confirms what he says about them getting it on. For the
last few months.”
She was furious. “The neighbor’s full of shit as well. I never saw
him there when I was watching the house – oh fuck.” Vera sat back, clearly
disgusted with that slip of her tongue. I’d been right. She wasn’t the trusting
type. Vera Ziegler must have spent quite a few days and nights parked near
Ingrid’s house, watching the comings and goings of the competition.
“When did you start playing I spy?” That seemed a more judicious
way of phrasing what she had been up to than calling her a stalker to her face;
a lawsuit by a minority litigant was not what we needed and she was irate
enough and hurting enough to be reckless. We all pick our ways of mourning,
God knows.
She tried shriveling my bowels with a nasty look but gave up before
I could give her points in the Pro column for tenacity. “Oh fuck it. About a
month ago, just after I got shoved to one side. I’ll tell you one thing. There was
someone else and recently, too. It wasn’t Lee, though.”
“Do you know who he was?”
She sat back. “No. Tall, thin, older maybe. Hard to tell.”
“Why do you say that?”
“Something about the way he carried himself. Always had a baseball
cap pulled down over his face.”
Yes, Geraldine had told me about this man. “What kind of car?”
“None.”
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Hmm. “So you don’t know how he got there?”
“Walked? Flew there on the wings of love? Who cares?” Vera snarled.
“Reckon he lived in the neighborhood?”
“Or parked nearby, maybe? How the fuck would I know?” She was
clearly irritated just being reminded of the competition, and a man at that,
whom, she suspected, had succeeded her in Ingrid’s affections. Well, her bed at
any rate.
“What kind of times did he show up and how often?”
“Who knows? Who cares?” She did, of course, but now Vera called
the server. “The check’s on you,” she told me truculently. “Wouldn’t want you
to think I was into bribes.”
I was fed up with her big mouth. “Let’s try again. What kind of times
did he show and how often?”
“Oh please!” I’d won that round, though, I could tell from the look on
her face. “I saw him three or four times and it was in the late afternoon, early
evening, mostly weekdays. Don’t know much about the evenings because I’m
at the club.”
“Did you speak to her about this man?”
“No.”
The hell she hadn’t. Her “No” came out too quickly and her eyes slid
to the left. This is a sign that the person with such eye action is lying. I heard
that from an expert on body language on Ricki Lake and I never forgot it.
Anyway, I understand women, whatever their sexual preferences, because I am
one. I know how we tick when it comes to love affairs. I understand our need
to exhaust ourselves wringing the meaning out of every word, every gesture.
While men will surrender their thumbnails to avoid confrontation, women
thrive on it. Closure is a process pursued by women, not men. They would just
walk away. We’re the ones who want the last word. I could only imagine how
aggressive such a meeting between two women must have been. Subtlety was
not Vera’s strong suit and the Ingrid Spoto I had heard about was not one to
shrink from conflict, either.
I had one last question. “Did she take drugs?” I didn’t want to chase up
the baseball cap to find he wasn’t a secret lover and the answer to my prayers,
but a student, dealing in order to hustle up the money for tuition.
Vera shrugged. “Some dope.”
“Where’d she get it?” The check came and I paid it, keeping the
receipt.
“Oh, duh.” Vera stood. “Like I’m going to tell a cop that? How dumb
do I look? Oh fuck it. She got it from me. We liked the effect at certain times,
if you catch my drift.” She started to leave, then came back and leaned over
the table. “Your gun is showing, Sergeant. Very sexy.”
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Gavin had told me the same thing more than once and we’d worked
through a couple of fantasies with him as the perp. She waited long enough for
me to blush and pull my jacket further over my holster, then strode off and out
of the restaurant, letting the glass door slam behind her.
I made a check in her Con column and gave myself one as well for
showing my embarrassment.
I remained in my seat at Dodo’s Diner and once again I thought I
could just picture the scene.
At least it wasn’t cold, just a bit nippy and finally it was getting dark,
so the street was quiet. Optimum conditions for sitting around and spying
on someone, Vera would have figured. Thank God she had a sense of humor,
otherwise the irony of loving Ingrid Spoto would have driven her crazy. Vera
Ziegler, who always called the tune was now dancing to someone else’s – and
on quicksand at that.
Dusk was setting in. Vera sipped her Starbucks latte, then stopped.
Here he was, as he usually was on a weekday. A tall figure wearing that shit
baseball cap and so furtive he had to be someone else’s husband. All she cared
about was that this bozo was getting what was hers.
He’d be there for an hour – Jesus what was with this guy? Was he
on his dinner break? She had tried following him the week before, but it was
impossible to drive at cruising speed on a suburban street – that woman
messing around with a lot of daffodils next door had called out to ask if she
was looking for an address. That sent Vera roaring on her way.
She sat now, waiting, coming to a boil, hands with whitening knuckles
clinging to the steering wheel. Today was the day. When baseball cap left she
would tackle that bitch. Straighten her out. Vera Ziegler shared no one. It was
exclusivity or Ingrid would be history.
Who was she kidding?
Just under an hour later the door opened and a beam of light flowed
from the house. Vera caught a glimpse of Ingrid’s white bathrobe, then the
guy was out of there, hurrying down the walkway which, she noted to her
disgust, needed weeding. The whole yard needed a facelift as far as Vera was
concerned, but she figured Ingrid would hire some kid to clear the dead leaves
left over from the winter and toss some grass seed around and that would be
that.
Too busy fucking around to be house-proud, aren’t you baby?
Vera got out of the car. She expected Ingrid to answer the door quickly,
assuming her lover was back for some reason. What Vera wasn’t expecting was
the robe to fall open and that Ingrid would look like the leather queen of West
Rapids. And what was with the nipples?
“Shit, what are you into?” She pushed Ingrid into the house, unable to
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take her eyes off. Ingrid looked as sexy as she ever had. I’m not into this kind
of shit, Vera told herself weakly as she turned away and stalked into the living
room. “Who’s the guy, Ingrid? Who is he?”
“This is none of your business, Vera.” Ingrid slammed the door behind
her and marched into the living room. Vera was stunned as she watched the
love of her life sit on the sofa, crossing her long legs in their stiletto heeled
thigh high boots, one foot swinging back and forth. Vera could not take her
eyes off Ingrid’s leather-clad body, off her breasts. She swallowed hard, then
felt a flash of lust, succeeded by blind jealous rage.
“Who’s the guy? I want to know who he is!”
“At the risk of repeating myself, this is none of your business.” Ingrid
told her. “Want a glass of wine?” She got up and walked toward the kitchen.
Vera followed. “I thought you were through with guys – .”
“No, you wanted me to be through with guys.” Ingrid opened the
fridge. “Sancerre okay?”
Vera slammed her against the refrigerator door. She grabbed Ingrid’s
wrists and pinned them above her head. “You bitch, you told me you wanted
me out of the way because of your job, but you fucking lied.”
Ingrid leaned forward and kissed Vera, a long exploration of tongue
on tongue, then pulled back. “I wanted to try it rough and found someone else
who was into the same thing.”
“Where does that leave me?” Vera always saw Ingrid as someone who
took what she wanted when she wanted it, then discarded who or what, as she
became bored. The only bond she understood was that of sensation fulfilled.
“Guess I was too nice, should have been a lot tougher.”
“You are a bit on the straight side in the sack,” Ingrid smiled. She
looked as beautiful as she ever had in the short time Vera had known her.
“I’m not into S&M.” Even as she said it, she knew she would be – if
Ingrid asked.
Ingrid smiled. She looked so ravishing that Vera’s heart almost
stopped. “If you haven’t tried it, don’t knock it.”
“Who are you? Christ just how damaged are you?” Vera asked,
wanting Ingrid so badly she could barely breathe. “Where’s the center of
you?”
“Find it,” Ingrid suggested. “It’s there for you if you want it.”
Vera filled her nostrils with the smell of Ingrid, the scent of sex. She
was getting off on knowing the person she loved had been with someone else
and this terrified her. Vera Ziegler had relinquished power over herself to
someone who valued her so little, a person so self-absorbed it was impossible
for her to pay back that gift of love with the same currency. Yet Vera had never
felt as excited as she felt now. As dirty and as hot as she had ever felt in her
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life. She knew exactly what she wanted now and knew Ingrid would give it
to her. If she had to share Ingrid, she would. If she had to, she would lick the
heels of those boots.
Vera stood back. “Whose husband is he?”
Ingrid smiled. “Someone who wouldn’t like him doing what he’s doing,
because it looks so, so bad. Probably kick me round the block if she knew.”
At that moment Vera, I would have guessed, could only hope so.
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Chapter 29

After paying the check, I went back to the office.
“I hate this gun, hate wearing it,” I told Herb through gritted teeth. I
had never worn a gun in the London Met; it wasn’t even legal to do so unless
you were in the Special Response Unit. Now I dragged a regulation Sig Sauer
9mm around with me, ruining the line of my clothes. Some of the time I
rebelled and left it in my bag. I’d only had to use my gun once, but I did no
greater damage than blowing away a pot of geraniums. Of course, this would
be the day that I’d even worn the holster.
“What’s all this about?”
“Nothing. Just that woman, God, a pain in the ass.”
“What do you think? Do you like Vera Ziegler for it?”
I shrugged. “She’s a big, strong woman, easy for her to carry a body
outside and she’s a stalker to boot. If she had been sore enough she might have
seen red and then wham, bam, baby there goes your face.”
“Stalker?”
I told him the full story, leaving out the part about how sexy the gun
made me look. “She has an alibi but saying she was around a busy club doesn’t
mean she really was. Also, why kill Eve Bishop?”
“Because she knew something, or someone thought she did, which
does not exonerate Vera Ziegler in my book. I want to know more about
Pazderka’s alibi, as well. Get the Ann Arbor police on that one.”
“Pazderka’s playing coy.”
“Who gives a shit? I have two dead bodies and no one is putting up
their hand to either.”
“We must find the mystery man with the baseball cap – .”
“Well, someone knows who he is. Maybe if we push Lee and that
creep Barnett a little harder,” Herb added.
The sun slithered behind a cloud, even as my spirits did, now that I
considered how little we still had to go on. I didn’t see how we had advanced
at all from day one, and, to make things worse, we had another victim. All
we had were random facts, a cast of characters and no one who looked like a
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killer.

“Where to now?” Herb wanted to know, “Pazderka again, maybe. Also
check and see if that Thomas guy remembers more this morning. Something
he heard, maybe.”
Before I got a chance to answer, my cell phone rang. It was Paul, who
wanted to go to his sister’s house. All things being equal, I wasn’t proud of the
way I had perked up the second I heard his voice. He wanted to know who had
the keys and would I be willing join him there? “Bit heavy on my own, you
know what I mean?”
I did indeed. “I’ll get the keys from the station house and meet you
there at noon, okay?”
It was, and we both hung up.
“Paul Spoto wants to get into his sister’s house and he needs the
keys. I thought I’d take a look around at the same time.” I hoped I sounded as
businesslike as I wanted to. “You never know, he might spot something and
not realize its significance to the case. He needs to start clearing things out
before he leaves on Friday.”
“How come?”
“Taking his sister’s body back to Chicago for burial. That should be a
relief for you.”
“Just remember what I told you. He could still be a suspect.”
Crap, I thought, but I kept that to myself. I gave Herb a point in the
Con column though, and why not?
Before seeing Paul, I wanted to go home and shed the several layers of
ugly stuff I’d worn to protect myself on the bleachers, to say nothing of taking
a shower. I was feeling very flushed, worryingly so.
Could I have had a hot flash? Of course, I had been rather overdressed,
but there was always pre-menopause to think about, although my gynecologist
had been very reassuring when I voiced my concerns at my last checkup. I
remembered reading that women in the Mediterranean have an easier time
because their diet is high in isoflavones. I wished I liked lentils more.
I drove home thinking about what to wear for my rendezvous with
Paul. No, no, no, it wasn’t a rendezvous. I was just assisting the next of kin.
I decided on a dark blue pants suit. It had a tiny pinstripe in it that
I fancied gave me height. I hung on to that fantasy by wearing high-heeled
boots, ones that I didn’t usually wear during working hours, because they
pinched my little toes. After an hour of wearing them I was willing to tell the
secrets of my country to get them off my feet. Still, some sacrifices are worth
making. I grabbed my bag from the dining table where it rested on that pesky
employment contract. Would I stay as Gavin’s ghost wanted me to, or would I
listen to my family and return home? I would wrestle with that issue when my
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head could get around it. My heart had a way to go, as well.
On the way I stopped at Kroger’s in Traverse Mall to pick up some
boxes. Paul was waiting for me, leaning against his car. He had rented a late
model Oldsmobile in a sickly shade of blue. He was wearing the raincoat, over
dark brown, wide wale cords and a gray crew neck sweater with the collar of a
white shirt showing.
Besides clocking Paul Spoto’s sartorial style, my attention was drawn
toward a steady trail of people hanging out on the street, muttering to one
another and pointing toward the house. Cars were driving by and slowing
down as they passed, the passengers straining to get a better look. The scene
was a mini-version of what had gone on outside the house of Nicole Simpson:
the curious, the foolish and the ghoulish getting a cheap thrill. I called the
station and told them to get a uniformed cop out to the house again and not to
spare the sirens.
I greeted Paul, commiserated with him over the bottom feeders
outside, telling him I had requested a uniform.
“Thank you. I hate the gawkers, I really do. Probably trying to see if
there is any blood.”
“No probably about it, I’m afraid.” I told him about the boxes. “Don’t
want to hang around here any longer than you have to.”
“Yes, thank you for thinking of that,” he said as we walked up to the
house, both quiet, apprehensive for different reasons. The sun elbowed the
clouds out of the way. “Nice day.”
“Sun’s welcome,” I agreed. The yellow crime scene tape across the
door still fluttered in the wind. “Spring looks set to be sprung,” I said for want
of anything else, as I struggled with the lock.
“Let’s hope,” Paul replied just as lamely, putting his hand on the small
of my back. It felt far too good.
A fluttering curtain next door caught my eye, but I flashed my badge
and that was that. As we were walking in the house, Roger called on my cell
phone. “You must excuse me. It’s the Medical Examiner,” I told Paul.
We walked into Ingrid’s depressing living room, me with the phone at
my ear.
“So, Roger, what do you have for me?”
“Nothing sexual. Ever. I didn’t know virgins came this old. Well,
nuns.”
“Roger, Roger, Roger,” I sighed. “No mysteries about the cause of
death?”
“Nope, throat cut clean as a whistle.”
“Roger, please.” I put some distance between Paul and myself. “Any
way of telling if the thing with the hair . . .?” I sighed.
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“The hair? Postmortem,” Roger said quickly, knowing what I was
after. “Got her from behind as I told you and it was sayonara baby.”
“Why don’t you try publishing the wit of Roger Hendrickson?” I
hung up before having to put up with any more of the same, but I was relieved
nevertheless that Eve hadn’t been conscious of being shorn.
Paul was walking around the living room and the dining room. “Look
at this place. God and it’s such a fine house.” He shook his head. “She was
always the same. Her room at home was so unfinished, uncared for. Not in the
sense that it was dirty or untidy, just unloved.”
Exactly the term I had used. “Why do you think she chose such a
big, expensive house when it was clear she was so disinterested in her living
space?”
“She was a single woman with a large inheritance. Needed all the tax
breaks she could get.”
“She discussed this with you?”
“Yes, yes, she did.” He looked uncomfortable about this.
“When?”
“The last time we met.” He sounded even more uncomfortable than he
looked. “It’s cold in here.”
“Yes.”
Without looking at me he asked: “Can I see where it happened?”
I nodded. This was always a bad moment. It’s one thing to be told
someone you know has been murdered, but seeing the mess that has been
made killing that someone makes for a cruel occasion. Paul though, was quite
controlled. He saw the blood spatter and the stains and the mess but he stayed
calm, leaning with one hand on the back of the chair at her desk.
“I need to go through the desk and filing cabinets, don’t I?”
I nodded. “Yes, we’ll box them. Don’t stay here for any longer than
you have to. It’ll get to you.”
He checked out the pattern of dust on the desk. “Where’s her
computer?”
“Taken as evidence.”
He looked wretched. I wanted to comfort him, but it was best if I kept
my hands to myself. It was a tough call, though. I stayed silent as he headed
for the bedroom.
I gave him a moment or two and followed. The closet doors and
bureau drawers had been left open. Paul was staring at the leather hood in his
hand. He turned and looked at me. The anguish in his face was almost too
much for me.
“She was into S&M?”
I nodded. He let the hood drop out of his hand and back into the
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drawer, then walked out of the room. He leaned against the wall on the
landing, his hands behind him.
“I knew she was outside the boundaries, I just didn’t know how far.
Whoever killed her left her out in the open for everyone to see?”
“Yes, I’m afraid so.” I sighed. God, there were times when I wished
I was a computer technician, or a hairdresser. Anything, rather than having to
tell people things they didn’t want to hear about people they’d cared about.
“How do you do this work?” It was an echo of my own thoughts.
“Well, this doesn’t happen often.” I started downstairs and he
followed. “We don’t have many homicides here, that is of the premeditated
sort. I mean most of them are straightforward – domestic things that went too
far, people who’ve had too much to drink and try to rearrange one another’s
body parts. In fact this is the first case of this type I’ve dealt with – in West
Rapids, that is.”
“You were on the police force in London?”
“Yes.”
“Do you think of going back?”
Endlessly. “Oh, at times. I have an investment here, though.”
“In what?”
Gavin, the memory of him. “I have my house.”
“Which is beautiful.”
“Yes and I like my work.” All true and yet . . . I walked to the front
door. It was time to change the subject. “Are you really shocked? By what
you’ve found here?”
He shook his head and I was reminded of just how attractive that head
was. If he ran a hand through that floppy hair, I was not sure what I would
do – I felt as if I were betraying Gavin in being so attracted to Paul. Perhaps I
should write to an agony aunt and sign my letter “Dazed and Confused.” “No.
I told you, Ingrid had no limits.”
“Yes, so I’ve heard from several quarters.” There was something he
wasn’t telling me. I knew it as surely as I knew his sister had too complicated a
sex life and that I had to solve this case. It was something that he had to tell me
under his own steam. Timing is everything.
“I’m going to get those boxes,” I told him.
“Thank you. I think I’ll pack up the stuff in her files, go through them
just in case there’s something I need for settling the estate. I’ll destroy the
leather and other stuff.”
I had to tell Paul that they were evidence until the DA’s office said
they weren’t.
“When they’re released then.” His voice was hard, distant. “Arrange
a power of attorney through her lawyer. I’m never stepping foot in this house
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again. I’ll sell the place as soon as possible. It gives me the creeps.”
Yes, well, properties that are the scene of a murder can cause that
reaction and not only on the part of relatives of the deceased, but on future
buyers as well. However, this wasn’t the time to share my theories of what
affects the resale value of residential property.
Paul started upstairs and I was halfway out of the door when I stopped,
remembering Herb’s instructions. “Paul?”
He turned. “Yes?”
“This is just a formality of course, but where were you when Ingrid
died?”
From the way he took a beat to answer I knew I wouldn’t like what I
was about to hear.
I was right.
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Chapter 30

He cleared his throat. “I was with someone until about 9:00 on
Saturday morning. I can give you her name.”
I took a deep breath. “Yes, you need to do that.”
Well Herb would be happy, but I awarded the boss points in the Con
column for making me ask.
I helped Paul with his chores as quickly as we could load the boxes
with Ingrid’s stuff. The shade of her dominated and we were conscious of
being intruders –without having to say a word to one another about it. It felt
so unsavory to be rifling through her possessions. The faint scent of her was
everywhere.
We made polite noises, both feeling awkward as hell. The professional
conflict loomed like Godzilla. It hadn‘t helped a burgeoning relationship for
Party A to ask a question that was highly personal of Party B, who gave a
response that knocked the stuffing out of Party A.
We parted politely without setting up a meeting for the future, then
walked off to our mutual cares. The sun had taken off for Florida and the rain
hurtling down completed the unhappy tableau. The uniformed cop had not
arrived, but next door Geraldine was keeping an eye on things for us in her
unofficial capacity as snoop.
I waved to her and left it at that.
There was not a lot of joy on the work front, either. Rome burned and
we did not have a thimbleful of water to throw on the fire. My colleagues had
discovered nothing that advanced the investigation, but then again, Dodo’s
Diner is not the best place to gather evidence. I couldn’t blame them, with
the media carrying on as if Jack the Ripper was loose again with the police
looking like nothing but dopes on the march. Disheartening to say the least.
We had almost nothing of any forensic interest and a bunch of purported
suspects who appeared to have been busy, busy, busy while both victims were
being dispatched – and they could prove it in triplicate.
The true state of affairs was that we had never moved off square one
to any degree that mattered. We had information without insight – a clutch
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of mismatched facts and nothing more. Now I sat moodily at my desk, being
careful not to let Herb catch sight of my twiddling thumbs by using same to go
through Ingrid’s financial files. They told me only that the lady paid her bills
on time and in full. I didn’t have a clue, literally. I was beginning to think that
the killer was more likely to die of old age than be apprehended by us.
Then lady luck – speaking metaphorically – did her thing.
Janet strode into the office, punching the air with her left hand and
yelling: “Yes, yes, yes!”
Herb was out of his office like a shot. “This had better make my day.”
From Janet’s triumphant posture I guessed it would, but I crossed my
fingers anyway.
“She had a computer file labelled Household Purchases.”
“If you say so.”
“Household Purchases, my booty. It was in code.”
Oh. My. God. I had actually told myself that something like this would
make my day the first time we had been in her house.
“And I broke Ingrid Spoto’s code,” Janet told us, grinning from ear to
ear. That is to say, Janet had done so with her friend Revlon’s help.
“You have a friend called Revlon?”
She nodded, grinning. “On the team with me, a gal from Detroit. Mom
was a model – hey, you’ll be interested in this, Detective Pimlott, she was an
extra in a Fellini movie. Was on a shoot for a commercial in Rome – .”
“Stop it,” Herb told her.
“Not a problem. Anyway, Revlon has this thing about the Enigma
Code, know what I mean?” I did. God knows, I’d seen it cracked in enough
movies. That was the code the Germans fooled the world with in World War II
– until a bunch of nerds invented a decoder. A bunch of English nerds, I should
add. They weren’t called nerds then of course. They were called “boffins” but
it meant the same thing. Indifferent taste in clothes and food and talking to
them was hard going.
“So, what did you find out?” Herb said. He sat in the chair opposite
my desk, legs stretched out, gigantic hands linked across his taut stomach.
Janet put the laptop on my desk. “Need to boot this up. I bet you want
to know about code breaking?” She sounded thrilled with herself.
I gave the rug a tug from under her great big feet. “There needs to be
a key that sets the alphabetical and numerical values, am I right?” I said, “An
arbitrarily designated value to each letter of the alphabet?”
Janet looked deflated but only slightly and Herb looked irritated. “If
you knew that, why didn’t you figure out the damn code?”
I shook my head. “I know the theory. Doesn’t mean I know how to put
the theory into practice. I would get bogged down by permutations – of which
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there are millions.” I turned to Janet. “So?”
Janet wrote something down and handed it to me. I studied it.
“KRNOGG. Well, this is a wild guess, but I’d say it’s my name.”
“How’d you do that?” Janet asked and Herb grinned.
“It’s the double G. Probably stands for the double T in Pimlott.”
I threw Janet a bone. She’d done wonderfully. “I still don’t get it
though, but thank God you did.” I said. I did too. Really.
“You split the alphabet and work forwards then backwards. A becomes
Z and so on until you get to M and N which are reversed.”
I nodded. “That’s the kind of stuff we used to do in school for secret
clubs and things.”
Janet agreed. “Yeah, it’s not that complex, but dizzying enough that no
one would pick up on what was going on immediately.” She paused for a wellearned dramatic moment. “Interesting household purchases that’s for sure. The
lady was playing with fire.”
I crossed my fingers and I could have sworn Herb was holding his
breath.
Janet pulled up the file. We crowded behind her, adjusting the angle of
our vision to read off the screen. “Ingrid Spoto was into digging the dirt on her
nearest and dearest. What a hobby.”
“Specifics?” I asked.
Janet pointed at the screen. “Barnett Pazderka slept with a fifteen-yearold.” I bet he told her in the throes of passion and she enjoyed twisting the
knife later. Maybe the shouting outside her house had less to do with romance
than with her knowing something he didn’t want her knowing.”
“Hmm, I like it.” What a woman Ingrid had been – speaking only in
terms of gender, of course. Ingrid’s behavior had put her in a generic category
all her own. “What else?”
“Oh, she left no rock unturned – a whole lot of stuff with the same
smell. Face it, she liked having dirt on her lovers. Lee Il Kwon serviced some
guys for cash. Vera was gangbanged in high school.”
Janet was quiet in a way that led me to believe that something was up.
“There’s something else, isn’t there?”
“Something that stands out only because it concerns someone who
wasn’t a lover. She scrolled down the screen and a name caught my eye.
Oh, hell, now I knew something about someone I didn’t want to know.
Dredging through past crimes and misdemeanours is a dirty job, but
proverbially, someone has to do it. Now I would have to prod and push a
woman who seemed like a regular type, and about something very private.
As demoralizing a prospect as showing a brother the unappetizing side of a
sister’s life, or having to ask that same man for an alibi. You always ended up
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looking and feeling like not so nice a person.
Herb was not suffering any of the pangs with which I wrestled.
“Now we’re looking at a motive. Get on this. Now we’re getting somewhere.
Someone knows a whole lot more than they’re telling.”
I had suspected that but, up until now, I had not connected the dots.
Janet was on her feet.
“I think I should do this on my own,” I said gently.
She nodded, but I could tell she was disappointed. “This was
wonderful work, Janet. You may have gone a long way to breaking this case.”
She nodded. “Not a problem.”
For the first time I was not annoyed by that comeback. I walked out to
gusts of rain, driven by the wind from hell.
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Chapter 31

Nancy Marcus said nothing for a long, long moment. She assumed
I’d come to talk about Eve, so she had been prepared to discuss that shock.
Instead, another came at her from left field.
I had told her what we knew, or rather what Ingrid had known about
her department head – and recorded in her coded computer file – after she
served me good, hot coffee and nifty little cookies. As an evening with nothing
of spring about it closed in, I sat in front of a warm fire, facing the woman
who was offering this hospitality, while I did the dirty. The whole atmosphere
was very Warner Brothers. I wouldn’t have been surprised if George Brent had
walked in. Finally, one of us had to say something and so I did.
“Did she talk to you about the materials she was collecting?”
“You know she did. Isn’t it the police who never ask a question they
can’t answer, or is that lawyers?” She leaned in and put her cup down. Her
hand was steady and I gave her bonus points in the Pro column for that. “She’d
been throwing hints at me for days, then demanded I come to her home for
what turned out to be the coup de grâce. Didn’t think we should talk at the
office in case we were ‘overheard.’ What a hypocrite. I lied to you about my
going to her place. I’m sorry,” Nancy said, running her hand through her hair
and shaking her head. “I can see her so clearly, still. She spread those long
arms across the back of that shabby sofa and let fly.” She stood. “I need a drink
and I’m going to pour myself a stiff vodka. Can you join me?”
“Yes. That would be fine.”
Nancy smiled and a little color came back into her cheeks. “Gerry
doesn’t have to know about this, does he? None of this will be on the record?”
I nodded and smiled back, saying nothing. Oh, what a clever girl I
could be.
“What would you like to drink?”
I asked for the same as she was having. Nancy went off with the
tea tray. I soon heard reassuring noises from the kitchen: ice cubes clinking,
refrigerator doors opening and closing I walked over to look at a photo on
the mantelpiece of Nancy, her daughter Cameron. and a bald man with a nice
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smile – whom I assumed to be the absent Gerry. I hoped he wouldn’t have an
ugly surprise waiting for him when he got home from Riga. Nancy returned
with our drinks, handed me mine, and sat down.
“Your daughter looks like you.” I took my drink and the first sip
informed me that when Nancy Marcus offered a stiff one she meant it. I sipped
discreetly, waiting.
Nancy did hers justice as well. “That’s better,” she said. “Where shall
I begin?” What she told me soon took its place among those many imagined
scenes of life at Ingrid Spoto’s.
Nancy had looked around anxiously as she waited for Ingrid to answer
the doorbell. She thought she saw a face looking out between some starched
muslin curtains at a window next door, but it was nothing more than a flash of
what looked like someone with dark hair. The door opened and she hurried by
Ingrid into the sitting room. She looked around her.
Ingrid said: “You’re surprised, aren’t you? Not as pretty as your place
by a long shot, is it? I never had any taste.” She seemed to have no regrets
about such a misfortune.
Nancy looked at her with dislike. “I’m not here to discuss interior
decorating. Ingrid, but I’m not surprised. Homes are a reflection of their
owners and shoddy suits you.”
Ingrid smiled and sat down. “My, my Nancy how you do love coming
on like everyone’s mother. Are you going to sit down, or stand over me shaking
an outraged finger?”
“Shut up, Ingrid,” Nancy said evenly. “Let’s get to the point. I’ve
had enough of the game-playing. Tell me what you have to tell me or shut up
forever.”
Ingrid sighed. “Okay, okay.” She crossed one track-suited leg over
the other. Nancy was surprised at how thin Ingrid’s legs had become; the
woman could not have weighed anything. It occurred to her, not without dark
amusement, that she could have thrown Ingrid over her shoulder and tossed
her into a recycling bin – where she might actually serve some purpose.
“You’re a true leader, aren’t you, Nancy. I’ll bet you were Student Body
President.”
“And I’ll bet you weren’t.” Even at such a moment, a moment when
she disliked Ingrid Spoto so intensely, Nancy still could not help admiring what
a fine job Nature had done on the outer woman. What a shame the inner was
such a failure. How did she get this way? Nature? Nurture? Both, perhaps, like
everyone else, only in her case the mix was toxic. One of life’s spoilers. Nancy
sat in a winged chair opposite Ingrid. It was neither comfortable, nor pleasing
to the eye.
“Do you understand what you’re doing?” Nancy asked.
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Ingrid looked at some point over Nancy’s shoulder. The only sign that
she was in the least nervous was her fingers plucking at a loose thread on
the arm of the sofa on which she sat. “I suppose you see what I’m doing as
sadistic?”
Nancy stared at her. “You don’t?”
Ingrid shrugged. “I just need to let people know what I know about
them.”
“You’re fulfilling a need by sticking it to other people?“ Nancy almost
laughed at such gall but she understood something. “You like goading people,
don’t you? Finding things out about them that they’re ashamed of, then you
work them over. Death by a thousand cuts. Better be careful though, you might
trip over your own feet. Messengers and their fate, etcetera. You might run into
a fuse that’s a lot shorter than you think. ”
Ingrid shook her head. She leaned forward. “Women like you never
understand women like me. I like the power I have over people when I can
make them jump so high they’re fighting for oxygen.”
Nancy studied Ingrid and understood something for the first time.
“You’re damaged goods, aren’t you, so you want to inflict as much damage as
you can on others.”
Ingrid ran a hand through a head of golden hair to which Nancy could
cheerfully have set fire and then said: “I wonder what Gerry and Cameron
would say if they knew what you’d been up to?”
Nancy stared at her. This was it. She had known all along what the
bitch had been alluding to for days and thought she had been prepared. Now
the moment had come and the feeling of vulnerability was appalling. “You
don’t know anything – .”
“Then why are you here?” Ingrid was on a roll. “Oh, dear. What will
Gerry think when he finds out you were fucking around, while he, no doubt,
was on one of his ego trips to some dump in Eastern Europe? Who was it by
the way, Nancy? A colleague?” She smiled. “The guy who delivers the cord
of wood every winter? Whoever, he gave you the clap, huh? Bet you had to do
some fancy stepping to keep Gerry out of bed, ‘til you were fixed up.”
Nancy stared at her. The woman was without shame. The woman was
nothing more than an appealing husk covering a rancid interior. She needed to
be stopped. Nancy stood now. “What a vulgar woman you are, Ingrid.”
Ingrid looked as she had just been slapped, but recovered quickly.
“Sticks and stones can break my bones – .”
“You’d do well to remember that, Ingrid,” Nancy told her. “You really
would.”
“I left then,” Nancy Marcus now told me, “Couldn’t bear to be with
her for one more moment, to say nothing of how futile it would have been to
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plead with her.”
I didn’t think of myself as inexperienced, or naïve, but I was blown
away at how far below the belt Ingrid Spoto could punch – but in pursuit of
what? Some sort of twisted pleasure? Ingrid’s cruelty took me to new territory.
I collected my thoughts, giving Nancy a moment to recover her equilibrium
after recounting her painful visit. “When did this conversation take place?”
Nancy drained her glass. Mine had been discarded long before, barely
touched. “Three weeks before her death.”
“So, you were – .”
“Waiting for the other shoe to drop?” Nancy shook her head. “No, I
didn’t think she would tell Gerry. She just liked having something to hold over
my head, to make me as unhappy and desperate as she was – and don’t think
I was under the delusion that mine was an exclusive case. She’d had a lot of
practice by the time she got to me.”
“Who might have known this about your illness?”
“Here? My doctor, of course. No one else that I know of anyway. I
suppose the gentleman in question might have talked. Although you would
think it was in his best interests not to do so, ” Nancy said bitterly.
“Who was it?” I had to ask.
She sighed. “Barnett Pazderka.”
I had nothing to say. What could she have seen in him? I almost gave
her some points in the Con column, but her suffering was manifest. “Gerry
was away, we were going through a bad patch and Barnett was sympathetic at
a party. I had too much to drink, was feeling sorry for myself, but ultimately I
was even sorrier.” She managed a weak smile.
I wanted to say something comforting, but kept it impersonal, knowing
that would be easier for her. I had a thought: medical records. “Who’s your
doctor?”
“Lawrence Saxton.”
God, this whole case was getting to be a study in six degrees of
separation. “Mireille Prudhomme’s husband?”
Nancy nodded. “Yes.”
“When was this?”
“Five years ago.”
So, before he married Mireille, but why would he have told anybody?
He had taken an oath not to do so.
“Would Ingrid ever have told your husband and your daughter, do you
think? How would they have reacted?”
Nancy looked at me, her gaze direct. “I don’t think so. She just liked
having something on me – to spoil what I had. I love my husband and daughter
and would kill to protect them.”
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“You didn’t though, did you?”
“No. I didn’t, but I can’t say I have any animus against whoever did.”
I did however, on principle. I cursed the never-ending dilemma that
was this case.
I checked my watch. It was just after six. I’d had enough. Soon
I started the car, then pulled out into the street, thinking about Nancy. I
admire people who can handle themselves under pressure. Murderers are the
personality type who can’t. I couldn’t see her making such a mess of Ingrid.
What was done to Ingrid showed a degree of malice. I’d stake my badge on the
fact that the woman I had just talked to had none in her.
I was suddenly exhausted, reminded of why my previous night’s rest
had been disturbed. Poor Eve Bishop. I doubted she’d had all that much of a
life and then to be dealt a death she didn’t deserve was hard to accept. Barnett
and Mireille could wait until tomorrow, I was in overload mode.
I turned at the corner of Nancy’s street. Lights already dotted windows
of handsome houses. Cars were beginning to pull into driveways, spilling out
children, who had no doubt spent their after-school hours rabidly improving
themselves so that they would be eligible for enrollment in the upscale
universities their parents wished they themselves had attended.
As I cruised along Delacroix I became even more down in the dumps
at going home alone to leftovers. I yearned for company, some buzz. I needed
real food and I knew exactly where to find it and the atmosphere I craved.
The Key West was a West Rapids institution and according to legend, must
have been so since before Michigan was granted statehood. It was right out
of American Graffiti and the tablecloths had been there since at least 1973. It
stood on Delacroix, on the outskirts of town because for many years no alcohol
had been allowed by state law to be served within a mile of a university. That
embargo was now history, which accounted for a lot of the mischief that now
happened locally.
The Key, as it was known, was value for money; pizzas and burgers,
served in a brusque manner by the student help that the management had always allowed flexi-hours. Your meal was slapped down on wooden tables with
about a century of undergraduate initials carved surreptitiously into the tops.
Drooping candles stuck in ancient Chianti bottles were The Key’s concession
to decorative touches. Autographed photos of past and present atheletes hung
on walls of an indeterminate color – but best described as dung. It was the
traditional place for locals to celebrate rites of passage: first dates, birthdays,
post graduation get-togethers, engagements and even the odd marital break-up.
Gavin had loved it.
Hopefully I would not be told to “Get real” again by one of the
notoriously frank waitresses when I asked for my pizza to be cheese-free.
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Chapter 32

A light wind had come up by the time I left the restaurant and the
sky was so clear I could see the stars. Not that it mattered – I was hardly in a
romantic mood and even if I had been I was alone, so there would have been
little point. As soon as I entered the house, I turned on all the lights and the TV.
My voice mail came up with only one message: my mother asking when I was
coming home, which she did as regularly as Big Ben chimed the hours.
I was glad to have some down time, even if it did mean I would spend
it worrying compulsively over what little we had to go on with this case. More
irresponsibly, but no less frustrating, I kept thinking about Paul, Paul, and even
more about Paul. Another reason not to call old English girlfriends, since they
would spot my ambivalence with that justifiably famed female radar and the
conversation would last for hours.
Things were at a stalemate between Paul and me. If anything, being
at the crime scene with him had brought into clearly etched focus exactly
how inappropriate our liaison was. He was definitely holding something back.
Whether what he knew was relevant to Ingrid’s death was for me to judge, not
him. I was a police officer first and – yes, why be coy – a potential lover way
down the line. No, it was a mix that would not work the way things stood, so
best put it aside. Easier said than done, of course.
I was heading for the kitchen when Herb called. I filled him in on my
progress, such as it was. He was not impressed when I told him that I didn’t
see Nancy Marcus for this.
“That’s it? You know who you don’t think did it?”
I was not in the mood. “Oh, sorry about that.” I opened the fridge and
took out a bottle of water. “Unfortunately you can’t arrest people on suspicion
of something if such suspicions exist only to cover your own ass. Ever heard
of lawyers and false arrest?”
He was silent for a moment. “Yeah, sorry.” I could tell he hated saying
that. “What about other names on her computer? I mean if someone was giving
me the business over my secret life for the fun of it, I might take to the blunt
instrument, or the knife. Using people’s lives against them gets them mighty
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riled,” he said. “What next?”
“Call in Pazderka – .”
“And hang tough on that shit,” he said and hung up.
I got into my flannel panamas and started up a DVD of Chicago,
munching the left-over fruit salad from my dinner with Paul, an event I
realized with a shock that had taken place only the night before. It seemed like
a thousand years ago. The chorus was singing “He had it coming!” a lyric that
with only the most minor adjustments could apply to the late, little lamented
Ingrid Spoto.
Later, I brushed my teeth and with each stroke I repeated the mantra,
Paul Spoto is not important to me. It didn’t work, but perhaps ninety or so
nights of such a routine would. I went to bed, curling up with the latest Susan
Kandel. After half an hour I switched off the light. I fell into a troubled sleep,
alternatively worrying about what to do with Paul Spoto and how next to
tackle a case where the leads were as stale as the plot of a summer blockbuster.
I needed a break in this case, fresh blood.
Eventually, I would get it.
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Chapter 33

Janet and I sat across from Barnett Pazderka. The Prof was working
hard on looking bored yet on-top-of-things at the same time. He was in the
wrong place at the wrong time and had the wrong question-asker for that kind
of crap. He was about to find that out.
We were sitting in the interrogation room. It was only a table and
four chairs in a dreary little room painted a yellow grey that was hard on the
complexion. There was a phone jack on the wall that was in reality a video
camera and whatever we recorded was admissible in court. Everyone else,
other than the detectives conducting the interview, could watch what was
going down on this monitor and if they had a question or a suggestion they
could hit the interviewer’s display pager with an timely message. You get the
page, act as if you were looking at a phone number, whatever, and work the
question into the interview. I flipped on the tape and gave the relevant details
that preceded any interview, ensuring a case didn’t get thrown out of court
because of a critical omission. Janet sat, impassive, beside me.
Barnett had taken off his cowboy hat at my instruction and without
mouthing off, so I took that as a sign he wasn’t as full of himself in these
particular circumstances as he was pretending to be. His hair needed washing,
but there was plenty of it, even if was a grungy shade of reddish brown. What
a shame: I’d had my heart set on his wearing that ridiculous hat as camouflage
for baldness.
“What am I doing here?” He wanted to know.
I told him.
“Nancy?” He looked shocked. “You know about us? How?”
“The lady told me.”
Now he looked stunned. “Whoa, wait a minute. I don’t want any
trouble. How come she told you?”
“Because your ex, Ingrid, seemed to have found out about the case of
clap you gave her – and was tormenting her with that nasty little fact.”
“What the fuck . . .” His face got that unfortunate mottled look. God,
he was unattractive. I tried imagining how low Nancy Marcus had to have
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been and/or how dim the lighting must have been for her to share her bed with
him. “How did Ingrid know about that?” he asked.
“I assume you told her.”
“The fuck I did . . .” He was getting nervous, although it would
have been a timesaver to have Russell Crowe here to work the same nononsense tactics he used on Ron Silver in LA Confidential. I wouldn’t have
minded seeing the Prof hanging out of the window by his feet. His ugly
head in the toilet bowl, even better. Still, bad boy Barnett was softening up.
The atmosphere of the interrogation room does that to everyone, except a
psychopath of course, but there are not as many of those as the media make
out. We kept the temperature in the room way down or way up, depending on
the time of year – physical discomfort amplified whatever was happening to
already shaken nerve endings.
Normal people felt the isolation of such a room and unless they were
downright stupid, or had never watched any TV, knew damn well that other
people were monitoring what they said and how they behaved. Everyone
felt guilty about something under these conditions. That’s why we did it the
way we did it. Barnett, I could tell, was feeling the pinch. I continued to say
nothing, examining a file that had nothing to do with him, but he didn’t know
that, so he got even itchier.
“Wait a minute. Are you telling me that you think I killed that bitch
because she had found out some stuff – .”
“Oh, do you mean the stuff, as you put it. about you and Nancy
Marcus, or about your having sex with an underage girl?”
This time he was really thrown. “Shit,” was all he said. “How do you
know about that?”
“We know.” I had no intention of telling him about Ingrid’s list.
“We’re the police, it’s our job to know. Where were you on Monday night?”
“Shit, that again. I was out of town – .”
“No, that was Friday night, I’m interested in where you were on the
night Eve Bishop died.”
“What?” He relaxed some, which didn’t reassure me. “Why the fuck
would I murder Eve?”
“I ask the questions here.”
“That’s asking? I have the bruise marks on my wrist.” That failed to
get a rise out of me, so he sat back, giving me a petulant look. “I graded some
shitty essays that had been sitting around for a while and I was alone.”
“So no one can vouch for you?”
“No, you’ll just have to take my word for it.” Barnett rolled his eyes.
He was getting more confident, which was what I wanted. I needed his guard
down and a little hubris makes my job a lot easier and a lot of it makes it a
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pleasure when I stick the knife in. He leaned forward. “This is such a nonstarter, hon – .”
“I’m not your hon, Professor Pazderka.”
I got a smirk. “Whatever, Detective Pimlott. Is that good enough? Why
don’t you go out and bully someone else?”
I did a P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E. in my head. Herb paged me “Go for it!” and I
was more than ready. “You don’t seem to take this issue with an underage girl
very seriously – .”
“Because I didn’t deny it?” He grinned, unexpectedly, and I caught a
glimpse of the charm that got the girls. It was only a glimpse though and gone
in an instant. “Okay, so you got me. Thing is, I didn’t know Ingrid had the
goods on me, but so what if she did? It was a long, long time ago. What makes
you think I knew she knew, anyway?”
“Well, it’s a pretty good reason for you to go to her house and make
such a ruckus that the police were called.”
He shrugged and started rocking his chair back and forth.
“Stop that,” I told him. “You’re not in your office, or in the
classroom.”
I got a lot of eye-rolling but he did as I instructed. “Yeah, well, that
wasn’t what the ruckus, as you put it, was about and before you ask, I was
drunk and I just got mad at her all over again and before you ask, I’d made a
dumb pass at her at a party a couple of days earlier and before you ask – .”
“She told you no, as in absolutely and forever.” Janet now finished for
him.
Barnett did an exaggerated take. “Wow, it speaks.” He turned back to
me. “Yeah and let’s cut to the chase. I might kill her out of passion, but I sure
as hell wouldn’t kill her over a kind of allegation that, for one, she’d have to
prove, and two, she’d have one hell of a job doing so. Anyway, I have an alibi
for when she got it.”
“The alibi in question said you didn’t get to the lady’s place in Ann
Arbor until one in the morning,” Janet told him.
Barnett didn’t seem to care, which legislated for his innocence, damn
it. “Whatever, if she says so. I finished off some work and went over and I
didn’t think about the time. I didn’t kill Ingrid and I couldn’t be bothered to
kill Eve. Anyway, I can guess what would get Ingrid killed.”
“And you have an opinion on that, I suppose?”
“Yeah, I do,” he said, but he was getting moody again. “Slept around
like crazy, which has been known to drive people to murder, am I right? She
was a bully, once she had you by the balls, you were in deep shit and if she got
off on using stuff against people – and that’s what you’re saying now – that
doesn’t score points, either. Come to think of it, why don’t you go after that
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Lee kid? I bet she pushed him around some.”
I pushed my advantage.
“I should do that, because?”
He said nothing.
“Why would she push Lee Il Kwon around?” I asked again.
Barnett played with the ridiculous studded leather band on his hat.
Honestly, who did he think he was, Roy Rogers? “Because she was ‘doing’
him – happy now?”
I was indeed. I looked at Janet inquiringly. Judges at the Old Bailey do
this when they are pretending not to understand a reference made by a witness.
Usually it’s the bailiff who has to explain with a straight face that the Beatles
were a singing group, or some other cultural reference that everyone knows
except the old duffer on the bench. If memory served, Charles Laughton pulled
off this bullshit perfectly in The Paradine Case.
“Having carnal relations,” Janet explained, keeping a straight face. She
got points in the Pro column for pulling off that one.
I turned back to Barnett, who was examining not very clean
fingernails. “You didn’t seem privy to this information when we spoke last.”
He looked up. “Privy? Did you say privy? For Christ’s sake, you
sound like someone who got her crinoline caught in a door.” The man had
plenty of nerve, I’d give him that. “In answer to your question, that bitch
Ingrid told me when I hit on her one day about a month ago. I said she looked
buff, so she told me why and all about Lee. Never missed a chance to get in a
cheap shot. She had that kid under her thumb and believe me, Ingrid got off
on that. Cross her and his degree would be nothing but a dream – he’d be a
personal trainer for life. Maybe he got sick of her jerking his chain.”
There was silence, then: “You knew her very well, didn’t you?”
“Yeah,” Barnett told me. He sounded as bitter as the others had when
talking about Ingrid, but then again, the subject seemed to encourage that
attitude in people. “I’ll tell you one thing for free.,” he continued. “It’s shit
being hot for someone you don’t even like.” I gave him some bonus points in
the Pro column for admitting that.
Herb paged me again. I pretended to write some notes while I thought
of how to approach what the boss wanted me to ask. But the boss had more
pressing matters to attend to because his next text was a bombshell – the
body of Nancy Marcus has just been found and she, too, had been murdered.
I showed this message to Janet but I did not share it with Barnett Pazderka. I
had to go on.
“You told us during our first interview that you and Ingrid were
together two years ago?”
He nodded. “Almost to the day.”
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“Well, the autopsy results indicated she had an abortion during that
time frame.”
Barnett looked from me to Janet and back to me, the color draining
from his face again; the mottled effect was not becoming. “Are you shitting
me?” he shook his head vigorously. “That isn’t possible, no, uh, uh. No. She
couldn’t have been pregnant, no way, no way.”
He hadn’t known, I was sure of that. The news had hit him too hard.
“So, you didn’t know that, in effect, she had killed your child?”
Barnett looked at me, incredulous. “No, no, no - wait just a fuckin’
minute. You have the wrong end of the stick. That isn’t what’s getting to me.”
“What is, then?” Now it was my turn to be at a loss.
Barnett actually made a drum roll on the table with his hands, then
said: “Because, because, because, Ms. Oh-So-Clever Detective, I had a
vasectomy five years ago, that’s why.”
Then who was the father of Ingrid’s baby?
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Chapter 34

Cameron Drew was sobbing on the stairs, a female uniformed police
officer, Sharon Burke, whom I knew slightly, was comforting her. The second
shattered child I had encountered in this case. Sharon inclined her head
very slightly as assurance that she had things under control. Forensics and
uniforms tiptoed up and down the stairs, doing their job as quietly as possible.
Occasionally one of them would look at Cameron and shake his or her head.
There was the occasional flash of a camera and Cameron’s head would jerk up,
only to fall into her hands again.
“Girl found her mother’s body,” Roger told me in a low voice. He
had been called immediately as soon as the call came in. “She dialled 911 at
7:45. She’d gotten up, made her breakfast before going to school. When her
mom didn’t come down to run her there, she went upstairs to look for her. She
wasn’t there, so went into the study and bingo.” He looked around. “This is
getting crazier and crazier, Sophie.”
Oh, really? “Time of death?”
“Rigor mortis had set in, so we’re looking at between 12:00 and 4:00
in the morning.” He inclined his head toward a study that I had admired the
first time I had been at the Drew house. “She’s in there.”
Nancy lay sprawled on the floor. The belt of her grey cashmere robe
had been wound around her neck and used as a garrotte. I could see a white
cotton nightdress beneath the drapes of the robe and that made her seem even
more heartbreakingly vulnerable. Her face was purple, her tongue protruded
sickeningly. Her hands were still at her neck after struggling to free herself.
Her daughter’s last memory of her mother had to be that one.
A photographer was taking shots of the ligature. The contents of the
filing cabinets were everywhere, papers on the desk were thrown about and
her computer had been smashed. The body did not appear to have been abused
in any way – at least there was that to be thankful for, but why the change in
M.O.? Was this nothing more than a coincidence? Should we be looking for
an intruder who panicked? I looked around.
“Anything taken that we know of, Officer Hart?” I asked of a uniform
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standing in the doorway. He looked about fifteen.
He shook his head. “No ma’am.” Ma’am? He was fifteen. “Only used
this room. Guy must have just got in the house when she came down. We’re
brushing for prints now.”
I thanked him. Was I really trying to convince myself this was nothing
more than a robbery gone wrong?
Roger was bending over the body. “Well, now you know who hasn’t
been going around killing people, huh? Guess you can draw a line though her
name on the suspect list.”
I’d had the same guilty thought myself, but to hear it out of Roger’s
mouth made it seem all the more repulsive. “I have a suggestion for who
should go next, Roger. Drawing and quartering would be fun to watch.”
“Yeah, yeah. A little humor never hurts, Sophie, honey.” He lifted
Nancy’s head, ignoring how I flinched at the ‘honey.’ “Ah, that explains it.” He
carefully parted the hair and showed me an abrasion matted with dried blood.
“Explains what?”
“Whoever it was, banged her on the side of the head and stunned
her. There’s no sign of a struggle, nothing under the fingernails for example.
The victim was a big, strong woman. She wouldn’t let someone get anything
around her neck without fighting back, unless she was unconscious. I figure
she came to, which is why her hands are on the belt around her neck. Too late,
though.”
That answered my question all right. “This is no intruder, Roger. For
one thing, if he got her on the side of the head, odds are they were talking.
She may have known who did this. If burglars are surprised they get away as
quickly as they can. He would have hit her on the head and then made tracks.
This one stuck around long enough to kill her.”
Janet came into the room before Roger got the chance to either agree
or disagree, not that I imagined him inclined toward the latter. Janet stared at
the lifeless body of Nancy Marcus. It isn’t good for a police officer to cry, but
she looked as if her jaw would crack from holding back the tears.
“I checked upstairs,” she told me now. The bedclothes are pulled back
as if she got out of bed and came downstairs. No sign of the intruder having
been up there.”
I thought of the daughter who had been asleep up there. “Thank God.”
“What do you reckon?” Janet asked.
I couldn’t look at Nancy for another minute. “If you need us we’re
going to talk to Cameron,” I told Roger. I turned and walked out of the study,
talking over my shoulder to Janet, loping along behind me. “Hazarding a
guess, I’d say someone wanted us to think they were looking for something,
when all they wanted was to shut her up.”
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“But she’d already talked to us.”
“Whoever it was didn’t know that.” A young woman from the
forensics team walked by and nodded a greeting. I went on with my train of
thought. “Someone is desperate to conceal something. It’s in that coded file of
Ingrid’s, has to be. Go through it again.”
Janet shook her head. “I read nothing worth killing three people for,
Sophie. Puffing up your publishing record, messing around with undergrads –
it was that kind of stuff.”
“Then it’s something that isn’t in that file.”
“But the killer might think it is,” Janet muttered.
We reached Cameron and I hunkered down on the step beneath her. “I
am so sorry sweetheart,’ I said. “Your mother was a lovely lady.”
Cameron looked at me, her hazel eyes red. She looked so like her
mother. Guilt washed over me. “Who did this? It’s crazy, she never hurt
anyone, ever,” she said.
“I know and we’ll do our best to find who did this.”
“When? When will you find him?”
I looked at Janet. “What makes you think it was a him, Cameron?”
“Because I woke up in the middle of the night, you know how you
do.” Janet and I nodded. “I thought I could hear a guy’s voice, you know,
talking to my mom. I thought maybe my dad had come home early and I got
out of bed. The voices stopped though, so I went back to bed and just fell
asleep again. I’m a heavy sleeper. Mom rags on me about how hard it is to
get me up in the morning.” She began to cry again. We waited until she had
calmed down, some.
So, Nancy had been talking to her killer, which confirmed my
suspicions that this was no stranger. “Do you know when you think you heard
someone? The time?” I asked hopefully.
“No,” she told me. “It was still dark.”
“Do you think you’d recognize his voice again?”
“No. It was just a guy’s voice. I might even have dreamed it, you
know what I mean?”
I did. “When is your dad going to be home?” Poor, poor Gerry
Marcus.
Sharon answered for Cameron. “He’s on his way home, we checked.
He left Riga about three hours ago and lands in New York. The NYPD will
contact him as he gets off the plane and Cameron’s aunt is flying in from San
Francisco. She’s airborne already. Several friends and neighbors have called.”
“I’m going over to my best friend’s house. Megan and her mom are
coming to get me as soon you say they can.”
“Call them now,” I told Sharon, inclining my head toward the study.
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I didn’t want the poor kid seeing her mother’s body being taken from the
house. Sharon nodded her understanding: a good woman. “There’s no need
for her to stay here.” I stood. “Your father will be home soon, sweetheart,” I
told Cameron, who nodded and then put her head in her hands, her shoulders
beginning to heave again.
We stood under the porch outside the house and I could feel the
warmth of the sun against my face. I put on my sunglasses against the glare,
aware of the irony of it being such a lovely day, at last. Things were out of
hand. Time to get tough and play rough.
“Janet, let’s bring some people downtown. Scare a few people, see if
we get lucky.”
“Who do you want?” Janet asked.
“Get Barnett Pazderka in again. I don’t give a toss what he’s doing.
The more you shake him up, the better. Take a uniform with you, that should
make him nervous.”
My cell phone rang. Herb said: “Remember what I said at Eve
Bishop’s about a triple play?”
I did. My stomach sank. “I’m off the case?”
“Nah. That was bullshit.”
He hung up before I got the chance to thank him for the gracious
apology.
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Chapter 35

Barnett had more to say on the subject of paternity – as Janet and I
began a second round of questioning.
“When I got divorced I had two kids already, enough for me. Seen the
tuition for independent schools lately, to say nothing of braces times deux?
I had a vasectomy. So whoever was the father of Ingrid’s kid, it wasn’t me
– .” Something dawned on him then, something that clearly infuriated him.
“Wouldn’t you know that while she was fucking me, telling me how hot we
were together, she was fucking someone else?”
“She got under your skin, didn’t she?”
He shrugged. “I guess. Don’t know why.”
“She was very beautiful.”
I got another shrug. “Seen what walks around campus these days? Just
as hot and younger too. Still, there was something about her . . .” His voice
faded away and the room was silent for a moment and then he shut his eyes:
Barnett Pazderka’s idea of a requiem, perhaps. Then he leaned forward, the
rash on his face looking even more livid. “You’ve got your job cut out, haven’t
you? When it comes to how many folks had a reason to kill Ingrid Spoto, it’s
take-a-number time and you’d be killed in the crush to get into the top ten. But
I’m not even in the bottom five, hon, and you know it.”
“Hon” was added just to make me mad.
When I got back to my desk after the second Pazderka interview I
found a message from Paul waiting on my cell phone. He had something to
show me that he had found among Ingrid’s effects, ones that he’d taken back to
the motel. Could we meet later at my convenience? As it happened, I did want
to talk to him about a number of things and none of them had to do with our
phantom future together. I called back and he answered on the first ring.
“I hoped it would be you.”
It was so good to hear his voice, too good. I reminded myself of my
duty.
“We think Ingrid might have been . . . well, goading others with things
she’d found out about them.”
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“For money? But she didn’t need money, for God sake!“
“No, no. More for sport.” Could I never deliver good news about his
sister? “We need to talk as soon as possible. I have a couple of things to do
here first.”
We arranged to meet within the hour.
One of the chaps in the detective bureau was sent to get Lee and bring
him in. I was convinced we didn’t have the full story here. Barnett had known
Ingrid a lot better than almost anyone and I trusted his instincts. Maybe Lee
had indeed lost it and killed her – just out of a need to be free of her.
“Let that smartass cool his heels until I get back,” I told Janet. “And
bring in Vera again, let’s play the one off against the other. Make sure they see
each other. That might stir things up and we’ll get something that will get us on
track. I don’t trust what either of them was up to when Eve died, to say nothing
of the fact that both of them are strong enough to throttle someone – and mean
enough to slash a throat open.”
“That’s for sure,” Janet said. She was going through Ingrid’s coded file
yet again to see if any colleague listed here was worth pursuing. “I think I’ve
gone through this darn thing with a toothcomb and no one on this list could
have done this.” That was true. Meanwhile the uniforms had fanned out again
to find Mister Baseball Cap, but so far nothing.
“Ingrid must have told someone what she was up to, a secret isn’t a
secret until it’s shared,” I added. “Three people are dead over something she
knew. Find him – .”
“Or her,” Janet reminded me, thinking of Vera, no doubt.
I left the station and made my way through a group of hungry
reporters. One of their number was from Detroit and I wondered if we would
get attention from even further away. Three related homicides in a row was
newsworthy anywhere, never mind in quiet little West Rapids. A young man
from the Flint local TV outlet made my obligation to the public clear to me,
but I told him firmly to speak to the Deputy Chief, that I had “No comment.”
My competence was called into question but I didn’t take it personally. Well,
only a little.
I left the station to meet with Paul.
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Chapter 36

He was waiting for me at the Starbucks on the corner of Delacroix,
near the station house. We bought ourselves skinny, decaf cappuccinos, the
skinny in deference to my tastes, and headed for the campus – that was directly
across the street. I was wearing a grey wool pantsuit and a black tee, but
I’d forgotten to put on any jewelry. I looked exactly like someone who had
dressed in a hurry. Paul had shed his raincoat and wore the tweed jacket, the
brown cords and a grey oxford-cloth shirt. He was carrying a manila envelope
that he handed to me as we walked along.
“I found some photos at Ingrid’s that might be of some use. I have no
idea how, but you may as well have them.”
I thanked him and, putting the envelope in the outside pouch of my
bag, said, “It’s turned into a nice day, let’s walk.” Then I told him that Nancy
Marcus had been murdered.
We headed for the river, then strolled along the banks of the Delacroix.
I was conscious of him beside me, of his presence, one that disturbed me in a
way that was so pleasurable and exciting. A group of students were feeding the
ducks. The sun was shining on the water, the grass was getting greener and the
trees were working hard on developing some foliage.
“Spring always seems late to me here,” I said.
“Very far north.”
I nodded. “I mean it’s late when compared to home.”
He looked puzzled and I felt ridiculous. “I meant when compared to
England, of course.”
Paul smiled. “I got confused by your saying ‘home’ and ‘England’ in
the same breath.” He linked a little finger with mine. It felt sexier than if he
had thrown me on the grass verge and covered me with kisses. “Isn’t West
Rapids home now?”
I caught my breath. “Most of the time, but I miss . . ..” my voice
trailed off.
Paul asked gently, “Tell me.”
I made myself lighten up. “Oh, it’s nothing, honestly. I have
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everything I need here in terms of a home, things that I would never have
in London. People here generally have their heads screwed on straight, but
there’s something about London . . . .” I thought how best to put it. “I miss all
of the people. So many of them and so different from me in terms of who they
are, their religion, their color, what they do, where they come from, what they
want. They don’t notice that they aren’t like me and I feel the same way. Live
and let live. Kept me grounded. I could sit in a café and not know anyone, yet
feel so at home, so grounded, as if I belonged. Here, I can be in a room filled
with people I know and feel as if I’ve just landed from Pluto.”
Paul laughed. “Yes, I know what you mean.”
“Here, I feel like an outsider all the time. The pressure not to stray
from the perceived way things should be done and the resentment toward
anyone who does stray. It masquerades under buzz phrases like “family
values” but the real value is conformity. I mean the townies hide behind one
view of life, the academics another, but both think they are right, right, right
and grind their teeth over the others for not coming into line. It doesn’t bother
me all the time, but enough that it gets under my skin.” I stopped, feeling
guilty. “What a mouthful – where did that come from? Do I sound horrible?”
“Yes, a bit.” He laughed at what must have been the stricken look on
my face. “I understand, though. You’re saying what people from big cities
have said about small towns since Moses. You should hear what small town
people say about big cities.”
I nodded. “I have and it isn’t pretty. It’s the smugness level that hits
hardest.”
“You have a point.” Paul paused and looked at me, head to one side.
“You came here because of your husband, didn’t you?”
I couldn’t look at him. “It was his home. Gavin.”
“And even though he isn’t around anymore, you aren’t ready to
leave?”
I sipped my cappuccino. “I don’t know.”
“Well, that’s pretty decisive,” he said with a raised eyebrow.
I smiled. “Crunch is coming. Contract is up for renewal.”
“So you said before.”
Oh the hell with it. “Gavin’s dead, you know. My husband.”
Paul nodded. “I thought it was something like that. An accident?”
I wavered for a beat or two, then realized how foolish that was. “He
had an existing heart condition when we met and we hoped it would . . .” What
had Gavin and I hoped? That it would go away. That love would conquer all
and he’d be fixed, not broken anymore. “Anyway, he died three years ago.”
We found a bench and sat with the sun warming us. I went on, the
floodgates opening. “People think it’s romantic to be widowed when you’re
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young, but it isn’t. You haven’t had time to get bored, or exasperated, or used
to his stories, his body, or his habits. You haven’t had time to become jaded.
The novelty of being with someone new is still there, so the sense of loneliness
when they are gone is acute. Everything you want, all the things that make
you happy disappear while you are just exploring one another. I don’t know
whether I stay here because it’s become my home now, or if I’m not ready
to give up the memories. I have to get the hang of a new life, but the knack
doesn’t come easily.”
“I don’t think it should,” he told me.
We were both silent. Paul handed me his handkerchief as tears poured
down my face. A couple of people stared in curiosity as they walked by, but
that was it. It felt good to let some of it out, instead of hugging it inside, as
if sharing what I felt was a betrayal of my grief, of being disloyal to Gavin’s
memory. It wasn’t, I knew that now. It was as much a relief as throwing off a
stone collar.
As to Paul Spoto, sitting quietly beside me now, as long as I lived I
would be grateful that he did not take my hand, or stroke my back – he did
nothing but sit there and respect my unhappiness. It’s a rare gift to give a
person their privacy while still being there for them and managing to be very
appealing as you did so. My feelings were ambivalent at that moment. In
spades.
But after a few moments of quiet tears, I could no longer enjoy
the luxury of thinking about myself. I had some questions and they needed
answering before we had another corpse on our hands. I blew my nose into
Paul’s handkerchief – very romantic.
“You were shocked about the files she kept on her colleagues, weren’t
you?”
Paul nodded. “Yes and yet it reminded me of when she was a kid. You
said they were in code?”
“Yes.”
He shook his head. “She liked things like that. A fiend for puzzles and
I remember finding a diary of hers when she was away at school and that was
in code.” He smiled. “I got hell for trying to read it, as I remember. Quite right.
It had something to with the letters from the first part of the alphabet – .”
“Being reversed with the second?” God, where had he been when we
needed him?
“Yes. A secretive girl.”
“Yes, well she had secrets worth keeping.” I wouldn’t have minded his
sharing some of those he knew about with me, but he didn’t and I didn’t push
it.
We were both quiet, watching the river. The sun went behind a cloud
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and it suddenly felt much colder – more pre-winter than post-summer. I stood.
“I have to go. I’m interrogating someone. Janet is expecting me.” I
thought for a minute and decided to tell him who was in the hot seat. “We’re
talking to Lee Il Kwon, one of your sister’s lovers. Her grad student as well.” I
sighed and went for broke. “Another lover as well, Vera Ziegler.”
He didn’t seem surprised; perhaps he was becoming inured to shock
when it came to Ingrid. “So, her colleagues were not the only ones with
secrets?” was all he had to say. We started walking back the way we had come.
We walked up the path that brought us to Delacroix Avenue. I looked up at
him. “Do I sound crazy? Perhaps this case has finally driven me round the
bend from sheer desperation.”
“No.” We stopped and he put his hands in his pockets. He smiled.
“Look, I know how busy you are but can I tempt you with dinner? We both
have to eat and to be honest I’m seriously spooked by this third murder.”
“You’re not the only one,” I said with feeling.
He nodded. “I met with a real estate agent today about the house,” he
continued. “Doesn’t look good for a quick sale, which isn’t really surprising is
it?”
So I had assumed. “Predictable,” was all I said, though.
“I suppose.” He watched two young men jog by. “I’ve arranged for her
body to be taken to Chicago on Friday. I meet with an auctioneer tomorrow.
Contents of the house.” I could see his hands clenching in his pockets.
Then he would leave. “Thank you for holding my hand through my
whatever it was I went though this afternoon,” I said awkwardly.
“I would say it was my pleasure but that doesn’t sound right, does it?”
He smiled. “Feeling better?”
“Yes, very much so.” I smiled back. “Dinner would be nice, but can
we make it for tomorrow? I have to catch my breath tonight. Can I call you to
confirm? About 6:00?”
He nodded. “I’ll look forward to it.”
“So will I,” I said, hoping I was right, I started to walk off.
“Oh, Sophie?”
I turned. “What?”
“Who played the eponymous goddess in the 1958 film based covertly
if clumsily on the life of Marilyn Monroe?”
“Kim Stanley,” I shot back and laughed for the first time in many a
moment.
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Chapter 37

I watched Lee Il Kwon across the table. He was not intimidated. If he
and Barnett were anything to go by, Ingrid had liked her men to be just a little
bit on the dangerous side, cool stud types. Or, who thought they were – until
she got into their heads.
I began asking him to account for his whereabouts on certain critical
occasions.
He shrugged. “This about Eve Bishop? Why would I kill her? Why
would anyone bother? Hanging around Ingrid all the time. She needed a life.”
A generous eulogy. “Could you answer the question?”
“Home, putting the finishing touches on the proposal for my PhD
thesis.” He was inspecting a hangnail. “Have to find a new chair for my
committee though, and I have to figure out what to do about that. Back to the
drawing board, huh?”
I knew bravura when I saw it. Herb paged, “Ask him about the
money.”
“Did you know Ingrid Spoto had a lot of money?”
He looked interested. “No kidding? How much?”
I told him.
“Really?” He shrugged, “That’ll come in handy for someone.”
Janet suggested: “People have been known to kill for money.”
“Not guys like me.” He ran a hand through that gleaming hair. The
accompanying grin could only be described as shit-eating.
“Oh, really?” Janet said, so I guessed Lee’s attitude had irritated her as
much as it had me. “Strikes me a guy like you would do anything for money.”
“Prove it,” Lee told her and leaned back, the smirk gone. “Prove it.
But you can’t because you have nothing on me. Nothing, zilch, nada, rien.
You’re panicked because three women are dead, so you’re wetting yourself,
hoping for somebody to pop out of a box and get you off the hook. Jesus. You
aren’t just dealing with some stud flexing his muscles for a living. I have a
brain and I know how to use it. I have a lawyer too and I know how easy it is
to sue the cops for harassment. Then we’d be talking money that would get me
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excited.”
Janet said nothing, while I gave Lee points in the Pro column for not
letting himself be pushed around and a handful in the Con column because
we’d been doing the unsuccessful pushing. I brought the proceedings back
under control by asking if he know anything about a man with a baseball cap?
“No and are you really chasing a cliché like that? God, talk about
desperate.”
That was pretty much the way things went for the next half hour, Janet
and I getting the worst of it, Herb getting sore fingers from paging queries that
got us nowhere. and Lee Il Kwon becoming more confident by the moment.
I’d had enough, since I didn’t see him as a credible suspect, anyway. He could
have demanded money from Ingrid for keeping his mouth shut, but I doubted
he had and there was no credible reason for his killing Eve. Lee was right – he
was smart and he knew lots of ways of getting money from women that had
nothing to do with killing them.
We concluded the interview and stood.
“Oh, I can go, huh?” Lee said and smiled. What white teeth he had and
what fun it would have been to rearrange them.
We all trouped out of the interrogation room and there was Vera,
wearing a red suit and stiletto heels. She loomed large and was breathing fire.
Two uniformed officers stood on either side of her and even Herb, hovering
behind her, looked cautious. As it turned out they all had every reason to.
Without missing a beat, she hurled herself at Lee who was strutting in
front of Janet and me. “You shit!” She screamed and Janet and I involuntarily
stepped back. “Were you and that bitch laughing at me behind my back?”
Lee knew better, but testosterone got the better of him. “You bet
we laughed, until we fucking wet ourselves, diesel dyke!” he yelled back. A
mistake. Vera hit him hard across the face even as she kneed him in the balls
– the woman was like lightning. He went down like a house of cards, arms
flailing against Vera, who had a firm grasp on his hair. “Get this crazy cunt off
me!” he screamed as she straddled him.
Well, at least my curiosity about the consequences of a meeting
between Ingrid’s lovers was satisfied. The uniforms tried to intervene, but Vera
got one of them with a right to the side of his head and the other folded with
a left to the stomach. They fell back, stunned and she returned to pummelling
Lee, who landed a right to her left eye that served only to infuriate her more.
They rolled around on the floor, while the rest of us watched, shocked.
Herb stepped forward and tried pulling Vera away, but she was kicked
him in the ankle and, without missing a beat, she thumped Lee in the left
kidney, even as she hit him on the right eye. The woman deserved to be on the
US Olympic boxing team.
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“Holy shit!” Lee screamed in pain, retaliating by biting her in the
shin, getting a return howl of agony as he drew blood. Seeing his advantage,
Lee ripped open Vera’s jacket. I would have worn a more substantial tank top
myself – it was April, a volatile month in terms of temperature – but I guess a
hot-blooded type like Vera didn’t need insulation. The uniforms’ eyes nearly
popped out of their heads, even as a desperate Lee pulled a handful of her hair
out by the roots.
“You fuck!” Vera screamed, drawing her fist back and hitting Lee in
the face. Blood sprayed out of his mouth and chips of porcelain landed at my
feet: yuck and double yuck. Lee’s front teeth were history. I remembered my
speculations of moments before; heavens – but this case kept throwing up
shock after shock.
“Those are my veneers, you crazy bitch dyke,” Lee said as well as he
could. “I’m suing you and the fucking cops.”
“No, you won’t,” Herb said, pulling them apart, limping slightly. He
pulled Vera to her feet as if she was a stick doll, his hand gripping her upper
arm. “Get him on his feet,” he told the uniforms. They managed to do so, but
only just. Both cops looked pale – to say nothing of their being terrified by the
last minute or two of carnage.
Janet moved over to help them as the combatants continued screaming
abuse at one another, their free limbs still lashing out wildly. I kept out of the
way. There are times when things are best left to men. Many in the sisterhood.
including Vera, obviously, would disapprove of my bias but to hell with them.
I would have been massacred in such a mêlée, my teeth were still my own and
I planned on retaining them for the foreseeable future. I would sacrifice quite
a bit to find our killer, but not bits and pieces of my own physiognomy. Lee’s
dental loss was the last thing that was going to keep me from my sleep.
Finally, they were separated, breathing as heavily as a couple of bulls
and both the worse for wear. “Get a doctor in here,” Herb said wearily and one
of the uniforms got on the phone to do just that. Lee sat on a bench, glaring at
everyone, a handful of rapidly reddening paper towels held to his mouth. Janet
frogmarched Vera, still struggling and cursing, into the interrogation room,
Herb behind them. The buttons were gone from the suit jacket, a tuft of hair
was torn out from above her right ear and her eye was beginning to turn the
same nasty colors as Lee’s, but otherwise he had got the worst of the exchange.
I sat next to Lee, a box of Kleenex in my hand. “We can drive you to
your dentist.”
He nodded. He was shaken, badly. He gingerly took the paper towels
away from his mouth, touched his swollen lips with a careful finger and
flinched. I have to say he was a mess. I would say he was feeling about as
happy with his dental problems as poor Dustin Hoffman in Marathon Man. I
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would have said in Lee’s case the damage was fixable, as soon as his lips went
down and the teeth were fixed he’d be okay – while Dustin had even bigger
problems than toothache. Lee’s ego however, might have sustained an injury
not so easily cauterized, but who cared?
“Ingrid had a secret thing going on,” he lisped. “Beside me and Vera,
that is.”
“Do you know who?” Please God, let it be the man in the baseball cap.
He looked sullen.
“Well, do you?”
“Yeah, the guy you asked about, with the baseball cap.”
I thanked God, then cursed Lee Il Kwon for not telling us this before
another person had died.
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Chapter 38

I felt like dealing the death knell to the rest of Lee Il Kwon’s veneers,
but compensated myself by giving him many, many points in the Con column.
“Do you know who this person might be?”
“Lawrence Saxton. Doctor, married to Mireille Prudhomme.”
Oh, my. The perfect partnership had a chink. “Exactly what do you
know? You’d better tell me everything and I want the truth, or it’ll be one
hell of a long time before you see a dentist.” I was as much shocked as I was
relieved to discover the identity of the elusive lover. The ramifications were
something to ponder, as well. For example: how would Professor Prudhomme
react if she knew about Ingrid and her husband?
Lee Il Kwon, however, was still was a long way from losing points in
the Con column – to say nothing of his being light years from scoring points in
the Pro. The fool might have saved a life, or even two if he’d spilled the beans,
or he might not. Now, though, we would never know. “Tell me everything and
tell me now,” I demanded.
He shrugged, which in his condition wasn’t easy. “He was the one
got her into leather, I’m fairly sure. One time she was taking a shower and I
checked the closet and the drawers in her bedroom.” No surprises there. That
was what happened to withholding types like Ingrid – they turned other people
into sneaks. “Anyway I knew I wasn’t into that kind of stuff and I didn’t
think Vera was either. Ingrid told me that Vera was really romantic and oldfashioned, know what I mean?”
I was not so sure, having seen the lady in action, but this was not the
time to debate the issue. “Get to the point. How do you know it was Lawrence
Saxton?”
“One night I was going to surprise Ingrid, but as I drove past the
house to see if she was there I saw him going inside. I was the one that got
the surprise that night.” He gave a laugh that could be described as mirthless,
except the injuries to his mouth rather muddled the delivery.
“How did you see his face?”
“The light was on in the entranceway and he took off his cap and I
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recognized him.”
“How?”
“I’d seen him around with Mireille P., that’s how.”
“How do you know he wasn’t just leaving off something – .”
“Because Ingrid grabbed his crotch and there was some tongue, that’s
how.”
I believed him, but I wasn’t happy with Lee by a long shot.
“You’ll be lucky if I don’t find some way of hitting you with charges
for concealing vital information.”
“Yeah, yeah, sure, whatever,” he said, but Lee was a broken man. If
I’d known earlier that all I had to do was tweak his vanity to get him under
my thumb, there’s no way of guessing what I might, or might not have done.
Police stations are stressful places and this makes people more prone to having
accidents on the premises. Now, Lee repeated his threat to sue Vera.
“No you won’t.” I handed him a handful of Kleenex. I held a
wastebasket for him to dispose of the blood soaked mess in his hand. “You
asked for it.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?” He mopped away at his mouth, now
swollen to comical proportions. He didn’t sound like anyone worth taking
seriously either. The effect was of someone shot up with Novocain.
“You and Ingrid were getting off on Vera not knowing about the two of
you, weren’t you? Like two nasty kids in the playground taking the piss out of
a third. Did you and Ingrid exchange glances and snickers while she and Vera
worked out together – because you knew something Vera didn’t know?”
His silence was all the answer I needed.
“Surely you aren’t surprised that she went for you when she found
out?”
“How did she find out?”
“I told her.”
He looked as angry as his messed-up face could manage. “What the
fuck for?”
I ignored that question. “You made a fool of her, both of you. Ingrid is
dead so that left you to face the music.”
Lee didn’t disagree. “Okay, but if she could do what she did to me in
front of a handful of cops, does that give you an idea of what she might have
done to Ingrid if she’d found her alone?”
It did indeed and we had one or two more pieces of the puzzle.
Bubble, bubble, toil and trouble – Ingrid Spoto had been like one of the
witches in Macbeth. No, make that all three witches rolled into one. Now
though, it was time to throw Lee a bone.
“I don’t deny Vera is violent – how could I after today’s performance?
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We’ll talk to her and find out if she has anything of substance to add to this
mishmash. If it means anything, I feel responsible for having her outside the
interrogation room as you were coming out. Will you be okay? I hope your
teeth don’t cost too much to fix.”
He tried smiling and got a couple of points in the Pro column for that.
“Shit, I’ll just sue Vera,” he repeated.
I stood. “If it means anything I don’t believe even for a moment that
you killed Ingrid, or anyone else.”
He didn’t look all that thrilled. “Well thanks for that.” He touched his
eye and winced and then massaged his sore kidney. Ever the gentleman, he
resisted what must have been an overwhelming urge to test the damage to his
impressive package. My guess was nothing permanent. “Can you ask someone
to drive me to my dentist, now?” he asked.
I shook my head. “You have to be checked over by our doctor before
we can let you leave. Legal reasons, liability, etcetera. He’ll be here any
minute.”
He nodded. “Want me to tell you something really weird?”
“What?” I asked warily. I’d had more than my share of such stuff over
the last few days.
“I miss Ingrid, I really miss her.”
Yes, that was weird, all right. I had rarely encountered a victim so unmourned. “She was part of your life, you should be missing her,” I told him,
not that I thought he would be doing so for long. He looked at me and nodded,
but said nothing.
My thoughts did not linger on Lee Il Kwon’s doubtful choice of love
object, however. I wanted badly to touch base with Lawrence Saxton, he of the
leather fetish. I spared a thought for his wife again. Did she know about his
off-beat tastes and if so, how far would Mireille Prudhomme go to protect her
marriage, to say nothing of her ambitions? She was smart enough to know that
it was only be a matter of time before her perv hubby would be spotted visiting
another woman on the sly in the very neighborhood where they lived. When
he was actually identified and the subject of gossip, there would go her dreams
and schemes. This was a small town and news travelled fast. Yes, I also wanted
to speak with the dazzling Mireille again and the sooner the better. That would
be after I spoke to her husband and found out whether or not he had told Ingrid
Spoto about Nancy’s case of the clap.
I was reasonably sure we finally had the right dots to join up.
Meanwhile Herb had gotten nowhere with Vera Ziegler, because there
was nowhere to go.
“Had to let her go. Said she could go after the doc had seen her. She
claims the same alibi for the night of Eve Bishop’s murder, as for Nancy and
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Ingrid’s. A cast of thousands saw her around the club, blah, blah, blah. The
truth is I don’t see her motive for killing any of them, but I don’t pretend to
know everything about the way Vera’s mind works.” He shuddered and I didn’t
blame him. “It works in a creepy way, though, I’ll tell you that.”
I told him that Lee had refused to press charges. “Agreed he had it
coming.”
“Yeah,” He said with feeling. “He sure did, Vera made that more than
clear.”
“My ears are still ringing,” he told me. “The doc insisted Vera have a
tetanus shot and that got her worked up all over again. Wanted the rabies series
as well, but we talked her out of it. She’s a piece of work all right, but she isn’t
our piece of work. She’s very cut up about Ingrid.”
“I’ll have Janet check those alibis,” I suggested, but my heart wasn’t in
it. On the other hand we had a real lead in the gentleman we were on our way
to see, so things were looking up. Not very far up, that is, but when you’ve
been down as long as we had any lead is worth following – as Herb made clear
before we left the station house.
He was as pissed off as I had ever seen him.
“When I said it might be useful to get Vera Ziegler and Lee Il Kwon
together, it didn’t mean in a free-for-all. All we learned was that they hate
each other and that was no surprise. I don’t like suspects getting into it on my
turf,” he wound down finally, after chewing us out for several minutes without
drawing breath. “That was craziness, pure bullshit. I just hope to God the press
didn’t get hold of what happened. We look bad enough without looking like
buffoons who can’t stop a bust up in our station house.”
Who could argue that point? I didn’t bother, just told him about
Lawrence Saxton.
Then I offered a thesis. “Perhaps she used something he told her to
blackmail someone. They were having a strange-on-strange affair. He’s a
doctor, so who better to cut out the tongue of a snitch?”
“I like it and I’m coming with you,” Herb said. “Show him we’re
bringing out the heavy artillery.”
That was for sure.
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Chapter 39

We were on our way to Dr. Lawrence Saxton’s office in Saint Joseph’s
Hospital, Janet behind the wheel. I had gotten out of the way as Vera limped
from the station house, a bandage over the bite on her shin.
We sat cooling our heels in Dr. Saxton’s outer office as he finished a
consultation, 5:30 approaching, Herb coming to a boil. The nurse-receptionist
showed us into his office after fifteen minutes. She was duly reverential – to
her boss, not to us, of course.
We did the handshaking routine. Lawrence Saxton had clean, dry
palms and the kind of firm grip that instills confidence in patients. As he eased
himself gracefully into a fine brown leather chair, behind an even finer oak
desk, I had a chance to look him over and decided he was a more than fitting
consort for the queen of the social scene, Mireille Prudhomme.
Lawrence Saxton, MD, was tall and rugged, with an All-American
boy face and thick, wavy hair, now with more silver than its original blond.
There was a time when Doug McClure could have played him. No doubt he
worked out some, but I would have said he was more the tennis and golf type
than someone who hung out at the gym. He was well maintained: the teeth and
complexion were those of man who ate carefully, went to the dentist three or
four times a year and got enough sleep. The where and when of the latter was
what concerned me.
The man had as much charm as his wife. What a bright, attractive and
successful couple – no wonder they were so successful socially. We chatted
for a moment or two and, of course, he recognized Janet. After what was
becoming the customary nonsense between my associate and her fan base, Doc
Saxton turned his attentions to me, with warmth and interest. He wanted me to
know what a fine little island I came from, presumably so that I wouldn’t feel
left out. After three or four minutes of such froth, it was time to send up the
balloon.
“Dr. Saxton, I believe you knew Ingrid Spoto?” Janet asked.
He got that solemn expression on his face that doctors must practice
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in front of a mirror, then nodded a head covered by that expensively trimmed,
wavy silver hair. I guessed he and his wife shared the same snipper. I was
beginning to recognize Boris’ work. “Yes, terrible thing, terrible. She had
dinner at our house the night before her death.”
“So we understand from your wife.” There was a flash of something
in his eyes when I told him that, but nothing I could read. “You knew Eve as
well?”
“Yes, my wife’s colleague.” He shook his head. “Tragic. So terrible.”
“And another colleague of your wife’s, Nancy Marcus? She’s one of
your patients as well, am I correct?”
He looked surprised, then recovered, quickly. We were treated to
another dignified nod. He sat back in his brown leather chair and made
a steeple of his hands. “Yes, but we both know it’s unethical to discuss a
patient.”
It was my turn to nod. I didn’t know if I looked as dignified as
Lawrence Saxton as I did so, but I didn’t care, either. I went for gold. “Yes we
know that, so perhaps you can explain why you did exactly that with Ingrid
Spoto? A lady you were much, much closer to than any of the other guests at
your home the night she died – if my information is correct? As in carnally
closer?”
Lawrence Saxton lost his color slightly, stood, swaying slightly and
grasping the edge of his desk to steady himself. His eyes sank into his skull
and he aged about a decade. It didn’t look that bad on him, though.
“How do you know about Ingrid and me?”
Good, he wasn’t going to waste our time with blather or denial over
having blabbed about a patient to an outsider. “We know about the affair, that’s
enough for you to know.”
“We know the exact nature, as in this or that piece of bondage gear,
in this relationship as well,” Herb told him – and the man sank back into that
fancy chair, one that was not unlike Barnett’s, come to think of it. I judged
that to be about all the two men had in common – other than Ingrid Spoto, of
course.
Lawrence Saxton rubbed his face with his hands, but emerged a
moment or two later looking none the worse for wear. “Does my wife know?
Well, does she?”
“Not to our knowledge,” Herb told him. “That’s not the issue that
interests us. We need to know when you last saw Ingrid and we’re talking
alibi, Doctor.”
“Probably just before she died, so why beat around the bush?” He was
getting a grip on himself now that he thought he was home free with the wife.
“An hour or so, and, before you ask, I didn’t do it. Ingrid and I understood
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each other, things were perfect between us.”
Herb did not even dignify that. “Weren’t you giving a dinner party on
the evening of her death? Where Ingrid was a guest?”
“Yes, and as she left, we made arrangements to see one another later
in the evening.” With his wife chatting to his other guests? This was a man
with bucketsful of style. “I told Mireille I had a couple of patients to check on
and she should go to bed – because of our early start for Ann Arbor the next
day.”
Had his wife believed him? “When did you leave Ingrid’s?”
“A few minutes past 12:00. Only took five minutes to walk home.”
That I already knew. “Did you see anyone as you left the house? A
parked car, for example?”
He shook his head. “No, and I was vigilant about such things, of
course.”
I believed that. “Can your wife corroborate your estimated time of
arrival back at home?”
He shrugged. “I don’t know. Since we’re on the subject, I know
exactly where you are going with this line of questioning. Just so you won’t
waste any of our time, I had an emergency surgery last night that lasted for
several hours. That covers me for Nancy’s death, am I right?” He was in
control again; the color was back in his cheeks and the twinkle in his eye had
been restored more than it deserved to be.
“Depends what the autopsy confirms about the time of death.” That
deflated him some, but not enough. I’d reckoned he’d come up with some kind
of alibi. I marvelled, cynically, how fresh and full of energy he seemed to be
for someone who had not only been up all night, but had lost his lover and two
other people he knew by violent means in as many days. Talk about resiliency.
Good at prioritizing, too. He continued, now sure as sure can be of himself
and our knowledge of his affair now only a blip on the radar. “The evening of
Eve’s death I was at home, nursing the beginnings of a cold.”
Probably caught by skulking around in the dead of night. I said, “Let’s
get back to why you don’t know if your wife can corroborate your coming
home on the night of Ingrid’s death. Why not? Didn’t she notice you coming to
bed?”
He picked at something invisible on his desk. “We don’t share a
bedroom.” He looked up. “We don’t have that kind of a relationship.”
No, it was more of a partnership than a relationship and I was willing
to bet someone knew that besides the good doctor, his lady wife and, without
a doubt, the dead blonde without a tongue. “Did your wife know the nature of
your relationship with Ingrid Spoto?”
“The ‘nature of the relationship?’” he repeated, mocking me. My, my,
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he was using up his ration of goodwill; there went a handful of Con points.
“We both know, Detective Pimms.”
“Pimlott,” I corrected him.
Saxton couldn’t have cared less what my name was. “My marital bed
or lack of it, is no concern of yours. None. We both know it. Unless you can
prove my involvement in any of these deaths, either by forensic evidence,
or a reliable witness, then I suggest you get out of my office – otherwise my
attorney will be contacting your superiors.”
Who cared? Herb leaned forward. “We decide when we leave, not you
Dr. Saxton. That is, unless you want to leave this office in handcuffs? Take a
trip to the station house?” Herb leaned back, hands across his stomach.
I put my two cents in. “The station house, where I have a feeling the
press just might be covering the side entrance? I suggest you tell us about your
last meeting with Ingrid Spoto. Then and only then will we leave as if this is
nothing more than a routine visit and you can go home to the missus.”
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Chapter 40

As Herb continued the interrogation I couldn’t help reviewing the
scene– as it might have played out that night.
Lawrence was in the hallway with Ingrid and helping her into her
coat, a dowdy thing, he noticed, in a nondescript brown accompanied by
a cheap silk scarf with a paisley pattern in blue and yellow. It and the coat
looked ghastly together. He had a fleeting thought that made him smile, of
suggesting Mireille do something about Ingrid’s dress sense. Other than the
things he chose for her to wear, that was. Now though, he took a huge chance,
kissing her furtively on the neck as she put a hand behind her and slipped it
into his slacks. He couldn’t believe how hot she got him.
“Later? Can I come over?” he murmured.
She nodded. “What shall I wear?”
“The leather thing? The corset and the boots?”
“Done!” Ingrid said and smiled as she adjusted her scarf around her
neck.
He opened the door and they said loud goodbyes. “Around 11:00,” he
whispered and watched her go down the walkway. He imagined he was hurting
her and was aroused immediately. She liked being hurt, he liked hurting – they
were perfectly matched.
He went back into the sitting room where a conversation was going
on about some dunderhead on the Fox network, whom the assembled liberals
found especially ridiculous. He stood behind his wife, putting his hands lightly
on her shoulders and she in turn rested her hands on his. Lawrence Saxton
knew what a fine picture he and Mireille made as a couple. If only people knew
this was an alliance, not a marriage. That she wouldn’t let him touch her after
the first few times – when she had been almost hysterical at what he demanded
in bed. Not that he wanted to touch her now, now that he had Ingrid.
He checked his watch, with skill enough not to let the others see. He
could kick this bunch out by 10:30: patients to see, early start. People believe
anything doctors tell them, because they held the key to everything – or so
everyone thought. Like high priests. He loved that, loved being listened to.
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Only one more hour of this bunch and he was out of here . . .
“Truth is, straight sex bores me. Hooked for years on getting rough,
very rough,” he told Ingrid sometime later, as he thrust into her. “I managed
to get the occasional nurse to cooperate, always thought they’d end up as Mrs.
Saxton. Never happened, but they said nothing. Doctors have the power. Those
gals know the score. Now I have you, though.”
“Yes,” she gasped. “You surely do, baby.”
He could not get over how someone so beautiful, so bright, was so up
for anything when it came to sex. She liked being hurt and she liked being hurt
wearing leather. The first time she’d put the stuff on for him, Ingrid had stood
in front of the mirror and he watched her get as hot for herself, as he was for
her.
What if he’d met her before marrying Mireille? No, Ingrid was not
safe, predictable, she liked playing too close to the boundaries. He didn’t, by
a long shot. His kicks came from juggling both lives and not giving his all
to either. He knew there were others too – that Ingrid needed others, liked
playing them off one against the other. It was catnip to her. That was okay
when she was a lover, but it would never do for his wife to behave like that, to
risk exposing him to ridicule.
He went to the bathroom and stripped off the condom and flushed it
away. No worries when you took precautions. No pregnancies, no abortions,
no STD’s, no chance for blackmail. Ingrid turned over as he came back into
the room. The corset had chafed against her skin. He liked that she didn’t take
it off in spite of that, because she knew that would make him angry. Sometimes,
she made him angry so that he’d punish her. They both understood what she
was doing, both got off on that.
“How long have we been together?” he asked her, standing, hands on
his hips.
“Three months,” she murmured, eyes closed.
“Strange, how it just happened, isn’t it?”
Ingrid agreed. “Yes,” then laughed out loud: a derisive sound. “I
wonder what Charles would think.”
“Pass out, especially if he knew it had started at that party he gave for
my birthday,” Lawrence finished, laughing.
“Wonder what Mireille would say?” Ingrid gave a slight smile. “She
doesn’t like me all that much.”
Lawrence shook his head. “No, but by and large she would be worried
about people finding out, more than by what we’ve been doing.”
They both laughed. “We aren’t nice, are we?” Ingrid said, reaching
for him.
“No,” he agreed. “That’s why we work.” He kissed her, hard,
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wrapping his hands in her hair. God, he loved her hair. “No one knows about
me, do they?” he asked now.
Ingrid smiled. “No, are you crazy? I can’t afford anything like this
getting around. Know why I’m with you? I mean apart from your turning me
on to this kind of shit.” She pointed to the leather corset.
“What?” God, he got off on her. Ingrid was so damn sexy.
“You’re as tough as I am. We’re a matched set. I can’t twist you
around my little finger, like I can with the rest of them. You take over and that’s
about as sexy as it gets for me.”
Lawrence felt on fire. That was exactly the way he wanted to be with a
woman. He wanted to dominate his equal and Ingrid gave him that gift.
Now she looked up at him. “What do you want me to do?” Her voice
was low, smoky.
“You know what.”
She smiled, licked her lips. God, he loved her mouth .
Fifteen minutes later, he hurried down the walk from Ingrid’s house –
after checking the street was empty. It was so cold now that he could see his
breath. He turned quickly and caught a glimpse of Ingrid in the crack of the
opened door, the white bathrobe wrapped around her. He thought about what
she wore underneath and had to use every ounce of control not to run back, to
fuck her again. He checked his watch. Nearly midnight already, he had to get
home.
God, he was crazy about Ingrid. She did everything he wanted and she
loved it. Telling her what she’d wanted to know about some of his patients had
been a small price to pay. and what harm could it do, anyway?
My mind returned to the questioning of Lawrence Saxton, who now
sat back and blinked a couple of times.
“When I left at just before midnight, she was alive, very much so,” he
said, confidence restored. “I had no reason to kill Ingrid, believe me. We were
good together. I shouldn’t have told her about Nancy.”
“So you did tell her?“
“It was pillow-talk, nothing more than that.”
Pillow talk? How dare he. “Did you know that Ingrid used what you
had told her?”
“What for? Why?” he said, but he looked shaken.
I shook my head. “No, no, no. You gave her the ammunition she
needed. Ingrid liked finding out things about people. The things they were
ashamed of, embarrassed by, things that could affect their relationships, even
their careers. Then she stuck it to them, to see them twist in the wind.”
He licked his lips. I could well imagine his mouth had gone dry.
“Why?. . .”
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“Because she was a sadist and you have every reason to know,” Herb
supplied.
Lawrence Saxton said nothing – he just looked what the English refer
to as sick as a parrot. If he could have moulted, he would have.
“She had a file in her computer with all the dirt and we found it,” I told
him.
He stared at me. then leaned forward. “Did she have anything on
Mireille? Anything that could have caused any trouble for us, I mean?”
Talk about cutting to the chase – the only thing that concerned him
for more than ten seconds was whether or not Ingrid Spoto had anything on
his wife that, by extension, could harm him. Lawrence Saxton as the center of
every drama – what a despicable prick.
“The only thing she had on your wife was that she was married to a
philanderer with a taste for the offbeat,” Janet said. “But there was nothing
about Professor Prudhomme, so you’re both in the clear so far.”
“Both? So far?” That got to the Doc some.
“Well, she’s your alibi, right? And when it comes to that, who can
confirm where you were the night Eve Bishop died?”
He seemed more confident then. “I told you I was at home. I had a
slight cold.”
“Well, we can find out about both nights from your wife, right?”
Oh my, oh my, that got him by the soft and curlies. “How much will
you tell her?”
“Only as much as we need to determine you’re in the clear.” Herb
wasn’t smiling.
Lawrence Saxton started tapping the desk with a Mont Blanc pen. “I
trust you’ll be discreet?”
“We’ll take a page out of your book, Doctor.” Herb stood, put his
hands on the desk and leaned in. His large body brought his face very close to
Lawrence Saxton’s. “I’m betting you’re in the clear, because truth is I believe
you when you say you and Ingrid Spoto had a great thing going. You had no
reason to kill the golden goose, to say nothing of the fact that it was a messy
kill – .” Saxton went pale.
I took up the cudgel. “And even the most loyal wife can’t overlook
a husband coming home in the early hours chirping ‘I’m home dear,’ if he’s
covered with another woman’s blood, brain tissue and bone chips or with a
severed tongue in his pocket – .”
“Tongue ?”
“Then again, you could be lying about how cool everything was
between you.”
“Of course it was – .”
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“So you say. But Ingrid might have given you the thumbs down and
you got angry. You don’t share a room, so how would your wife know what
condition you were in when you got home?”
Lawrence Saxton’s knuckles were as white as his face now. “You’re
talking about someone I cared for – .”
“Yeah?” Herb gave him a look as sceptical as looks get. “Lucky girl,
huh? Well, too bad. Someone didn’t. You should have seen what they did to
her face, Doctor. Ruined. Broken. Jaw, nose, cheekbones. Smashed teeth - .”
“That’s enough,” Lawrence Saxton said, weakly.
“Then her head smashed in.”
“No – .”
.
I took over from Herb. “Left her body in the back yard, covered in
blood, dressed in S&M gear that hid nothing, left her for a kid to find – but you
must have known that from the news. Didn’t it give you a shock that she was
found dead wearing the stuff she’d been wearing for you? That she must have
been killed very soon after you left – if that was the order of events. We only
have your word for that.”
“Oh, God,” Lawrence Saxton looked in that moment as if he would
lose it. He did not even seem to care about the not so veiled accusation I was
making. It seemed he could only think of Ingrid Spoto and her terrible death.
I guessed then that Saxton, in his own gaga way, did care for her. On the other
hand, who wants a perv to care what happens to you? We would never know
whether Ingrid would have been touched, or contemptuous. My guess, on the
evidence of the lady’s feelings about her fellow human beings, was the latter.
“Who could have done that?” he whispered. “Spoiled her, humiliated
her like that?“
No concern for the child who had found the body, I noted.
Herb nodded. “That’s what we want to know and for a golden moment
I had high hopes that it was you, but it doesn’t quite compute, unless we can
break your alibis. As to your violating your Hippocratic oath by talking out
of turn about your patients, I don’t know. Guess a Board of Medical Ethics
determines that.”
Lawrence Saxton sat back, his expression hardening. “You can’t prove
I told Ingrid Spoto anything. She’s dead, so she can hardly confirm anything I
did or didn’t say.”
He was fast on his feet at figuring out the angles that were to his
advantage. No wonder he and Ingrid had hit it off – they were two sides of the
same coin. I stood. “Maybe, let’s just see what your wife has to say about your
involvement, shall we?”
“She won’t say anything to anyone but me and perhaps not even
then.” He was sure of himself again. “We have a life, the kind of life she
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wants. We’re connected in West Rapids and status means everything to
Mireille. She won’t jeopardize that. The applecart isn’t worth upsetting over
my need for offbeat sex.”
As we got to the door, I turned. “Dr. Saxton?”
“Now what, Detective Pimlott?” He tried sounding like the takecharge guy whom Ingrid Spoto knew and screwed, but he was on shaky
ground and he knew it. “Surely you’ve said everything there is to be said?”
Oh no I hadn’t. “One of these days you’ll do something I can get you
on because it’s in your nature. You’re arrogant as well as kinky, which means
you’ll be tempted at some point. We’ll get you for it and it will be worth doing.
We’re the police, Dr. Saxton. The police. We have eyes in the back of our
heads. People tell us things about other people just to save their own skins and
you’ll get careless.”
Lawrence Saxton shrugged, showing little interest. “I would think you
had more pressing issues than what I do or don’t do, Detective Pimlott.”
Now, he’d made me mad. “I’d get rid of the baseball cap if I were you,
Doc.”
He stared at me and I knew his mouth had gone dry. “What are you
talking about?”
Herb shook his head. He was enjoying himself. “That dopey disguise.
We had a door-to-door to see if anyone could identify you. You were seen,
that’s how we knew how to start a search.”
“Who? Who saw me? Where?”
“Skulking around Ingrid’s and at least three people spotted you. One
of them knows it was you.”
“You’re bluffing.” Of course he knew Herb wasn’t.
It was my turn. “No, we don’t have the imagination for that, we’re just
a couple of plodding cops. No, a caring member of the public told us. How do
you think we found you? Didn’t think to ask that, did you?” He was silent, but
I was guessing his miserable mind was going a mile a minute. I threw more
salt at the wound, rather as Ingrid would have. “I doubt that person will stay
quiet forever. No reason to, Dr. Saxton.”
“Yeah, I see that happening,” Herb nodded, “Too good not to tell
someone over a drink, or in bed, come to that. Pillow talk, know what I mean,
Doc?”
We left him to think about that on his own, because, as Herb and I
agreed, we needed some air. Badly.
“Do we tackle Mireille now?’ I asked as we got back into the car.
Herb thought for a moment. “No. Let him sweat overnight, wonder
what we’re going to do next. He won’t dare mention this conversation,
probably just sit around chewing on how much his wife does or doesn’t know.
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We’ll catch up with her first thing tomorrow. You can take over on your own
now, with Janet sitting posse. Be tough on her, although I doubt she knows
anything – considering what we’re going to put her through.”
“You never know,” I said, because the mist was beginning to clear for
me over Ingrid Spoto’s last few minutes on earth. “You never know.”
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Chapter 41

I got out of the tub, steam still rising, and wrapped myself in a red
terrycloth robe. I had discarded the white one since it reminded me of Ingrid,
lying in her bier of leaves. I turned up the heat, checked that the doors were
locked back and front, stirred the fire in the living room. I’d picked up a tofu
salad platter from Bon Appétit and settled myself on the sofa, legs up on the
coffee table. I now ate my dinner and sipped from my bottle of mineral water
and watched a video.
Sometimes when I needed to think about things and God only knows I
had more on my plate that night than tofu salad, I ran Now, Voyager, a weepy
with Bette Davis and Paul Henreid. I made a point of echoing Charlotte’s final
speech, as she tells Gerry of the sacrifice they must make for the sake of little
Tina, his youngest daughter and the emotionally-damaged victim of what
would now be known as a dysfunctional family:
“Oh Gerry, let’s not ask for the moon, we have the stars.”
Since I had neither, I wasn’t uplifted by Bette and Paul’s sacrifice.
I returned to brooding over the case. I had a canvas with very few strokes –
other than those made by a very clever killer. I had three dead women and
suspects with alibis that seemed as dense as the doors on the vault at the
Federal Reserve. I had liked Lawrence Saxton for the murders, but even if that
arrogant bastard didn’t think Mireille was waiting up for his return from his
sex session with Ingrid, I intuited she would confirm the time he arrived home,
down to the nanosecond. His wife might not have known what he was up to
for sure, but she would have known with certainty that it had nothing to do
with ministering to patients after dinner parties. Women have keen noses for
that particular deceit.
On the other hand, Doc Saxton, having killed Ingrid, might know
Mireille was waiting up and gambled she would lie to protect the status quo.
What, when it came down to it, what would he have to lose by her knowing
about his affair? Bed privileges? Hardly. Could be she’d toss him out of her
life but he seemed confident she wouldn’t, and my guess was that he was spot
on there. Impossible to guess the dynamic of anyone else’s marriage.
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Chewing each mouthful of tofu carefully I turned to thoughts of Paul
Spoto and that Gordian knot of conflicted feelings.
I had not had the heart to check out his alibi for the night of Ingrid’s
death. I would feel wretched – whether he was telling the truth or lying – so
I had passed the deed on to Janet. The alibi checked out and I’d been all too
right about how I would feel. What niggled almost as much was that he was
richer by two million dollars; there was no getting around that damning fact.
I didn’t want him to be the killer, for reasons I didn’t wish to discuss with
myself – any more than I wanted to thrash out the issue with Herb.
Then, thinking of Paul, I remembered the photos he’d given me earlier.
I’d forgotten to look at them. I got the manila envelope from the outer pocket
of my bag, spilling the contents out on the kitchen table. There were about
twenty or so prints. I put them in neat rows on the dining table, pushing aside
with a twinge of something or other, the unsigned contract that was gathering
dust like Miss Havisham’s wedding cake in David Lean’s Great Expectations.
I paused, wondering why Ingrid had had only one photo on display, when she
had such a cache. Ah, yet another Ingrid Spoto question that would never be
answered.
Most of the pictures were dated on the back. One, taken in 1992,
showed Ingrid in a white sheath with a matching jacket, holding a bouquet of
white roses and looking glowingly beautiful. She was on the arm of a tall man
with blond hair and smiling into the camera. He wore a navy suit that didn’t fit
him: rented, or borrowed? It was a wedding picture of course.
I wondered if perhaps the girl who glowed so in the photo would have
stayed that way if the marriage hadn’t gone so sour? She might have had a life
and not embarked on a series of relationships that, as far as I could tell, were
a way to use her singular beauty to abuse people cruelly. She might not have
needed to embark on power trips by tormenting others with things they would
rather forget or hated others knowing. Never letting them know whether she
would let the boom drop was as sadistic as it was manipulative. Maybe she’d
had a moral center once, but it had eroded without the feeling of ever being
loved – and not merely lusted after. Then again, maybe she always knew she
was not cut out for liaisons that needed parity and integrity to flourish – and
her marriage had been the last hurrah of the hope that she would be able to
sustain such a relationship.
There were several photos of graduation ceremonies and family
holidays, snaps taken with friends, and with a group of fellow graduates at
Oberlin. There were several of Ingrid, with her mother and a man who looked
very much like Paul – I assumed this must be his father. There was even a
photo of her with Paul, in front of an imposing residence that I assumed was
the Spoto family house. I looked at it more closely. It had been taken recently,
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that I was willing to swear, since Paul looked as he did now. I checked the
back and sure enough, the date written down was just two years ago, almost to
the day. Who had taken it?
I put the photos back in the envelope. There’s nothing sadder than
looking at the photographs collected by victims. Most police officers have
done it and it never gets any easier. It’s a way of getting to know the victim
and more importantly, who might have facilitated that status, still…. The
flipside was getting to know someone now dead. Someone you could never get
to know any better than you already did. Not much fun in that.
I lay in bed, pretending to read the latest copy of Vanity Fair, sipping
warm milk. I would have taken one of the sleeping pills prescribed by my
homeopath, but I never trusted such medications. My fear was going to sleep
and not waking up, because of taking something I shouldn’t. Finally I got
drowsy and drifted into sleep.
My last thought though was of the photos. One of them had stirred
my memory in an odd way. It was as if I knew one of the people in one of the
photos, other than Paul or Ingrid that is. How could I, though?
But I did. I knew I did.
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Chapter 42

Mireille Prudhomme was on edge and no wonder.
“Why have you brought me here?” she asked, even as she walked
into the interrogation room, Janet trailing behind her, Herb hovering outside.
“I’m missing a graduate seminar, this is ridiculous. What’s so urgent that you
couldn’t have come to my office? We’re all terribly upset about Ingrid and the
others and now the police show up and no doubt, everyone is even more upset
– .”
I cut her off, with: “Three women are dead, Professor Prudhomme. A
situation that prompts urgent action, wouldn’t you agree?”
“I still find this treatment to be totally out of line, Detective.” She was
doing a nice turn as the indignant but not unduly alarmed citizen. However,
as she had no idea how much we already knew, she had to be churning inside.
Not that anyone would have guessed so from her polished exterior. Every hair
lay exactly as it was supposed to, despite a heavy rain outside that had done
few favors for mine. The black silk shirt under the charcoal grey pantsuit had a
crease in the leg that could have cut through butter and she wore black pumps
with neat grosgrain bows. The woman was immaculate, not even a line of
sweat on the upper lip – even though the room was warm and stuffy and we’d
left her cooling her heels for fifteen minutes. Yet it was all window dressing. I
knew the signs.
It was in the eyes that swivelled back and forth. In the problem of
what to do with the hands she so wanted to wring. It was in how to control the
vibrating right leg that wanted to carry her as far away from where she was
now as it was possible to be. Now though, she remembered to make the right
noises and turned on the charm – a gift to beguile that was wearing thin.
“I’m so sorry Detective Pimlott. I’m very upset and for reasons that
must be obvious. I must, however, reiterate my shock at being brought here.
That seems very dramatic and since you already know everything you need to
know – .”
“About what?”
Professor Prudhomme did not look pleased by being cut off. I guessed
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that didn’t go down well in the lecture hall or the seminar room. “You can’t
suspect me of having anything to do with such brutal deaths?”
“Well, just in case, why don’t you give me something in the way of an
alibi?”
She was on surer ground. “When poor Eve died I was looking after
Lawrence. He thought he had a cold and you know how men are when they
don’t feel well – .”
“Not an emergency at the hospital?”
She ran her tongue over her lips, but said nothing.
“Your husband seems to have a lot of emergencies that take him away
from home at night.” Not as many in the future, though, I was willing to bet,
but that could change, if I knew leopards.
“I’m not sure what you mean?” Those stabs of color came into her
cheeks and she looked uncertain. “Of course, he has emergencies, he’s a
doctor.” She looked at me, head to the side. “Neither Eve nor Nancy’s death
has anything to do with us. Neither of us would have had any reason to cause
them any harm.”
I believed her for now. On the other hand, what was there to have
stopped her leaving the house and killing Eve, for instance, then coming home
and claiming she had been preparing hubby some nostrum for his sniffles? The
alibi jelled with her husband’s version, though. Of course, you can leave a sick
husband when he’s full of medication but so can he – without your knowing
he’s faked taking that same medication.
I got a sympathetic smile, meant to soften me up. Oh well, it was
worth a try. “I can’t believe you think I had anything to do with the death of
my friends – .”
“Were they your friends?”
“Well, yes . . . “ she looked disconcerted. “Of course.”
“We were told – .”
“Told what?” Two spots of red appeared in her cheeks again.
“I was told that you were not that keen on Eve Bishop – or on Ingrid
Spoto.”
“What? By whom?”
I did not supply names – more strategic to hold back on telling who
had been telling tales, until my reticence had the right degree of impact to
loosen her tongue. “By persons connected with the case, who thought it was
relevant that they share such information with us.”
Mireille looked at me. I wondered whether or not she ever spelled out
P.A.T.I.E.N.C.E. in her head to compose herself, as I did. Whatever she was
doing now, it worked. “Detective Pimlott, I was quite candid with you about
my lack of enthusiasm for Eve Bishop, so why hash that over now. Is it your
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experience that a mild distaste for someone is motive for killing? I think not.
As to Ingrid, I found her interesting, bright and admittedly, decorative, which
is why she was a guest in my home. I respected Nancy as my department
head.”
That was good. I liked it. Not enough to let her get away with it, but
there you are. “Oh, I heard you had stronger feelings than that toward Ingrid.”
That bothered Professor Prudhomme. “Rubbish and why are you
harping on that? That she wasn’t my best friend? So what? Anyway, you know
where I was when she died – .”
“Do I?”
I could almost hear Mireille Prudhomme’s intuition click in. We were
approaching dangerous ground. “I don’t understand what you’re getting at. I
was at home with my husband, we had cleared up after the party – .”
“You cleared up. He didn’t. He was visiting a patient at St Joseph’s,
wasn’t he?” I put a sceptical emphasis on the word “patient” that only a
troglodyte could miss – and Mireille was far from that. I could sense all the
hairs on the back of her neck were standing on end, like an animal warned of
some peril.
“How did you know that?”
So Doctor Saxton hadn’t come clean? “That doesn’t concern you for
now.”
“Have you spoken to Lawrence?”
I smiled, but said nothing.
Now Janet spoke for the first time. “So, your husband was out of the
house?”
“Yes and I’m sorry I forgot.” She was holding on by a hangnail, but
she wasn’t going to break yet. “He wasn’t gone for very long. Forty-five
minutes perhaps, maybe an hour.” She smiled prettily. “I forgot, because it’s so
routine for Lawrence to check out his patients. He’s very conscientious.”
Quite. “What time did he come home?”
She thought about that. “I was watching a movie in bed and the
midnight news bulletin had just finished. He walked past – .” She stopped, but
too late.
“Past where?” Janet asked innocently.
Mireille linked her fingers, looking down at them. The French
manicure was perfect. “He walked past my room. I heard him go into his
bathroom and take a shower.” She turned to me. “We have separate rooms,”
Mireille told me calmly. “We aren’t romantic young things.”
That was certainly true. “If you sleep separately, Dr. Saxton wouldn’t
even know if you were at home, would he?”
She gave an odd little tilt of her head then licked her lips. “I don’t
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know what you mean? Where else would I be?”
Herb, from his listening post, paged, “Tell her about her husband,” but
I said: “Well, you might have been at Ingrid Spoto’s – .”
“Why would I be there?” She looked ready to upset the table between
us, then cut and run.
Herb paged, “Slow and easy,” so I all but purred: “Because your
husband was having an affair with her.”
“What are you talking about?” Mireille Prudhomme was playing for
time she knew had run out.
“Dr. Saxton told us everything,” I told her quietly. “I think you knew
about their relationship. Did you go to see her that night?”
She was as cool as it gets. “You can’t prove anything at all.”
I had to hand it to her, but not for long. “We found a pale hair at the
murder scene. DNA.” I pointed to the smooth cap of silver hair. “Just might
match yours.”
“Oh!” Her cheeks were livid.
“We can work on it,” I told her. Then took a lucky stab in the dark.
“Did you know we use luminal spray to test for blood splatter that you can’t
even see?”
That did it. Mireille Prudhomme looked from one of us to the other. “I
suppose I have to tell you what happened that night, don’t I?”
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Chapter 43

“Well,” Mireille began, “the arrogant bastard didn’t even have the
grace to tiptoe. I switched off the reading light above my bed as Lawrence
was coming up the stairs. He knew there was nothing I could do to him even
if I did find out he’d been with that rutting bitch. I could do something to her
though, plenty. Give her a damn good scare.”
Mireille could not be stopped now. “I waited for Lawrence to get in his
shower, then slipped out of bed, arranging the pillows to look like my sleeping
body. I was wearing a rain jacket and the matching rain pants I’d used many
times on hiking trips. There could be a lot of blood. Rubber deck shoes were
under my bed and ready to slip on when I got downstairs.”
Mireille continued, “I knew I was safe in leaving the house –
Lawrence would not come to my room to say goodnight, not even to bother
with a post-mortem on the evening. No, he’d be too worn out from whatever
he had been doing with Ingrid Spoto. God, the besotted fool had barely
contained himself in getting out of the house so that he could hare over to his
lover’s.”
Mireille realized she was smiling, anticipating the effects of what she
was about to tell us. Who said revenge was a dish best eaten cold?
She said she was glad Ingrid had come to dinner. How clever to have
invited her, to be so charming to her during the evening. In truth, Mireille
had found Ingrid a tiresome woman with a sense of daunting entitlement, but
she had cultivated her as soon as she knew what was going on. Throw off
any suspicions. It had been comforting that Lawrence and Ingrid really didn’t
suspect that she knew exactly what was going on. But no one did this to her,
no one. Their marriage was a working partnership that he had betrayed. He
risked holding her up to ridicule in having a liaison with someone they both
knew, and in the very same neigborhood as the one in which they lived. It was
only a matter of time before someone spotted him, recognized him, ruined
what they had built up so carefully. Spoiled things for her.
Now it would be payback time, Mireille admitted. Now he would
know what happened when he got careless. As if she didn’t know what
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whispering had gone on between the two, even in her own house, just that
evening. She had almost bitten the hand Lawrence had put on her shoulder
after he had seen that snake out of the house.
What a shock Ingrid would get, what an even greater shock for
Lawrence when he next sneaked out to fuck her and she wasn’t where he
expected her to be. Mireille smiled: no, no, what would be even better would
be if he was down at the hospital – and he saw her name as a patient. Saw what
she really looked like. Mireille now said that she had opened the closet and
felt in the pocket of her winter coat. Yes, there it was, the sock with the rolls of
pennies in it. It felt solid in her hand, heavy.
She was out of the house in seconds.
Ingrid had stood in the doorway wearing a tacky towelling bathrobe
that looked as if it had been washed a thousand times. Probably getting ready
for bed – for the second time that night, Mireille had thought bitterly. She
could smell Lawrence’s vetiver aftershave on Ingrid. God, the slut hadn’t
even showered. Her hand grasped the sock full of pennies, now stashed in the
pocket of her rain jacket.
“Mireille?” Ingrid had looked mildly shocked. “Has something
happened? Come in. What time is it? Aren’t you out sort of late?” She did not
sound pleased to see Mireille, but why would she, all things considered?
“Oh, I couldn’t sleep, so I went for a walk – .”
“Bit cold for that, isn’t it?” They were now in the dingy foyer.
“I suppose,” Mireille held up an old red scarf of her own. “You left
this so I thought I’d bring it by.”
Ingrid looked at her and shook her head. “That isn’t mine and you
know it. What’s going on – oh, I get it.” She actually laughed. “I would have
thought you’d have more finesse.”
Mireille had never seen a woman as confident as Ingrid. Was she used
to this kind of confrontation? Or was this simply the kind of confidence that
comes with beauty, because that’s what having that advantage did for women.
That would change and soon.
Ingrid shrugged. She started up the stairs. “Well, are you coming? I
was working. If we’re going to have a catfight, we can have it in comfort, it’s
warmer up in my office.”
How cool Ingrid was. She certainly had no problem with dissembling
in front of a betrayed wife – her performance tonight had been very polished.
Practice, Mireille thought bitterly, made perfect. She followed Ingrid into a
large, poorly lit room that, from the presence of a computer and all the books,
identified it as an office. She saw the screensaver was on and there was a half
empty glass of white wine – the woman had actually been working after what
she’d been doing.
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She wasn’t quite ready, though. Had to ask: “Why Lawrence? You can
have anyone – .”
“Because he wanted me so badly,” Ingrid told her. She smiled, opened
her robe. “This way.”
Mireille gagged at the sight of Ingrid’s body bound in submission,
the nausea rising up her throat. She tried to draw her gaze from a body that, to
add insult to injury, was nearly twenty years younger than her own. She hated
herself for envying Ingrid a body that was toned, the skin that had not entirely
lost the sheen of youth. A body her husband wanted more than her own, even
if he wanted only to do the things she couldn’t stand. “Are you out of your
mind?”
“You know his tastes, why pretend you don’t?” Ingrid smiled. Was she
enjoying herself? What a question – of course she was. Mireille had to hold
herself back. Ingrid went on. “What he can’t get from you – .”
“He gets from you?” Mireille shook her head.
“How did you find out, by the way?” Ingrid wanted to know. “Surely
Lawrence didn’t spill his guts, he doesn’t have any.”
She was right about that and Mireille hated her all the more for it. “I
saw you together.”
Ingrid looked surprised. “When? Where?”
“At your birthday party. I saw you coming out of the bathroom and he
grabbed you. His hand went up your skirt and you said something about ‘Later’ and I knew what he was up to.” She sighed. “He’s done it before.”
“With anyone you know?”
Damn her, Mireille improvised. “Let’s just say he likes someone who .
. . well . . .” she searched for the right expression.
“Who’s his equal, who can go toe to toe?” Ingrid actually smiled.
“He’s not my equal. I just get a kick out of letting him think he is. Makes it
more fun when he thinks he’s such a man, is powerful, strong. We both know
how soft he is at the center.”
“So, that’s the fun part is it?” Perversely, she hated Ingrid for seeing
through her husband like she did. It strengthened her resolve. She’d needed
this little chat. It was vindication. “So, you take my husband because you like
playing him off against himself? Aren’t there any feelings?” Mireille wondered
how Lawrence would take it if he knew how Ingrid really felt about him. In
a fit of humiliated rage, would he do what she was thinking of doing? No, he
wouldn’t have the balls, Ingrid and she were in ironic agreement about that.
Oh, that precious ego of his. Just wait until she had the pleasure of telling
him. “Why Lawrence though? There are plenty of easy pickings around,” she
persisted.
Ingrid looked at her, head to one side. “I liked undermining that image
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of yours. Knowing how phony you are as a couple. It’s satisfying to see the
underside. Interesting to be running on a parallel track to all that perfection,
that golden couple shit, that status seeking. My relationship with Lawrence is
how he really is and we both know that. Shall I tell you something else?”
“Why don’t you?” Mireille was close to doing what she had come here
to do. Show Ingrid Spoto and that fool Lawrence who was running the show.
She just needed her anger to peak, needed the adrenalin to surge. “Tell me
what you’re dying to tell me.”
Ingrid walked over to her. Mireille could feel the heat from her
body. “I like the kinkiness, I like the leather, love the things we do together.
I just might keep Lawrence around. I might even take him away from you,
permanently. I can, you know.” She smiled, impressive white teeth flashing.
“Oh, dear, you’d be the middle-aged divorcee who got dumped for the younger
model and one that is more of a catch, as well. You’ll hate that.” She stopped
smiling. “Being beautiful is a bonus, you know. It isn’t everything but it can
get you what you want if you use it. People are so vulnerable to beauty. Silly,
really, it’s only an accident of Nature, after all, and yet if you have it you get
all credit.”
Mireille thought: So this is what it’s like to feel mad with rage,
then immediately realized Lawrence would never leave her, at least, not
for someone with so overweening an ego as Ingrid’s; he couldn’t stand the
competition. Oh, the irony. Still, she felt every nerve end egging her on to do
what she wanted to do so badly – to spoil Ingrid so that Lawrence wouldn’t
want her at all. Come to think of it, no one would want Ingrid ever again when
it came to that – if someone took away the beauty Ingrid used to spoil other
peoples’ lives. She was about to perform a public service. Mireille wrapped the
end of the sock in her hand and withdrew it slowly.
“No, he won’t want you,” she told Ingrid now. “Not if you aren’t
beautiful anymore.”
She swung the sock straight into Ingrid’s face as hard as she could and
didn’t stop . . .
Perhaps she hadn’t meant to go this far, but so be it. She had been right
to wear the waterproofs. She realized she was breathing heavily. Ingrid was
on her knees, trying to speak, but there was only the mockery of movement
with those bruised lips. Her cheekbones, jaw and mouth were badly injured,
the tissue starting to bruise and swell terribly. A broken tooth lay by Mireille’s
knee and her stomach turned over.
“I got carried away, but that was your own fault for not knowing when
to shut up,” she murmured as Ingrid struggled unsuccessfully to get up from
the floor. “Now listen very carefully. You’ll tell the police and anyone who
asks that this was the work of an intruder. If you tell them I did this, I will have
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nothing to lose and I’ll let the world know what you and Lawrence have been
up to. He won’t thank you. You underestimated me. Ingrid.” Mireille looked
down at the mess she had made, knowing exactly what she’d done. “I’ve taken
away your power, haven’t, I?”
She stood. “You picked the wrong one this time, Ingrid, what’s mine
is mine and no one does anything that threatens the way I live – .” Mireille
froze. Was that a sound from somewhere in the house? She waited. No, she
was safe. She could leave now, no one the wiser.
Except that is for Lawrence, when it pleased her to tell him. She would
hold this over him forever.
Her story finished, Mireille Prudhome was calm, which was more than
could be said for me. I hadn’t come across many elegant academics given to
acts of violence. Neither Janet nor Herb had anything to add, so I assumed
their experience had been pretty much the same.
I cleared my throat. “Why the sock and the coins?”
“I saw it on TV once.”
Oh, that cleared up that mystery. “What did you do with your clothes?
Your shoes? They must have been covered with blood?”
“I took them off in the kitchen at home. I put them in the washing
machine in the utility room and washed them the next morning with bleach.
They’re in the downstairs closet where I keep them.”
Herb paged, “We’ll get someone to check those out with luminol.”
“Why?” I asked, “I mean why not throw them away?”
Her composure was unnerving. “I planned to at some point in the
future. I couldn’t take the risk of the police finding them in the garbage, so I
would wait until they had stopped looking for them – if they ever did look for
them.”
Well, I’d no reason to think her stupid. Mireille and her husband were
quite a couple. It was a pleasure to break them up. I knew from the autopsy
that the wounds to the face and the fatal blows were dealt at different times
by differing weapons, but I wanted her to confirm that finding during this
interrogation. “You’re sure you didn’t kill her?”
“Yes. Oh, God . . .” She was becoming agitated as she realized in
what direction our chat was going. After all, we only had her word for it that
she hadn’t finished the job on Ingrid. In the heat of the moment – wham!
Mireille went into back-tracking mode. “You aren’t pinning this on me. She
was already sitting up, trying to come after me. I didn’t hit Ingrid on the head,
or on any other part of her body. I just wanted her face to be spoiled. I didn’t
mean to go as far as I did.” Saying it out loud it was as if she realized for the
first time what she’d done. “Oh God,” she repeated then put her face in her
hands, shaking her head back and forth, shoulders quaking.
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I got the picture. I had another concern. If Mireille Prudhomme hadn’t
killed Ingrid as she claimed, who had? God, the more we found out, the less
we knew. I waited, letting the woman regain some degree of composure.
“Are you sure your husband was at home?”
She looked up, dry-eyed. “I suppose so. I didn’t check, if that’s what
you’re wondering.”
“What was the sound you heard?”
“What?” She sounded dazed.
“You said there was a noise of some sort as you were leaving Ingrid
Spoto’s house.”
Mireille nodded. She looked very pale, but she was calm. “Yes, I
did, but I’m not sure how to describe it.” She stopped, took a deep breath. “It
sounded like wood being snapped.”
Had she heard a door being broken into? “What time would you say
this was?”
She thought about that. “Yes, yes, of course,” all eagerness now. “As
I arrived home, the clock in the kitchen read 12:45. I wasn’t there for more
than twenty minutes. She was conscious when I left. I couldn’t have killed her.
I heard someone else. Trying to get into the house. I must have heard them
breaking in. Probably the back door.”
“Why do you say that?” Janet asked.
“Because I left by the front door and it was fine.” She spread her
fingers on the table in front of her, looking pleased with her deductive powers.
All of this worked for me, however. Ingrid Spoto could have died at
about 1:00 in the morning according to the medical examiner and give or take
a few minutes we had pinned down the time with the help of a reliable witness.
Well, the term reliable in this case could only be narrowly applied, but we
knew she could tell the time and that she had been in the house. While I was
thinking of all this Herb paged, “Read her her rights.” It was time for an arrest.
“Mireille Prudhomme, I am charging you with felonious assault. You
have the right to an attorney and . . . .” I continued reading over her shrieks
of: “You can’t do this to me! You can’t!” It was the first really spontaneous
reaction I had seen from her.
Janet helped Mireille to stand, a hand under her left elbow. She looked
as if she was going to pass out, but stayed on her feet. “I didn’t kill her. I told
you. This is wrong, I want my lawyer.”
I repeated her request into the tape recorder, officially finished
the interrogation and turned off the machine. “I’m afraid you confessed to
felonious assault and that is a chargeable offense – exclusive of the actual
assault that caused her death.”
She stared at me in disbelief. “Will I go to prison?”
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“I have no idea, but it’s a possibility.”
“But I cooperated with you. Told you the truth.” Mireille clearly could
not believe what was happening.
I nodded. “Yes, and that will be taken into account. For now though,
you have to be charged.”
“Do I have to stay here? In the police station I mean?” She sounded
appalled and who could blame her?
“You’ll go in front of a judge this afternoon and probably be granted
bail.”
“I have classes . . . .” her voice trailed off.
“Not for a while,” I told her.
I had lost count of the Con points she had earned, nor did I any longer
think she looked like Fanny Ardant. The French actress had warmth, while
Mireille Prudhomme had none.
None at all.
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Chapter 44

Janet and I stood outside the station, getting a breath of air. The sun
shone brightly, even though the air was bitingly cold. Janet wore Ray-Bans
with reflective lenses and the effect was as menacing as it was cool. I said so.
“Goes with the image,” she said blandly. She was so young. “So what
do you think?”
“I think Mireille Prudhomme will be running the slammer within
an hour of arrival and that her husband will be getting offers from women
desperate to wear anything he wants them to, just for the chance of being his
love slave.”
“Detective Pimlott, that is so, so cynical.” She sounded shocked to the
core. I had forgotten that cynicism was not next to godliness in the optimistic
Midwest.
Yes, well police work does not tenderize the heart. “You’re right,” I
thought for a moment. “How’s this? She becomes the mother figure to all who
pass through the prison library where she spends her time running seminars on
Canadian history. Lawrence will be waiting for her when she gets out and rich
beyond their wildest dreams from selling their story to Fox for a docudrama,
then they’ll retire happily together to Florida.”
“Florida, now that’s where I should be,” Herb said, walking out behind
us. He was fiddling with his glasses, attaching clip-on lenses that he flipped
down against the sun.
“Why don’t you buy some prescription sunglasses Lieutenant
Fedewa?” Janet asked.
“Because I don’t want to look like someone’s sidekick from Men in
Black.” Herb had other things on his mind. “Let’s catch the asshole who did
this, okay? I think you need to check out anyone who might have had any kind
of grudge against the History department at the university. I mean three from
the same department? Maybe someone didn’t get the PhD they thought they
deserved or someone didn’t get a job when they wanted it. A longshot, but
what the hell. Who might know?”
Janet and I looked at each other. “Madge!” We said together.
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“Madge is the History Department secretary and knows all. It’s how
she controls the troops,” I explained. Herb looked from one of us to the other.
“And you’re waiting for what?“
We hit the road and were walking into Olds Hall within minutes
Madge checked us out. “You were here before,” she told me, then
looked Janet up and down, “I recognize the string bean. You were good on the
court,” she said. Janet thanked her. Then she turned to me, large arms crossed
against her even larger bosom. “Why did you drag Professor Prudhomme
out of here this morning? Have you any idea of how upsetting that was to
everyone?”
Not as upsetting as for Professor Prudhomme, I could have pointed
out. I took a deep breath. “Professor Prudhomme is helping us with our
investigation. She won’t be back for a while. On the campus I mean.”
“Hmm.” Madge glared at me. “Oh, and just who will teach her
classes? She has a seminar tonight, as well. We’ve been going crazy trying to
find people to take over for our faculty. Just what are you people doing to find
their killer?”
I avoided the question, because I wasn’t all that sure myself. “We need
your help.” I explained what that would be – “Anyone that you can think of
who might have a grudge against the department? An unhappy student? An
unsuccessful job applicant who might have taken that rejection to heart more
than is appropriate?”
“A few of those, I can tell you.” She looked at me, with narrowed eyes
and a grim expression. It was scary.
Janet and I made the appropriately sympathetic noises, then asked
Madge, “Please e-mail a list to us as soon as possible.”
She said she would but she was not going to make it easy. “I’m real
busy though, so I can’t swear it’ll be today.“
“Of course it can,” I encouraged her, then we walked out of the
department office.
We left the building and walked toward my car. “Well that wasn’t
much help, I’d half hoped she’d remember someone and Eureka, Watson.”
Janet smiled. “Yes, that would have been nice . . . oh – .”
“What?”
She pointed across the parking lot. “Isn’t that Professor Thomas?”
It was indeed and as smartly turned out as always, but he was still
hobbling badly and carrying his knapsack instead of having it slung over his
shoulder. I knew a bad back when I saw one. Probably had to do with his right
hand being held in the small of his back. He waved and winced at the same
time. We walked over. He greeted us with a smile, but it was an effort.
“I see your back is still troubling you?”
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“I’m afraid so.” He nodded wearily. There were shadows under his
eyes and an anxious expression on his face. His voice mirrored that concern.
“Is it true you had Mireille Prudhomme brought to headquarters?”
I just smiled and said nothing. Why add a beat or two to the jungle
drums?
“I don’t suppose you . . .?” He looked from me to Janet and back. He
accepted my silence with grace. “No, no, of course you can’t tell me anymore.
Please excuse me.” He checked his watch. “I’ve been feeling off all day
because I overslept.”
“Because of your back, right?” Janet asked.
Charles nodded and offered a weary smile. “Yes, over-doing the
painkillers, I’m afraid.”
“Oh, I’m so sorry.”
“Oh, please.” He smiled ruefully. “I used to be so impatient with older
people with ‘a back,’ as they used to put it. Look at me now. Had to come in
by cab.” He checked his watch again. “In fact, I’m waiting for one to come
now and take me home. I taught a class this morning and I’m exhausted.” He
looked it.
“We could drive you,” I began, but his cab rolled up as I said that.
We helped him into the car and got him settled and his knapsack tucked away.
There was a flurry of “Thank yous,” “Not at alls,” and the inevitable “Not a
problem.” As he drove off he waved through the window and smiled wearily.
I stood watching the cab roll out of the parking lot.
“What is it?” Janet wanted to know.
“Nothing,” I said, because it was more a shadow of something that
had flashed across my mind, not anything I could articulate. But there was
something, yes, definitely something fluttering in my consciousness. Oh, why
did it have to remain so maddeningly elusive?
I was having a Hitchcock moment.
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Chapter 45
Paul and I sat across from one another in an uncomfortable booth, with
seats that seemed to be made of perspex and cardboard, in Billy’s Bar and Grill
on Delacroix. Whoever had designed Billy’s had seen The Postman Always
Rings Twice. I really should have been wearing white shorts with my midriff
bared like Lana, but she would have caught a nasty chill if the weather had
been as rotten as it was this evening.
I usually avoided red meat, which, beside the silly décor, was
another problem I had with Billy’s. It would be fish and salad for a week as
compensation for courting beefy toxins, but when I’d called Paul at 6:00, as
promised, he sounded so eager, the way men do at the thought of meat, that I
had caved in.
It was raining again and I couldn’t park as close to this crowded joint
as I would have liked. My new mock croc high heels were not improved by a
dousing. My hair was the paradigm of a dreaded bad hair day: frizz on frizz. I
would have defied even Boris to fix that bird’s nest.
I had wanted to wear a berry-colored wool dress that flattered my
complexion and made my waist look slim, as a bonus, but there was a
salad dressing stain on the front – right between my tits. I ended up in gray
wool pants and a matching sweater that kept riding up. It was not my night
sartorially.
Billy’s had a salad bar but I didn’t like food to be left out under lights;
unpleasant things prosper in such circumstances. The baked potato with my
main course was as big as my thighs would be if I ate it. The ambient music in
the background had nothing to do with what was going on in the foreground
– guests shouting over one another, because wooden floors and nothing on the
walls does nothing for acoustical comfort. Discomfort was the kind of evening
it promised to be.
Promises are made to be broken, however. I had the first real laughs
I’d had since the case began and what a release. I was stumped by his question
of which character said: “Anyone who believes that I’ll turn informer for
nothing is a fool.”
“Peter Ustinov in Spartacus,” Paul told me triumphantly.
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That did it. “I think it would be fun to run a newspaper – .”
“George Coulouris in Citizen Kane. Please . . . Next you’ll be asking
me who wanted to round up the usual suspects.”
We ate petit filet mignon that was far from “petit,” but delicious, and
we drank a fine merlot. Red wines have valuable antioxidants, so I did not feel
guilty. Paul said he didn’t feel guilty regardless, which I took in good part.
Telling Paul about Gavin had been a good thing to do for any number
of reasons. I was beginning to feel better in myself. I told Paul that.
“Good,” he said. ‘More wine?”
I shook my head, regretfully. “No, driving and I have a big day
tomorrow.”
“Have you made any progress?” Paul asked quietly.
“I’ve been finding out who isn’t guilty, which is a help, but not all that
much.” I hesitated and then decided he was entitled to hear what had happened
to his sister at the vengeful hands of Mireille Prudhomme and why she had
behaved as she had.
He listened impassively, although I noticed he pushed away what
was left of his steak. “There’s no chance that her husband could have sneaked
back?”
“No, we asked her and she says he was in the house when she got
home,” I offered.
He sighed. “I had hoped things would be more straightforward,
although, with Ingrid, nothing ever was.”
I had some other thoughts to explore on the subject of the lady herself.
One thing was for certain: all roads led to Rome. The murders of Eve Bishop
and Nancy Marcus piggybacked on Ingrid’s– and it didn’t take Sam Spade to
figure that one out.
We were both quiet for a moment, sipping our wine.
“The odd thing about Ingrid is what a chameleon she was,” I said,
thinking out loud more than anything else. “Maybe that was how she seduced
people.”
“Yes,” he said quietly. “Yes, she was seductive, no doubt about it.”
An odd comment for a brother to make, but then again he wasn’t her
brother, really. He leaned back, then reached for my hand. “Is this okay?”
Oh, yes, yes, yes. “It’s okay,” was all I said though. I marveled at
being so attracted to Paul that contact between our fingertips made me want to
slide him down in the booth and have my way with him and to hell with either
the sensibilities of our fellow diners, or my professional responsibilities.
“I’m leaving tomorrow,” he said, as if I needed reminding.
“Yes, I know.”
We were both quiet.
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“What next, for us, I mean?”
“Dessert?” The coward’s way out, but with a triple homicide
investigation in full swing, messing around romantically with someone closely
involved was unwise to say the very least. Putting that resolve into practice
was going to be the trick.
Our server Will was over in a flash with a dessert menu as tall as I
was. “I can recommend the ‘Death by Chocolate,’” he advised.
Yes, well, all things considered, his suggestion did what was needed to
let some air into an intense atmosphere. After telling a disappointed Will that
cappuccinos would do for us I called after him, “Skimmed milk for me.”
As to Paul and me, well it was time to get something straight.
“I don’t think we should see each other like this again, until the case is
cracked. You understand what I mean, don’t you?”
“As long as the only obstacle is professional, yes,” Paul said, and there
were little crinkles around his eyes when he smiled that nearly undermined my
resolve.
Taking a deep breath I admitted: “It is.”
“So we will see where this is going when we can?”
“I’d like that.”
“Sooner rather than later?”
“Yes,” I agreed.
“As soon as this is over?”
I nodded.
“A long weekend in Chicago? I’ll book you into a hotel of course. We
can get to know each other, properly.”
I nodded, temporarily having lost the power of speech. All women
know that feeling. Those that say they don’t are either lying, or dead from the
neck down. Speaking of which. “I have something to tell you. About Ingrid.”
“There’s more?” Paul looked unnerved.
“Do you know of anyone Ingrid might have been seeing two years
ago?”
“Why do you ask?” Our cappuccinos arrived and Will pressed us to
go mad and have a cognac, but we declined. He went off looking even more
disappointed than when we had rejected dessert.
“Well . . .” Should I tell him what I was about to tell him? Yes, he was
Ingrid’s only family, perhaps he would remember something that she had told
him that would help. “Something happened that may, or may not have had any
bearing on the case.”
“What?”
“She had an abortion.” I stirred my cappuccino thoughtfully, staring
into the chocolate-flecked foam. “I suppose I was thinking that whoever’s
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child that was might have been brooding about it, then done something. Of
course – .”
I looked up at Paul and knew how Pandora must have felt.
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Chapter 46

Mouth dry, I asked: “You last saw her two years ago, didn’t you?
About this time of year?”
Paul licked his lips, as if they were as dry as my mouth. “Yes.”
“It’s what I think it is, isn’t it?”
“Yes.”
“You slept with her. And that was your child.”
“Yes.”
“You knew about the abortion.”
He took a deep breath. “Yes, I’m afraid I did.”
I said nothing.
“Let me explain,” he said.
I said “Okay” because it was my duty to do so.
“I remember standing with her in the living room of the house I’d
grown up in – and feeling for the first time like an orphan,” Paul began.
“So this is it?” I had said.
“Yes,” Ingrid had agreed from across the cavernous room. “Daddy’s
been dead for a year, it’s time to sell. The real estate agent said a house like
this will go quickly.” She held up an instamatic snap of the two of them
smiling into the camera. “It was nice of the agent to take this. It’s a wonderful
likeness of you. Can I keep it?”
I had smiled, “Sure.”
“Thanks.” Ingrid had put the photo in her coat pocket as she looked
around. “Shame, isn’t it. It’s too big for me and besides I’m living in West
Rapids now and I’ve bought something there, mostly as a tax write-off. It’s just
a house in the burbs. Silly really for a woman on her own who isn’t into yards
and housey type stuff, but needs must. Do you . . .?”
“No,” I shook my head. “No. I’m settled.”
“We can split the proceeds, although I can’t get over how generous
Daddy was to both of us.”
“She turned toward to me,” Paul continued, “I had forgotten how tall
she was, how beautiful. Time seemed only to improve her, to have given her a
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glow that made the brown wool coat she was wearing look even duller. Ingrid
had never been interested in clothes, things. Not even as a girl. Our father had
always laughed, said how odd that someone so decorative had no feeling for
other objects with that quality.”
“You deserved your money,” I had said. “The jury’s still out on me.”
“’Never make a defence or an apology before you have been accused,”
Ingrid had said.
“Who said that?” I asked.
“Ingrid had opened her coat. ‘Charles I, I think.’ The deep V of her
black sweater showed the shadow between her breasts. I could not take my
eyes off that swell of flesh; it was still holding the faint tint caused by the
summer sun. I had always found her attractive, sexy even. My wife had known
that, teased me about it. Did Ingrid know it, though?” Paul speculated.
“Ingrid’ . . .” – I tried to find the words, guilt and shame making my
face feel warm and not just over the circumstances of our father’s death and
my own dubious performance as his son. “I can’t thank you enough for what
you did for Dad. I should . . . well, I wish I had been here.’”
“I remember Ingrid walking toward me, smiling as she put her hands
on my shoulders. It was disconcerting to be with a woman tall enough to do
that. “What’s done is done. Anyway, at least you’ve gotten rid of the Fox.’”
Paul laughed now, explaining that this had been the family nickname
for his ex-wife, with her red hair and sharp features. “Yes, but still…” I had
protested.
“Ingrid circled her arms around my neck. I wanted to push her away,
I knew I should. I was aware of Ingrid as a woman, wickedly conscious of the
warmth of her, the contours of her body. I didn’t want to feel that way, even as
I knew I always had. I felt it was wrong for no real reason, except of course,
the obvious one.”
“The same could not be said of Ingrid,” Paul added, “since she moved
even closer to me.” “We need to see more of one another, don’t you think?”
she had said.
“Perhaps,” I had answered warily.
“Ingrid had pressed her body into mine. ‘I’ve always found you
attractive,’ she had said.”
“I felt my body reacting to her softness, her warmth. I could not push
her away. I wanted to and yet I didn’t. She knew how curious I was and softly her lips brushed against my neck. I tried to pull back but she put her arms
around my waist. She was strong. I tried joking. ‘Er, isn’t this incest?’”
“Ingrid had smiled. ‘No, but wouldn’t it be fun if it was?’ I knew I
should get away from her, that what I was in danger of doing would be a stain
on my memory forever. I could not stop my hands from cupping her breasts.”
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I had never seen Paul look so miserable as he persevered with his

“Ingrid laughed gently as I slipped the coat from her shoulders. Her
hand began sliding into my pants as she kissed me, her tongue caressing mine.
I knew I was gone, that I would have to sleep with her. ‘Who will know and
what difference will it make?’ she had murmured.”
He would, and it would make all the difference in his world. Ingrid
knew that too and yet Paul could do nothing to stop himself – and that made
him ashamed. Ingrid would never let him forget that.
I stared into my cold cappuccino, foam gone. Who would want to
drink such a disappointment? For once, I could not think of a single movie
reference that touched on how I felt.
“It only happened that once,” he now offered.
Oh, that made all the difference. “You should have told me
immediately.”
He looked angry. “Why on earth would I tell you? It happened two
years ago, how could it have anything to do with her death?”
“Everything may have relevance in a homicide.” I leaned back against
the back of the booth, to keep some distance between us as much as anything
else. “When did she tell you she was pregnant?” And why had she told him?
Of course, I knew exactly why. Why let a fish off the hook, when he might be
of use to you later? Guilt made such good bait.
“It couldn’t have been more than a month after we . . . .” To do him
justice he sounded terrible.
“Were together?” I supplied, keeping my tone as neutral as I could.
“She’d taken one of those drugstore tests,” he confirmed.
“Blue for danger,” I said.
Paul nodded, avoiding looking at me. “Yes. She told me that the
abortion was scheduled; it would be nowhere near West Rapids.”
“How did you feel?”
He looked at me. “Surely you can guess?”
“Why don’t you tell me now?”
Paul’s eyes met mine for the first time in several minutes. “Because
you know.” He waved to Will and indicated our need for the check. “I can
only tell you I was ashamed. That even though we were not related, had never
really had a relationship that was in any way that of brother and sister, I felt I
was doing something very wrong, something that I would never fully forgive
myself for, even as I was doing it. The point here though, is can you forgive
me?”
“I don’t know,” I told him, surprised by myself. Minutes ago I should
have said that as a couple our future was in the same state as our cappuccinos,
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but it seemed that I wasn’t as ready to write us off as I’d thought. Were the
feelings I had for this man already so deep that it made coming to terms with
what he had done seem possible? “I have to think about it.”
He reached for my hand but I wasn’t ready for that. “I’m going to take
that as a sign not to stop trying,” he said quietly.
Will brought the bill and whisked off Paul’s Visa card.
What was I getting myself into? As I sat looking at Paul signing the
check, I reckoned – again to my surprise – I was getting myself into something
I was reasonably sure I wanted to be in. I was seeing Paul Spoto in focus for
the first time: no editing, no fancy background music, no key light to soften the
effect. I didn’t know what to do next, though. I wasn’t quite ready to share my
feelings with him yet. He deserved to wait.
“We should go,” I said. We left the restaurant and walked out into a
rainstorm. I gave him a short thank you for dinner and promised that I would
call him tomorrow.
“Wait, please, Sophie,” he protested as I got in my car. “We can’t leave
it like this.”
“I just don’t know,” I called out of the window as I drove off. The rain
was coming down in punishing sheets. I drove home slowly, the rain getting
heavier and heavier, the windshield wipers going faster and faster – which
always sent me into a sort of trance. I started to think about the case – mostly
to get my mind off Paul and Ingrid and where I stood in that equation – then
put the brakes on suddenly. This came as a shock to the driver behind me, who
let me know just how much of a shock it has been to him as he passed me. Too
bad, I’d had an epiphany.
Now the pieces went together as neatly as a jigsaw. I knew who had
killed Ingrid, Eve and Nancy and I was pretty damn sure I knew why. I dialled
Herb on my cell phone and left a message telling him what I suspected, and
asked that he meet me at home, pronto, then I left the same message for Janet.
We were going to pay a visit on a killer, so safety in numbers.
I arrived home and, shaking the rain off, I went immediately to the
dining table where I checked through Ingrid’s stash of photographs. I shuffled
impatiently through them until I tracked down the one of her with that group
from Oberlin. Yes, I was sure.
The killer was younger in the photo, very different, to put it mildly, but
definitely the person I suspected. Well, well, we were on our way. A call the
next day to Oberlin and a list of the graduating class of 1991, to confirm what I
knew would be the truth, and we were on our way to an arrest.
The doorbell rang and with the photo in my hand I hurried to the door
and opened it. “Herb, guess what – .”
“I think I have already.” Someone told me this, but it wasn’t Herb and
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it wasn’t Janet.
Oh bugger, bugger, bugger, as Hugh Grant would have said.
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Chapter 47

My unwelcome visitor pushed past me into the house, letting in gusts
of rain. Flipping down the hood of a black plastic rain poncho with one hand,
I saw that the other held a soggy brown paper bag from Bon Appétit. Even
as I heard the latch clicking firmly into place on the front door, I remembered
where my gun was, or rather where it wasn’t. I had left it in my daytime purse,
so that it wouldn’t look lumpy in my evening bag. I had left the former on the
dining table, now blocked from my reach by guess who?
Oh dear.
My first thought was of Herb and Janet. Where were they? On their
way here, I hoped, and on the double, at that. Oh God: say Janet had a date and
he got lucky, which would mean the opposite for me? Was Herb someplace
where his cell phone would be turned off? My second thought was about the
piece of slime standing in the middle of my living room. I had the distinct
feeling I was in for a time that would not only be bad, but my last, to boot. I
looked desperately around me, but I had not a single idea of how to get out
of the mess I was in. If only I had the martial arts skills of an Uma Thurman
in Kill Bill – parts 1 and 2 – why skimp at such a moment? Bit late to learn,
though.
A cold, wet hand encased in a surgical glove took the photo out of my
hand and studied it. “Ah yes, I thought it might be something like this.” Lifting
the rain poncho, the photo was slipped into a pocket. “Sit down.” A hand
waved me in the direction of the sofa. “Sit down and keep your hands beside
you – where I can see them.”
I felt a wave of fear and immediately needed to pee, but I kept myself
in check and did as I was told. I had no idea if my guest was armed. I needed
to keep the killer talking until I got an idea of what to do – as in kick the
miserable shit out of my home and into the nearest prison cell.
“How did you know I liked you as the killer?” I asked. What was the
point of beating around the bush?
“Call it woman’s intuition,” my visitor said with a smirk.
“Which told you what, exactly?”
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“That I needed to have an urgent chat with you, privately. If you
knew nothing, I would have used the excuse of a car problem and the dubious
coincidence of stopping at your home for help, but coincidences do happen,
don’t they? That would have been it – and I would have been on my way.”
“You didn’t think I might have been suspicious of such a lame
excuse?” I was being asked what sort of a dodo did I look like? Why, the kind
that opened the door to strangers when she had left her gun out of reach, that
kind of dodo.
“Suspicions without proof, remain exactly that,” my visitor said.
A good point. “What gave me away this time?”
“You rushing to the door waving a photograph and calling out the
name of the beefy Lieutenant Fedewa – as if you’d discovered gold. I suppose
in a way you had.” The tone of voice was laconic to say the least.
“It could have been because a fuse had blown.”
“No, no, Detective Pimlott. Ingrid had already told me about the
existence of a photograph – and there you were, waving it around.”
“Can I offer you a glass of wine or something? A nice cup of Earl
Grey to take the chill off?”
At least that got a smile. “Oh how English, to offer me a cup of tea.”
“Yes, well, we like to handle a crisis in a civilized way.”
“I think I’ll pass on that though, this isn’t a social call and from your
greeting at the door I assume your superior will be here sooner rather than
later.”
I bloody well hoped so. “Well, we had no arrangement – .”
“Oh come now.”
“Take your chances,” I said. I would not show how frightened I was
until I was out of options. Actually, they were thin on the ground already, but
hope springs, etcetera. “I’ve guessed why you killed Ingrid – .”
“Oh?’
“She knew, didn’t she? About what you’d done, I mean?”
“I couldn’t risk her spreading what she knew about me. Oh, she hadn’t
threatened me with direct exposure, but she did hint at sharing the news with
others – she had something on Nancy Marcus and wanted to demonstrate her
power at my expense. She liked tweaking my misery at the thought of what
would happen if people somehow found out. and that’s why, finally, I killed
her. I couldn’t take the mockery anymore. Couldn’t take the chance on her
going public. Couldn’t trust her not to. She was enjoying herself at the expense
of my life.”
“So you killed two other people as well.”
I got no response. “When did she know who you were? I mean was it
ever since she came to West Rapids?”
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“No, no. I thought I was safe. The very few times we ran into one
another there was no sign of recognition.”
“But you recognized her?”
“Of course, how could you forget someone so beautiful, on the
outside, that is. Inside, though, the woman was as poisonous as a toadstool. A
stunted, ugly thing.” The rancor was almost palpable.
“What she was doing to me sounded like the sort of number she was
running on other people as well. Winnowing out their secrets and using such
information against them.”
“Does it? Well, you must know quite a bit by now about how Ingrid
operated,” I proposed.
“What foolishness to think I was home safe, that I had got away with
what I’d done with no one any the wiser. She came to me about two months
ago, waving the photo in my face and of course she continued torturing me.
Apparently she’d received a box of things from her father’s house and, not
being the sentimental type, had only recently bothered to open it.”
“I’m sorry.”
I got a head-to-one-side look. “Yes, I should imagine you are, all
things considered.”
I cut to the chase. “She recognized you from the Oberlin photo.”
Ingrid’s killer sank into an armchair opposite me. “Yes. Oh, we
weren’t in the same group at Oberlin, I had already started a graduate program
and she was an undergrad, but we ran across one another occasionally. Funny
isn’t it that I don’t even remember that photo being taken.”
“What was your name then?”
I got only a sigh. “Oh, why not tell you? You won’t be telling anyone.”
My mouth went dry and I said nothing.
“I was Caroline Thomas then.”
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Chapter 48

I nodded. “When did you have the . . . well . . . procedure?”
“Very tactful, and thank you for not asking why. The term is gender
reassignment, by the way.”
“Regardless of the medical terminology, to undergo what you endured
speaks for itself.”
Charles Thomas stared into space. “I hated being in a woman’s body,
you know. Hated it, always. Oh, you can be a ‘tomboy’ when you’re young,
but as you get older, there are expectations that were repellent to me. Do you
know what it’s like to live a complete lie, to inhabit a body you despise?”
I had the impulse to say that all women feel that way at times, but
the circumstances were hardly conducive to sharing girlish confidences about
flabby thighs and bad hair days. Anyway, he was a man now, why should I?
“No, but I can see how desperate you’d be.”
“No, you can’t,” he told me amiably enough, but I wasn’t fooled.
He had suffered and Ingrid had threatened to bring pain back into his life.
He looked regretful. “I only wanted to be myself, to feel at peace, but Ingrid
wouldn’t let me be. Can you understand that?”
I understood, but only up to a point. What he had done to change
his life so radically took courage, but Ingrid had threatened to hold him up
to ridicule and just as bad, to unwanted curiosity. Unfortunately, he could no
more trust me that he could trust Ingrid – and look what he’d done to her.
He continued. “I made the break after Oberlin. I went to Holland and
had the surgical procedure I needed. Fortunately I had a sizeable trust fund, so
money wasn’t a problem. Not cheap doing what I needed to do. Did you know
it’s much more complicated for a woman to undergo gender reassignment than
vice versa?”
I hadn’t thought about this. “No, but it must have been terrible at
several levels. What about your family?”
Charles looked sad. “I have nothing to do with them anymore. Part
of the price I paid. The price they paid was to pay me off, so that I wouldn’t
embarrass them. I’m quite well off. An irony there, perhaps. Oh that’s right,
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you English say Americans don’t understand irony.”
“Irony is a function of intelligence not nationality and only the talking
heads on programs that go out so late that only their relatives tune in would be
fooled by the difference,” I said, wanting to keep him talking.
I got a shrug. “My brothers were particularly hostile. Worth doing
what I did, though.” He sounded defiant. “For the first time in my life I felt like
myself, happy in my own skin. Can you imagine what a relief that is?”
Since all too many people had never experienced that relief, but
merely played the hand they had been dealt, I almost told Charles Thomas to
take his head out of his fundament – but mine was not the power position, so I
played along. “Yes, I think I can. I can try, at least.” I could, to say nothing of
how much I wanted to keep him talking.
“I’d escaped from Caroline forever. It was wonderful, heady. When
I legally changed my name I was truly reborn. I came back to the US and
applied for transfer to the PhD program at NYU. No one really questioned why
Caroline Thomas was now Charles Thomas. I passed it off as an embarrassing
administrative error by some clerk in some records office of the college,
nothing to get worked up about and easy enough to rectify. You’d be surprised
what being nice to people can accomplish. I’ve never had any trouble being
nice though. It’s in my nature.”
I knew several people who might have disagreed with that, but I kept
my counsel as he continued his story.
“I was at UC Santa Barbara for a few years. then six years ago I was
offered tenure if I would come here. I’ve been happy, had a good life, one that
I deserved, that I chose, that I suffered to attain.” His expression hardened.
“Then Ingrid threatened everything.”
“Right, right.” I needed him to relax, to let his guard down even for
a second, so that I could take a chance and rush him. I had one or two good
offensive moves that might stun him long enough to get at my gun on the table
– just over his shoulder.
“God, the woman was relentless.”
“She had no reason.”
There were tears in his eyes. “Certainly not a reason to threaten ruin
to another person’s life, but there you are. Ingrid liked power, liked having
something to hold over people’s heads. Do you know what should be written
on her tombstone?”
I shook my head.
“It would read ‘When I said jump, they asked how high?’” He didn’t
seem to be enjoying his own dark humor. His hands gripped the arms of the
chair in which he sat. “In my case, she couldn’t accomplish that sexually, but,
being a lateral thinker, she found the stick to beat me with. My own history.”
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“So you killed her?”
He looked at me beseechingly. “How could I possibly trust her to keep
her mouth shut about it?” He stopped speaking, brooding over that unfortunate
truth. “After Mireille had smashed her to pieces – .”
“So you knew about that?”
He nodded. “I delivered the coup de grâce. I’d better tell you about
that, hadn’t I?”
I swallowed hard. “That would be good.”
Charles had waited for the front door to shut, then crept out of the
kitchen into the dark living room. What had Mireille Prudhomme, of all
people, been doing at Ingrid’s and so late? If what the gossips said of Ingrid, it
must have had something to do with sex. That wandering eye of Lawrence’s,
no doubt, had prompted Mireille to protect her property. She was such an
accomplished woman and such a fine cook; the salmon had been superb and
the lemon mousse delicious. He had found the banter during dinner to be
rather tedious; all those high-flyers tooting their own horns – still, not a bad
evening. He sighed now. Meryl Streep in Silkwood was the late show offering
and he had so been looking forward to it. He really had to learn to operate that
timing device on the DVD.
He had seen the beam of light from upstairs at the same moment
that he heard someone moaning. Climbing the stairs, he realized he was
hearing Ingrid. What had happened? He stopped for a moment on the landing,
wondering. What had Mireille done? Had things gone past the talking stage?
Had Ingrid opened her ugly mouth once too often?
He was appalled when he saw the blood everywhere; even more
shocked when he saw the condition Ingrid was in. She was on her knees,
lurching back and forth. He could not believe what she was wearing: some
obscene leather get-up that exposed her breasts. What had she been up to?
But it was her face that horrified him. Ingrid’s lovely face was nothing
more than pulp. No nip and tuck genius could fix that amount of damage.
For one moment his heart went out to her, then he remembered what she was
holding over his head. How she’d threatened to turn his life into just such a
disaster.
“Help me,” he thought she was trying to say. Her hands reached out,
clawing at the air.
“What happened?” he had asked her. Of course, she couldn’t answer,
only make strange, strangled sounds.
“Ingrid, Ingrid, Ingrid, have you been messing around with Lawrence?
Is he the one for whom you’re wearing that hideous outfit? Did Mireille decide
to do something about it?”
Ingrid tried to get up again, but couldn’t, then tried to say his name.
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“Oh Ingrid,” he said, “Why did you have to tell me about that photo?
Why couldn’t you have torn it up, never said anything? Let sleeping dogs lie?
Let me keep my secret? What difference would it make to anyone?”
He took the statuette of Mao out of his Bon Appétit bag. It was so
deliciously ironic to carry an instrument of death in so ecologically correct a
container as a brown paper bag.
“Ingrid,” he told her gently. She was trying to stand, to get away
from him, but he pushed her back on her knees. “This is payback, Ingrid. We
could have been friends, but you couldn’t let that be, could you? Controlling
me meant more than human sympathy, didn’t it? Beauty should be used to
make people happy, not as a weapon. But you can’t just make your own rules
because you have a lovely face. You had a great gift that you abused and
now it’s been taken away from you.” Charles had touched her hair. “Why it’s
almost not worth your living anymore, is it?”
Ingrid lifted her hands again in supplication, tried to rise but couldn’t.
He raised Mao above his head and brought it down on the front of hers, as hard
as he could. He heard a cracking sound from her brow. She went down then he
hit her again. She twitched, so he repeated what he had done to the back of her
head as well and then to the top twice to make sure. She was still.
Charles had checked her pulse then put Mao back in the bag. Was
that a crack in the smooth ceramic backing? Surely no one would notice. He
thought about what he had done, felt regret wash over him. He looked down at
the body – as much in sorrow as in relief at being rid of Ingrid
He’d decided already that it was necessary to do something that
would draw attention away from anything to do with him. It had to be about
her, about sex. Everyone would take it for granted that she had been up to
kinky things and that she had been murdered because of that. God knows
what they would think they had – a bad sex scene gone wrong, a crime of
passion? He ran downstairs, left the back door ajar and went back upstairs.
How appropriate that, considering the rooting around Ingrid had done in other
people’s back yards, she should be left dead in her own.
Gingerly pulling the robe around Ingrid he had carried her downstairs.
God, but she weighed next to nothing. He staggered slightly and brushed
against the walls, leaving a residue of blood on the carpets. As soon as he was
out of doors he had lain her on the mass of leaves, rotten from the winter, arranging the robe so that her body was exposed. What a bonus that she was in
that disgusting leather.
Charles knew what he had to do now. There was only one thing to do
with someone who had as vicious a tongue as Ingrid’s. Let the police puzzle
over that one. Who cared as long as there was no suspicion cast on him.
Reaching into his pocket he took out his Swiss Army knife. Charles
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was trembling so badly he had to try twice to open what was left of her mouth.
He slipped out her tongue and severed it – thank God, it took only one slicing
movement. He felt incredibly sick, but took deep breaths and recovered.
He slipped the slimy remnant of his victim into the outer pocket of his rain
poncho. He gathered some leaves and threw them over her.
He stood. There were tears in his eyes. Poor Ingrid, he thought. Poor
Ingrid. What a sad creature.
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Chapter 49

Charles Thomas looked at me now, gauging the effect, no doubt,
of what he had just told me. I said nothing, working on staying as calm as
possible. I had to get to my gun.
“You believe me, don’t you? I mean about feeling so terrible about
what I did?”
I nodded, because I couldn’t speak, not yet.
Charles could though. “Can you explain to me about Mireille? Why
did she work Ingrid over? Was it about Lawrence?”
“So you knew about their affair?”
“I guessed as soon as I heard Mireille in the house, then saw Ingrid
dressed like a dominatrix.” He brightened, some. “You wouldn’t think Mireille
would have it in her to do what she did – or Lawrence, for that matter. What a
stick, what a self-important, preening excuse for a man and she’s all vaunting
ambition. But why such a thorough job on Ingrid?”
I shook my head. “Meant to scare Ingrid and went too far. Couldn’t
stop once she got started.”
His mouth went down at the corners. “That’s what you think happened
to me, isn’t it?”
“No, I don’t actually.” We were both silent for a moment, then I said:
“So you smashed Ingrid’s head in with Mao. That’s where the crack came
from?”
Charles now took the figure of Chairman Mao out of the Bon Appétit
bag. “I took this with me that night. I washed it off afterwards and put it right
back where it belonged – which is what I’ll do when I’ve finished here. Better
not to leave things lying around at a murder scene.”
This man was very far gone. “You said you hit her in the back of the
head?”
“And on the front and top. Made an ugly sound.” That seemed to upset
him nearly as much as it upset me. I imagined my head would go crunch, as
well, when Mao made contact with my skull.
“I don’t want to think about that,” I pointed out. I stopped my eyes
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from straying to my purse. I didn’t want him to catch on and confiscate my
gun. I knew I was going to hate the answer to this question. “What did you do
with her tongue?”
“Tossed it out the window into the woods – for the foxes – as I drove
home.”
Would my tongue meet the same fate? It had been wagging enough
to tempt him. I really needed to pee, just at the thought. Time, time, I needed
time. “Why did you kill Eve Bishop?”
He pointed to the Chairman. “She spotted the crack in the back, one
that hadn’t been there before. I could see she was curious, that it was only a
matter of time before she put two and two together. She had already mentioned
how she’d heard that Ingrid had been slain with something flat and heavy. To
say nothing of Eve possibly having seen the photo. Ingrid shared a lot with her.
Not the sex stuff, but everything else. I couldn’t take a chance she would catch
on, as you did. She was a good neighbor.”
What an obituary – and now I knew what it was she had been going
to tell me that afternoon at the university. Oh, God, if only Eve had shared her
suspicions, she’d be alive today and I wouldn’t be facing my own death. It was
too late for “ifs” however. “Then you killed her?”
“Oh, I let it go when she showed an interest in the statue, but that night
I went over to her place, faked a break-in, as I had at Ingrid’s, and that was
that. Took a knife from my kitchen.”
“Why not use Mao?”
“I wanted to do something different. Researched how to do it on the
Internet.”
Ah, you couldn’t beat the information highway. “Why did you have to
degrade her so?”
“I’d done that to Ingrid and I suppose it was in the name of
consistency.” He looked and sounded ashamed. “I wish I hadn’t. Hardly
seemed fair. She was not a happy woman though, very discontented. It seemed
all of a oneness, though, to leave her the way I did. For once, she would have
something to be aggrieved by that would be truly justified. She was very
bright, though.”
Too little, too late: his score in the Con Column was mounting like no
one’s business. “I assume by the way, that the so-called bad back was nothing
more than an alibi?”
“Yes. Not brilliant, but all I could think of under pressure. Worked
though and there’s no way to prove or disprove it, really, is there? That’s the
usefulness of a bad back – take a day off work for example, and who knows
the difference? My back just seemed to go out and even the Medical Center
took my word for it. I assumed no one would want to accuse a man who could
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barely walk of cutting someone’s throat. I was sorry about Eve, well you saw
for yourself how upset I was. When you and your colleagues came over to the
house?” I nodded and he continued. “I liked Ingrid well enough before she put
the screws to me. Well, like isn’t the operative word. Let’s say I was delighted
by her beauty.” He leaned forward, a serious look on his face. “I don’t think
we would ever have been real friends. You see, the thing about her was that
her intellectual resources were not equal to the task, the way Eve’s were.” He
shrugged. “Ingrid, well, she rarely had a good word to say of anyone, which is
always entertaining.”
“Clever. Tell me about Nancy,” I reminded him.
“That was the worst.” Charles’s voice was shaky. “As I told you just
now, Ingrid told me she was going to give my file to Nancy – just to show
Nancy how dangerous she could be with someone’s secrets. I did try to find the
file at Ingrid’s but I couldn’t – .”
“It wasn’t there, I checked,” I responded. We found it on her office
computer. It was in code, by the way, and her victims were all filed under
Household Purchases.”
“Oh.” He thought about that. “Ah, yes. Well, I was looking for it after
breaking into Nancy’s house when she came downstairs. I tried to stall her,
but she rushed at me and so I hit her – so then I had to finish the job. I heard
Cameron call out – she must have heard us talking. I smashed the computer
and got out of there.”
“So you had to get out before messing Nancy’s body up?”
“I wasn’t going to do that to her, really.” Charles looked shocked
by the suggestion. “Please believe me. I wouldn’t, especially since I knew
Cameron might find her. I didn’t want to kill Nancy, truly, but she saw me.”
“We broke the code, incidentally. There was nothing about you in any
file.”
“What?” He had gone pale.
“You killed her for no reason, you idiot,” I said in as steady a voice as
I could muster. “Don’t you feel anything for wasting Nancy’s life, at least?”
“Yes, oh God, yes,” he said and I believed him. “I liked Nancy so.
To be honest, I like you. We have the same taste in furnishings, I think you’re
intelligent and attractive and sympathetic. I liked you the minute I met you.”
“I felt the same way,” I told him.
He gave a small sigh. “I’m sorry I have to kill you, but needs must.”
It was time for the big question. “What are you going to do with me?”
“Do we have to talk about that?”
“Oh, getting squeamish?”
He smiled. “I think this will be the only quadruple homicide in West
Rapids history. What do you think?”
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“I say don’t count your chickens.” The adrenaline must really have
been pumping to give me so much nerve, but I knew if he saw fear I would
be finished. At least I could play for time. My eyes swiveled back and forth
as I looked for ways to get past him, but it looked too chancy and my purse
was that fatal few steps too far away. If I rushed him at the door, he would,
no doubt, kick me senseless. He was strong enough, that I knew. Carrying
Ingrid out of the house proved that. I had to keep him talking until I figured
something out. It’s hard to draw someone out while you’re terrified, though.
This man had murdered repeatedly and had nothing to lose by doing it again
and to me.
“What are you going to do to?”
“You mean what will I do to you before the loyal Officer Jansen and
that large Chief of Police find you?”
Yes, that was exactly what I meant. I nodded, feeling my dinner rise
up my throat, and wouldn’t you know it. My last meal was red meat – how
Roger would crow about that as he performed the autopsy.
Charles patted Chairman Mao.
“Will there be a lot of blood? Is that why the rain cape?” Come to
think of it, this was the first time I had ever seen him not looking like someone
out of the pages of GQ. I was not so sure of any Cary Grant or Fred Astaire
connection anymore. Neither Cary nor Fred ever smashed a woman’s head in,
then cut out her tongue.
He nodded. “Yes, works very well against blood spatter. Handy tonight
as well, the weather is terrible. I’ll put it in the washing machine when I get
home and hang it back on the hook in the utility room then pull it out when I
need it again.”
Why, just like Mireille. Was there a protocol about what to wear
when you risked blood splatter? Except of course, she wasn’t into recycling.
Charles Thomas was a ghoul. A sad one, driven to extremes by a vindictive
Ingrid Spoto – and carried away by hubris, perhaps? No, that wouldn’t do. No
one can drive another person beyond his or her moral boundaries – Charles
Thomas had crossed that divide on his own. “So that’s how you were able to
fool the police when we came over to your place after she died?”
“Yes, it was in the washing machine.”
I had given up on Herb and Janet. I could only hope they’d feel awful
when they realized how they’d let me down. Meanwhile, I was almost out of
time.
Charles smiled diffidently. “Can I run this idea by you? Leave you
bare to the waist and then something very personal and creative with your
gun?” He stood, and walked toward me with the figurine of Mao held high.
“No wait,” I cried out and covered my head with my hands.
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I had only one chance and I took it.
Charles Thomas assumed I was so terrified of being hit in the head that
he didn’t watch my knee or my lower right leg. As he reached me, I brought
my right leg up as hard as I could up into his crotch, while at the same time I
made a fist of my right hand and hit him equally hard in the gut.
He screamed out in pain and dropped the heavy figurine on my knee, I
heard the cartilage rebel and it hurt, but I was already on my way. I got to my
purse and was pulling out the gun when he tackled me around the waist, from
behind. I drove an elbow backwards into his ribs and he screamed: “I’m going
to kill you!”
“The hell you are,” I managed to get him in the stomach again with
my elbow. He released me just long enough that I could pull the gun out all the
way, but he was on me again and, like an idiot, I dropped it.
I put my fingers in his eyes, but he had his hands around my neck
and was cutting off my air. Everything was going red. Instinct took over and
I removed my fingers from his eyes, losing my advantage. I tried prying his
fingers from my throat with mine, but I was rapidly losing consciousness.
I thought about the guys finding me with my tits hanging out and my gun
inserted in a very private place and that pumped a bit of adrenaline – but not
enough to dislodge the miserable bastard’s hands.
We were rolling around on the floor when I heard the glass door to my
patio smash, rain and glass sprayed into the room and a soaking wet Paul, of
all people, was hauling Charles to his feet.
“What are you doing here?” I croaked. God, this really was like a
movie. Was someone going to call “Cut!” and everything would be okay?
“Who is this?” Paul wanted to know.
“The killer!” I howled, scrambling on the ground for my dropped gun.
“Don’t let him go!”
I was too late. Taking him by surprise, Charles twisted around, slipped
from Paul’s grasp and gave him a right to the jaw that I could actually hear.
Paul lost his balance and his hold on Charles, who was up and heading for the
window.
“Stop, or I’ll shoot,” I called out and did so, as a warning shot. I heard
a scream. Paul called out: “He’s down, you got him in the left knee.”
Well, that was a surprise.
As Charles writhed around on the floor, screaming in agony, the
cavalry arrived. Now my front door was in the same shape as the French doors.
Oh, great.
“For God’s sake,” Herb said, helping me into a chair. “Can’t leave you
for a minute without you getting into trouble.” He turned to Janet who was at
his heels. “Call the paramedics.”
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“Not a problem,” she told him, the phone already in her hand.
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Chapter 50

Charles Thomas had been taken away in an ambulance, broken and
weeping. For trying to kill me he had actually apologized through his tears
– so dear of him. The forensics guys had poked around as I briefed Herb and
Janet. The windows and door were soon boarded up and at least the rain had
stopped. Now, I was lying on the sofa with my swollen knee wrapped in ice
bags, a black eye and a badly swollen throat. I had refused to go the hospital.
I wanted my own bed; I wanted my own pajamas and I needed to cry into my
own pillow. Paul was sitting on the edge of the sofa. His jaw was bruised, but
not broken.
“How did you know to come after me?” I sounded hoarse to myself.
He took my hand. “Did you think I would have let you leave that way
at the restaurant – without getting things straightened out between us? I got
lost on the way here though.”
For once, I had nothing to say and it wasn’t just because of my sore
throat.
“When I did get here I heard voices through the door. I was suspicious,
so I went to the window and saw what was going on. I’m sorry about breaking
the glass.”
“You’re forgiven,” I told him and gave him a return squeeze. “How’s
the jaw?”
He rubbed it. “No teeth loosened, but sore.”
Herb and Janet came in. Herb sat opposite me, Janet standing behind
him.
“Good work, that goes for both of you,” Herb said. “You okay,
Sophie?”
“Yes. What’ll happen to Charles?”
Herb shrugged. “Locked away forever.”
“He’ll have a bad time.”
We were all silent. I wondered what Paul thought of the fate of his
sister’s killer. We would have time to discuss that, but later.
“I can’t get over it,” Janet said. “Charles was a woman?”
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“No,” I corrected her. “Caroline Thomas had a gender reassignment.
He was a man, full stop.”
“Three women dead and for what?” Herb shook his head, “A selfish,
manipulative woman who jerked someone’s chain once too often for her own
good.” He stopped and looked at Paul. “I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have said that.”
Paul shook his head. “I’ve said it myself.”
And would again many times, I was sure.
I leaned back into my pillows. “She pushed one too many envelopes,
that’s for certain. Mireille Prudhomme had an investment to protect and Ingrid,
even when she was confronted, didn’t know when to back off. Charles Thomas
killed because he was afraid of his life being ruined – if exposed. I think in one
sense she was like a cruising shark. She could smell blood in the water and she
just lost control. Had to push him to the wall,” I concluded.
“I think he was wrong about the kind of reaction people would have,”
Herb said thoughtfully. “I think that if people had known, it might not have
made that much of a difference. People respect other people who make no
bones about what they are and Charles worked and lived in a world that is a
cocoon against the real one anyway. You know what they say about that ivory
tower.”
I disagreed. “I think he was right to be afraid of exposure. He would
have been an object of curiosity, no matter how benevolent. The token
transexual at the dinner table. Would you think I was crazy if I said I felt sorry
for him?”
“After what he’s done, yes,” Janet said. “I know what you mean,
though. He had probably lived in a state of anxiety for years. Ingrid must have
made him see red and that was it.”
“He’s still a murdering bastard,” Herb said.
No one contradicted him, least of all me, as I thought of Eve, Nancy,
and yes, Ingrid.
Janet cleared her throat and said:. “I’ve really appreciated the
experience of working with you, Detective Pimlott. Maybe we’ll work together
again sometime.”
“I’d like that,” I said and it was true. She knew when to do what was
needed and to keep out of things when the circumstances called for tact: my
kind of partner. “And it’s Sophie, by the way.”
“Not a problem,” she told me and even Herb gave her the fisheye – but
she seemed oblivious.
“Is that it?” Paul asked pleasantly.
“Are we in the way?” Herb asked pleasantly.
“Yes,” Paul said just as pleasantly.
After a flurry of goodbyes and Herb’s assurance that my coming in late
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the next day would be okay, they were gone.
“What can I get for you?” Paul wanted to know.
“Could I have a cup of herbal tea? It’ll help me sleep and I’m down on
my water intake, so you’d better bring a bottle of water too.”
He stood. “Whatever makes you happy, you’ve earned it. Anything
else?”
I thought about that. “Could you get me that contract from the table
and a pen?”
Paul did exactly that and loaned me his Mont Blanc. I thought of
Lawrence Saxton’s pen and I shuddered. A lot of stuff was going to remind me
of this case, and it would take time for those memories to fade. It would be
ages before I could talk about China, for example.
“Turn around,” I told Paul and putting the contract against his back, I
signed up for three more years with the West Rapids Police.
The professional issue settled, I turned my attention to more personal
matters.
“Who designed Grace Kelly’s wedding dress?”
I knew that would stump him.

THE END
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